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PREFACE 

The Synoptic Essay has taken the pla:ce of the compartmental Reports of the 

past decades. 

In the words of Mr. M. W. W. M. Yeatts, the Census Commissioner for India, "the 
essay should be an essay; a kind of theme pi :ture, the theme being the life of the State 
as an organic whole. It must be the produc t of a mind which has digested all the out
standing featul'es of the Statf' 's decade history and experience aIld presents the results 
of suc~ digestion in a single, uniform. product. It means that the vi,ejw is single and indi-
vidual' but at the same time comprehensive." . 

The omnibus character of the Census Report has often detracted from its readabi
lity, particularly for those who are anxious to get a comprehensive view of a State or 
Province. As years roll on, every topic of human interest is progressively brought under 
the discerning eye of the specialist, followed by the devastating . criticism of· the expert. 
To cater to the exacting demands of thi~ sm'lll, though powerful, group is beyond the capa
city of the Census Commissioner who, even if he is a specialist, cannot in the course of 
a couple of years, evolve into an omnicompetent personage. At :rtny rate, the expectations 
of the 99 percent. of the educated laymen, who are anxious to steer clear of the mysterious 
expert and the superficial chronicler, must be given reasollable satisfaction. The Syno
ptic Essay, it is hoped, would satisfy the intellectual craving of those people who expect 
to read in this Census barometer the record of the country's progress in the last df'cade. 

Boiling down the several details collected during the Oensus operations into a 
connected whole, without resorting to the simpler device of pIiesenting them piecemeal 
under separate chapters, was no easy task. l\1:y office staff, wedded to the compartmental 
system of 1931, found it difficult to adjust themselves to the change in the form of presenta
tion of the results of the data collected during the Census operations. It ,was with no small 
difficulty, therefore, that the marginal tables were extracted and notes· prepared on rele
vant data for use in the elaboration of the different topics in the Essay. 

In the present Census attention was focussed on certain fundamental aspects of 
the day to day life of the people of the State in general. The evolution of the caste 
system, a peep into the past regarding the nature and origin of the various customs and 
ceremonies prevalent among the different castes or sects, or an anthropological or ethno
logical survey of the small tribal element in the population could not therefore find a 
place in the present scheme. The Census Commissioner for India has also expressed the 
view that the Census has done all it could really produce in the direction of caste study. 
Tendencies and developments are more in place in a Synoptic Essay than 'wearisome 
screeds' on caste question. There is also the chance of one missing the wood for the trees 

. if one tries to cover too much technical ground within the short compass of a Synoptic 
'Essay. The topics which demand a technical treatment like Fertility, Vital Statistics and 
Sampling have been dealt with separately in the Appendices. 

A carefui perusal of the enumeration card of 1941 will convince anyone that em
phasis has been placed, and that rightly, on the occupational trends of the people, to find 
out hO'w they live. The details about age, sex and civil condition lead on to the means of 
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livelihood. The important question of density and its incidence forms the preface to the 
problem of pressure of population and unemployment and here again age-oomposition and 
civil condition throw light on the whole problem. The questions of religion, language, and 
literacy are not viewed in isolation; they are integrated with the cultural evolution of the 
people as a whole to ascertain how they live the higher life. The questions, regarding 
married women embodied in the enumeration card have given the right lead in focussing 
public attention on a topic of vital importance to society, for in a highly literate country 
like Travancore, it would be possible to get correct data from the large number of 
liter~te mothers who could easily be convinced of the importance and usefulness of this 

enquiry. 

A word now about the general scheme. The Introduction is intended to give a 
bird's eye view of the State, setting out the most outstanding fac.ts regarding its histori
cal evolution, geographical compactness and its progress in the economic, social and politi
cal spheres down the centuries. It also gives a foretaste of the lines on which the schem~ 
is worked out. While unity and continuity are kept up, the division into General,. 
Occupational and Cultural, gives the view-points in the main theme, the unfolding of it 
being done through individual topics such as movement of population, age, sex, c!vil con
dition, means of livelihood, religion, language, literacy, etc. These three categories should 
not be looked upon as "bound within uncross able frontiers". The unity of the whole piece 
is emphasised by the Census Commission.er when he says that one has to think of the 
conclu'ding sentence before beginning to write. The maps and diagrams have been. reduced 
to the absolute minimum as there is just the possibility of missing the point by too many' 
illustrations. The main consideration in preparing and including them has been to. 

~ . 
stress important points or clear genuine difficulties which otherwise would have involved. 
lengthy verbal description. The maps in particular and the diagrams have also been. 
so carefully designed as to prove useful not merely to the general reader but to those speci
ally engaged in the field of education. 

There is sufficient scope for repetition in a Census Report, if only one is inclined 
that way as the marginal tables, diagrams and even maps lend themselves to elaboration in 
words, to the wearisome annoyance of the impatient reader ~ho, like the intelligent pupil, 
cannot tolerate repetition. This boredom has been carefully avoided as may be clear from 
the rather elaborate table of contents rendered necessary in the absence of separate chapters 
and marginal headings, which may hinder the even flow of a continuous narrative. While 
the Table of Contents specifies the topic of each paragraph and the relation of each to the 
lnain theme through the various sub-topics, reference to individual facts is faoilitated by the 
detailed Index at the end. 

The Report is published in four parts, Part I containing the Report proper and 
the Appe~~ices, .Part II the Imperial Tables a~d ~art III the State Tables, Par,t IV being 
the AdmInIstratIve Volume. To effect a savmg III expenditure and to facilitate ready 
reference and verification, Parts I and II are bound together. 

. Census was consi.dered a 'gigantic undertaking' even by the talented Censns Commis-
SIOner for Travancore III 1875 and the Censns Commissioner for India has characte' d th 
Census of 1941 as the "most difficult of all India's Censuses" The 'W rk th rflse e 
of 11 't d d . . 0 was ere ore one· 

no sma magnl u e an partlcularly for !De, it "'was like changing horses midstream, as I 
h~d ~o take over from my prede~essor five months after he was appointed as Census Com-
lnlSSIoner or, to be more exact, nIne months after if his part t· k . . , - Ime wor IS also taken Into. 
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account. I had also to be constantly on the move even after the Population Census was over, 
for iqspecting the field work connected wi~h the Economic Survey at a stage when my pr.ede
cessors in the past were poring over voluminous literature in the shape of reports, treatIses, 
or other useful publications on population and allied problems. Add to this, the change in 
the method of Census reporting elaborated abo 7e made me doubt the possibility of puhlishing 
this work before the date corresponding to that on which the 1931 Report was ready for publi
cation. Circumstances have now compelled me to publish it three months earlier as it is 
wanted urgently for official purposes. -

This was the first occasion on which an educational officer was selected for the 
responsible post of Census Commissioner., Though to the large Census staff already 
working in the various centres I was a novus homo, I experienced little difficulty in rallying 
roun4 me the veterans in the subordinate, service of the Revenue and Public Health De
partments. Th~ silent and devoted service of nearly 6,000 of my colleagues in the Depart
ment of Education was of considerable help to me in clearing many an obstacle in the Census 
'track and covering the last lap of the final count with confidence and satisfaction. It has 
given me no small encouragement that my appeal to the public elaborating the importance 
of the Census and soliciting their co-operation had its desired effect in their intelligent 
response in furnishing the requisite details with dep.endable accuracy. The non-simultaneous 
enumeration which was a new feature of the 1941 Census made it possible to dispense with 
the services of a large number' of inexperienced enumerators for the final counting and thus 
avoid the possibility of double-enumeration. The results of the final count were announced 
on 3rd March 1941. The Sorting and Compilation work took nearly eight months. For the 
former a staff consisting of 250 Sorters, 10 Compilers, 30 Supervisors 'one for each taluq), 
3 Divisional Superintendents for the three Revenue Divisions, 3 Record Keepers, (one for 
each Division) and one Accountant, was appointed and placed under the immediate control 
of the Chief Superintendent. A bifurcation was effected this time by putting the Manager 
and Statistical Superintendent entirely in charge of statistical work and entrusting the 
control and supervision of the large staff to the Chief Superintendent. This had the desired 
effect of ensuring accuracy and thoroughness in sorting and compilation. For the Com
pilation work the Chief Superintendent who was also Head Compiler was assisted by 
the 3 Divisional Superintendents as Divisional Compilers, 3 Record Keepers and 30 Compi
lers (one for each taluq), the Statistical Superintendent being left free to give directions in 
the ,York of compilation and check the figures from time to time. 

The several Imperial and Subsidiary Tables were completed according to schedule 
and submitted to the Census Commissioner for India for approval as soon as they were 
ready. Imperial Table VIII (Means of Livelihood), the most complicated of them, was 
completed on 24th January 1942 and received the approval of the Oensus Commissioner on 
24th February. -

The inspection of the field work connected with the Economic Survey and of the 
, work regarding Fragmentation of Holdings along with the organisation of the Tabulation 
Sections of these two ,and the Population Census kept me fully occupied for over six months 
from 1st March 1941. The Oensus Commissioner for India was expected to visit Travan
core. by ~bout. the middle of August and I was looking forward to having a full dis
CUSSIon WIth hIm. on the Imperial Tables and the scope of the Essay thereby making up 
for my not gettn~g the. advantage of attending the Census Conference at Delhi in February 
1940. It was a disappomtment to me, as it was to him, that he had to cancel the proposed 
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tour to the South for unavoidable reasons. I could start the necessary reading for pre
paring the draft of my Report only by about the second week of September 1941. I first 
took up the Cultural Section for which the necessary data were then available. After 
preparing a working draft of the Introducto ry and Cultural sections, I had the opportunity 
of meetino- the Census Commissioner for India at Delhi in the 2nd week of February last. 

, b 

I am deeply grateful to him for the detailed comments and helpful suggestions he gave me 
after going through my drafts and for his kind assurance of all possible assistance. 

On my return I started working up tbe General section and took up the Occupa
tional section last. The months of July, AUgL1Flt and September 1942 kept me fully occupied 
with a complete revision of the draft already prepared, to give it proper shape and synthetic 
unity. From the middle of July onwards, the report ",'{as sent to the Press, seHion by sec
tion, the remaining part of the limited time av c1ilahle heing utilised in the preparation of 
the Appendices. As each section reached the machine-proof stage, a copy was sent to the 
Census Commissioner for India for prior comment and approval. 

It has been my earnest endeavour to reduce the Census expenditure to the absolute 
mmunum. A proportionate addition to the expenditure incurred in 19311 warranted by 
the population increase in 1941 was not budgeted for. The Census of 1931 cost Government 
Rs. 1,39,800 i. e., Rs. 50,341 more than the 1921 Census excluding, in both cases, the cost of 
printing. The results of the Economic Enquiry (were published as an Appendix in 193:1. 
This time, however, the report on Economic Survey is being published separately, as along 
with the Tables, it is expected to cover nearly 200 pages. The total cost of the Census of 1941 
(excluding printing, but including the Econom lc Survey and the Fragmentation of Holdings) 
comes to Rs. 1,36,02i 'which is Rs. 3,779 less than the corresponding expenditure incurred 
ill 1931. The cost per mille therefore works out to Rs. 22-6 as. in 1941 as ag~inst Rs. 27 
7 as. in 1931. 

I consider it my primary duty to express my deep indebtedness to the Government ' 
of lIis Highness the Maharaja for the confidence placed in me and for the generous'support 
extended to me throughout my work and I am profoundly grateful to De~an Sachivottama 
Sir C. P. Ramaswami Aiyar for the kindness and consideration he has shown and for the 
helpful directions he has given to me during the successive stages of the Census operations. 

The Census Commissioners have always had to conduct the field work with the 
aid of the subordinate staff of other Departments. The active co-operation of the Heads 
of Departments is an essential pre-requisite for the success of the Census operations and 
the accuracy of the returns. I am happy to be able to record the fact that my brother 
officers and their subordinates heartily co-operated with me but for which it would not 
have been possible for me to work the complicated Census machinery without hitch or 
hindrance. My sincere thanks are due to Mr. M. Govillda Pillai from whom I took over 
the Census Commissionership in September 1940, for the preliminary !Work he had done 
in connection with the Census before he went on leave preparatory to retirement. Dr. 
U. Sivaraman Nair of the Mathematics Department of the Travancore University who was 
apP?inted as Sta~stical Adviser for .the Eco~omic Survey, was of considerable help to 
me. III the P?PUlatlOn Census also, partICularly ~n analysing the age-composition of the popu
latIOn and hteracy figures. I am thankful to hIm for his valuable help. I am ha to 
acknowledge the ungrUdging services of the Municipal Presidents, Tahsildars a::

y 
the 

Divisional Fores~ Officers who had to shoulder the heavy responsibility imposed upon them 
as Charge Supermtendents in addition to their normally heavy work. I feel very thankful 
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to the Managers of the various Estates-particalarly to the General Manager of the K.D.H.P. 
Company-and their staffs for their hel;trty co-operation in Census work during its several 
stag~s till the final enumeration. 

The strength of my office staff fluctuated 'With the quantity of work left over 
after each stage, drastic reduction being effected towards the close. Mr. G. R. Pillai was 
the Personal Assistant when I took charge. I wish to place on record my appreciation of. 
the hard and willing work done by him, particularly during the first six months, when I had 

\ , 

to be constantly on the move. Mr. K. J. Leenose, who was appointed my Personal Assistant 
in July 1942, ably assisted me during the str enuous three months preceding the publica
tion of this Report. I wish to place on l'ecord my high appreciation of his thorough and 
efficient work. I am sincerely grateful to him for the ungrUdging assistance he has 
rendered. I 'w~sh to record my sincere appreciation of the hard and taxing work of calculation 
continuously carried on throughout the period by Mr. N. Parameswaran Pillai as Manager 
and Statistical Superintendent. The Chief Superintendent and Head Compiler, Mr. K. S. 

,Rama Aiyer, with his characteristic thoroughness executed the work entrusted to him to 
my entire satisfaction. It stands to his lasting credit that the elaborate Imperial Tables 
have been systematically and methodically prepared :with meticulous accuracy in regard 
to the innumerable details. Mr. S. Thandaveswara Aiyer with his experience in the 1931 
Census was also helpful in expediting the work. Mr. N. Chandrasekharan who was Divisional 
Superintendent and Divisional Compiler des erves my sincere appreciation for the 'Work 
which he did so ably and well. I wish to place on record my high appreciation of the loyal 
and efficient services of my Stenographer Mr. G. Sivasankara Pinai, whose varied experi
ence in the State Manual Office made it possible for me to put him 'on to different items of 
work demanding trust and confidence. I had the advantage of getting as Draftsman Mr. 
P. Ramakrishna Pill ai, whose intelligent und 3rstanding of my requirements combined with 
his artistic taste and technical skill enabled him to bring out the maps and charts to my 
entire sa,tisfaction. Mr. P. Muthukrishna Pillai who was one of the Typists was also working 
as a Machinist in my office. I sincerely appreciate his marvellous speed and high techni
cal talent. The other members of the staff working at the PopUlation Census did the 
work allotted to them satisfactorily. Mr. M. T. Joseph and Mr. S. Varadarajan Nair were 
put in charge of the special Enquiries and did their work creditably. 

During none of the past seven Censuses had so many hundreds of pages of Tables 
alone to be printed as in the present Census. The Imperial Tables, State Tables, and those 
connected with the Economic Survey and Fragmentation of Holdings together constituted no 
less than 1,500 pages. The printing of these along with the Reports proper, in accordance 
with the rather exacting requirements of the new scheme of presentation, is certainly a stu
pendous task. If to this is added nearly 8 mlllion enumeration cards and several thou
sands of forms for the different purposes during the different stages, not to mention the 
Census Code, the whole rwork assumes gigantic proportions. The fact that most of all 
this printing had to be done on short notice speaks highly of the sense of duty and effici
ency of the Government Press staff. My warmest thanks and sincere gratitude are due to 
Mr. P. E. Mathew, the Superintendent of the Government Press, who has met the varied and 
exacting demands of this Department, particularly during the last three months, with the 
utmost patience, characteristic courtesy and unfailing promptness. The Maps were litho
graphed in the Trivandrum. . .Art Printing Works and I am happy to testify to their neat 
and careful execution.. 

Trivandrum, 
29th September 1942. 

A. NARAYANAN TAMPI, 

Census Commissioner. 
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INTRODUCTORY 

Political circumstances nO less than ge~ 
graphical situation determined the COll"~9 of the 
evolution of modern Travancore. Nature helped 

. her much in the work of political consolidation. 
The Arabian Sea washes her western shores; the 
Western Ghats protect her eastern boundary. 
The sea and the mountains meet in the extreme 
south where the country tapers down almost to a 
point. Here the forbidding rocks, the outstretch
ed arms of the Western Ghats, and the tumul
tuous sea proclaim their joint responsibility in 
guarding this much~prized land. The Western 
Ghats barred the way against a hostile army from 
the east except in the extreme south where the 
low altitude permitted the passage of a foreign 
army. It was fortunate, therefore, for Travan
core that the work of conquest and consolidation 
proceeded from the south to the north. With 
Vilinjam, Colachel and Leapuram bringing in all 
the wealth to the country by foreign trade and 
the loyal marcher lords effectively guarding the 
south-east frontier against foreign invasions, the 
Kings of Trava.ncore found the work of conquest 
of the territories further north comparatively 
easy. If conquest had proceeded from the north 
to the south, it is more than doubtful if Travan
eore would ever have been consolidated into a 
unified kingdom. The menace f~om the south 
which adjoined the powerful kingdoms beyond 
the Ghats would have stood against any attempt 
at oonsolidation. Further, the Portuguese and the 
Dutoh would certainly have been tempted to pur
sue a policy of territorial aggrandisement if they 
had not encountered a strong ruler in the south. 

2. It was a fortunate circumstanoe agaia that 
Travanoore was never under the domination of a 

foreign ruler, long enough for him to ~p08e a 
foreign civilization or a foreign culture' on th~8 
land. The successes that attended the armies q£ 
the conquering Cholas and the Pandyas were only 
short-lived and the territories which came undei' 
their temporary sway slipped back to norinallife 
under their old rulers almost immediately the 
army of occupation withdrew. The development 
of a cultUl;al unity thus rendered possible cons i
de_rably facilitated the politioal consolidation' 
which came in later. It was another stroke 
of good. fortune that the territories to the 
north of Travancore were ruled by Kings whose 
cultural kinship with Travancore made the chances' 
of irreconcilable hostility and a war of extermi
nation very remote. .otherwise what happened 
to Vijayanagar at Talikota might have been re
peated here also if a, powerful ruler, alien in civili
za!·ion and in -culture, had ruled over the ter-· 
ritories which were under the sway of the Raja 
of Coohin and tlle Zamorin of Calicut. Cochin 
acted as a buffer between Travancore and Mala
bar. If to the north of Travancore the powerful 
Zamorin with his vast territories had ruled and 
Cochin had been flung to the north of Malabar, 
the history of Travancore would, perhaps, have 
been different. Except for occasional jealousies, 
Cochin has always stood with Travanoore; and the 
great and valuable help rendered to Coohin by 
Maharaja Rama "Varma., when the Zamorin from 
the north had ocoupied practically the w hola 
State, cemented this friendship. 

3. The policy pursued by Travancore in re
lation to the East India Company, which later on 
became the Suzerain Power in India, secu:red for 
the State a valuable and powe~ful 8J.ly. In ths 
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work of political consolida.tion, this friendship 
was of great importance in strengthening the 
hands of the rulers against their enemies. 

4. Early in the 18th century, Travancore, 
after having secured control over the south, 
started on a career of expansion. Marthanda 
Varma., the maker of modern Travancore, aided. 
by" his talented nephew, Prince Rama Varma, and 
his faithful Dalawa; Rama lyen, took the conquer
ing armies of the State to the borders of Cochin. 
The victorious king thereafter set his hands to con
solidate his kingdom and give it peace and pros
perity. The shrewd ruler realised that the claims 
of conquest could only be temporary and that the 
State should be established on firmer foundations 
if it were to s,urvive. The Tkrip padidanarn 
performed by His Highness was a master-stroke 
of political sagaoity. The ancient lineage of 
His Highness, and his unbroken succession from 
the great Cheras of South India, the extent of 
the territory which came under his sway by the 
might of his armies and the spiritual position 
which he occupied as a reSult of the Thrippadi 
danam, gave him a position of unrivalled supre .. 

. macy in Travancore. Even the people who lived 
in the territories which he had conquered found 
in their new Sovereign not a military adventurer 
or an ambitious Vioeroy of a fOleign potentate, 
but one who combined in himself spiritual exalt
a,tion, high birth and tradition, ma."rtial valour 
and heroism. The Ruler assumed the role of the 
Sovereign of the State and ceased to be primu8 
inte'1' pa1'es. As the trustee of Sri Padmanabha 
he succeeded in securing imphcit obedience from 
·the feudal hierarchy. Hi~ authority was, how-
ever, based on the willing support of the people. 
The victories which Marthanda Varma won over 
the feudal nobility, who became restive on account 
of the restrictions place,d upon their political in
dependence, were mainly the result of the unstint. 
ad support which he had from the large majority 
of the people in the land. The traditi{lnal loyal. 
ty 'of the Tra vancoreans to the Rulers has 

, 

contri~uted not 8. little to the uninterrupted mon" 
archical rule in Ttavancore in contrast to thl', 
chequered history of the kingdoms beyond ,~he 
Ghats. The great Cholas, the Pandyas and the 
Pallavas, who founded empires in South Ih.dia havs 
recorded their once-mighty ru~e only in inserip_ 
tions andin monuments. No king today rules Over 
the land which was ruled by Raja Raja the Great, 
Nedumjeliyan or Narasimha. Va.rman, while in 
Travancore the monarchy is centuries old, tra
cing its descent from the Great Cheras of South 
India. Marthanda Varma's role as an adminL 
strator is even more brilliant than his achieve
ments as a conqueror. History has recorded his ; 
intense personal interest in improving the lot qf 
the cultivator by opening up irrigation 'Works, 
improving means of communication and introdu
oing reforms in the oollection of revenue and the 
administration of justice. Monarohical abs6lutism 

, I 

,was thus established in law and instilt,utions. 
His personal example of dedication to the public 
weal was consistently followed by his illustrions 
successors. 

5. If the conquering hero had died without a. 
competent successor, Travancore would llQt ha.v-e ' 
risen to the eminence which she att&ine~ iJhe 
latter half of the 18th century. Maharaja.:\Karli .. 
ka Thirunal, popularly acclaimed as the'Dha'l'ma 
Raja' not only inherited the martial traditions of 
his illustrious house but proved himself to be as 
able a statesman as his great predecessor. His con
quests of Alangad and Parur, the two talu~ ad
joining the Cochin State, secured for Travancore a 
strategic boundary against invasion from th~ 
north, (See map~n the evolution of modern Travan
core) while the acquisition of the taluk of Shen
kotta more than made up for the loss of Kalacaud 
and Valliyur further south. The invasion of Tra
vancore by the redoubtable Sultan of Mysore put 
the new-founded kingdom to an acid test. The 
oonquering army of Tippu Sultan, after sub. 
jugating the Zamorin and reducing to vassalage 
the chiefs of the various principalities fu.rther 
south, right up to the borders of Travanoore, 
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.,met with a different fate at the hands of the 
'State militia under the able generalship of Raja 
Kesava Das. Tippu's ignominious retreat saved 
the State from a flrisis which would have em
broiled he; in the disastrous oonsequences atte~-

, dant upon the revival of feudal anal'chy and 
arrested her progressive development to a consi
del'able extent. The Maharaja was left in peace 
after this to pursue unhindered his far-reaching 
schemes of .consolidation and reform. Since the 
repulse of Tippu' Sultan, the State has enjoyed 
compara~ive p$&ce and seourity from foreign in
vasion. During this long period she made steady 
and rapid progress under a galaxy of illustrious 
Rulers who identified themselv61s oompletely with 
the interests and aspirations of the people. 

6. The State had also the unique advantage 
. .of being ably served during this formative period 

by a sucoession of warrior-statesmen as Ministe.rs, 
whose bense of duty and attaohment to the throne 
are ohronioled in the heart of every Travancorean 
and whose sacrifioes in their country'-s cause are 
commemo.rated in ballards and folklore. 

7. The Sovereigns pla.ced implioit trust in 
their able and patriotic Ministexs and this paved 
the way for the gradual, yet unooIlBoious, evolu
tion of the constitutional convention (the King 
can do no wrong'. This healthy oonvention has 
resulted in: the development of oonstitutional 
monarchy in Travanoore. Broad-based on the 
instinotive loyalty of the people, soreened oli 
from public criticism by the spiritual exaltation 
.of the Ruler, combined with the oonvention of 
ministerial responsibility, tucked away from the 
rest of India by the protecting wings of the 
Western Ghats, monarohy in Travancore retained 
its prestige and popularity against the dark days 
of chaos aIld confusion wfuich came in the wake 
01 the downfall of the Moghul Empire. 

8. \Vhan the political horizon cleared by the 
progressive establishment of British supremacy 
in India, Travancore had in the Suzerain Power 
an old ally and a trusted friend. 

9. The hexitage or administrative effioienoy 
gave momentum to the eoonomio development of 

the country. The econ0mic problems oonnected 
with a growing population came within the 
purview of Government from very early times. 
Though systematio oensus-taking began only in 
the latter half of the 19th century, the idea of 
oounting heads and correlating the results to the 
xesources of the oountry is at least two centuries 
old. 

10. r t will be clear from the above that poli
tical history is intimately conneoted with the 
economio prosperity of the State. Travancore. _. 
rich in natural resouroes, was a tempting prize 
for the ambitious rulers beyond the Ghats who 
hovered round it. The maritime nations who 
coveted its wealth were anxious for its possession. 
The State could thus have been the cookpit of 
South India, a oovetable prize for any sucoessful 
adventurer who might be able to defeat and subdue 
his xivals in the field. Economio ruin would 
have been the fate of this rioh oountry if such a 
calamity had fallen to· hex lot. By the olose of 
the 18th century she was out of this danger; and 
the 19th oentury left hex free to develop her 
vast resources with the active and consistent 
suppoxt of the Suzerain Power. The 20th century 
saw her assuming the role of a 'Model State' in 
India, with her high percentage of literacy and 
commendable progress made in the nation-build
ing activities of a modexn civilized State. It 
was left to oux gracious Maharaja in the last 
deoade, to raise to glorious eminence this magni
ficent edifioe steadily reared by the patIent and 
self-sacrificing efforts of His Highness's illustrious 
anoestors in the past. 

11. Maharaja Marthanda Varma gave Travan
COre a geographioal unity as a result of his con
quests. .(~ee map on evolution of modern Tra-

. vanoore). The Sahyadris oover half of its northern 
'nd the whole of its eastern frontiers tapering 
down to Cape Comorin ill the South. The Arabian 
Sea flanks its long western boundary. The 7,662 
sq. miles of territory wit1;tin these frontiers can 
broadly be divided into three natural regions, the 
Highla.nd, the Midland and the Low land. This 
physical configuration is responsible for th(} 
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varieties in climate and vegetation. Lord Curzon, 
when he visited the State in 1900, 1escribed this 
country in his inimita.blelangua.ge. "Here nature 
has spent upon the land her riohest bounties, the 
sun fails not by day, the rain falls in due Beason 
and an eternal summer' gilds th~ soene. Where 
the land is capable of cultivation, there is no 
denseT population; where it is occupied by jun~le, 
baokwater or lagoon, there is no more fairly land· 
scape. " No extremes of olimate are experienced 
.and nO barren waterless traots exist. The 
natural regions are interpersed from the east to 
the west by a large number of rivers. Those in 
the north and oentral regionft are longer and 
broader and are navigable to country boats for 
more than half their length, while the riveTS in 
the south, though not used very much as means 
of oommunication, yet afford some scope for the· 
development of irrigation. 

12. The alluvial silt, brought down by these 
]!ivel'8 from the rich mountains from whioh they 
rise, has, through long centuries. made the Lowland 
~rea immensely fertile. The sandy coast in the 
Lowland region is wonderfully suited for cooonuts. 
The 'smell of the sea' is very helpful to the 
lrowth of the cocoanut palm and the" periodio 
monsoons feed it with water· The fisher--folk livel 
along this narrow belt. The annual yield of more 
than 90.000 tons of fish is equal to the catch in 
Sweden and Denmark put together with all their 
improved. faoilities for deep-sea fishing. Here is 
a source of wealth with possibilities for immense 
development. To the large number of poor 
people who Ii've along the shor;;, fish forms an 
almost indispensable item of food. To the east of 
the sandy belt lie the rioh rice-fields "":ith coco
nut £troves scattered about in areas less clayey 
but better suited for the COCOllUt palm. To an 
aerial observer this area will appear as one long 
green belt with the foliage of the coconut palm 
decol'ating the top, th" placid lakes and the green 
fields lending colour and charm to this tumultuous 
profession of vegetation. The Midland region 
()CCupies more' than a. third of the Sta.te with an 

a.rea of 2,722 sq. miles. A tempera.te and bracing;:. 
climate with plentiful rainfall has ma.de the Mid- " 
land so densely populated. The Highland region 
is mostly oovered with forests. Out of an area of 
3.566 sq. miles, only 496 sq. miles are 'aotually 
under cultivation. The evergreon forests present. 
an exuberant variety of tropical vegetation. In 
the north, the mountains rise to a height of over 
8,000 ft. Anamudy the highest peak being 
8,841 ft. above sea; level. The oooler olimate 
of the hills has attraoted the Europeans. The 
major portion in this area is taken up by tea, 
coffee and cardamom plantations. 

13. To one who views Travancore asia whole. 
there unfolds before the eye a vast ampliitheatre, 
the land rising tier upon tier, the top terrace 
skirting the Sahyadris at a height of over 8.000 ft. 
above sea level. In between these several ter-· 
raoes, the fertile valleys form a suitable area for 
the oultivation of rice, the staple food .of the large. . 
population, and coconut and pepper, the chief 
money-crops available to the large majority of 
the common people of the la.nd. The' ubiquitous
tapioca has kept famine away from the doors of 
thousands of people during sucoeasive yea.rs. Few 
of the millions who live on tapioca during times, 
of soarcity, when through freaks of natur.e ih&. 
oropa fail, realise that the introduotion of this, 
orop in Travanoore was I the result of the patient 
:neeearch of a benevolent Ruler who squeezed int~, 
the short span of five years the work of a life
time. The rioe produoed in the State is sufficient 
to mee~ only just over 40 per cent. of the lequire ... 
ments of the State. At no time ha.s the State relr 
lised this so keenly as during the present war 
when the stoppage of the import from Burma is 
threatened. The anxiety of the State in this res
pect is seen in the prompt measures taken for the
further development of K o;yal reolamations by the .. 
supply of cheap electric power to work the innu. " 
mera.ble pumps and in the experiments made to, 
bring more and more aores under double-crop by 
lift irrigation. Rice requires plenty of water whils
double-crop lands require it praotically thrqugh
out the year. The la.rge number of rivera whioh: 
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hrigate these fields will run ary unless there is 
plentiful rainfall. In Travancore rainfall is fairly 
good except in the extrem~ south, where the rioh 
fields 0,£ Nanjanad are irrigated by the Kot.i;layar 
Project: The rainfall variea from 75" to 100" near 
the coast, rises to about 150" at the foot of the 
hi11s and goes up to 180" ill the mountainous 
regions. In the south, ... the improvements of the 
Pandyan Kat and the Puth.ena'l' irrigation works 
by Marthanda Va,rma have allayed, to a certain 
extent. the anxiety of the ryots about the supplr 
of water to'the rice-fields in Kalkulam and ViliJo
vancode taluks. Schemes are also under the con
sideration of Government to aug:ment the supVly 
of water in the Pe(Jh~p para reservoir which feeds 
ihe rich fields of Nanjanad and Edanad. By the 
improvements now effected, and with the com
pletion of the irrigation schemes proposed, it 
may be possible almost to double the yield of 
paddy in the course of a few years. If the country 
has to be safe from starvation during periods 
of international crisis" the only method is to 
cultivate every inch of land and increase the 
yield by th~ introduction of scientific methods. 
The disappearance of the small landowner should 
be the prelud.e to this agricultural revolution 
which will usher :in the era of scientific agricul
ture, with its large' farms, steam plough, chemi
cal manu.re and rotation of crops. 

14. The rich variety of the money crops 
produced in the State is, in a large measure, 
responsible for the favourable economic balance 
sheet of the agriculturist from year to year. 
Ginger, pepper and rubber Qf the Midland, coffee, 
cardamom and tea of the Highland are sources of 
wealth which have not been fully developed. 
The forests produce a variety of good timber, 
teak, blackwood and other species of hard wood, 
which is a fruitful source of revenue to the State. 
In reeds and softwood, we have almost a monopoly 
in South India. These resou;rces are only just 
being tapped and a careful and eoonomic plan for 
their exploitation will bring in la.rge revenue to 
the State. 

15_ The country is rich in minerals of a 
variety found in few other places in India. 
Monazite, ilmenite, zircon a.nd rutile which are· 
found along the coast, and mica. and plumba.go in 
the Midlands are minerals for most of which 
Travancore oan claim a monopoly. The rich 
deposits of clay at Kundara (Midland) and the 
variety of uses to which it can be put, prdsage a 
branch of industrial aotivity which will not only 
enhance the revenue of the State but will solve 
the problem of unemployment to a oertain extent. 
Travancore is rich in what has been called in 
America, 'White Coal.' The courses of her 
rivers make the development of this form of 
energy possible. Rushing down through steep 
gorges they afford convenient facilities for the 
development of Hydro-Eleotric power. In the 
survey conducted by the State to find out the 
possibilities for this, it was discovered that there 
are at least seven rivers by the harnessing of 
which power ,could be generated. Only one of 
these has, so far, been tapped and that is the 
Muthirapula river. The PalHvasal Scheme is 
a.ble to supply cheap power to several centres in 
No;rth and Central Travancore and also to the 
Cochin State. Cheap power is bound to play an 
important part in the industrialisation of the
State and even if every town a.nd hamlet develops 
into a. bee-hive of industry, it will not suffer fer 
want of oheap electric power. When it is realised 
that the State possesses no coal deposits, her' 
policy of progressive industrialisation could not 
be said to have made any headway if nature had. 
not given her in her mountain torrents potential 
souroes of an almost'unlimited reserve of electric 
power. 

16. Down below in their passage through the 
Midland, the rivers afford facilities for the chea[) 
transpo;rt of agricultura.l p,roduce and timber 
which are grown on their banks. The lift irriga-
tion which has been made possible by the supply 
of power from PaUivasal will help to provid&. 
enough water to several acres of high level 
lands which xBquire only that to make them fit..· 
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Jor cultivation. When the rivers reach the 
Lowland, they deposit all their accumulated silt, 
thus increasing the natural fertility ot the plains 
besides affording cheap and eas.y means of com
munication. 

17. The lie of the land has co;nsiderably in
fluenced the development of communications. 
In the Lowland, the navigable rivers and lakes 
have, from very (larly times, been the ohief means 
.of communication. It is possible to travel by 
boat from Trivl:\ndrum right up to the frontier s 
-of Cochin. This route was considered important 
not only for passenger traffic but for purposes of 
commerce as well. Lar~e sums of money were ex
pended during successive decades for constructing 
and improving canals which link up the lakes and 
rivers. Nearly ten out of the thirty taluks of the 
State are benefited by this route. Even today 

:l.1.CI'.l, pepper, robber, coconuts, vegetables and a 
host of other commodities are transported by the 
-cheaper native craft inspite of the sevexe com
:petition of motor transport. This cheap, though 
.slow, means of transport which was available from 
very early times must have contributed not a little 
to the development of the Lowla.nd region where 
the density of population ha.s been the highest 
in successive decades. 

18. Travancore roughly takes the shape of an 
isosceles. triangle with its apex in the south and 
its base in the north and hence in engineering 
projects for developing the means of communioa-

-tion one must take into account the length of 
the State from north to south. The three main 
roads radiate from the capital to the north. The 
West Coast Road runs almost parallel to the sea. 
through the taluks of Quilon, KarunagappaP.y, 
KarthikappaUy, Mavelikara, Ambalapu~a and 
Sherthala and terminates at Aroor in the Sher
thala taluk from where there are barely two fur
longs of water to cross 0, er to the Cochin teai
tory. The Main Central Road (155 miles) passes 
through the tall.lks of Trivandrum, Nedumangad, 
,(Jhi~ayinkil, Kottarakkara, Kunnathur, Thiru
vella, Ch&nganachery, Kottayam, Minachil. 

Muvattupula and Kunnathunad and terminatos 
at the Kaladi ferry (see map on communications) 
very near the Cochin froutier. The Trivandrum
Shenkotta road passes through the taluks of 
Trivandrum, Nedumangad, Pathanapuram and 
Shenkotta where it joins the British territory. 

19. Roads form the chief means of communi
cation in South Travancore where thel'e are practi
cally no navigable rivers or lakes. The wisdom 
of an illustrious Maharaja conceived the plan of 
connecting Oolachel with Tl'ivandrum by water. 
The Anantha V icto'l'iaM arthandan Oanal form
ed the beginning of a system of waterways desi!ln
ed for the transport of heavy goods to the markets 
of South India from the safe harbour of Colachel. 
The development of this natural harbour and the 
improvement of this canal would be a boon to 
South Travancore almost in equal measure as the 
Kothayar Irrigation Project, which has converted 
large traots of uncultiva.ted lands i.))to the rich 
rice-fields of today. The 54 miles of ma.gnificent 
dustless road which runs from Trivandrum to . 
Cape Comorin may, in time, with the develop
ment of Oolaohel ha.rbour and the waterwa.ys 
connecting it, help in the re-establishment of' 
commeroial supremaoy whioh South Travancore 
enjoyed in the early centuries. 

20. So far the system of main roads and 
waterwaYb has been desoribed which link up the 
various parts of Travancore. In addition to the 
chief means of communication mentioned above 
there is a ·net·work of roads which link up the 
rural areas with the main roads. There is hardly 
another State or Province in India whioh has been 
spending during successive years such large por
tions of its revenue on Public Works. Public Ins
truction and Public Works have together taken 
up practically fifty per cent. of the revenues of the 
State. It is no wonder, therefore, that the State 
has 4,689 miles of excellent road providing on the 
average 9 mile of road for 1 sq. mile of territory 
(excluding Reserve Forests). There are 679 
bridges to facilitate road traffic. It is possible to 
traverse by car the entire length of the State from 
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,,!(Jape Comorin to ~arUl:, a distance of 200 odd 
. -miles in the course of a.n afternoon without having 
to suffer the irritating inconveniences of a ferry. 
If the prp-sent scheme of bridges is I)ompleted, 
there will be no necesaity for ferries even for 
those who use the branch roads. 

2i: The only railway within the State is. the 
Trivandrum- Shel;lcottah railway which covers 

-a distance of 99 miles. The network of canals 
and backwa.ters along with an exoellent road 
system throughout the State has rendered it un
economical~ to undertake any extension of the 
railway scheme within the State. 

22. The progressive programme of the State 
in the development of the means of commu~ica
tion has successfully tackled the problem of 
bringing Travancore nearer to the rest of tlndia. 
The Trunk Telephone 'with its ramifications 
within the Sliate, connecting the important mofus
sil centres iwith the capital cityI' has brought 
the rest of India also nearer. The State has , 
ill. the last ten years, been getting more and more 
"ai~minded to keep pace with the rest of the 
-world and already there are two aerodromes, one 
at· the capital and the other at Quilon. There 
is a regular weekly service from Trivandrum to 
Bombay. If the war had not intervened, air ser
vices would have been considerably expanded. 

23. The maritime activity of the State in 
oversears trade and commerce has unfortunately 
not been in proportion to her long coastline. 
Leapuram, Colachel and ViHnjam had seen pros
perous days; yet circumstance! have helped in 
the development of the hal"bour in the neigh
bouring State of Cochin. Though trade follows 
the flag, if it is left ttl one, cheaper and easier com
munications will dete:t:mine its trend. Travancore 
in the 16th, 17th and even in the 18th cent~ies 
had a virtual monopoly of tl~e setl,-borne trade in 
South India. With the development of Tuti
-corin and Madras, trade shifted from the west to 
the eaet and We ceased to be the oommon carriers 

for South India· It haa been the attempt of 
successive administrations to regain lo&t ground . 
Large sums of money have been spent in develop. 
ing the Alleppey. Quilon and Trivandru:Ql ports 
:..nd in oonstl'Ucting the Pirmede and PaHivasal 
roads, to stimulate and enrich trade and com
merce. 

21. Travancore once had a good share in the 
coastal trade. Her Pathamars ~oountry-made 
boats) carried on a thriving trade not only be
tween the ports of Travancore but even with far
off Surat and Bombay. The steamship practi
cally elimmated this trade and the serious 
difficulties encountered in 'the last few years, 
chiefly during the last wa.r, have convinced the 
authorities of the necessity of resuscitating this 
form of sea-borne trade. With the revival of 
interest noticeable throughout India towards the 
development of an India.n Navy and the improve
ment of her mercantile marine, Travancore. as a 
maritime State, will have in the near ;iu ture to 
play an important role. 

25. The rapid development of communications 
has, to a certain extent, removed the isolation 
of the village. This also cOll8ide'rably influenced 
the urbanisation of the more flourishing villages. 
The present census has disclosed that thert: are 
as many as 163 places where the popUlation is 
over 5,000. Though all these places have not 
been offioially ~grouped under towns, yet they 
partake of most of the characteristics of an 
urbanised area. The number of such places has 
increased from 11 in 1901 to 163 in 1941. This 
rapid urbanisation accounts for the oompa.rative 
absence of the village Isystem, which is such a 
marked fflature in the countries beyond the 
Ghats. The traveller will· be struok by the 
almost uninterrupted cha.in of houses on ~ either 
side of the road from Cape Comorin to the uor
thern boundaries of the State. Ibn Batuta 
observBd that "it is not a place lof villages but 
evexy man will have his own garden and homa 
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in the midst of it·) Tho individual in 'l'ra.Va.ll
core is usually identified, not so much by his 
pefsonM as by his family name. which will in
varia.bly bea.r the name of the locality in which 
his fa.mily home is situated. A cluster'of hOl!1ses 
'In a few square miles, then vast expa.nses of 
uninhabited fields, plains a.nd meadows for miles 
together and then another cluster of houses form 
the characteristic feature of the British territory 
a.djoining Tra.vancore. These characteristics 
appear only in those fringes -of territory whioh 
adjoin the British tracts, as in Shen kotta in the 

I east and Na.gercoil and ThovaJa,. in the south. 
Professor Vinogradoff told me on his return to 
'Oxford after visiting Travancore that he was 
particularly struck by the 'waUed houses' he 
saw in endloss succession from one end of the 
country to the other. 

26. The oircumsta.nces that necessitated the 
evolution of the vill~ge in South India did not 
exist in Tra.v~ncore. The net-work of rivers a.nd 
lakes in the Lowlands induced the essentially 
agricultural population to distribute themselves 
in the arable area. The oomparative 'peace and 
security which they enjoyed from very early 
times worked iIi favour of scattered uoldinga. ,It 
.may be mentioned' in passing that, even during 
the troublous days when chieftain fought ohief
tain, the cultivator was left in peace a.nd the, 
smiling fields, the main source of his wealth, were 
not destroyed by 1ihe combatant armies. They 
wisely refrained from killing the goose which 
laid the golden egg. When popUlation moved 
out to new fields and pa.stures due to inOl'oosing 
numbers, the . adventurous pathfinders and 
pioneers took with them the scattered-holding 
tradition. 

27. The system of taxa.tion has worked 
towards the elimination of the individuality of 
the villa.ge system. The Tr-cwa.ncOJ:t) l'nle.rs never 
adopted a system of farming their revenues and 
entrustin{r the oollection to uuscrupulous ad
venturers. Land-tax wa.s a.n import.ant source 
of revenue and the central government framed 

deta.iled regula.tions for .its just and -fair 
oollection without leaving it to the whitllS'. 
and oaprioes of the village officer. It will be 
seen from the above tha.t forces wer" at work 
even from very early times towards progressive 
centralisation. There was no dearth of ta.lent 
in the State and it was possible to recruit o~pa.ble 
and honest persons for serving in the different 
,bra.nches of administration. this, combined with 
the desire of the jrulers to root out corruption 
a.nd incompetence compensated, to a certain 
extent, for the absence of village life with its pos
sibilities of developing local indepelldenoe and 
administrative experience. But for this early 
centralisation, the jenmi with his customary 
rigats a.nd vested interests, owning practically 
the whole of the village, would have presented a 
serious problem anEl a practical menaoe to the 
administration. The 'jenmi' is the heritage of 
feudal times; and but for the strong arms of the 
central gove:rnment, he would have turned out to 
be an oppressor of the people. His potent Weapon 
of eyiction was a sword of Damocles hanging over 
the heads of a number of tenants under him. 
'The courts of law were powerless; for, oust om in 
T:ravancore was "transcendental la.w." The
Jenmi Kudiyan .Act passed in 1896 by t,h& 
Travancore Legislature took away most of the 
arbitrary powers from the aU-powerful j'enmi 
giving to thousands of tenants in Travancore 
security of possession and freedom froIl!; illegal 
eviction. This piece of legislation is hailed as 
the Magna Oa'1'ta of the ryots in Trava.noore. 
The progress of centralisation has, on the whole, 
been for the benefit of the people. No rude 
shock was given during this process to oustom 
and conYention, the State interfering only in 
oases of miscarriage of justice. The development 
of Kingship in Travancore bears a olose parallel 
to that in England in the 12th and 13th oenturiee. 
The King never permitted himself to be oons1de:red 
as a feudal overlord in the position of a primus 
inte'1' pares. He was a Sovereign and the rest. 
of his people were his subject3, includin~ thosp.-, 
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'Who owned vast territories and exercised con
siderable influence in the locality. The chief
tains or the Rulers of the ·various principalities 
which were brought under the political control 
of Travancore were subjeots first, and whatever 
privilege or prestige they enjoyed, was the l'esult 
of sufferance' by the Sovereign, not to be 
claimed as a right. The Sovereigns on their 
part used their power and llrestige for the 
benefit of the StlI.te and for the welfare of their 
SUbjects. 

28. This democl'atic basis of monarchy in 
'fravancore is responsible for the early ~introduc· 
tion of popular legislatures whose constitutional 
position and privileges have developed from 
decade to decade. The legislature inaugurat~d 
by a Royal Proclamation in 1888 was the first of 
its kind in an Indian State. This epoch-making 
event was the happy prologue of the glorious 
reign of a Maharaja who, in the words of an 
eminent British Resident, "was orthodox but 
tolerant, retiring but not inaccessjble, diffident 
in manner but decided in his views, simple but 
dignified" and during whose long and eventful 
reign the State was placed in the vanguard of 

progressive India.. The membership a.nd functIOlls 
of this legislature we.re enlarged in 1898, 1919 and 
1921. During the last decade, important ~hanie8 
were introduced in the oonstitution and func
tions of the legisla.ture. For the first time a bi
oameral legislature was constituted in an Indian 
State. The Lower" House is elected on a very 
wide franchise. The political diaabilities of women 
have been removed and in the matter of voting 
no distinction is maintained. The Upper House 
is elected on a more restrioted franchise. In 
both houses there is a non-official ma.jority. 
Powers to initiate and pass legislation, discuss 
the annual budget, interpellate Government a.nd 
ask supplementary questions on matters of general 
public interest are vested ill both houses· The 
verdict of the House is respected by Govern
ment. The new legislature with ··enlarged powers 
has .ushered lin an era of intense legislative 
activity. The attention of the legislature has 
been focussed on aU aspects of the life of the 
people. Its record of legislative achievement in 
the social, political and economic spheres has, 
under the inspiring guidance of a scholar-states
man, far outstripped that of the' Councils' of the 
previous decades. 
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29. The Census taken on 1Bt Maroh 
1941 has recorded a popula.tion 'of 6,070,018. 
This figure represents the population actually 
present within the boundaries of the State on the 
Census date. The counting waS dOille in two 
stages-the Preliminary and the Final. The 
sirimltaneous enumeration lof 1931 was not fol
lowed in the final counting. The final count was 
spread over a period of one week, when a further 
.checking of what was recordGd at the Preliminary 
.enumeration was made. The non-simultaneous 
.enumeration enabled the staff to visit each house 
3gain during the week and scrutinise the carda 
further and make the necessary 'corrections on 
3ccount of births and deaths, arrivals and depar. 
tures, etc., in the interval between the preliminary 
-and the final enumeration. This system also 
made it possible to dispense with the enrolment 
·of a large number of (35,981 in 1931) inexperi
,enced enumerators for the final counting and 
avoided the possibility of double enumeration. 

30, Evory effort wars made to ensure that a 
correct record was obtained at the final census. 
Evon before the preliminary enumeration, the 
normal resident popUlation of the State was 
asoertained by means of a house register, prepared 
by the su bordinates of the Revenue Depa,rtment. 
Caeua} visitors and servants and inmates of 
special institutions like jails, ,Jook-ups, hospitals 
and asylums, were Inot inoluded in this register. 
The resident population thus recurded numbered 
.5,846,179. 

31. The preliminary enumeration was started 
'(In 1st December 1940 after the completion of 
the house register. It took six weeks to complete 
the work. Aocording to the preliminary enumera. 
tion, a popula~ion of 5.920,088 was recorded. 
This figUIe included servants and visitors. who 
were expected to stay on till after 1st March, 
but not included in the house register. The popu
lation of speoial blocks like hospitals, jails, lock
ups and asylums, and a few estates in which 
mi~~tion of labour was expected before the pre-

liminary enumera.tion was over, was however~ 
excluded from the count. It was possible, there
fore, to check the figures with those of the house 
register by the da.ta obtained at the preliminary 
enumeration. A third' checking was possible 
during the final census. Thus every attempt was 
made to secure the maximum degree of acouracy. 
The figures obtained at the final 'census have also 
been tested by the latest statistioal methods and 
the results have provided further amplifioation 
of the reliability of the present figures . 

32. In framing the family budget, the intelli
~nt householder will have to take into account 
the number of children and adults, male and 
female, who are dependent upon the earning 
members in the family or, to put it in the census 
language, he will have to distribute his family 
into ,convenient age-groups and divide them into 
fully dependent, partly dependent and indepen
dent, if he has to spend his income wisely and 
well. Though such a consoious systematisation 
in the allotment of the family income is not 
generally practised, yet a similar process is being 
unconsciously worked out in the expendituxe of 
the family income. What obtains in the family 
should, in much larger measu.re, exist in the State 
where the proces! should be deliberate and defi
nitely systema.tic as ,it deals not with private 
fortunes but with public revenue. 

33. ~o scheme for the improvement of the 
primary education of a country can possibly be 
undertaken without knowing the number of chil
dren below 10; or if a campaign is to be sta.rted 
for the improvement of adult literacy, we must 
have Borne estimate of the adult population that 
can be brought under this scheme. Similarly, in 
any economic scheme for the improvement of the 
wealth· and welfare of the people, a cJl'xect esti
mate of the gainful workers in a country is 
essential before the scheme could be given any 
definite shape. In any public health progra.mme 
to bring under control the periodic epidemics 
which -devastate the country, a correot estimate 



DECENNIAL VARIATIONS .. 
'1()f the population under broad age-groups is 
, >68sential. A ·thorough scrutiny of the figures 
under broad age-groups is therefore imperative, 

. as othe.rwise it will considerably dislooate the 
admhiistrative ma.ohinery if schemes are formula
ted and policies shaped on insufficient data 
An attempt is therefore made to show in prope; 
perspeotive the trends in the growth of popula-
tion. ' 

34. Tho pOI>ulation recorded in 1941 shows an , 
increase of 1~r1 per cent, over that of 1981, The 
population of 1941 consists of (i) the survivors 

. of the 1981 population and (ii) the survivors in 
the 0-10 age-group of 1941. So the inorease in 
population can mostly be accounted for by the 
number of children surviving in the age-group 

. 0-10, the effect of migration being negligible_ 
The survivors in 0-10 group in 1941 number 
1718,291, Normally the proportion of this group 
to the total population oannot be expected to 
show violent fluotuations from decade to decade_ 
The subjoined table gives the proportion of the 

Proportion of the 0-10 group per mille of the 
total population. 

Year, Number per mille 
total population, 

11)01 ~63 

1911 ~70 

1921 268 

1931 304 

lQ41 282 

of 

. .()-10 group per thousand of the total population 
during successive decades from 1901, 

35, It will be noticed that in 19'31 the 
. 0-10 group shows an enatic increase, To 
locate the erratic increase more definitely 
the quinary group 0-5 where the infant 
mortality rate is fairly high and the 0-1 group 
where the infant mortality rate is at the maxi
:mum, were analysed and the subjoined tables give 
.;the proportion of these two grOUPI!I per thousand 

Proportion of the 0 -5 group 
per mille of the total 

population, • 

1901 132 

1911 136 

1921 133 

193 172 

1941 145 

of the total population. 

Proportion of the 0-1 group 
per mille of the total 

population, 

all 26'2 

1921 27'8 

1931 41"6 

1941 26'4 

A more pronounced in-
crease is noticeable in these age-groups in 1931· 

36 Whether this erra.tic increase is seen in 
the other age-groups also during successive de-
cades was then examined • It will be clear from 
the subjoined table that the proportion of the 
popUlation in the other age-groups during these 
decades keeps fairly normal. 

Age-group, Proportion per mille of total population, 

1901 1911 1921 1931 1941 

0- 5 132'0 130'S 132'8 172"1 144'6 

5-10 181'2 134'0 135'2 132'1 137'7 

10-15 11S'4 121'7 127'6 121'3 128'2 

16-20 93'4 95'3 98'2 95'7 102'5 

20-25 88'0 8S'O 91"2 90'0 86'9 

25-30 95'4 90"8 87'0 76'4 76'9 

SO-35 75'4 70'7 68'8 70'S 67'2 

35-40 69'S 67'9 65'3 56'6 59'1 

40-45 54'S 52'2 51'4 49'4 49'0 

4i-50 42'5 42'9 42'6 38'2 41"5 

60-55 35'9 . S3'7 34'1 32'6 32'S 

55-60 21.4 23'4 22'2 23'3 26'2 

60 and above 42'3 43'6 43'6 41'5 47'4 

37. This fluctuation is most pl'onounoed in 
the percentage of increase of the 0-5 group from 
decade to decade as will be clear from the sub
joined table. The Census Commissioner for 1981 

The percentage increase of the 0-5 group from 1901. 

1901-11 19'6 

1911-21 

1921-31 

1931-41 

14'2 

64'S 

<)"{lS 
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has stated in explanation that there was under
enumeration in 1921. The method of calculation 
adopted by him in explaining the shooting up of 
the 1931 figures above the general trend was 
adopted for testing the corresponding figures for 
1941. The 0-5 group of 1931 becomes the 10-15 . 
group of 1941. In calculating the survivorship 
in this group, I had the advantage of testing the 
accuracy of the enumeration of 1941 with the 
help of the data obtained by the survey of vital 
oocuxrences conduoted along with the present 
-Census. 

38. The Vital Statistics Enquiry on the 
Sampling basis disclosed a crude mortality-rate of 
15 per thousand and a birth-rate of 28 per 
thousand_ Calculated on this basis, 877,242 under 
0-5 group in 1931 shows a distinot over-estimation. 
The above points tend towards the confirmation 
of an eocentricity noticeable in the age-group 0-5 
and most pronounced in the age-group 0-1 in 
1931. It may be added that in the social or 
economio conditions prevailing in Travancore, 
there seems to have happened nothing extraordi
na.ry or unusual which tended to a violent fluotu· 
ation in the birth-rate. The variations in the per
oontage of married women, between 15 and 40 to 
the total female population from deoade to decade 
a.lso do not warrant such a.. marked fluctuation as 
has been noticed in 1931 (Vide Subsidiary Table 
(iii) on Imperial Table VII). rne improvement in 
the public health conditions of the State, as dis
closed~· by the annual administration reports of 
the Public Health Department in the last decade, 
has resulted-in a definite increase in surviyor
ship. The almost oomplete absence of early 
marriages and the better knowledge of health and 
hy gie ne as a result of the inoreasing literaoy and 
intensive propaganda have considerably reduced 
infantile mortality _ The Vital StatistiICS Enquiry 
has disclosed a crude death-rate of 15 in a 
thousand which is a considerable improvement 
on the conditions prevailing a decade ago. Even 
granting that the conditions in 1921~1931 were 
as bright as those of the last decade, it does 
not warrant a number above 823,000 in 1931 In 

()-5 group_ 

39. The results of the Vital Statistics Enquiry,. 
which was conduoted along with the pres an t 
Census and whioh extended for nearly O ... le year". 
were compared with the number of births a.ccord
ing to the population census to verify if the figu~' 
for 1941 is correct. The IWtual number of births 
in the 28 centres seleoted for the special ,enquiry 
for one year was 7,432. The census population 
of the area between 0-1 was 7.446. The almost 
absolute agreement between these two figures is 
a further indication of the aooura.cy of the 
enumeration in 1941. 

40. The fluctuations indioated above make it 
necessary to ascerta.i.n correctly the trends in the
growth of population since 1901 before we can 
definitely establish the actual percentag,e of. 
increase in the last decade. The figures from 
1901 have been graduated to determine the exaot 
trend in the gJ:owth of pop~lation. The follow-
ing diagram represents the difference between the
census figures and the graduated figures. 

Diffel?~nce hetween 
Ce,nsus &' Grraduaied. 
population figu~es 
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EGONOMIC DEPRESSION 

41. j:I'rom the graduated figuxes it becomes 
clear that the trends in the growth of population 
have been' keeping normal. The percentage of 
error has been found to be almost negligible for 
1941 ("98) which further confirms the accuracy 
of the enumeration (vide subjoined table;. 
When according to graduation the percentage of 
inorease from 1921 is reduced from 21'2 to 21"4 

Census figures Graduated figures. 

YEAR. Popu- Percent- Popu- Percent- Percent-
lation. age lation. age, age of 

increase. increase. error. 

1901 2,952,157 2,943,229 0'30 

1911 3,428,975 16'2 3,430,063 16'5 0'03 

1921 4,006,062 16'8 4,080,662 18'9 1'83 

1931 27'2 4,952,739 21'4 2'89 

~9'1 6,130,245 23'8 0'98 . 
the percentage for the last decade will automati-
cally rise from 19'1 to 23'8. 

42. The rate of growth of population recorded 
during the present decade has, however, been lower 
than that during the previous decade. The 
changes in the decennium in the operation of the 
factors contributing to the phenomenon of popu· 
lation incr~ase are examined below. 

I 

43 Th~ Stato had not escaped from the dis
astrous rosults of the world-wide economic de
pression when the deoade started. Low prices had 
already crippled the resources of the agriculturist 
and the freaks of nature conspired with econo
mic laws to reduce his vitality to the minimum. 

44. The State suffered from a. steady decrease 
of rainfall from 1933. That year was one of 
severe drought throughout the State. Moxa 
serious than the reduction in the total rainfall 
was its uneven distribution. Thfl situation 
slightly improved in 1936. But from 1937 
onwards, it worsened by the recurrence of a aho~t
age in the total rainfall and an erratic diatri· 
bu(;ion. Though, therefore, the State figures for 
the decade have shown a slightly higher avera.ge 
rainfan than those for the pxevious deca.de, yet 
its. megulaz incidence and uneven dia.t:ribl,\tion 

made the seasons less favourable to agriculture. 
Fox the production of orops, the proper distribu
tion of rainfall throughout the year is even 
more important than its total quantity; and this 
is particularly true of Travancore where the soils 
generally are light and easily drained. The 
e'ffect, therefore, of the fathor unsatisfactory 
rainfall on the staple c-rops was to reduce 
the yield to a low level throughout the period. 
The prices of agricultural products stood below 
normal throughout the decade. The general 
trend marked a fall by more than 50 per cent. of 
the prices of the previous decade. The price of 
paddy was invariably low, ranging from Rs. 4-8-0 
to Rs. 6 pex bag. There was a fall in the price 
of copra and coconut"oil, interrupted only by 
transient rise at intervals. Thore was an appre
ciable improvement in the price of ginger since 
1937. The fall in the price of pepper was almost 
catastrophic. Freakish increase in prices due' to' 
diminished yield or fluotuating demand dislo08.tied 
rather than steadied the market (See diagram). 

45. Trade too was consequently dull through
out the period.. The fall in the prices of 
agricultural produots was, to a certaill extent, 
responsible for the comparative shrinkage in tho 
value of both exports and imports in the deoade 
except for a slight upward trend between 
1939-1940. 

46.. The State tackled the problem of economio 
depression in two ways. The policy of progressive 
industrialisation went· hand in hand with the 
prompt measures taken for agricultural relief. The 
opening of the Ceramic Factory at Kundara,the 
facilities provided for the rapid expansion of the 
rubber industry by the revival of the Rubber Fac· 
tory at Trivandrum, the great stimulus given to the 
textile industry and the encouragement given to 
the starting of minor industries, are some of the 
measures which, while augmenting the revenues 
of the State, brought considerable relief by pro
viding employment to a large numbex of peopl~ 
who were thrown out of work as a result of the 
economic,depression. Government directed their 
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attention tOI the exploitation of the minerals for 
-most of which the State could claim almost a 
mono-poly. The cottage industries weTe placed 
on a level of economic stability. Great impetus 
was given to the fishing industry by a progressive 
programme of education of fishermen and the 
active measures taken to spread the idea of co~ 

operation among them. The development of in~ 

dustries has been considerably facilitated by the 
possibility of obtaining cheap electric power from 
PaBivasal. This has been responsible for the 
starting of rice mi1l5, saw mills, oil mills and sugar
making concerns in various parts of north and 
central Travancore. The immediate effects of 
these are seen in the rapid increase in the number 
of persons engaged in organised industries jrom 
103,490 in 1931 to 145,291 in 1941. The soare 
of unemployment was allayed to a considerable 
extent by these measures. 

47. Improvement and extension of irrigation 
made up, to a certai.n extent, for the loss to the 
a.griculturists caused by the une'ven distribution 
of rainfall. Punja cultivation in North Travan~ 
core was made less precarious by the introduction 
of the more powerful electric pumps to pump out 
water from the fields. Cheap eleotric power from 
paJ.Hvasal made this soheme possible. Govern· 
ment also started on a definite policy of restoring 
the numerous irrigation tanka in South Travan
oore which were baing progressively converted 
into rice-fields by too optimistic an estimate of 
the resources of the Kothayar reservoir. The 
rich rice·fields of Kuttanad and Nanjanad, the 
two granaries af Travancore, were thus given 
reasonable security against the,uncertainty of the 
monsoons which often threatened their prosperIty. 
The minor irrigation works inaugurated by 
Government considerably relieved the distress of 
the agriculturists in the other pa.rts of the State. 
The depressing effects of agricultural conditions 
were thus counterba.lanced, to a certain extent, 
by the progressive industrialis,ation of the country 
and the variety of relief granted to the agricul. 
turists from time to time. 

48. The improved facilities gxanted to the 
agriculturists or the encouragement given to the 
development of industries could not by themselves 
have afforded sufficient relief unless they 
were followed up by an extension and improve
ment of communications providing easy facilities 
for mar keting the goods. Great progress has 
been achieved in this direction in the last 
decade. 

49 From very early times, thesystem of com~ 
munications in Travancore has been so designed 
as to transport the rich money crops of the State 
like pepper, ginger, cardamom, rubber and tea., to 
the nearest harbour by the clieapest and safost 
route for exportation. So, the roads and water~ 
ways generally radiate from the several ports 
linking up the important commercial and indus~ 
trial centres· Travancore also aspired to regain her 
"past glory as common carriers for South India. The 
Bcheme of communications planned by 'the State 
further intensified. these objects. The successful 
pursuit of the same demanded a centralised con
trol Over the various means of communication 
in the State. A start has been made by bring
ing under State control the important motor, 
transport system along the main trunk roads. It 
may have to be followoo. up with a similar control 
over the chief waterways in the State. A unified 
and centralised oontrol could eventually work 
towards greater efficiency and eaonomy. It would 
also be possible for the State in time to find 
suffioient funds from the profits to improve the 
communications. 

50 Government also tackled the problem ~f 
agricultural indebtedness. The Travanoore ryot. 
like his brother across the Ghats, never under~ 
stood 01' cared to find out the best market for 1lis 
pr.oduce. Rural reconstruction centres function .. 
ing with dival'se programmes encouraged and 
developed the marketing of agricultural products. 
Ignorance and indifference combined to keep the 
agriculturist perpetually under the thumb of the 
money~lender. The failure of orol'S on ac~unt of 
the uneven monsoons made his condition' worse. 
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Government came to his rescue by generous re
mlssl~nB during the decade. The economic 
dependence of the cultivator was relieved, to a 
considerable extent, by the Debt Relief Act and 
the inauguration of the Credit Bank. The com
mercial and mercantile laws were consolidated and 
brought up-to-date. Loans on low interest to 
agriculturist,S' were distributed through the co
operative societies. Government also spent large 
sums of 'money for issuing agricultural and indu
strialloans. While combating thus the ne~ative 
forces of depression, Government were able to keep 
even the economic forces and ensure, to a certain 
extent, a smooth and satisfactory life for the 
citizen. This is reflected in the general improve
ment in the balance of trade(vide subjoined table.) 

Index numbers of 

YEAR Exports Imports 

(1931 is the base year) 

1930-31 100 100 

1931-32 78 85 

1932-33 80 84 

1933-34 81 82 

1934-35 87 103 

1935-36 85 97 

1936-37 96 97 

1937-38 98 99 

1938-39 99 100 

1939-40 116 122 

51 The decade as compared with its predeces· 
sor presented a more satisfactory public health 
record. No great epidemic devastated the country 
as a whole, though periodic visitations of com
municable dii:leases were registered in certain 
localities. Except for a violent outbreak of the 
malaria epidemic in 1935 in Neyyattinkara in 
South Travancore and a fairly serious outbreak 
of plague in Alleppeyat about the same time, the 
decade proved a comparatively satisfactory period 
from the health point of view. Both these epide
mics were localised and combated efficiently by 

prompt measures. The health conditions of the 
State were always the subject of anxious consi
deration bylGovernment. Public health admini
stration was organised in 1933. The Sanitary 
Department which functioned till that year was 
amalgamated with the new Public Health Depart
ment and a Public Health Dire Jtor was appointed~ 
The State was divided into two Districts with a. 
Dist~ict Health Officer for each and su bordinata 
officers for the smaller units in each District. 
A comprehensive public health programme with 
the advice and active co-operation of the Interna
tional Health Division of the Rockefeller Founda
tion was inaugurated. A Health Unit xepresen'
ing the intensive type of health organisation 
needed for rural areas was organised at Neyyattin
kara as a model for village health work. Rural 
sanitation, maternity and childwelfara work and 
health inspection of school-going children were 
organised on a scientific basis. The chief epide
mics were thus brought under effective control 
by -preventive measures. Effective steps were 
also taken to control and prevent the spread of 
malaria, filaria and hookworm. General mosquito
control work was introduced in almost all the 
urban areas. A state-wide programme of vac
cination reduced the toll of s:nall-pox to a consi
derable degree. Between 80 and 90 per ceut. of 
the population has now been protected against 
this scourge. Preventive measures on a wide 
scale have been taken against the constant 
ravages of plague, yyphoid and dysentery. Vac
cines are being prepared in the Pubric Health 
Laboratory, Trivandrum, and supplied free in 
deserving cases. In the case of leprosy and tu ber
oulosis, the danger to the public is perhaps even 
greater than from other communicable diseases 
because in the earlier stages these diseases are 
not easily detected. It is said that a tubercular 
patient going about spitting rheum is as dange
rous to humanity as a homicidal maniac running 
amuck with a naked sword. In the case of lepers 
also, their mixing with the healthy population can 
work equal havoc. The opening of the Nura.nad 
Leper Colony in a healthy centre where all the 
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modern conveniences are pro ~ided, gave an attract
ive home to the leper who, before the founding 
of the colony, tried hiS' best to evade the authori
ties. The Tuberculosis Hospital ovened in South 
Travancore affords considerabl~ relief to a large 
number of patients who suffer from this dirG 
disease. Government also provided clinics in 
important District Hospitals for their detection 
and cure. The vigorous and prompt action 
taken by Government in mitigating -the harm 
caused by people W'ho suffered from these 
diseases by their not being isolated from the 
healthier population was a real act of humanity 
and contributed, in a large measure, to the 
creditable record of public health registered in 
the last decade. A taluk health organisation 
schemo is being worked in representative taluks. 
By these measures the incidence of mortality has 
bpAn kept down considerably. 

52. In order to assess the true incidence of 
the various factors, social ox economic, which 
affect the growth of population) it is necessary 
that one should have a knowledge of the specific 
birth-rates and the specific mortality-rates. 
Ordinarily the actual increase in population is 
dete:rmined by the balance of births ovex deaths. 
In addition to the balance of the actual births 
over actual deaths, it is important to balance the 
'force of birth' against the 'force of death.' It 
may Seem strange that, although births exceed 
deaths in a country, yet the population of that 
country may not be replacing itself because the 
increase depends not merely on fertility and 
mortality .. ..:ates but also ul'on the age-constitution 
of the population. With changes in the age consti
tution, corresponding changes are bound to occur 
in the c:rude birth and death-rates even if the 
fertility and mortality-rates remain the same. 
So it will be necessary to ascertain correctly the 
aga-aonstitution to show if the population is 
l:eplacing itself. To ascertain this it is necessary 
to have specific fertility rate3 calculated. In 
order to calculate the net reproduction rate, we 
xequire data re~araing not only specific fertility 

but specific mortality also. By using the data. 
available from the Census, from the Fertility and 
Mortality Enquiry and from the Vital Statistics 
Enquiry, it is possible to determine whether the 
population is replacing itself and whether the cou
ditions are such that a healthy survivorship can 
normally be expected. No comparisons are, how
ever, possible wit~ the previous yeal'8; for tha 
data available from the Public Health and Land 
Revenue Departments cannot be relied upon as 
there is almost cent. per cent. divergence b~tween 
those and the figures of the population census. 

\ 

53. The specifio birth-rates for various age
groups of mothers, obtained as a result of the 
Vital Statistics EnqUIry are given below. The 

Age-group of 
mother 

15-20 

20-25 

25-30 

30-35 

35-40 

40-45 

Number of children born in 
a year per 1,000 mothers living 

in the age-group. 

230 

247 

2~2 

167 

141 

45 

results agree with the general law of higher 
bhth-xates for the younger mothers and pro
gressive decrease with I the advancing age of 
the mother. Approximate specific birth-rates 
have also been calculated from the fertility data 
oolleoted along with the census. 'When the 
above specific birth-rates were applied to the age
constitution of the married women living at the 
time of the census a crude birth-'ra-oo of 28 per 
mille was obtained. This is the same as the 
crude birth-rate obtained for the areas in which 
the Vital Statistics EnquiTy was conducted. 

(Vide Appendiro II). 

54.. Just as the speoific b;rth-rate varies with 
the age of married women, so also the specific 
mortality-rate varies with the different ages of 
the deceased. The results of the Vita.l Statietics 
Enquiry are indicated below. It will be observed 
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.Age-group. 

0-1 
1-5 
5-10 

10-15 
15-20 
20-25 
25-30 
30-35 
35-:40 
40~5 
45-50 
50-55 
55-60 
60-65 
65-70 
70 and over 

Number of deaths per 
1,000 living in the 

age-group. 

127·6 
21'6 
4'2 
2'6 
4'1 
5'2 
7'4 
6'S 
7'9 

10'6 
13'7 
15'4 
25'6 
42·0 
59'8 

128·3 

-that the mortality-rates are very high for ohildren 
between 0-1 and for persons above 70. It is 
lowest fox the 10-15 group. This is in keeping 
with the general law of variation of mortality. 
The crude mortality-rate of 15 per mille revealed 
by the Vital Statistics Enql!iry has been con
firmed by the percentage of survivorship (about 
85 per cent.) of the 1931 population. 

55. The net reproduction rate which is an 
index to show the combined result of specific 
birth-rate, mortality-rate and changing age-con

"stitution will help to arrive at a general surmise 
·ars to how the population is replaoing itself. It 
is evident that, if the population is to replace 
itself, every girl now born must give birth at least 
to one girl who is to be a future mother. A 
knowledge of the speoific birth-rates and morta-
1ity.rates will help us to calculate the ratio of 
future girls that will be born to every girl now 
born. This wiU represent the net reproduction 
rate. The !}alculations based on the Vital Statistics 
Enquiry show that one girl will produce 1'4 girls 

''Or, in other words, for every 1,000 girls now born 
-there will be 1,400 girls after a generation (30 
years). A slight faU in the proportion of mar
ried women is, however, noticeable. There is also 
a tendency to postpone marriages as is evident 
nom the census fi~res. These two factors 

should ordinarily affect the total birth-rate and 
generally influence the rate of replacement of 
population. But the net reproduction rate of 1'4 
indicates that the cumulative effect of the specific 
birth-rate, specific mortality-rate and age-con
stitution is such that it counteracts the effects 
due to the fall in the proportion of married 
women and the postponement of marriage, This 
favourable balance may be attributed mainly to a 
better survivorship on account of improved pub, 
lie health conditions and to the increasing literacy 
leading to an intelligent appreciation of the 
fundamental principles of health and hygiene. 
The population, therefore, is progreBBive in its 
capacity to maintain its normal trend. It is only 
after working out this rate for a series of years 
that a true average index oan be obtained; and for 
this purpose, the maintenanoe of correct vital 
statistical records is indispensable. 

56. This population is distributed over an 
area of 7,662 sq, miles.* According to the 1931 
census, Travancore occupied the 19th place among 
the Indian States in size and the 3rd rank in 
population, Hyderabad and Mysore being the 
1st and the 2nd, Though the popUlation has 
increased by nearly a million during the last 
decade, she occupies the same rank in point of 
numerical strength. The percentage of increase 
has, however, been higher in Travancore than in 
Hyderabad and My sore, being 19"1 per cent. 
against 12'1 in Hyderabad and II'S in Mysore. 
Baroda, which in point of area ranks just above 
Travancore, has ,only a population of 2,855,016 
and has recorded an increase of 16'6 per cent. 
'rhe adjoining Province of Madras had in 1931 
nine times the popUlation of Travancore while in 
1941 the proportion has come down to eight with 
an inorease of 11'6 per cent. in the last decade, 
Malabar, which has an area of 5,790 sq. mileS and 
which in point of climate and vegetation resem
bles Travancore, has a population of 3,929,000. 

* The area has b9JD altered from '1,625 sq. miles in 1931 to 7,662 sq, miles in 1941. Accordlllgto the Surve,Y Of. India, tha
area of Travanoore is 7,662 sq. miles. It has b3en accepted hy the Government of Travancore as the offiCIal fIgure. 
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57. The distribution of the population in the 
three Natural and Administrative Divisions 18 

shown m the subjoined table. The Highland 
State or 

Division. 

State 

Administrative 
Divisions. 

Southern 
Central 
Northern 

Natural Divisions. 

Area in Popula-
sq. tion. Increase. 

miles. 

7,662 6,070,018 974,045 

1,487 1,687,009 
2,745 2,442,326 
3,430 1,940,623 

253,113 
376,380 
344,552 

Percentage 
of 

Increase. 

19-1 

17'7 
18'2 
21'6 

Lowland 1,374 2,805,626 416,077 17'4 
Midland 2,722 2,900,808 485,314 20'1 
Highland 3,566 363,584 72,654 25-0 

region, which in point of area ranks first, has the 
lowest population but has recorded the highest 
percentage of increase. The Midland division 
comes next both in point of area and in the per
centage of increase of population. The Low
land division comes last both in extent and 
percentage of increase. In the Administrative 
Divisions, nearly 2/5 of the population resides in 
the Central Division and the proportions are fairly 
equal in the Northern and Southern Divisions 
though in point of increase in the last decade the 
Northern Division has recorded the highest per
centage. (vide diagram in next column). 

58~ For purposes of administration, the State 
is divided into 30 taluks. The area and popula
tion of these taluks are given in Provincial Table I. 
The diagram on page 19 shows the population of 
the taluks arranged in descending order. As 
in 1~31 Thiruvel1a stands first and Thoval.a 
comes last. In 1931 only Thiruvella had a popu
lation of over three hundred thousand; but in 1941 
there are two more taluks-Neyyattinkara and 
Quilon-which have reached that limit. There 
were 10 taluks with a population between two 
and thxee hundred thousand in 1931; now there 
are 13 under this category. There are only ten 
taluks with a 'Population between one hundred 
and two hundred thousand as against fourteen in 
1931. This time three taluks record a popu
lation between fifty thousand and ono hundred 
thousand as against two of 1931. Thovala 
retains her 'Position with a population of less 
than fifty thousand. 

59. There is a remarkable increase in popula
tion noticeable in Trivandrum and Changana
chery taluks. The latter has shot up from the 
13th rank which she occupied in 1921 to the 5th 
in the order of po-pulation iu 1941. In two 

Diag'l'am 'I'eje'l"l'ed to in pa'l'ag'l'aph 58. 
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decades its population has nearly doubled. The 
increase in the Trivandrum taluk may very. pro
bably be due to the rush to the capital city~ .. 
while the rise noticeable in the Changanacheey 
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3.Thekkalwriyad Vadakku 
4.MaHMmcheri 
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Urban-Rural Distribution 
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taluk may laxgely be due to the prosperity which· 
came with better price for rubber and to the in
creased facilities provided for collegiate education 
by the St. Berchman's College. Changanachery 
has also been growing in importance as a distri
buting centre. 

and fast line hardly exists between the town and 
the village in Ttavancore. The town is at best 
an outgrown village with additional amenities 
and facilities for communication and commerce. 
If places with a po~ulatioit of 5,000 and over ar& 
included under the i urbanised area, there ar.e as 

Diagram reje'l'1'ed to in paragraph S9. 

Area & Population of 
TPavancoFe hy Taluks in 19.41 
~~ ~'.".-~.~~..;;:!' .",,-_ . ",..._ ~-!'j< 
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p ATKANA~AM 4 '4 
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861·03 
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60 The urban-rural distribution In Travan-
60re cannot be clearly demarcated as in the case of 
the British territory beyond the Ghats. (See map) 
Mention has been made of the rapid urbanisation 
in Tmvanoore and the reasons for the same. Sinoe 
1891 the proportion of the urban to rural popula.
tion has inoreased from 3"6 to 11'4. But a hard 
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many as 163 places in Travancore (names of whioh' 
are given in the fly-leaf to Imperial Table III) with) 
an aggregate population of 1,570,802 constHuting. 
25'9 per cent. of the total population. In 1901 
there were only 17 places under this category. Of
the 163 places, only 36 have, however, been classed 
by the State as towns. There are, besides, ten more I 
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places classed thus though their -population is 
below 5,000. An urban-rural ratio is COllf~e· 
quently less easy to strike and has less meaning 
here than elsewhere in India. If the places 
definitely classed by the State as towns are 
a.lone taken into aceount, only 11°4 per cent, 
of .. the total population in the State comes 
under the category of urban population as 

61. The distribution and proportion of the 
urban population is illustra.ted in the following 
diagram, The City of Trivandrum contains '18'6 
per oent. of the total urban -population. Taking 
the Trivandrutn City and the towns t~gether, it 
is seen that the average populafiion stands at 
16,022 as against 11,995 of 1931. This shows an 
increase of 25'2 per cont. 

Diag'l'am re/e'l'red to in paragraph 62. 
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against 10'8 of 1931. The aggregate population 
of the Trivandrum City and the 45 towns acoo:rd. 
ing to the present oensus is 691,025 a.s against 
551,788 of the last census. There has been no 
a.ddition to the list of towns since 1931 though 
the urba.n area has inereased by 10'95 sq. miles. 

62.· There are 16 Municipal towns excluding 
the City as against 19 of 1931. Trivandrum bas 
now become a City with a population of 128,365. 
Bari-pad and Ma velikara ceased to function as 
Municipalities during the intaroensal period. 
Among the Municipal towns, Alleppey takes the 
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"iirst rank with a population of 56,333 o]05ely 
jollowed by N&gerooil with 51,657. Eight Muni~ 
,cipal town! have recorded an increase of popula~ 
tion above the average in the la.st decade. , Of 
these Ku}ithura takes the lead with 112' 5 per 
cent. increase followed by Attingal with 53 per 
cent. In the other six Municipalities (Neyyattin~ 
kara, Quilon, Trivandrum, Kottayam, Alleppey 
and Alwaye) the population increase varied bet
ween 23 and 49 'Per oent. during the last deoade. 
There has been a slight increase in area in eight, 
towns (inclpding the City), In ~uHthura, the 
area. has more than doubled (vide fly-leaf to 
Imperial T~ble IV)., 

63, The subjoined statement shows the 
distribution of the urban population in the 

Division. 

, jdminislPative Divi,ions. 

Southern 
Central 
Northern 

'.1111'81 Divisiom. 

~umber Popula- Proportion per 
of tion. cent. to the total 

Towns. urban population. 

19 300,049 
16 249,850 
11 141,126 

:13'42 
36'16 
20'42 

Lowland 24 507,014 73'37 
Midla.nd 19 151,617 21' 94 
Hi~h13nd 3 32,394 4'69 

variouS divisions (Natura.l and Administrative). 
More than one half of the number' of towns are 
situated in the Lowland are and nearly three· 
fourths of the urban population area found in 
these towns. 

64, It is not possible to group under a com· 
mon heading all the towns in the State. Some 
have g:rown in importance on acoount of their 
historio associations; some others as places of 
ltilgrima~e; a few as highways of commeroe and 
as ~ndustrial a.nd oommercial cent.res, A good 
many have oome into prominence as diBtributing 
{lentre! for the agrioultural produce of the neigh
~ourhood and a few others as seats of lea.rning 
and culture. In aeveml cases, more than one 
faotor contributed towards their growth and 
qevelopment. 

65, T:rivandrum, for example, has grown in 
importance by a oombination of circumstances. 
~lt is the seat of Government and the progressive 

improv0ments made in the last decade to provide 
it practically with aU the modern amenities have 
attracted to this city a large number of the 
nouveau 'ficke, from the mofussil. A city 
residenoe gives, the han mark of modernity to 
the plutocrat. It is a University centre and 
praotically all the professional colleges are situa
ted within the city limits, not to mention the 
premi6l' govepnment Arts and Science Colleges. 
It is a place of pilgrimage, M Anantka801]Janam is . 
one of most important temples in India and 
Sri Padmanabka is the tutelary deity of the 
Royal House. It haa a port and an aerodrome 
and is a terminus of the South Indian Railway. 

66. Alwaye grew into importanoe 808 a health 
resort. Latterly it has developed into a oom
mercial centre, The tile fa.ctories, the Sri Chithra. 
Mills ~nd the proposed Aluminium Factory are 
bound to bring Alwaye in a few years to greater 
prominence. Cheap eleotric power from Pa.Ili
vasal and the facilities for transport by water 
and by rail will accelerate the pace of industria· 
lisation in this town. The first grade oollege 
mn practically on residential lines a.nd the 
Carmelite Seminary have oontributed to the 
importanoe of Alwa.ys. 

67. Colaohe1 had seen prosperous days in the 
16th and 17th centuries on aocount of its safe 
natural ha:rbou:r though it has diminished in im
porta.nce since the 19th oentury on Mcount of 
the development of the ports of Quilon and 
Alleppey and partioularly of the Coohin Harbour. 
Ships still anohor in its safe waters. It was a~ 

Colachel that the putch army was routed by the 
Travanoore forces and its comma.nder D'La.nnoy 
captured as prisoner of war.. Its importance is 
enhanced by the facilities t.':lat exist for trans
porting large quantities of monazite fonnd all 
along the coast in that area. The salt produced 
in the various salt pans in the adjoining taluks 
is transported tl11'ough this safe natural harbour. 
It is the ohief outlet today for the fIbre of 
South Travanoore. 
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68, Padmanabhapuram was the old oapitalof 
Sri Valumkode when Travanoore had not attain
ed its present political boundaries. The old 
palaoo has now been converted into an Art 
Gallery and a historical museum attxacting several 
visitors from abroad. The sugar faotory at 
Thuckalai has given it a commercial importance. 

69. AUeppey has grown into prominence as 
the premier seaport, though in recent years it 
has come down in importance on account of the 
developm~nt of the harbour at Cochin. It is a con· 
venient and cheap port for the shipment of the 
chief products of the hinterland- coix, copra, 
spices and rubber, It may 80180 be called the 
moat r-rosperolls oommercial town in the State. 

70. Nagercoil is the most important distri~ 
butiug centre for t.he various goods tha.t come 
f.rom Tinnevelly. Kotnar and Vatassery which 
are within the municipal limits ha,ve been from 
very anoient times centres of trade and industry. 
The Scott Christian College in the town is a very . 
old institution. Nagercoil is also the head 
quarters of the Scott Christian Mission and the 
chief Salvation Army centre. It owes muoh of 
its improvement and its position to the efforts 
of Christian Missionaries. 

71. Thiruvella is a prosperous town on the 
Main Central Road. It possesses several educa
tional institutions and very ancient temple. It 

. is a strong Syrian Christian centre and the head
quarters of the Mar Thoma Metropolitan. 

72. Neyyattinkara has becoIDfl important in 
recent years on account of the Health Unit 
organised by the Public Health Department under 
the auspices of the Rockfeller Foundation. 

73. Shencotta resembles a typical British 
Indian town in Tamilnad. It is perhaps the 
most crowded town in the whole State with a 
density of over 17,000 per sq. mile. It haa 
gained importance on account of its proximity 
to the famous Courtallam Waterfalls. 

74. Some of the oapitals ofthe old principali
ties which were annexed to the State ha va de-

'veloped into urbanised areas and have been 
olassed as towm~. Under this category come 
Paror, Changanacherry, Kottayam, Kayamkulam, 
Quilon, Attingal and Vaikom. 

75. The important Saivaite temple at Vaikom 
invites large numbers of pilgrims from various 
parts of India. 
I 

76. Kottayam has grown into prominence 
partly as a distributiD1{ centre, though the open-

ing of the PallivaBal road has diverted its goods.>
traffic to Alwaye. All the tea is transported. 
through Alwaye now. Kottayam is an eduoational 
centre. It has got a second grade college with 
several feeder sohools. The famous Saivaite 
temple at Thirunalclca1'Q is a. place o£ pilgrimage. 
It is the headquarters of the Church Missionary
Sooiety. There are also several important and' 
anoient ohurches and seminaries-

71. Changanaohery possesses the grandest" 
Syro-Roman Church on the Malabar ooast and 
has' a first grade oollege. 

78. Quilon is a oommeroial and industrial 
centre of increasing importanoe with its tile 
factoriest cashew·nut factories, spinning and 
weaving m:ills and engineering workshops., It is -
celebrated in history fo~ its trade in spioes., It 
is the State's second seaport town. 

79. Most of the census towns agrioultural 
oentres where there are marketing faoilities for 
the agricultural produots of the ta-luk. A few of 
them like Cape Comonn, Suchindram, Varkala,
Thiruvattar and Ettumanur, have become :fa.mous 
as places of pilgrimage. Cape Comorin and Vax
kala are also important as health resorts_, 
Suchindram has his tori 0 associations. Punalur 
is rising into prominence on account of the Paper 
Mills and faoilities for the development of indus
tries connected with light wood. 

80. Imperial Table IV haa divided the towns, 
into six olasses according to the ,limits of 
popula.tion. The subjoined. statement w.hich 
has been prepared from subsidiary Table (i) on 

Class of town by 
poptlla tion. 

Number 
of towns 
in each 
olass. 

Proportion 
per oent. of 
the popula
tion of eaoh 

dabS to 
total urban 
population. 

1931 1941 1931 1941 

1. 100,0006.: o,er 1 18'6 

Peroentage, 
of increase 

in the 
population 
in each 
class. 

1931 1941. 

II. 50,000 to 100,000 1 2 17'415'631'9 
III. 20,000 to 50,000 5 3 30 8 16'1 31'6 33-1 
IV. 10,000 to 20,000 11 14 24'1 27'6 15'5 15'4 

V. 5,000 to 10,000 15 16 18'5 16'7 22'2 19'7 
VI. Under 5,000 14 10 9'2 5'4 15'2 16"6-, 

Imperial Table IV shows the proportion of the 
population of each class of town to the total 
urban population 1931 and 1~41 and the in
crea.se in the population of each class du:rinK 
t.he last two decades. 

81. In working out the percentage varia· 
tions, adjustments for the class totals for the' 
previous censuses have been made. Trivandrum. 
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with a. population of 128,365 comes up ~to the 
first class. The population of the city and the 
population of the towns under class III have both 
increased by 33'7 per cent. while the towns under 
classes IV, V and VI have recorded an increase of 
only 15-4, 19'7 a.nd 16'6 pur cent. respectively. 
Fifty per oent, of the urban population live in 
towns with a population of 20,000 and over. The 
decennial increase of the urban population 
indicates a tendency towards aggregation in ~he 
major towns fa.lling in class I, II or III. (VIde 
diagram). Generally industries and commerce 
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develop at more rapid strides in these classes of 
towns and this explains the faster growth of the 
-tOWDS in these categories than the smaller and 

less important ones. This is also borne out by 
the fact that the percentage of increase in the 
industrial, comme.rcial and market towns has 
been greater than that in others. 

82. The majority of the urban popUlation 
were born in the ta.luks in which the towns are 
situated. The proportion of persons born in 
other taluks is highest in Trivandrum owing to 
the fact that it is the ca,pital city and that the 
headquarters of all departments are situated 
there. The distribution of the urban population 
per 10,000 of the total population of each main 
community is given in Subsidiary Table (ii) on 
Imperial Table V. Out of 10,000 persons in 
towns, 6,341 axA Hindus, 2,416 Christians and 
1,183 Muslims. The proportion of Hindus is 
highost in the Highland and lowest in the Mid
land. Of the three main communities, the Mus
lims favour town life more tha.n the others. The 
Tribes profer a country life and henoe their pro
portion is only 53 per 10,000 in urban areas. 
The Hindu cannot be said to have any particular 
partiality for any region. He is evenly distri
buted in urban and rural areas (See Subsidiary 
Table (ii) on Imperial Table V). 

83. The conditions affecting the movement 
and distribution of the population of the towns 
do not differ materially from those obtaining. 
in the adjacent rural parts. There is, therefore, 
no necessity to examine in detail and compare the 
results of the census of these towns. This sta.tis
tics rela,ting to some of the major towns are given 
on the next page. 

84. Thfl 'rural population live in what ara 
called residential villages-the K arab-which 
constituted the census unit in rural area. There 
are 3,906 inhabited villages in the State and 46 
uninhabited villages. The rural popula.tion comes 
to 5,378,993 as against 4,544,185 of 1931. This 
shows an increase of J8'4 per cent. during the 
decade, The occupied houses in rural areas' have 
increased from 83e,734 to 977.491. i, e, by 16'&, 
per cent. and the a.verage numbe-r of persons per 
house from 5' 43 to 5'00. The average popula
tion of a K ara has increased from 1,150 in '1931 
to 1.377 in 1941 and that of a Pakuthy from 
10,494 to 12,366. The statement on the next 
page shows the villages in each group and the 

" percentage of the total of each group tOI the. 
agg,regate rural population from 1901 onwards. 
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~s.~ The a.bove table disclose! valuable infor
mation regarding th~ movem&nt of population in 
the villages.: It will be seen that the number of' 
villages where the population is below 500 has de
creased considerably; those between 500 and 1,000 
show a decrease but not to the same extent as 
the precedinl! group, while a marked illcr~se in 
the number of ,villages in the third category 
between 1,000 arid 2,000 is notioed. The maxi
mum recorded is in the group 5,000 to 10,000 and 
ip the 10,000 and above group the number has 
more than doubled itself in the last decade. It 
has already been stated that the number of places 
in Travancore with a population above 5,000 has 
increased from 17 in 1901 to 163 in 1941. It is 
seen that this increaa'e in the number of villages 
of high()l" population groups is steadily mounting 
up from decade to decade. This confirms the 
conclusion arrived. at earlier that the fa.eilities for 
transport and opportunities for commeroe and 
other Bocial services are slowly attracting people 
to the more popu.lous centres. It also lends 
support to the view that it is v&ry difficult to 
draw a hard and fast line b&tween the town and 
th& village in Travancore and that the town is' at 
best an out-grown village with additional ameni
ties and facilities for commerce and communica
tion. . The movement of popula.tion in the 
villages is illustrated in the map on next page. 

I • 86, In any soientifio study of the movement 
0.£ population, the relationship between a definite 
area and the people inhabiting it should be 
analysed from different points of view, economic, 
social and politioal. This point kas been briefly 
touched u-pon in dealing with the development of 
towns in the State. Population did not spread 
like a drop of oil. In the beginning it grew in 
olumps like corals. Reefs of population collec
ted at certain points by a sort of crystalli. 
zation process. These by their intelligence deve
loped the natural resouroes and raised the value of 
auch places so that other men, whether voluntarily 
or under compUlsion, came to share in the advan
tages of this inheritance and successive layers 

accumulated on the chosen !pot. "The existence 
of a dense population-a large group of human 
beings living together in the smallest space con· 
siatent with certainty of livelihood for the entire 
group, means, if one stops to think of it, a victory 
which oan only be won under rare and unusual 
circumstances." In order to understand th& 
relationship between earth and man, the first 
question to be answered is how population is dis
tributed over the Burface-of a particular area, or 
to be more exact, how. dense population is in 
different regions. 

87 
I It has been stated previously that in 

'l'ravancore population has a tendency to con
centrate in villages or towns of higher popu
lation - groups a.nd this tendency bas boon 
noticeable for the last half a. century and that in 
each decade the movement gathers momentum. If 
we ta.ke the State as a whole, the mean density is 
792 per sq. mile. But this does not at all give a 
clear idea of the distribution of population. We 
are on firmer ground 'when we calculate density 
on the area available for cultivation or on the 
actually ocoupied area. In these cases the den
sity increases to 1,463 in the first case and to 
1,513 in the second. If we deduct from the 
oooupied a.rea. the area under oultivation, the 
density rises to 9,712 per sq. mile. The mea.n 
density in some foreign oountries is set forth 
below. 

Population per Sq. mile-
~o. Coun-try a8 it stood by the 

end of 1939. 

1. Belgium 725 
2. Netherlands 6tJ3 

3. United Kingdom 504 
4. Italy 369 

5. France 197 
6. Cbina 104 

7. Burma 69 
8. Turkey 58 
,9 U. S. A. 43 

10 .. Australia ;3 

Travanoore (1941) 792 

'88(, Subsidia,ry Table (i) on Imperial Ta.ble II 
givea the density at the last six censuae15 and ~the 
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percentage variations from cen8Us to census for 
the Natural and the Administrative Divisions of 
the State. The densities 01 the Administrative 
Divisions for the past censuses hq ve been recal
culated on the altered areas consequent on the 
amalgamation of the High Range Division with 
the Northern Division and the re~anocation of 
areas in the Central and Northern Divisions. Of 
the Aministrative Divisions, the Southern, the 
Central and the Northern Divisions come in order 
in point of density. In the Natural Divisions, the 
densjty is highest in the Lowla,nd, lower in the 
Midland and lowest in the Highland. 

89. It should not be understood .from the 
above classification that, either in the . Natural <lr 
in the Administrative Divisions, the density is 
uniform throughout the area. In the Low land 
Division, the density varies between 1,300 and 
3,000, in the Midland between 500 and 1,900 
and in the Highland between 50 and 600. 
In the Administrative Divisions, ,it varies from 
305 to 2,952 in the Southern, from 213 to 2,450 
in the Central and fro~ 97 to 1,833 in the Nor
thern. If we narrow the area further down to 
the taluk, these varying densities in the natural 
and administrative areas are reflected here also 
acoording to their situation in one ox the other of 
these divisions. 

90. The variations in the densities of taluka 
are even more marked than those in the divisions. 
Density in taluks depends, to a oertain extent, also 
on thE' presence or absence of a munioipal town 
within the taluk. Those bord~riDtt on the !ea 
and included in the Lowlt.nd group have generally 
a higher density than those in the other taluks 
and the density is lowest in the 'Highland group. 

91 . It has been already stated that popula
tion might most probably have olusterod together 
in favourable centres in the Lowland area and 
might have migrated to the Midland or Highland 
on account of pressure of population or pro
bably due to better opportunities offered for 
agriculture or·commerce. From very eal'1y times, 

humanity haf! prospered in oertain localities. 
Generally it is notioed that small centres of dense 
population ,are irregularly soattered here and 
there. But whe~ they increased in numbers 
it was found difficult to live together within a 
limited space. These earlier societies yielded 
to centrifugal forces and got detached from 
their nuclei. Humanity increases in number 
by swarming after the manner of the bees. When 
the hive is too fl!!.U, a SWarm leaves it. They in 
their course of 'migration may have to find a 
place with environments similar to the one whioh 
they were obliged to leaVte. It may be near or it 
may be fax away. This ':may form an explana
tion for the distributIOn of the population in 
Travancore. 

92: To illustrate the movement of,population, 
density has been divided into eight groupa and 
three classes as below from the figures ~vaila;ble 
from 1875 onwards. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Groups. 

2,000 and above 

1,500-2,000 
1,000-1,500 

700-1,000 

Gla88 .• 

I. 1,000 and above 

II. 500-1,000 

III. Below 500. 

5. 500-700 
6. 200-500 

, 

7. 100-200 

8. Below 100 

93. It will be clear from the map that the 
taluks with the highest density (class I) are 
situated invariably in the Lowland region where 
the population must have centred round favoura· 
bIe looalities with rich soil, easy communioations 
and reasonably safe outlets for oommerce. The 
taluks in this region move on from lower to 
higher density groups during successive decades. 
Those which (lome under class II are situated 
mostly in the Midland Division and those in class 
III in the Highland Division. Wide variations 



TRAVANCQRE 
Movement of Population from 1875 to 1941 
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in ~en8ity can be noticed in the portions of the 
eame taluk lyin,g in different natural regions 
(vide subjoined hble.) 

"0 
'1;j 
I'l 

I'l = ~ = c:l 0 0 

§ ~ ..Q ~ ... .~ ... 
0 0 :;;; p., ,.,... 

Po. .... 
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Taluk 1931 1941 1931 IIH1 1931 1941 ]931 1941 

'Tho .. ,.-ala 
Agasthiswaram 
Kalkulam 
Vilavancode 
Neyyattinkara 

Trivandrum 
Nedumangad 

'Chirayinkil 
'Quilon 
Karunagapally 

Karthigapally 
Mavelikara 
Kunnathur 
Kottarakkara 
Pathanapuram 

Shen kotta 
Pathanamthitta 
Thiruvella 
Ampalapula 
Sherthala 

'Changanachery 
Kottayam 
Vaikom 
Parur 
Kunna~hunad 

Muvattupula 
Thodupu!a 
Minachil 
Pirmede 
Devikulam 

277 
1487 
900 

1067 
1177 

305 
1718 
1002 
1249 
1316 

.. .. 
1869 2183 
2098 2323 
2031 235G 
2051 2407 

2336 2952 2336 2952 
430 512 

1317 1557 1933 2259 
1680 2065 1680 2065 
2161 2450 2161 2450 

1925 
1562 
778 
681 
237 

371 
159 

1633 
1497 
1746 

2035 
1730 
962 
883 
~ 

429 
213 

1740 
1831 
1849 

1925 2035 

.. .. 
1497 1831 
1746 1849 

612 
619 

1433 
1493 
908 

566 
659 

1600 
1833 
899 

147 178 
.. .. 
93 119 
53 53 

124 118 

.'. .. .. .. 
722 873 98 102 
7.57 917 •. 

.. 
1562 1730 •• 
778 962 •• 
t,81 RA3.. .• 
628 840 124 I 145 

\)26 1102 ~1 261 
751 1005 1 1 

1.')33 1740 .• 

840 1054 1363 1619 736 945 •• 
1083 1315 1064 1334 1097 1301 
1067 1273 1090 1313 1022 1201 
1625 1833 1625 1833 
625 741 800 956 1 •. 

414 
186 
711 
102 
89 

3\14 
342 
877 
144 
97 

697 871 
721 909 
892 1038 

3 .• 
106 221 
267 449 
102 144 
89 97 

94. This grou ping also lends eupport to the 
prinoiple enunoiated above, that population has 
a tendency to prosper in small centres irregularly 
soattered here and there and to migrate to 
places with similar environments through pres
sure of population or better prospeots. This is 
,clearly illustrated by the movement of popula
tion in the Lowland area. The higher density 
taluks are not contiguous but are seen in scattered 
groups (Sea map on movement of population.) The 
population in Travancore may originally have con
gregated in the Lowland region and the surplus 
population may have moved from taluk to 
taluk within the same natural region. With the 

.. appearance of the Midland taluks in the higher 

density groups~ the process noticed a.bove in the 
Lowland area is extended to the Midland region 
also. But this movement sooms to have boon 
rather slow as the number of taluks in the Mid
land area coming under the higher dlnlsity groups 
is only two, i. e. Mavelikara and Thiruvella. It 
is just possible that the more adventurous people 
who had sufficient funds to invest in agricultm'o 
or commerce mi~ht have migratp.d to the .Midland. 
Further, even in the selection of plaoes, it may 
be possible that the people have been trying to 
find out ha.bitations with almost similar environ
ments. The exodus of those who call command 
capital to the lower density groups presages tho 
oocupation of a larger area by the individual 
which is necessary for the cultivation of mone}:,
crops like pepper, ginger and cardamom. Those 
who showed a distinct agricultural and rUIal 
bias have found sufficient scope for its develop
ment and free play in the Midland area. In the 
next stage when population became danser in 
the Midland region and flowed into the High
land, the estate economy must have come into 
prominence. Here a very large area and suffi
cient capital are 'necessary to grow the money
crops on a large scale. The European planters 
who possessed distinct advantages, both political 
and economio, developed the estate system and 
we find large areas in the Highland and an 
~ppreoiable portion of the Midland developed into 
estates by them. The increasing profits that came 
in to 'those in the Midland area must have attrao
ted more and more people from the Low land 
where the agricultural inoome dwindled from 
decade to deoade by the decreasing productivity 
of the arable land. The pressure of population 
III the Low land has also necessitated the 
bringing under cultivation of practically all 
available land. 

95 The estate economy remained for a 
long time the close preserve of the European 
since the Indian planter did not possess the 
necessary funds nor technical skill to attempt 
large-scale oultivation. In the last quarter of a 
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century on account of the higher prices of 
rubber, pepper, cardamom, etc., the e8tate system 
became popular with the sons of the soil and a. 
large number of estates doveloped in the Midland, 
though it was controlled by a very small number 
of peOple. Tea or coffee cultivation is not 
profitable on a small scale and so these were culti
vated on the e~tate system in the Highland and 
remains even today mostly under European 
management. This estate system must naturally 
have kept down the density, whether it is the 
small estate of the Midland or the large estate 
of the Highland. The kind of crop and the nature 
of cultivation, therefore, largely influenced den
sity in these areas. 

96. These trends in the movement of popu
lation are indicated in the data. availa.ble 
from 1875 onwards. The process must have 
begun from very early times. It is very likely 
that the movement of population in the early 
centuries must have taken the trend which is 
disclosed by the data available to us. 

97 It has already been stated thatlthe aver
aile density' in the occupied area is 1,513 per sq. 
mile. The occupied area consists of cultivated 
land (wet as well as dry) and land where the houses 
are situated. The cultivated area extends to 
3,386 sq. miles, leaving a balance of 625 sq. miles 
as the area occupied by houses. The six million 
odd inhabitants of the Sta.te live in this axea 
and the average density works out to 9,712 per 
sq. mile. There are 1,097,357 occupied houses 
and the average number of persons living in each 
house is 5'53. If W6 calculate the density from 
this, we get the a.verage density as 9711 per 
sq. mile and the average area occupied by each 
house as '00057 sq. miles or 36'5 cents. A 
density of over 9,700 persons per sq. mile is a 
fairly high figure ; but fortunately the scattered 
homestead system persists in Travancore except 
in the fringes of territolY adjoining the Madras 
Presidency. 4' WaBed houses!' are a unique 
feature of Kerala. These have considerably re
duced the horrors of overcrowding experienced 

in the large cities and villages of British India~ 
If this large population had congregated in 
villages of the British India.n type leaving vast. 
spaces between village and village, it would 4ave· 
presented a problem of the utmost difficulty
from the point of view of sanitation, pealth and' 
hygiene. 

98 Though the people generally live in scat-, 
tered homesteads, yet (;he conditions of living
from tb e point of view of the convenience and 
comforts of the houses are by no meana encoura.g
ing. The percenta.ge of increase in th~ number 
of houses is less than the llercentage of increaae
in the tota1 population (vide table below.} 

Decade 

1891-1901 
1901-1911 
1911-1921 
1921-1931 
!931-1941 

Percentage of 
increase 

Houses 

12'4 
14'2 
14'9 
22'1 
18'0 

PopUlation 

11\'4 
16'2 
16'8 
27'2 
l~'l 

and as decades roll on, the proximity of the housee-. 
is getting closer and closer (vide table bel()w). 

Year 

1901 
]911 
1921 
1931 
1941 

Proximity in'yards 

217 
200 
189 
171 
153 

The house density for the State in 1941 is
double that of 1901 (vide table below). There 
were 7,582 houses in 100 sq. miles in 1901 and 

Houses per 100 sq. miles 

Year State Lowland Midland Hi~hland 

1941 14,322 36,796 19,476 1,729 
1931 12,]37 31,137 16,284 1,651 
1921 9,943 26,200 13,265 1,143 
1911 8,655 23,497 11,402 840 
1901 7,582 21,150 9,827 689 

today there are 14,322 houses per lOO sq. miles ... 
The congestion is most in the Lowland and least in 
the Highland. Sixty-five per cent. of the houses 
have less than three rooms and the llercentage of 
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.:houses with four rooms is only 8'2 (vide table 
tbelow). 

No. of 
roqms 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 and above 

Number of 
households 

413,716 
365,788 
214,784 
97,610 
52,469 
22,390 
11,575 
6,325 
3,339 
2,575 
3,482 

Percentage to 
total 

34'6 
30'6 
18'0 
8'2 
4'4 
1'9 
1'0 
U'5 
0'3 
0'2 
0'3 

99,. The conditions are worse when we take 
-the number of people living in each house. For 
this purpose a random sample of 1/20 was ta~en 
for certain selected taluks and municipal towns. 
That the sample is representative of the condi
tions of the State may be inferred from the fact 
that the proportion of distribution of 39,950 
houses classified according to the number of 
rooms corresponds rclosely to the distribution 
obtained by classifying the entire total of the 
houees of the State (vide table below). It is 

Number of 
rooms 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Proportion;'l.l distribution 
obtained from 

sample 

33'7 percent. 
31'4 
18'8 

total 

34'6 per cent. 
30'6 
18'0 

10 and above 

7'8 
3'8 
2'0 
1-0 
0'7 
0'3 
0'5 

8'2 
4'4 
1'9 
1'0 
0'5 
0'3 
0'5 

observed that about 60 per cent. of the popu
lation live in small houses with one or two rooms. 
There is thus definite overcrowding in houses of 
,amall size (vide table below). 

Number of 
rooms 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 and above 

Percentage of 
houses to total 

33'7 
3!'4 
18'8 
7'8 
3'8 
2,0 
1'0 
0'7 
U'3 
0'5 

Percentage of 
popUlation to total 

28'63 
30'Sl 
20'30 
10'01 
4'48 
2'50 
1'27 
0'85 
0'39 
0'76 

"The average size of t lJ.e family accommodated in 

houses of various sizes and the room-space a vaila
ble per individual axe given in the table below. 

No. of Average number of persons Average room 
rooms per house per person 

1 4-78 0'21 
2 5'33 0'37 
3 5'86 0'51 
4 6'29 0'63 
5 6'43 0'78 
6 6'94 0'86 
7 6'79 1'03 
8 7'00 1'14 
9 7'04 1'28 

It will be clear from this table that the average 
space available per individual is least in the' 
one-room houses. In the seven-room houses which 
form 1 per cent, of tke total in the State, a person 
gets one room on the average. Seventy per 
cent. of the houses have inmates varying from 
3 to 7, Nearly 80 per cent. of the population. 
are members of households which have five or 
more persons as residents (vide table below). 

No. of 
Persons 

Proportion of 
houses to total 

1 3'4 
2 8'2 
3 12'3 
4 15'5 
5 16'5 
6 14'3 
7 11'4 
8 7'5 
9 4'6 

10 and above 6'3 

Proportion of popula
tion to total 

0'5 
3'0 
6'8 

11'4 
15'2 
15'7 
14'7 
11'1 
~ 7'7 
13'9 

The average number of persons per house 
has been steadily increasing from decade to 
decade (vide table below) but a slight fall is 

Persons per house 

Year State Lowland Midland Highlanc\ 

1941 5'53 5'55 5'47 5'90 
1931 5'48 5'58 5'45 4'94 
1921 5'26 5'34 5'25 4'61 
1911 5'17 5'18 5'20 4'75 
1901 5,08 5'08 5'11 4,79 

noticeable in the Lowland and the Midland in 
the last decade, This may be on account of the 
splitting up of the joint family whioh has been 
going on at an accelerated pace after the enact .. 
ment of the partition laws. It does not follow 
that the density of population has deoreased as a 
result of this. The fall in the number of -persons 
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per house may be compensated for by the 
inorease in the number of houses .. 

100. The congestion is not the only oalamity 
that has to be faced. The structure of the houses 
does not warrant reasonable oomfort and con
venience especially during the monsoons. The 
cadjan walls do not give suffioient proteotion 
during the rainy season. In addition to the dis
comfort, the expenditure that will have to be 
incurred for repairing the havoc caused by the 
monSoons adds to the misery of the householder. 
More than 88 per cent. of the houses have either 
cadjan or straw or leaf roofs, while tiled, metal and 
terraced roofs come to only 11·6 per cent. of the 
total (vide table' below). Only 3 per cent. of 

Material of Number of Pa-centage 
roof buildings to total 

Cadjan 902,126 77'4 
Tile 128,171 11'0 
Terrace 734 0'1 
Metal 5,868 0'5 
Other materials 
(Straw, leaf etc.) 128,050 11'0 

the houses have brick walls. Eighteen per cent. 
of the houses have walls with laterite stone, while 
01 per cent. of the houses have either cadjan, leaf 
)r mud walls, 9 per cent. of the houses baing of 
.he old type with wooden walls (vide table 
balow). The mud wall seems to be the most 

Material of 
Wall 

Cadjan 
Mud 
Laterite 
Brick 
Wood 
Other materials 

including unspeci
fied 

Number of 
buildings 

221,97,2 
490,110 
214,048 

36,892 
105,479 

96,448 

Percentage 
to total 

19'0 
42'1 
18'4 
3'2 
9'0 

8'3 

~ommon in the southern taluks, cadjan being 
,he most popular along the coastal taluks where 
,he coconut flourishes. In the Midland' and High~ 
and again, mud walils are more common. 

101, The practice of more than one family 
,taying under the same roof though with sepa
"ate kitohens is not very common in Travanoore. 
:n the taluks adjoining the British territory, such 

as Shenkotta and Thovala, the multiple-house·· 
hold is rather common. Even in the congested 
areas of the Trivandrum oity, only a compara.
tively small proportion of the -people live in 
such multiple households (vide table tielow). 
The I" vast majority of the buildings in the 

Number of house- Number of Percentage 
holds accommodated buildings to total 

1 16,155 88'8 
2 ' 1,451 8'0 
3 407 2'2 
4 or more 182 1'0 

Total 18,195 100'0 

State accommodate only single households or 
families, 

102. Of the total number of oocupied housest 

119,866 are situated in the urban area. Out of 
these 85,057 houses are situated in the municipal 
towns. Though 11' 4 per cent. of the total papu-· 
lation live in the urban area, they oocu'QY only 
10"9 per cent. of the total number of houses in 
the State. From this point alone, it can be 
gathered that urban density must be higher than 
rural density. 

103' As in the case of the Natural and Admi
nistrative Divisions, wide variations in dansity 
are noticed in the urban area also. In Shenkotta 
it is as high as 17,428 per sq. mile, while in 
Attingal it comes down to 1,015 per sq. mile. 
Both are municipalities. The number of towns 
in 1941 is 46 while in 1881 it was only six. 
The year 1921 marked a sudden increase in the' 
number of towns from 11 of the previous decade 
to 38. This can be accounted for by the growth 
of police conservancy towns and by the develop.· 
ment of taluk headquarters into towns by a 
-progressive trend towarr' "utralisation. In the· 
case of the natural rE1=. Jns, the towns in the 
higher density groups are situated in the Lowland. 
Since 1881 the majority of places which wer~ 
declared as towns have been in the Lowland. 
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104 The density in the municipa.l towns in 

1941 and ~931 is illustrated in the following 

diagram. Among these towns, Neyyattinkara has 

(700-1,000) with a density of 877. Quilon, Ram
nagapaUy and Karthigapa}}y maintain the 
balance between the cultivable area and density 

DENSITY OF POPULATION 

IN MUNICIPAL TOWNS IN 1~31kf9"t 
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recorded the highest percentage of increase 
in density during the decade (37'36). Alleppey 
comes next followed by Alwaye. Trivandrum 
comes only fourth. Shenkotta which has the 
highest recorded density has not only not shown 
any increase but has even registered a decrease 
of 0'2 thus indicating that it has ostensibly 
reached the saturation point. 

105. The taluka follow a different order 
when density is calculated on the extent 
of cultivable area in each taluk. The diagram 
on the next page gives the order of the taluks 
according to the extent of cultivable area. 
Minachil which has got the highest percentage 
in this respect comes only in group IV 

of population. In the matter of the extent 
of cultivable land, Trivandrum, which has got 
the highest density comes only 12th. Sherthala,. 
which has a high denSIty, ranks 15th and 
Devikulam, which occupies the last place from 
the point of view of density (97 per sq. mile) 
comes 18th. This perplexing divergence between 
density and cultivable area can be explained 
from the kind of crops that are cultivated in the 
respective taluks. There is a close correlation 
between density and cultivable area if rice or 
coconut is the main crop, but with regard to tea 
and coffee where the estate system has to be 
adopted, the density may be very low but the 
cultivable or cultivated area may be very vast. 
Rubber arnd oardamom are also cultivated under 
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the estate system though it is possible to grow 
these. crops economically in a smaller area than 
tea oir coffee. 

106, The difference between the cultivable 
and culti,vated area is very small in the Lowland 

. taluks. Here tbe chief crops are rice and coco" 
nut. The Fragmentation Enquiry has disclosed 
the tendency: of progressive reduction of t,he 
individual 1l01cling. This system, though econo
mically ,unsound will support a large population. 
The pre~8ure of population in the Lowland taluks 
has resulted in bringing under cultivation -prac
tically all land that could be cultivated leaving 
only a very small margin of uncultivated but 
cultivable land. 

I ' 
107, The same principle generally applies to 

taluks in the Midland group also where the pres" 
sure of population has been incr,easing from decade 
to decade (vide map on movement of population.) 
The largest -percentage of cuHi va ble land is in the 
Highland,taluks where, as stated previously, the 
dtmsity is lowest on account of the estate system 
of cultivation and their mountainous nature. , 

108.. It will be seen from Subsidiary Table (i) 
on Imperial Table I that only 44'2 per cent. of the 
total,area of the State is actually cultivated. Cal
culated on this basis, each person has an avera~e 
of 43'7 cents of oultivable land and 35'7 cents of 
cultivated land. This calculation, like the mean 
density, gives no accurate idea of the pressure of 
po-pulation on agricultural land. Further, density 
figures will be significant only if it is possible 
to ascertain the relation in any given region 
between the number of persons subsisting directly 
or indirectly on agriculture and the agriCUltural 
-potentialities of the land utilised, or, in other 
words, the man"land ratio. It is necessary, in the 
first instance, to find a realistic statistical ex
pression of each of the elements before it is 
possible to determine this relation in a satis
factory manner. 

1 C 9. In determining the -productivity of land, 
not only natural factors such as soil and climate 

but many human factors such as technical know
ledge, car>ital, labour and price relations enter 
into the calculation. These factors are essential
ly dynamic in charaoter and form vital 
elements in determining the indices of produo
tivity. It would also be necessary to ascertain 
definitely the pro-portion of land used for different 
purposes and to determine the actual producti
vity of each variety, by methods capable of 
general application. For example, J. Poniatowki 
has made a calculation for Poland, of the total 
a~ro-forestal area using nominal coefficients to 
convert non-arable land in terms of arable. The 
coefficients he adopts are as follows:-

Arable land 
Orchards and gardens 
Meadows 
Pasture 
Forests 

1'0 
3'0 
0·4 
0'2 
0'15 

110 To obtain the total productive area for 
any given country, such coefficients are then 
multiplied by the area under each of these cate
gories. But conditions vary from country to 
country and it would not be possible to use the 
same standards for the measurement of arability, 
particularly in the case of countries so widely 
different in soil, climate and vegetation, as Poland 
and India. In British India, a system of 'Normals t 

is adopted to determine the index of actual pro
ductivity by eljminating the seasonal variations
due to meteorological or other factors. Unfortu
nately ·no data are available for Travancore from 
which it will be possible to calculate scientific
ally the productivity of the cultivable area or the 
actually cultivated area. 

111. For the purr>ose of this caloulation, a 
distinct demarcation should also be effected be
tween the ·agricultural -po-pulation and what is· 
known as the rural population. The latter has. 
bearing more on an administrative unit a.nd:". 
refers to people who live in a particular area. 
which is not urban-the differentiation of rural 
from urban or industrial being more or less arbi
trary. The definition of agricultural population: 
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is,~in theory, fairly simple. In the mostjrestricted 
sense, it includes all persons actually occupied in 
agriculture; but in the larger sense it includes, in 
addition, the dependent members of their families. 

112. 'As in the case of land where different 
degrees of produotivity exist, necessitating a 
process by which they can be brought under a 
homogeneous category, so in the case of the 
agricultural population it is necessary to deter
mine what may be termed 'adult equivalents' of 
the total population working, or depending on 
land. Supposing there is a farmer who is assist
ed by his six sons, it will not be correct to say 
that the extent of land he cultivates has to 
support and gE'ts the labour of 6 + 1 = 7 persons. 
Bis sons will be of different ages and different 
physical and mental capacities. So it will be 
necessary to work out the adult equivalent before 
we can say how many people are working, or are 
depending on this definite extent of land. Fur
ther, it would be necessary to know the relation 
between the quantity produced from a definite 
extent of land and the expenditure inourred by 
those who are entirely dependent upon that. 
A further difficulty is encountered when we have 
to deal with the population that does,not depend 
solely on agriculture. Th@ number of people for 
whom agriculture is a subsidiary means of liveli
hood in varying degrees has to be calculated on 
the basis of the extent to which they are bene
fited or dependent on this means of living. 
Before any real progress can be made in p1l'rposi ve 
researoh on the man-land ratio, therefore, not 
only must agricultural population be clearly 
defined and agricultural area and productivity 
calculated in a more or less satisfactory way, but 
some clear idea of optjmum population also has 
to be obtained. 

113. What is meant by the optimum? Carr 
Saunders defines it thus: ((For any area under 
any given conditions this is the point at which 
the average real income per head is the greatest." 
Fairohild, on the other hand, a pproaohes the 
question from the expenditure point of view. 
He thinks that the standard of living, which is 

after all the "essential expression of the degree to 
which the population in a given area is approach
ing or receding rfrom the optimum, should be 
measured by expenditure rather than by inoome 
since the lattel' may, in large part, absorb saving 
and working expenditure. Finally, another factor 
of great importance-a dynamic element-in the 
man-land ratio is the movement of population. 
The net reproduction rates have, therefore, to 
be calculaMd on the -population subsisting on 
agriculture.' Birth-rates among rural popula
tion are, in ~eneral, higher than those among 
industrial and Ul'ban :population. All the factors 
in the man-land ratIo are therefore dynamic and 
consequently the optimum itself must be dyna
mic, i. e., it is always unstable. A study in this 
direction will, however, give valuable olues 
with regard to the trends and tendencies indi
cating roughly whether the popUlation is moving 
towards or away from the optimum. . , 

114 It is urgently necessary therefore, to 
ha ve a fairly accurate knowledge of the population 
that the land oan support in a thiokly populated 
country like Travancore and to ascertain whether 
the oonditions are such as to sound a note of 
warning regarding the dangers of over-popUlation. 
The man-land ratio, if it is possible to work it oup, 
will give' a soientific exposition of the agrioultura 1 
position. Usually the cultivated or cultivable 
hmd is divided among the total population to 
work out the percentage of land for eaoh indivi
dual. As the extent of land remains constant, 
the per oapita area will be dwindling from year 
to year. But such per capita figures, except 
"perhaps in the case of wet land, will not 
give a proper perspective of the land eoonomy 
of the State. The dwindling ratio may create 
unnecessary alarm leading to agitation for further 
disafforestation. The land-grabber gets an oppor
tunity to fish in troubled waters. Disafforest
at ion may bring in its train soil erosion and 
consequent havoc to cultivated fields through 
floods. Even when disafforestation is effected 
without fear of such consequenoes. most of the 
auotioned land goes under the octopus hold of 
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the capitalist by methods beyond the olutches of 
the la~ of the land. If, however, such aCQumu
lation of land on the part of individuals is 
accompanied by honest attempts to cultivate 
every cent ~f it, the odium that attaches itself to 
such land-grabbing may, in part, be mitigated by 
the economic advantages of large-scale cultiva
tion. If, on th~ other halld, the capitalist allows 
such land to remain uncultivated, thereby frustra:' 
ting the prqspect~ of the honest peasant in search 
,of land, he I would be committing a positive crime 
against society. The problem, if there was a 
problem, remains still unsolved waiting perhaps to 
raise its ugly head for the next census and seek 
,solution Oll lines familiar to the expert in the field. 

115.. The need is, therefore, urgent to collect 
relevant data through which the question could 
be tackled' on scientific lines. With limited land, 
a teeming population and further prospects of 
progressive increase in numbers from decade to 
,decade, the question, as to how many the land 
could support, calculated on a scientific basis, 
has assumed. serious proportions and it has 
become imperative to educate pubJic opinion on 
right lines. The spur to indu~trialisation cannot 
be driven home unless this point is cleared 
bevnnd all doubt. 

116., 'Where satisfactory statistics are not 
,available the existence of over-population can , 
be indioated only through certain phenomena 
generally recognised as symptomatic. Agricul
tural over-population is often seen w hen-

(i) there is progressive diminution in thEY 
size of the holdings; 

(iij a high proportion of food crops or cereal 
. crops is grown in the total arable 
area; 

(iii) there is low unit-yield necessitating the 
bringing under cultivation of the 
largest poasible area under food 
orops; 

{iv) there are low densities of ca ttle ; 
(v) the general low standard of living brings 

about under~utrition; and 

(vi) the low standard of living, on account of 
the struggle for the mere subsis
tence from the soil, results in oul
tural stagnation. 

117. Out of the total area in the State, only 
54"2 per cent. is cultivable and 44·2 per cent. 
has already been brought under cultivation. 
The Economic Survey has disclosed the progres
sive reduction in the size of the agricultural 
holdings from year to year. Another feature is 
the fragmentation of holdings, i. e., the disper
sion of individual holdings into small parcels. 
If the oonditions in the natural regions are 
analysed, it will be seen that 93 per cent. of the 
cultivable land of the Lowland and nearly 86 
per cent. of the cultivable land of the Midland 
have been brought under the plough. Even in 
the Highland where the estate system prevails, 
56 -per cent. of the land has already boon 
brought under cultivation. In the Lowland area 
where we find density at its maximum, rice is 
the most important food crop grown. As much as 
29' 7 per cent, of the cultivated area in the State 
is taken up by this crop and it is fOllnd tbat the 
progressive diminution in the size of the holding 
is most pronoun oed in the area under rice
cultivation. In the cultivated area, the largest 
extent is taken up by rice as will be seen from 
the following table: - . 

Rice 29'7 
Coconut 25'4 
Tapioca 20'5 
Pepper 4·4 
Rubber 3'9 
Tea 3'7 
Ginge! 1'4 
Sugarcane 0"7 
Coffee 0'3 

118. It will be seen from the above that 75 
per cent. of the cultivated area is covered by 
rice, co(}onut and tapioca of which the first and 
the last are essentially food crops and the second 
partly a food crop * and partly a money 

"crop. The low unit-yield is also a general feature 
noticeable with regard to these three crops, 

... Coconut is an indisp3[)sable item in the dietary of the 
Tra"ancorean. 
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As for rice, the marginal and Bub-marginal 
la.nds ha,v(~ already be&n brought under cultiva
tion and this, perhaps, is generally true also 
of the other two crops. The low unit-yields 
may be used as additional axgument for bringing 
under cultivation the largest possible area under 
food crops. Unit-yields of cereals are generally 
lower in the more purely agricultural countries 
than in the more industrialised ones. The 
greater dependence on the soil and the consequent 
pressure of agricultural population in certain 
places result in lowflring the unit-yields. 

119~ Double-cropping is one of those factors 
of agricultural economy which counteract the 
serious ma,ladjustment between the increase of 
population and the extension of cultivation. The 
following statement shows the extent of double
cropped area in 1931 and 1941. 

State or 
Division. 

STATE 

ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION 

Southern 
Central 
Northern 

NATuRAL DIVISION 

Extent of double-croPPEd area. 
1931 1941 

(sq. miles) (sq. miles) 

378 

183 
157 

38 

861 

180 
146 
35 

Lowland 152 143 
Midland 196 187 
l'Hp'hland 30 31 

120. Except for a nominal increase of 1 sq. 
mile in the Highland, the area under double-crop 
has decreased in all the regions. Double'crop

,ping is obviously limited by the· capacity of the 
isoil. It ia highly probable that intensive su bsia-

\

tence farming has reached its limit and the 
decrease in the double-cropped area is a symptom 
Iof over-population. The rotation of crops is 
'another method which will counteract the dimi
nishing fertility of the soil and improve the unit
yield, but there is not much evidence of this being 
praQtised on any large scale in the State. 

l' 1211 Rubber, tea, coffee a.nd sugarcane, 
'~ome under the category of crops which, unlike 
~he major food-crops, are incapable of being 
economically cultivated in small holdings. These 

are essentially, so far as the State is concerned, 
money-crops. In the nature of things, this will 
be controlled by a few persons and except for the 
fact of engaging paid labourers for working these 
estates, it will not be possible for pea~ant pro
prietors in any appreciable number to subsist on 
this form of cultivation. So the areas where 
these are cultivated will not be affected by the 
pressure of population. The number of people 
engaged in cultivation in these areas will bear a 
definite ratio to the extent of land cultivated. 
Bence the growing agricultural population faille 
more and more on such form of cultivation wh~re 
subdivision could be carried on almost to an in ... 
definite extent. 

122, This progressive subdivision of agricul-- , 
tura} holdings has its effect on the low density of
cattle. In South Travancore, for example, on 
account of the facilities for irrigation provided 
by the Kothayar Irrigation works, most of the 
tanks had been reclaimed and brought under rice, 
cultivation reSUlting in th'e progressive diminu
tion of grazing grounds for cattle. Cattle used 
to feed 'on the grass - grown along the banks, 
of these tanks and when these were converted 
into rice fields, fodder bad to be found else .. 
where. Incidentally green manure also became. 
less and less available al;ld had to bp puron:as-ed 
at prohibitive rates. What with the'low density 
of cattle, cattle-manure had also to be imported ... 

123 In other parts'of Travancore alao, mOXe. 
and more Jand has bEe,n brought under cultivation 
~n account of the facilities for irrigation and 
also on account of the plen'tiful rainfall. More 
and more people congre,gate here. 'Ihe following 
table helps to strike correlations between rainfall, 
gross cultivated area and density on the total 
area. 

Natural Average rain- Percentage of Density on 
Division. fall in gross cultivated total area 

inches area irrigated 

1931 1941 1931 19H 1931 1941 

Lowland 78-0 87'64 23'94 35'35 L,739 2,042 
Midland 109'0 J;7'68 14'65 80'60 887 1,066 
Highland 128'0 103·12 6'95 16-01 82 102-

STATE 99'19 101'05 16'65 32'65 665 792-
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124. The progressive reduction in unit-yields, 
along with the smaJler size of the agricultural 
holdiDgs, the high -proportion of food-crops to 
total cultivated area, the low unit-yields MId the 
low denaiti~g of livestock has resulted in under
nutrition which, when ohronic, may itself be taken 
ae one of the most important indiooe of over
population. In the regions of adverse natural 
conditions, under-nutrition reflects the severity 
of the struggle for subsistence, while in those of 
dense agricult~l population, it is the outward 
sign of the 'hid4en unemploymant.' Here most 
of the agricultural hold.in~ are insufficient for 
family subsistence as is evident from the Econo
mic Survey. In suoh regions, periodic OI!lcillatiGns 
are common. In Travanc~ a. cereal mono-cul
ture prevails, a.ny other cereal besides rice being 
almost non-existent. Here the effects of a bad 
harvest would be disastrous, parti:mlarly when 
neMIy 2/3 of bp.e rice required has to be imported. 

125. Generally' rural population shows greater 
fertility than urban population as will be clear 
hom the subjoined table, and the pressure of 

Community 

Brahman 
llava 
Kammala 

, .Nayar 
Pnlaya 
Vellala 
Muslim 
Syrian Christian 

Numbet of ~hildren 
born per fami,ly 

Urb~n. Rural. 
6'7 ' 6'S 
6'0 6'7 
6'5 7'3 
5'7 6'4 
6'0 6 4 
5'4 6'2 
6'0 7'2 
7'1 7'1 

population in many cases mfty be due partly to 
human fertility rather than to the other factors 
mentioned before in connection with the man-land 
ratio. 

126. The misery caused by years of poor unit. 
yields in these marginal and sub-marginal areas 
is accentuated by the general difficulty in obtain
ing cheap food ·from outside, mainly through 
other money-crops not being available to the 
poor people to enable them to obtain the neces
sary cash for purchases. 

127. The low standard of living among the 
.agricultural classes, especially in the more densely 
'p<>pulated areas, is generally associated with lower 

skill, the general cultural standard being severely 
affeoted by the struggle for mere subsistenoe from 
the soil. The absenoe of substantial help from 
industrial and urban centres towards improve
ment in the products of agriculture perpetuates. 
the low uni-t--yields. The whole thing therefor& 
works in ~ vicious circle. The low yields of 
agriculture prevent the "accumulation of capital 
necessary for the introduction of impl'ovements 
and the general ra.ising of the standard of living .. 
When 80cial degradation and misery go below a. 
certain level, it is not possible to expect a res-
pons" in the form of a sustained struggle against 
unfayoura.ble oonditioIUl. On" the contrary, it 
often results in &tt apparent 1088 of this capacity 
of reaction and the sinking into a state of sheer
despondency. Chronic und~r-nutrition, whioh is 

• a common feature in these agriculturally over--
popUlated regions, results in disease aud general 
loss of vitality. Together these conditions ~nder
mine wha.t remains of the spirit of enterprise. 
The University Department of Research has 
made a beginning in agricultural resea.rch and 
it is hoped that sustained efforts on !right lines 
will produce substa.ntial results in time. 

128. The failure genera.lly of co-opera.tive
organisations in Travancore, can mostly be traced 
to the above oiroumstanoes. Even the minimum 
ca.pital tha.t is necessary for the development of 
co-operation is not available due to the low 
productivity and the absorption of all available
surplus by excessive population which shows 
only progressive increase on account of a high 
birth-rate usually found among agrioultural 
communities. It is often accentua.ted by the 
difficulty of finding markets and the lack of 
adequate cultural contacts with the outside woirld. 

129. From the foregoing facts there is reason 
to believe that there is agricultural over-popula
tion, though for want of statistios it cannot b8" 
accurately measured. What are the remedies? 
In the first place a proper distribution of agricul
turalland will relieve pressure on the agricultural 
population. But this is impossible under the
existing law. The only methods that could be. 
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.adopted are :-(i) to penalise -people -wbo leave 
land uncultivated, and (ii) to prevent fu:rther sub- \ 
division of agricultural holdings by legislation. 
The la.tter by itself will not be able to rectify the 
havoc already wrought. Progressive reduction 
in the size of holdings is not a satisfactory con
,dition precedent to agricultural improvement. 
Any measure to ensure better unit-yields or 
higher intensity of production demands a larger 
-extent of individual holdings. The Census Com
missioner for 1931, who was an expert in agricul
ture, ha.1!! remarked that the introduction of scien
tifio methods of cultivation, however much the 
Department of Agriculture may strive, cannot 
make much headway under existing conditions 
in Travancore. He considers ten acres as the 
minimum for a family of five .members and has 
,stated further that on this basis more than 95 
per cent. of the holdings,in Travancore are uneco
nomic. The .I£conomic Survey conduoted along 
with the present census has discl08ed conditions 
perhaps worse than what existed in 1931. (A 
.detailed discussion on this with relevent data is 
given in the Report on Economic Survey). Even 
with regard to unit-yields. Travancore prod;uces 
less than other c_ountries which grow paddy. The 
.average out-turn of paddy per acre is about 6,000 
Ibs. in Spain, 3,000 lbs. in Italy, 2,500 lbs. in 
.Japan, but only 1,250 lbs. in Travancore. The 
-countries in Europe and Japan have increased 
their yield by the adoption of soientific methods 
of cultivation. But this is impossible unless a 
«}omplete change is introduced by legislation in 
the system of land.holding in the State. That a 
..xeform of some such kind may be necessary is 
.clear from the increasing proportion of the popu
_lation that is being supported by agriculture 
from census to census, (Vide table below.) 

Year. 

1901 
HIll 
1921 
1931 
1941 

Population supported by 
agriculture. 

47'4 per cent. 
53'6 
51'7 
54'3 
57'4 

130. Though this may 'seem bright as com-
1>ared to the population SUpported by agricultuxe 

in India which had come to the alaxming figure of 
71 pe:r cent. a decade ago, yet when compared to 
the population increase in Trav8lncore the pros
pect lie by no means encouraging. There is not 
much likelihood of increasing the acrea.ge under 
rice cultivation; and even if the life irrigation 
scheme is successful the percentalte ot land tha.t 
could be brought under rice cult'ivation will on ly 
be very small. So the only solution lies in in
tensive farming. In this case the limitations of 
double-cropping under the present system of 
oultivation have already been discussed. 

131. Development of 'mixed far~ng' is an
other remedy for a~ricultural over-popula.tion. In 
this connection the suggestion made in the final 
report of the Mixed Committee on the relation of 
nutrition to health, agriculture and economic 
policy, that the Danish system of arable-animal 
husbandry in which cereals, partly grown on the 
farm and used to feed animals, should be more 
widely adopted, has an eepecially important appli
cation in those over-popula.ted regions in which 
cereals occupy a very high proportion of the culti
vated area. In addition, more leguminous food
crops should be grown. In general they eay that a 
great development of 'mixed farming' is neces
sary. "The in~roduction of large proportions of 
livestook products, vegetables and fruits in the 
agricultural output might not only meaD an im
provement in bringing about better nutrition but 
would at the same time :raise the general stan
dards of agriculture, facilitating better crop rota
tions, assisting in soil conservation and improve
ment and absorbing mOIre of the superabundant 
labour that is at present the only resource in 
which these regions are rich. No region will 
benefit more than these from. a 'marriage of 
hea.lth and agriculture' and this is in fact what 
was involved in these instances by that rationali
sation of agriculture that is a necessary com
plement of agrarian reform." 

132. In the 19311'epoxt, it is stated that out 
of 3,043,000 acres of cultivable area nearly 
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842,000 acres i!lcluding fallows a.nd t lcultiva.ble 
waste remained uncultivated. It has been stated 
,there that the land migbt be poor in .quality and 
·~n acoount 'of the opm-at.ion of the law of dimini
.shing returns it might not respond to the appli
.cation of labour and capital as libera.lly as~the 
Jand already under the plol1~h. It must be clear 
.from the above statement that the only means by 
which tbis land could 00 brought under oulti
vation is by the inttoduction of scientific methods 
provided the land is not distributed in such a 

\ 

way as to make it impossible to introduce such 
methode due to the diminution in extent. Accor
ding to the 1941 census, there are only 488,4 7~ 
acres of oultivable land not cultivated. Within a 
deoade 50 per cent. of the cultivable land not 
cultivated bas been brought under cultivation 
or taken up as house-sites for the inoreasing 
population. The prospect, by no means, is en
couraging. It is for the Depa.rtment of Agrioul
ture to try these experiments, if experiments are 
possible, on this land and enlighten the agricul
tural popula~ion with regard to the supreme 
advanta,ges of introducing scientific methods of 
cultivation. 

133. From the information available from 
the Agricultural Department, it is found that 
there is a prospect of sUbstantially increasing 
the yield by-

(i) the introduotion of lift-irrigation which 
will make it possible to adopt double-crop system 
in the arable area in the taluks of Muvattupula, 
Kunnathunad and Parur; and 

(ii) maki!Dg yearly cultivation possible in 
the large areas of punia lands which now lie 
fallow every alternate year. 

134. The fact that' nearly 60 per cent. of 
the rice that we require has to be imllOrted 
argues the imperative need of bringing these 
schemes into fruition in the shortest possible 
time. It would be a boon to Travancore if these 
8Chemes would bring in the expected Inorease 
,in the yea;rly output of paddy. 

135. If urban and industrial centres could 
help in bringing about marketing facilities for 
agricultural pl'oduots by inoreasing tbe markets 
and improving the quality, it will be possible to 
raise the oapa.oity of agrioulture to absorb 
more people. At the same time, efforts should 
be made to cheapen the prices of commodities 
consumed by the agricultural population whether 
for the purpose of further production or not. One 
thing'that is noticeable in ,these days of indus
trialisation is a transition from' subsistence to 
cash-agriculture. The area under industrial 
orops is also increased. In Tra vanoore the rapid 
extension of cultivation in recent years of tea, 
cashewnut, lemon-grass, rubber and oardamom 
are instances in point. This phenomenon has 
been observed elsewhere also since the war of 
1914-HHS. 

136. Rural electrification which is made pOSe 

sible by the cheap electrio power available from 
Pallivasal is another method of allaying tbe dis
tress of over-popUlation. In the short span of 
five years, several industries have been started· 
on account of the possibilities of getting cheap 
power. There are already several lSugar-making 
concerns, oil mills and rioe ,mills, and there is also 
scope for the development of the textile industry 
if power looms are used even on a small scale in 
the rural areas. Signifi,oant developments are 
possible in the revival of cottage industries like 
la.ce-making, embroidery, wood-work and coir
making by means of rural electrification. Rural 
el~ctrifioation will also help in the extension of 
large-scale industry in the villages. In 1'%a van
core. the latter is largely possible on account of 
the imprOVed facilities for transport. The Sri 
Chitra Mills and the various tile factories at 
Alwaye, numerous tea factories in the High 
Ranges, cotton mins and tile factories at Quilon 
the ilmenite faotol'y at Chavara etc., are instances 
in point. Improved facilities for transport have 
alBO made possible the intimate interpene
tration of rural and industrial areas so as 
to allow a la.rge proportion of the population to 
con,tinue theu cheap living in the oountry and... 
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even to be pa.rtly oooupied in agriculture and yet 
to ta.ke up employment in the towns and indus
trial areas. 

137. Mention has already been made of the 
immense possibilities of the extension of the fish
ing industry in the ooastal areas. There is great 
soope for the export of large quantities of fish if 
the whole industry 'is modernised. It is hoped 
that the measures tll.ken by Government fer the 
improvement of this industry will partly aJleviate 
the pressure of over-population, partioularly in 
the Low lands. 

138. Development ,of communications should 
go hand in hand with the progressive industria.
lisation of the State. A rapid extension of com" 
municati~ns in a country where the mountain, 
the liver and the lie of the land compel a very 
large outlay before progress could be recorded 
will not be justified unless oompensated for by 
the incraase in output of agricultural or indus
trial products. Here is a case in whioh the 
active co-operation of the public is ca.lled for. 

139. l'ravanoore ha8 had the reputation of 
having the best system of communioations in 
India; and in ihe. last decade considerable i>r~ 
gress has been recorded in this direction. The 
outstanding aohievement is the construotion of 
the 42 miles of oement road conneoting Nagercoil 
with the oapital oity. The motor traffic along this 
rood perhaps beats the reoord of any single high. 
way of equal length in any other part of India. 
Even if a bus should run every five minutes, there 
will still be enough passengers from the oity or to 
the city. The three main roads radiating from the 
oapital have been oonsiderably improved. Several 
new roads have been construoted linking up the 
outlying districts with the main roads. Improve
ments have been Affected in tbe chief water
ways also. The oanals have been widened and 
new canals have been out and linked with the old 
ones. New bridges have been constructed, the 
most important of them being the Alwaye. bridge,. 
the Thottap-pally bridge and the Neria.man~alam 
bridge. Substantial improvements have been 

ma,de to most of the important bridges along the 
main roads. These improvements in road com
munication effected in the last decade have reo 
suIted in an almost phenomenal inorease of motor 
traffio throughout the State. The motor enthu
siast could wake up with the sunrise at the 
land's end of India (Cape Comorin), have his 
breakfast in 'Udayagiri' surrounded by piotur
esque mountains with the remnants of the old fort 
reminding him of the grim battles fought in the 
historio past, reach the capital in le8s than an 
hour and after the forenoon spent in sight-seeing 
enjoy a sumptuous lunch at the 'Mascot,' have 
his tea at Kottayam, feasting his eyes on the 
placid lakes that gird the slopes of the hillook OIl 

which stands the spaoious and luxurious Reed 
House and reach the delightful heights oj 
Munnar for dinner. He will have travelled by 
then over 250 miles without the irritating inoon· 
venienoe of a ferry or the rude jolting usu~llJ 
experienced on the oountry roads elsewhere. 

140. Government have in the. last decadE 
spont Rs. 176'32 lakha on communications and 
this liberal outlay has resulted in the StatE 
having one mile of road and canal for every 1'4 
sq· miles of land including even hills and forests 
The total length of oommunioationl!l maintainec 
by the Travancore Public Works Department ir 
1939-40 was 5,401 miles. Mention has alreadJ 
been made of the centraliaation of the Transpor:J 
system and the progxess made in the last trien 
nium. 

I 

141. The railway which runs from the capita: 
oity to the border taluk of Shenkotta over a dis 
tance of 99 miles links it with the Britisl 
temtory beyond the Ghats. This railway practi 
cally runS' "parallel to the maoadamized road pro 
viding a double line of communication for thE 
rich and not fully developed taluks of Kottarak 
kara, Pathanapuram and Shenkotta of the Centra 
Division. 

'142. The facilities for transport have in 
creased the number and popularity of markets 
There are nearly tWO markets and over a coupII 
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of lakhs- of people regularly congregate in these 
markets. the poor villager could sell his surplus 
vegetables, eggs and chicken in the nearost 
market and get a much botter price for them 
than be would' have got in his native village. 
An anna will t~ke him from his farm to the 
nearest market. A thriving internal trade is 
carried on not only in fruits, vegetables, 
and poultry, but also in cattle in the several cattle· 
markets which transact business for a few thous
ands every week: The volume of trade,transact· 
ed in these centres comes' to very encouraging; 
figures. The hard lot Of the agriculturist in the 
over-populated areas is, to a certain extent, miti· 
gated by the marketing facilities thus afforded. 

143, The isolation of the village has been 
almost obliterat~d by this rapidly incr~asing 
system of communications. It has ha~ its effects 
upon social life as well. Visiting friends and 
attending marriage functions or religious festivi
ties have now become an almost daily affair. 
Formerly these meant so much time and expense 
since the chief mode of conveyance was the bullock
cart or the country boat. A quarter of 'a century 
ago, the majority among the viJIage folk never so 
much as once visited the capital city but today 
every State :festival draws the villagers even from 
the remotest parts of the State. What before 
was a long and tedious journey has now become 
as ple~sant as an afternoon picnic. 

144. Tho Trunk Telephone has given a fillip 
to " big business " in the State. Important in
telligence is impatient of delay and loses its ex
hilaration if not delivered hot from the oven. 
The writer was not a little amused when he found 
that the questions set fer the selection of candi· 
dates for the Economic Survey in a particular 
taluk were phonocummed to the neighbouring 
taluk well ahead of the scheduled time for the 
written test in the latter place; but alas! tlhe 
questions set for the next centre were different. 
The phone bids fair to become as indispensable to 
the ordina.ry citizen as the bus. 

145. Surplus labour in a particular taluk 
could now migrate to centres where there is 

greater demand. In South Travancore, for in· 
stance, in the course of house·numbering it was 
found that many· houses of poor people were 
empty as they had gone to the next village or 
the neighbouring taluk where there was dearth 
of labour for tapping ot for harvesting. This. 
migration is particularly noticeable in the Kutta
nad areas where there is almost mass movement 
of labour from the neighbouring taluks during 
the harvest season. Migra.tion to the rubber 
estates is also increasing though to a lesser ex
tent. The remarkable increase in the facilities 
for transport has considerably acoelerated this 
internal migration during the last decade. It 
will be seen from Imperial Table VI that the 
total number of persons born in one Administra
tive Division and enumerated in another is 
114,841 (vide SUbjoined table) of whom nearly 
87' 4 per cent. were born in contiguous divisions~ 

A good proportion of the persons enumerated in 
the Devikulam and Pirmede taluks were born in 
other taluks and this shows the volume of militra-· 
tion to these taluks from the other parts of the 
State. The moyement of population between the· 
Natural Divisions is more important than between 
the Administrative Divisions. Naturally, the High~ 
land division attracts the largest number for 
workin the rubber, tea and oardamom plantations. 

146 The proportion of immigrants to emi
grants in the different Adn:Qpjstrative Divisions 
and their percentage to the a gOg reg ate. 
popu lation are given in the subjoined table, 

Received from other Given to other 
Divisions Divisions. Loss(-)I 

,- -_-'- ,----'----, or gailn 
Proportion Proportion (+) to, 

Ad ministrative per cent. per cent. the 
Division Number of the Number of the Divi· 

population population sion 
of the of the 

Division Division, 

Southern 19,289 1'1 28,880 1'7 - 9,59lt 
Central 43,698 1'8 56,658 2'3 -12,900) 
Northern 51,854 2'7 29,303 1'5 + 22,55lt 

So far as internal migration is conoerned, more
peo pIe emigrate from the plains to the hills
than'vice versa. This fact is confirmed by the
percentage of increase of popula.tion in the thre& 
~atural Divisions (vide subsidjary Table (i) on' 
Imperial Table II). Since 1901 the percentagSl 
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of increase in the Highland is 232' 8 as against 
112' 4 and 89' 9 of the Midland and the Lowland 
respectively. The effect of internal migration 
will also be reflected in the rate of growth of 
population in the different taluks. It will be 
clear from the subjoined table that the increase is 

Taiuk 

Pirmede 
Kottarakkara 
Thodupu).a 
Changanache~ 
Mu vattupu!a 
Quilon 
Kunnathur 
Ampaiapula 
Kottayam 
Minachil 
Devikuiam 
Nedumangad 
Path ana mthitta 

Net variation Net variatioN 
r--.....A_--~ ,..--"'--......... 

1931-1941 1921-1931 

41'0 
36'5 
36'4 
27'S 
24'7 
22'9 
23'6 
22'2 
21'4 
21'3 
8'8 

19'2 
39'0 

• 91'6 
26'5 
58'4 
41'4 
31'7 
26'1 
25'3 
28"/ 
33'3 
25'S 
79'9 
40'3 
37'1 

most pronounced in those taluks which have been 
recently developed. In the taluks which have 
been developed before this decade, a pronounced 
fall is noticeable in the rate of increase. This 
may probably be due to the fact that there has 
been no increase in the extent of cultivation. 
As has been stated above, the estates win only 
support a certain quota of the coolie population 
which is necessary for work in them. The increas.e 
by births ca.nnot come up to any appreciable 
figure on acoount of the short and temporary 
tenure of the imported labourers. The demand 
for labour will also depend upon fluctuations of 
the market. 

147. Chronic over-population often forces the 
younger and the more adventurous section to 
emigrate. Though emigration has been regarded. 
as the principal symptom of over-population~ it is 
a phenomenon of wider import than the relief of 
over-population. The more adventurous -people 
may migrate not because they cannot get on in 
their mother country but they hope for better 
'Pros-pects elsewhere. So emigration may be in
dependent of over-population. It may be eitheD 
tem'Porary or permanent, Unfortunately the 
figures for emigration for 1941 are not available 
as Table VI (Birthplace) has not been sorted in 
the Provinces and in many of the States. The 
1931 Census records an emigration figure of 

58,466. The number of emigrants has been on 
the increase from 1891 but it has always been 
less than the immigrants (vide SUbjoined table). 

Year of Total Total Excess of 
Census immigrants emigrants immigrants over 

emigrants 

1891 16,978 13,768 3,210 
1901 54,903 24,490 30,413 
1911 61,165 26,123 35,042 
1921 73,591 30,26() 43,331 
1931 135,103 58,466 76,637 

The excess of immigrants rose from 3,210 in 1891 
to 76,637 in 1931. Ifrom the returns of 1931 it 
is found that nearly 85' 5 per cent. of the emi
grants have migrated to different parts\ of India 
and only 14'5 went outside India. Among the 
emigrants to the foreign countries the ,lar~est 
number went to the Straits Settlements and Malaya 
(4,333). Ceylon attraoted the next largest number 
(3,393). The former show distinct increase 

over the figures of 1921. Though the figures in 
Table VI may show that the Travancorean is 
essentially of a stay-at-home type, the economic 
depression must have accelerated emigration to a 
considerable extent. Figures are not available 
for 1941 with regard to emigration. It may, 
however, be confidently asserted that the number 
must be considerably higher than that of 1931. 
Since the war started} there has been -a oontinuous 
flow of men from the State for serving in diffe
rent capacities as soldiers, as War Technicians, 
in the Labour Corps, and the numerous subordi
nate posts in the ministerial and administrative 
sections of the War Department. Tra van core 
is found to be the best recruiting centre in India. 
It is v!obable th.at those wh.o have offered their 
services may also have been induced to do so on 
acoount of the better prospects outside the State. 
Migration has distinct economic advantages for 
the State. The emigrants send remittances to 
relatives at home which allay, to a certain 
extent, the hardships caused by the economic de
pression. Besides the accumulated savings of 
the emigrant which he brings back home when 
he returns, the technical knowledge he has gained 
during his stay abroad is a m~re importa nt 
dynamic factor. It would be p)3aible tc) assess 
this economic advantage more accurat e1 y if 
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the Post Office would supply the data with 
regard. to remittances to relatives in Travanoore 
hom their kith and kin abroad. 

148. But emigration has its evil effects also. 
It is a selective agent and tends to remove the 
best, especially the younger elements. These 

"emigrants will ,invariably be under 40 and above 
20. It has its effects on the age structure of the 
population from the point of view of reproduction. 
In the case of females, it has the effect of redu-

,dng the number of potential mothers. This may 
have more far-reaching effects than is immediate
ly noticeable. 

149 Emigration is, however, less than im
migration by fifty per cent. In 1931 for 1,000 
immigrants there were only 433 emigrants. From 
Imperial Table VI, it will be clear that there are 
as many as 137,945 persons here born outside 

'Travancore against 135,103 of 1931. From the 
fact that out of this number as many as 72,274 
are females, it must be clear that they have come 
not for any temporary stay but to settle down. A 
very small percentage of people enumerated may be 
children of Travancoreans born outside this State 
but it' will be compensated for by the number of 

,,'Children born to non-Travancoreans in Travancore 
and who have been enumerated as Travancoreans. 

,Of the 137,945 peo-p1e who are recorded as having 
been born outside the State, 134,864 were born 
in Provinces and States adjacent to Travancore, 
the largest number being in Tinnevelly 

'(52,803), the next in order comes Cochin with 
31,407, Madras coming third with 21,466, 
Madura fourth with 9,370, Malabar a close fifth 
with 8,081 and Ramnad sixth with 6,359. The 
increase of those from Madras is phenomenal. 
It has risen from 2,105 in 1931 to more than ten 
times its number, 21,466 in 1941. This marked 
increase noted in Madras may very likely be 
due to the inaccurate returns by the coolies 
who might have given their birth place as 
, Madras " a generic term for all places in the 
Presidency. ·It can also be inferred from the 

smaller numbers reoorded as born in the Dis
tricts of Madura, Ramnad etc. 

150. In the Trivandrum city there are 5,172 
people born in Provinces and States in India and 
381 people born in other Asiatic countries. 
(vide Imperial Table VI, Trivandrum City). Out 
of the former as many as 4,111 people were born 
in the Madras Presidency. Here again Tinnevelly 
leads with 2,431 but Cochin drops to 672. There 
are more Malabar people (714) than Cochinites. 

151. Nearly fifty per cent. of the immigrants 
are labourers working mostly on the tea estates. 
The large number of coolie labourers imported 
from outside for work in the estates was partially 
justifiable so long as inadequacy of communica
tions prevented the migrat"ion of labour from the 
plains to the hills. By the opening of the Neriya. 
mangalam-PaHivasal road this difficulty has been 
removed' and it would be in the interests of the 
State if a progressive reduction is made in the 
number of coolies imported into the estates. 
With the natural intelligence which the -people of 
Travancore possess it would be possible to get more 
efficient la'hour with perhaps less expenditure. 
The argument that in working in tea gardens, 
particularly in plucking tea-leaves, the Tamil coolie 
is considered to be more efficient oannot be justi
fied, as efficiency of unskilled labour depends on 
experience and the Travancorean could gain this 
experience in a much shorter time than the Tamil 
coolie, on account of the adaptability of the 
former which has been demonstrated elsewhere 
in sufficient measure. It would be interesting in 
this connection to remember that in the recruit
ment of War Technicians the Travanoorean was 
considered the ablest and the most adaptable 
to conditions quite different from what he has 
been used to all his life. I have been informed 
by persons in high authority that the Travanoore 
recruit -picks up his work in much shorter time 
than any enlisted from the rest of India. It is 
only fair, therefore, that the Travancorean who is 
weighed down by a long period of economic de
pression should not be denied redress in his own 
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country when there is opportunity and scope for 
it. In the large number of rubber estates that 
have cropped up in the last two deoades, the vast 
majority of the coolies are Travanooreans. It 
cannot be said that the wor k of tapping the 
rubber trees requires less skilled labour than the 
plucking of tea-leaves in the tea estate. 

152. The existence of over-population has been 
indicated above by analysing oertain phenomena 
whioh have been generally recognised as sympto
matio. But it is necessary to gauge the inten
sity of the pressure oaused by this over-popu
lation. An approaoh to the problem is possible 
through an analysis of the age, sex and civil 
condition of the population. Ordinarily the 
people between .the ages of 15 and 50 may be 
taken as the 'gainful Workers' in a oommunity. 
Among these the male population are the more 
important as they oonstitute the majority of the 
gainful workers. From the data colleotetl, it is 
found that out of the total population only a 
small percentage of women are actually em
ployed and earning a livelihood by their labom. 
Invariably ohildren below 15 and persons above 
50 have to be supported by the 'gainful workers', 
as the number of people in the latter category 
with independent means of livelihood is very 
small. The persons in the 0-15 and in the 50 
and above groups together with those unemployed 
in the 15-50 group represent the 'hidden un
employment' in the State. What proportion the 
, hidden unemployment' bears to the total popu
lation has to be ascertained. If a progressive 
increase is noted in this group from year to year 
then the pressure is seen to be intensified. 

153. Modern civilisation demands that the 
State must progressiVely make available to all 
, groups' reasonable standards of living. Fore
most among all the gains of oi vilisation are 
health and eduoation. These a. oitizen has the 
right to expect from any civilised State. The 
idea is gaining ground that education should make 
possible an intellectual development continuing 
throughout life, wihle public health 2hould aim at 

reduoing the number of deaths and in general 
guaranteeing longevity of life. But if the pro ... 
portion of the aged persons in the population 
should go on progressiVE\ly inoreasing, it would 
raise new problems, social, oultural and economic. 
In the case of ohildren also a progressive inorease 
in numbers will ore ate similar problems. Viewed, 
from any of these aspects, therefore, the age-, 
comp<mition of the population .and the tendencies 
revealed by it are vitally important in any 
population stUdy. 

154~. The age returns show that acouraoy is 
more the exception than the rule. The large 
majority of the people. are indifferent Ito the 
correct return of their age for they do 'not 
seem to bother themselves about aoouraoy which 
they think, may oonveniently be relegated ito 
the official cirole. The Census Commissioner, 
for Madras, in 1931. has pertinently remarked 
that "from one point of view this illustrates the 
peculiarly praotical and realisti c outlook on life 
of the average Indian, who yet is often thought 
to be impractical arnd visionary. After all, years 
are a mere convenience for xeckonin£r; to exalt 
them into an absolute standard as is done i:q. 
western countries, is to give them an undue, 
importance. Capacity is what matters. Thus to 
the Indian our application of age-limits to gove~ 
retirement and general insistence on birth certi
ficates seem probably to show a defective, and-to. 
use a popular word in India--bnreaucratio atti
tude towards life". This observation is more. 
or less true with regard to this State also. The 
Statistician tries to eliminate error in a,ge returns 
by grouping them; the rustic adopts a cruder 
but, at the same time, more effective method of 
.caloulation to serve his purpose. He divides life 
into vario}ls stages. Till the boy goes to school 
~ is a child; till he marries he is an adolescent; 
after he marries he is a man. When he gets ,3>, 

grandchild, he takes the status of an old man; and 
when his hair ,is all grey and his body bent, he 
assumes the 'State in which age does not oount" 
or, to "put it in the rustic way, he begins his second 
childhood. Others attend to his wants; he does 
not attend to the wants of others. One is, 
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remind~d in this connection of Bha'l'thru"'UJri's 
famous: classification of human life into seven 
stages, as well as Shakespeare's surprisingly equi
valent desoription of 'the seven ages of man '. 
The Hindu'Sastras divide life into six different 
• AS'l'amas " coneisting of Saisavam (ohildhood), 
K auma1'am (adolesoence), Y ouvanam (youth), 
Ga1'hasthyam (householder), Vanap'l'astham (as
cetioism) ap.d 8a'nyasam (renunciation). For the 
females, h6wBver, only three stages have beeu pres
cribed, viz., K auma1'am (girlhood), in which she 
is under the protection of the rather, Youvanam 
(youth) when she is under the protection of the 
husband and lastly Va'l'dhakyam (old age) when 
she is under the proteotion of her son. This is 
largely true of Indian society, whether Hindu, 
Muslim ~r Christian. This classifioation is 
funotional rather than annual. The division of 
life into different 'Awramas' does not, however, 
eliminate the calculation of the annual age. 
Astrology has developed age·oalculation to a high 
degree of scientific aoouracy, almost to the 
minute fraction of a second. For the various 
ceremonies d{:.ring the life-time of a male or a 
female, the age has to be taken into aooount to a 
large extent. Not only the months and days but 
even the minutes and seoonds are important. The 
calculation is based on the position of the stars 
and here metioulous acouraoy is a condition prece
dent to the oorreot determination of the auspioious 
time. So, it cannot at all be said that the 
ancients were indifferent to the calculation 
of age. But this system was Aryan in origin 
and did not affect the masses who were not 
allowed to oome within the oharmed circle. 
Dravidian influenoe oontinued to dominate South 
India in spite of the infiltration of Aryan cul
ture and so the highly scientific calculation of 
the passage of time in the Hindu sast'l'as had no 
meaning to the ordinary rustic who looked at the 
question from the functional rather than from 
the annual aspect of it. The' Nithi 8ast1'll'. 
however, considers age as one of the nine things 
which should be kept secret. The practice of not 
disolosing one's age on the birthday is a vestige 
of this custom. 'Vith the introduction of the 

calendar month, a further confusion was added to 
the oalculation of age. The anniversary of a 
Hindu's birthday varies from year to year ao
cording to the position of the star in the parti
cular month in which he was born. It is no 
wonder, therefore. that the masses became in
different to the annual caloulation of age and 
conveniently adopted the functional caloulation 
by which life is divided into distinct periods 310-

cording to the funations to be performed in each 
periud, though it may not oorrespond to the six 
as'l'arnas which were prescribed only for the twioe
born. Those Christians and Muslims, who were 
converts from Hinduism, may very probably, 
partioularly among the lower orders, ha.ve con
tinued this oustom even after they adopted 
the new faiths. 

155 It is unfair, therefore, to scoff at the 
rustio and indulge in cheap jokes at his expense. 
One will never get a proper perspective if he 
approaohes this question with a superiority oom
plex. The knowing rustic has his laugh at the 
authoritieEf when he nods approval of the age 
imposed on him by the Supervisor. Further, 
"toleranoe for the vagaries of superiors is so at
tractive a feature of Indian life ". 

156 It is no wonder, therefore, that when 
the age·returns are analysed undue weightage 
is found at oertain ag-6S. The explanation for 
this weightage is the custom or the tradition 
whioh divides life into periods and not into 
annual age-groups. The conflict between the 
functional calculation and the yearly one may be 
the cause of many of the errors in the age
returns. 

157 An attempt has been made to smooth 
the errors in the individual age-returns. If dur
ing the enumeration stage it had been possible 
to instruct the enumerator to record the age 
aocording to the traditional functional classi
fioation also, there would have been the possi
bility of striking an interesting and instructive 
comparison. The experiment would have been 
worth trying. Perhaps the 1951 census may 
resort to a more praotioal method, adapted to 
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the traditions and practices of the country and 
thus save a lot of time spent in calculation for 
the chapter on age. 

158 . The errors detected in age returns may 
broadly be classed under two heads :-(i) aoci· 
dental, where the individual is unable due to 
ignorance, to give his correct age, and (ii) deli
berate or biased where the wrong age is given 
mostly for selfish advantage. If thH individual 
ages of all pHrsons are correctly rocorded in a 
population increasing under normal conditions, 
the figures returned under each age ~hould de
orease with advancing ages. But the actual 
returns do not show such a smooth progres
sion. (See diagram on next page). Actually 
however such a smooth progression is never 
obtained. (vide subsidiary table (v) on Imperial 
table VII prepared for a sample of the popu
lation). It may be noted that the figures 
shoot up at ages which are multiples of five or 
ten especially at the adult ages. The figure 
for 40, for example, is "ery muoh higher than 
the figure for 39 or 4l. This may be due to 
the fact that persons who are actually 39 or 
41 may have been returned as 40 years old as R. 

result of mere guessing of age. To a lesser extent 
people who are 38 or 42 may also have been 
returned as 40 years old. It is found that in 
guessing ages, multiples of five and ten are 
selected more often than any other number. 
Preference is bhown first for ages ending with 
0, e g., 20,30, 40, etc., and then for those ending 
with 5, e. g., 25, 35, 45, etc. After 0 and 5 a 
tendency is noticeable to prefer even numbers, 
odd numbers being the last preference. The fol
lowing is found to be the order of preference 
both in Travancore and in India; 0, 5, 2, 8, 4, 6, 
3, 7, 1 and lastly 9. The degree of preference of 
numbers which ,are multiples of five and ten can 
be ascertained by oalculating what is called the 
'index of conoentration '. "It is the per cent. 
which the numbers reported as multiples of five 
forms to 1/5 of the total number between 23 and 
62 years inclusive". The higher the index the 
greater will be the inacouracy. The index of con
centration calculated for Travancore shows that 

there is a progressive increase in the accuracy of 
the returns (vide subjoined table). 

Index of concentration 

Year Male Female 

1901 258 273 
1~21 223 250 
1941 184 191 

) 59. In Travancore till 1921 the age recorded 
was the completed age a.nd the figures were sorted 
for individual ages up to 4 and thereafter in 
quinary groups (5--9, 10-14, etc.). The grouppd 
figures may be more reliable on the whole as the 
ove:r~stated or the under-stated ages\ may fall 
within one group or the other. Here generally a 
person gives not the completed age but his CU1'

l'ent age or the age which he will. complete at t 1 
"\ 

next birthday. Even this possible merging of til\) 
error in the course of grouping does not elimi. 
nate marginal errors, e. g., in calculating the 
number between 5 and 10 many who have not 
reached five may be inoluded in the '5-10 group 
and many who have reached ten .may go to the 
next group_ Some, therefore, ad vooate decennial 
grouping instead of quinary grouping. It is 
stated in the Actuarial Report of 1921 that the 
figures obtained by the usual quinary grouping 
have to be substantially altered by transierring 
from each group beginning fxom 5-9, a certain 
percentage t of the population to the preceding 
group to obtain reasonably accurate I l'esults. 
Mr. Meikle, the Actuary to the Government of 
India for 1921, suggested the reoording of the age 
at the near08t birthday instead of the number of 
years completed: e. g., if a person will be 40 
only in 4 months his age should be returned 
as 40, but if he will reach 40 only after 7 months 
i. e., more than six months, he should be returned 
as 39. It will be an intriguing problem for the 
conscientious enumerator how he should~enter the 
age of a person who will complete his 40 in six 
months'time. Perhaps his birth in thel forenoon 
or in the afternoon may solve the problem. 
Mr. Meikle further suggested that the sorting, 
should be done in individual ages up to 3 and 
then alternatively in ternary and septenary groups 
i. e., 4-6, 7~13, 14-16, eto. The ternary groups 
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Diagram referred to in paragraph 163. 

P'a&P&R7I~N M1.RR:ED 1}:;.? W.oO FEMALEE aETV,."EEN ~-t5 FOR THE 
MAJOR -COMMUNITIES l'3Gt-'l.e~l. 

72 WNl)U 79 ItIusLIM 140 CHRISTIAN 
10-15~~~---7~-----------------~~---------~----------------~~~-----------

21 

38 
24 

0_5~O~~~~~~O __________ ~O~~-4~~~~O __________ ~O~~_.~~~ __ 

1901 19~t 19O. 1941 1901 19~1 

163. The mean age shows a progressive 

decline from 1891 for males except for a slight 
inarease in 1941 (vide subjoined table). With 

Mean Age. 

Year. Male. Female. Total. 

1891 25'4 24'6 25'0 

1901 24'; 24'0 24'4 

1911 24'4 23'9 24'2 

1921 24'2 23'S 24'0 

1931 23'0 22'S 22'9 

1941 23'S 23'; 23'S 

re~ard to females also it shows a slig;ht increase in 
1941 but otherwise it shows a progressive decline. 
The reduction in the mean age may be due either 

to the increase in the 0-15 group or to a decrease 

in the group above 50 or both. In 1941 the 

alight increase in the mean age may be attri

buted to the definite inorease in the 50 and 

above group and the deorease in the 0-15 group~ 
The improvement in publio health oonditions. 
in the last deoade has contributed to this: 

164. Though from the proportion of 0-15 
group to 50 and above group it can be inf&rred 

that the trend of population is distinctly pro7 

gressive, yet the progressive diminution in num
bers in the 15 to 50 group hom 526 pel' mille in 

1891 to 483 in 1941 is a distinct disadvantage 
from the eoonomio point of view. This tendency 
is reflected in the deorease in the mean age (vide 
table in para 164), 

165 The same problem may be viewed from 
a different standpoint by taking the quartiles 
of the population distribution, The inaccuracies 
in the age returns will considerably affect the 
mean age, These inaccuracies, however, will not 
affect the quartiles to the same extent. From the 
following statement it will be clear that th~ 
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Lower Upper 
Year, Sex, quartile. Median. quartile. 

'Males 10'25 22-60 38-00 
1891 Females 9-75 21-75 36-30 

Total 10-10 22-00 37-25 

Malee 9'75 21'~ 36'75 
1901 Female1l 9'25 20'40 35'20 

Total 9'40 21'00 .36-10 

Males 9'50 2(j'80 37'10, 
1911 Females " 9'10 20'00 35'25 

Total 9'20 20'30 36'00 

Males 9'~0 20-50 36'25 
1921 Females 9'20 20'20 35-00 

Total 9'20 20'30 35-70 

Males 7-75 18-80 34-80 
1931 Females 7'75 18-70 33-75 

Total 7'75 18'75 34'41) 

Males 8'70 19'30 35'70 
1941 Females 8'90 19'30 35-20 

Total 8'75 19'30 35'50 

median which replaces the mean has progressively 
declined, though an increase is recorded in 1941, 
for reasons already explained, The lower quartile 
also shows a distinct downward trend from 10'10 
in 1891 to 8'75 in 1941. The upper quartile is 
still more alarming having come down from 37'25 
to 35,' 50 in 1941, The number of gainful 
workers is therefore progressively decreasing 
while that of children in the lower age -groupe i8 

progressively increasing thus proving the intensity 
of the pressure of population, 

166. This confirms the conolusion arrived 
at earlier viz" increase in comparative fertility 
and general deorease in longevity. The 
figures for 1941, however, show a ohange for the 
better in so far as they record. an appreciable in_ 

crease in the quartiles and the median, Further 
evidenoe of the change for the better, is 
furnished by the higher values of the expectation 
of life for 1941 over those for 1931 (vide table 

on __para 172) 

167 i " The above inferences are based on figures 
for the total popUlation, When it is found tha~ 

nearly 50 per cent, of the total population are 
females, who form only a small percentage of the 
gainful workers, the progressive diminution of 
the effective male popUlation must necessarily 
cause some concern. 

168 It is neoessary to ascertain whether the 
above trends noticed in the total population are 
the same in the main communities, The subjoined 
table gives the quartile distribution of the popu
lation by main communitjes, The trends noticed 

in the total population are reflected in the main 

Lower quartile, Median, Upper quartile, 
,----"--_'"'"'\ ,----'----, ,- - -"-----
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::l .Q ~ ::: .Q 1901 ~ 0 ~ 0 :Il ~ 0 

Males ,10 1 S-7 9'1 21'7 ZO'25 19'5 37'0 36'5 35'25 
Females, 9'6 8'6 S'4 21'8 19'4 lS'6 36'6 34'25 34'2 

Total 9'S .8'7 S'6 21'7 ZO'O 19'0 36'9 35'0 34'7 

1911 

Males 9'6 9'0 8'6 21'S 19'5 19'2 37'3 35'4 34-75 
Females, 9'0 S'25 8'25 lU'S 19'0 lS'3 36-5 34'4 33'6 

Total 9'4 8'7 S'5 21'S 19'25 lS'9 36'5 34'7 34,5 

1921 

Males 9'75 9'0 9'0 21'0 19'4 19'3 36'2 35'25 34'75 
Females. 9'5 8'5 8'7 ZO'5 19'0 ]8'5 35'4 33'8 33-7 

Total 9'6 8'7 8'9 ZO'7 19'0 19'2 36'] Q4'l 34'5 

1931 

Males 8'0 7'7 7'5 19'0 17'8 17'9 35'0 34'0 34 0 
Females g'l 7'5 7'7 19'3 17'75 17'9 35'25 32'3 33'4 

Total 8'0 7'6 7'6 19'2 17'8 17'9 35'0 32'7 33-6 

1941 

Males 8-9 8'4 8-6 19'7 18'3 lS'9 36'3 34'5 35·1 
Females, 9-0 8'1 8'5 20,0 18'3 18-6 36-0 33'0 34'5 

Total 8-9 8'2 8'55 19'75 18'3 18'7 36'2 33'4 34'9 

communities also, There is generally a progres

sive decline in the lower quartiles from 1901 
to 1931 with a definite increase in the last decade 

ending with 1941. The upper quartile abo 
shows a decrease till 1931 and records an increase 
in 1941, The same tendency is seen in the 

median also, 
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169. A comparative study of the three main 
oommunities from the a.bove table reveals that in 
the lower quartile the figures for the Hindus are 
sHghtly higher than those for the Christians and 
the Muslims. As between the Christians and the 
Muslims, the figures for the former are more 
favourable than those for the latter. In the 
upper quartile, the ranking is the same, though 
the differences are more pronounced. The 
median behaves almost similar to the upper 
quartile. 

1 70• Thus the trends in the growth of popu
lation revealed by a study of the a.ge-groups 
olearly show that thQ.Te is a definite improvement 
in comparative fertility, general longevity and 
e xpeotation of life during the last deoade. 

171 The population tiguxes of the Stai~ 
studied by sex show a progressive increase in 
the proportion of females to males unlike 
the case in India where there is a steacly 
faU in thi" respect (vide subjoined diagram). 
Though the population of the Sta.te st:ill 

NUMBER OF FEMA.LE~ PER 1000 MALES 

BY MAIN COMMUNITIES FROM 191iTQ1~41 

o Male FJJ Femal~, 
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shows an excess of males over females, the differ
ence: bptween the two sexes is progressively 
decreasing (vide subsidiary table (vii) on Imperial 
Table VII). This steady increase of females 
may be an indication of a progressive population 
as an incxease in masculinity is generally regard
ed as an indication of a declini;ng -po-pulation. 
According £0 Westexmarck, a mixture of race leads 
to an inexease in the proportion of females. 
EndogaIljly generally increases masculinity. In 
the last few years on acoount of various circum· 
stances, caste barriers have been progressively 
ignored and intermarriages are becoming more 
and more common. This may be adduced as one 
of the reasons for an increase in the female ratio. 
Fuxther, the female infant by nature is better. 
equi-pped for survival than the male. The eX
pected duration of life for females at all ages is 
definitely highex than the corres-ponding figures 
for males (vide subjoined table). So the better 

IP31 1941 
r- ,----" 

Age, Male. Female. Male Female. 

0 48-80 44'55 44'6 49'4 10 45'97 44'78 50'3 52'6 20 87'51 36.56 41.5 44'2 30 29'49 29'49 33'2 36 3 40 22'32 22'74 25'5 28'5 50 16'05 17'01 18'5 20'9 60 10'72 11'59 12-8 18'7 70 6'50 6'96 7'5 8'0 80 3-54 3'75 8'7 3'9 90 1'30 1.112 1'3 1'4 

survivorship for females will automatically 
increase their -pro-portion to the males, Here 
a daughter is as welcome an add.ition to the family 
as a son-no withering curse greets the appear
ance of a girl baby. Female infanticide which 
still lingers in isolated and remote areas in India 
nevex existed in Travancore. The pro-portion of 
females to males is generally higher in the damp 
olimate and along the coast than in the drier and 
inland areas. The theoxy that the ratio of females 
to males increases inversely with social standing 
is not "3;p-plicable to this State. 

172' . 
. ~ It no:" remalDS to analYfle the po-pula-

tIon of 1941 In greater detail to have a glim-pse 

jnto the future trends. From the subjoined state
ment it will be clear that the males predomina.te 
Age-group. Male. Female. Total. Sex-ratio,. 

0- 5 145 144 145 983 
5-15 267 265 266 986 

15-25 186 193 189 1,031 
25-40 203 204 203 999 
40·55 126 120 123 949 
55 and abo'Ve 73 74 74 1,OOQ 

in the 0-6 and 6-16 groups while in the group 
15-25 females -predominate. The female ratio 
drops in the 40-55 gxou-p and shows an upward 
trend after 55. This classification has been 
adopted as the female fecundity is at the maxi
~um ,between 15-25 while the fecundity of man 
18 at Its best between 25-40. The 5-15 female 
group will give indicatioIYS of the population 
changes in the decade after 1951. 

17 J. The popUlation growth in the deoade 
betwoon 1941 and 1951 will largely be governed 
by the proportion of the females of the 5-15. 
group in 1941 to the 15-25 group of males, 
The 5-15 female group of 1941 will beoome the 
15-25 of 1951 and the 15-25 male group will 
come in the 25-40 group of 1951. The children 
born by the union of these two groupa will 
largely contribute towards the increase which 
will be recorded in the population of 1951 OVer 
that of 1941. The proportion of 5-15 females to 
15-25 males woxks out to 1: 1'42, i.e., for every 
adult male there will be l' 42 females, The Vital 
Statistics Enquiry has disclosed that for evexy 
female there will be 1'4 female children in the. 
future. These confirm the conolusions that the. 
population of the State is progressive and that. 
there will be a steady re-placement. 

174,\ A oomparison of the age distribution: 
of the major communities indicates that the 
proportion of childxen is higher among the. 
Muslims and the Cbxistians than among the Hin
dus (vide subjoined table). The Vital Statistics. 

Proportion of children of 0-15 to the total population. 

Community. Males. Females,. 

STATE 41'2% 40'8%. 
Hindu 40'6 39·9· 
Christian 41'9 42' 2-
Muslim 42.9 43'} 
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~I;lquirY ,also has reoorded a higher birth·rate 
f~r the Muslim community than for the Chris
tians and the Hindus, the rate of inorease of 
Muslims being the highflst in the last decade. 

I I 

Conversion from other religions is less 
I 

a.mong'them than among the Christians. (For a 

detailed discussion of the topic see Appendix II.) 

175 When the general conclusions regarding 
sex-ratio of the total population are applied to the 
sex·ratio of the main oommunities and the Tribes, 
it is found that the masculinity persists in the first 
age-groups of 0-5 and 5-15 (vide subjoined dia
gram and table). The female predominance in the 
15-26 group is also a common oharaoteristic of the 

r Am: DISTRIBUTION OF 1000 OF EA{:H SEX ID' MAIN COMMUlirty 
.1 
l' 

Slate 
l'Jl 
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~ 
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fl) 
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E MU$liTnS 
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'I ' 
, o 0- 5 ~ 5 - 15 • 15-25 ~ 2.5-40 • 40-55 • 55and. ab&y~ 
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Hindu 
,..----'-----, 

. A.ge-Group , Total, Male, Female, Sex-ratio, 

0-5 143 144 141 984 
5 - 15 260 262 258 991 

15 - 25 189 185 192 1,045 , 
25 ~ 40 205 205 2u7 1,019 
4U - 55 127 130 125 965 
55 and above 76 74 77 1,044 

Muslim 

0-5 156 154 157 983 
5 - 15 274 275 274 953 

15 - 25 191 188 194 1,003 
25 - 40 203 201 205 989 
40 - 55 114 118 110 909 
55 and above 62 64 60 907 

Indian Christian 

0-5 146 145 146 980 
5 - 15 275 274 276 982 

15 - 25 191 188 194 1,002 
25 - 40 197 199 196 962 
40 - 55 118 121 115 930 
55 and above 73 73 73 961 

Tribes 

0-5 145 147 143 993 
5 - 15 252 255 248 996 

15 - 25 185 172 198 1,175 
25 - 40 222 222 223 1,030 
40 - 55 129 138 120 891 
55 and above 67 66 68 1,057 

three main oommunities and the Tribes. But the 
female predominanoe in the 25-40 group is seen 
only among the Hindus and the Tribes, while in 
the case of Muslims~and Christians the males pre-

,dominate in the 25-40 group. In the 40-55 
group the characteristic of the;,total population 
-deorease in sex-ratio-is refleoted in all the 
communities and the Tribes, while in the group 
above 55, only the Hindus and the Tribes 
share the same oharacteristics. Among the 
Hindus and the Tribes, the upward trend is 
very conspicuous, while the same among the 
Christians is only nominal. In the case of 

Muslims, there is a slight downward trend, 

17~. If the figures in the various age-groups 
'are analysed by Natural Divisions, it will be seen 
that the Lowland and the Midland have almost 
identical characteristics, though in the Lowland, . 
females exceed the males in the total population 
and in the Midland, the males exceed the females. 
This can be accounted for by the emigration of 

males from the Lowland. This is also oonfirmed 
by the excess of males in the 30-65 group in 
the Midland as compared to the excess of males in 
the 40-60 group in the Lowland (vide subsidiary 
table (i) on Imperial Table VII). In the High
land division males'exceed ·females in the total 
population. In the age-groups between 10 and 70 
the excess of males is most pronounoed. In the 
0-10 group females exceed malesl in contrast to 
the conditions in the Lowland and the Midland. 
When the age returns for the Natural Divisions are 
compared) the main featurelobserved is the higher 
proportion of persons betw:een 20 and 40 in the 
Highland division (vide subjoined table). The pro-

Lowland Midland Highland 

,--_..A._-, 

Rank Sex 

Males 20-40 28'S 20-40 27'S 20-40 35'2 
F~males Do, 29'7 Do. 28'4 Do. 32'3 

II Males 40-60 15'6 40-60 15'0 40-60 14'4 
Females Do. 15'2 0- 5 14'6 0-5 15'0 

III Males 
Females 

IV Males 
Females 

0-5 14'4 0 -5 14'7 0-5 13'3 
Do. 13'9 40-60 14'3 5-10 13'4 

5-10 13'4 5-10 14,2 5-10 12'0 
Do. 13'3 Do. 14'2 10-15 12'8 

V Males 10-15 12'7 10-15 13'2 10-15 11'8 
Females Do. 12'4 Do. 12'9 40-60 12'1 

VI Males 15-20 10'3 15 -·20 9'9 15--20 10'2 
Females Do. 10'4 Do. 10'2 Do. 11'1 

VII Males 60 & over 4'6 60 & over 4'9 60 & over 2'8 
Females Do. 4'8 Do. 5'0 Do. 3'0 

portion is higher for the males than fo.c the 
females. The female proportion of the age-group 
15-20 is also higher in the Highland than in the 
Lowland or the Midland. The explanation IS 
simple. It is the result of immigration where 
the estate owners require able bodied men, and 
youthful girls without the encumbrance of a 
number of children to turn out the maximum 
amount of work. The sex-ratio by taluks is 
gIven in the diagram attached. 
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177, The sex-ratio for the urban area is dis
tinctly lQwer than that for the State. Subsidiary 
Table (vi) on Imperial Table VII shows that for 
the whole State the sem..!f'atio is 993 while the same 
for the urban area is only 969. This is in con
trast to the conditions in western countries 
w here the ratio of females to males is higher 
among urban than among rural communities. In 
the West the cities are generally great indus
trial centres also, 'where there are greater oppor
tunities for the gainful employment of women. 
But the occupations in the chief towns of the State 
are more suited to men than women so that immi
grants to towns consist more of males than 
females. The sex-ratio of the population of 
certain important towns of the State is given in 
the following bble and it will be clear therefrom 
that except in Nagercoil the sex-ratio is dis
tinctly lower than that for the rural area. 
Even in the municipal towns which a.t.'e 
more urban in character than the other towns 

Age Trivandrum Alleppey Quilon Nagercoil Kottayam 

'" 

0- 5 945 999 944 977 919 
5-10 1,000 1,015 983 983 1,004 

10-15 974 902 963 951 941 
15-20 947 844 1,018 1,039 8S9 
20-25 933 775 978 1,100 856 
25-30 917 763 956 1,119 858 
30-40 897 745 897 1,052. 860 
40-50 922 862 877 1,007 885 
50-60 1,005 918 943 1,002 916 
60 &; over 1,195 1,058 1,102 1,138 1,045 

the sex-ratio is distinctly lower than that of the 
rural area (9·69 against 997). The towns. 
generally reflect the characteristics of the taluks 
in which they are situated and Nagercoil is no 
exception to this rule. Mention has already 
been made of the peculiar conditions in Travancore 
and the difficulty of striking an urban-rural ratio. 
Towns here are mostly out~rown villages. There-

" is hardly any large-scale industry in the towns. 
The large number of cottage industries like 
w~aving, coir-making, etc.~ are carried on mostly 
in the coastal taluk~ which, as has been already-
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stated, record the highest density. The usual 
characteristics ()£ the urban a.rea-female pre
dominance-is seen in Travancore in the Low
land only which may be considered as the l~ast 
rural of the Natural Divisions. Here we find the 
highest female ratio. 

Lowland 
Midland 
Highland 

1,009 
991 
903 

I 

178 If the theory that urbanisation lowe:rs 
masculinity is at all applicable in Travancore, 
it is applicable to the Lowland only. It must, 
however, be stated that the female ratio is 
prog.ressively on the" increase even in the urban 
3l'eas. From 955 iil11931 it has gone up to 969 
in 1941. 

179. The·progressive increase in the female 
ratio may give rise to new problems in the years 
to come. ,The changll in the structure of society 
will generally' be reflected in the social and eco
nomic conditions of the people. The structure of 
society will in turn largely be determined by the 
constitution of the family, while it is the civil 
condition that determines the constitution of the 
family unit. In the instructions issued to the 
enumerators it was the intention to widen, as far 
as -possib,le, the definition of marriage. It was 
not for the enumera.tor to enquire into the lega
lityof maXriage. If a couple lived together "in 
a manner to beget children", it should be suffi
cient indication to the enumerator to determine 
their civil condition; not much scope was there
fore given to the inquisitive enumerator. A 
good few females, however, owned their children 
but returned themselves as unmarried. In a 
fe" oases, the aggrieved party refused to suffer 
the further indignity of a change in civil 
condition. In a few other oases, the females with 
children resented being: put automatically under 
the category of 'married' because they objected 
to the discriminatio~ between man and woman. 
It was therefore found rathe.r diffioult to deter
mine their civil condition. In Travancore there 
are unfortunately several cases of desertion 
particularly among the poorer working olasses. 
The females are very often the victims; but 

victimisation of the male is not a rare ocourrence. 
In most of the above cases, tho llarties had not 
gone through any form of legal divorce. They 
could not therefore be enter~d as 'divorced'. In 
such cases, instructions were given to enter them 
as 'married' unless it was perfectly olear to the 
enumerator that they were prostitutes. It was 
hoped that time rather than law might effect a 
restitution of conjugal rights. In the case of 
prostitutes, though they may have children, no 
family unit is constituted. But fortunately suchl 

cases were rare a~d did not create a social problem 
or materially affect the statistical measurement of 
the civil conditIon in the State. 

180. When Civil condition is analysed by age 
groups, it is found that in the 0-10 group there 
are no married males and in the 10-15 group, 
998 out of 1,000 are unmarried. (vide diagram on 
next page). In the 15-20 group there is a 
pronoun oed increase in the number of unmarried 
males, from 854 in 1901 to 948 in 1941. 
Marriage seems to have beoome popular from the 
20th age and there is a definite increase in the 
number from that age upwards. 

181. The civil condition of the females cOlll
pares favourably with that of any modern civi
lised country in Europe or America. In the 
0-5 group there are no married females, in the 
10-15 group there are only 24 married females 
in a thousand and in the 15-20 group the 
unmarried females have increased from 421 per 
mille in 1901 to 624 in 1941. As in the case of 
males there is increase in the number of married 
females from 1901 in 20-40 group upwards. 
The postponement of the marriage age is a healthy 
sign, no Sarda Act being found necessa.ry in the 
State to stop infant marriages. The Fertility 
Enquiry confirms this. (For detailed discussion 
of this question see Appendix I). The high 
percentage of literaoy recorded for the State and 
the phenomenal increase in literacy among 
females have contributed to this. 

182 The above inferences hold good with 
regard to the main communities also. (see 
su bjoined tables). In the case of Christiana 
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Males 

GENERAL 

.Diagram re ferred to in paragraph 181. 

PROFQRTrON PER MILLE OF MALES AND FEMALEZ 

'WHO ARE UNMARRIED. MARRlEI). WIOOwm ANI) 
l.)tvOR~ED AT EAoCH AGE PERtO!)' 

o 
:.~lRg:RS~~tQ~:1~1I) 
6 I I I I II I I I I I I I , 
Jil()C)lI)o!QOU'I~~.nO'lt)o 
(:) COCI)lOr.Il .... ·..,..., .. ~~·~ ........ ... 
o UNMARRIED ~ MARRIED 

Females 

1000 

r--...A...-._ t __....... r·--....... --~ 
however, an increase is noted in the number of 
maxried males in the lower age groups of 10-15 
and 15-20. The proportion of unmarried among 
males is highest for Muslims and loweSt Ior Chris
tians. Among females it stands highest for 
Christians and lowest for Hindus. 

'l:I .-0 
'0 .~ 4> 'l:I 
41) as ... .~ 'l:I CD 
l!: 

... Community ... CD l!: .t: oS '" .~ 0 S S 0 
'0 ... ... 'l:I 

~ 
oS ~ >:I '" ~ ::a l::' p ::a 

27 369 604 All Communities 497 392 III 
27 365 608 Hindu 487 388 125 
21 353 626 Muslim 494 394 112 
" ... "., 378 595 Christian 518 396 86 

Number married per 1,000 of f!ach sex in the main 
communities at 1 differen t age periods. 

Hindu Christian Muslim 

r----------..A----------, 
~ -----______ ,.----'-- -.. 

'" w '" ..9l ..9l CD 

Age group g5 CIl '" CIl w -; 
S CD S 

CD s <a <a -; 
';;:a CD ';;:a ~ ';;:a ~ ~ 

0--1 5 
5-10 1 

10-·15 1 24 3 21 1 38 
15-20 36 360 80 847 35 448 
20-40 634 824 705 849 644 861 
40-60 902 616 910 714 933 615 
60 & over 773 208 747 326 798 203 

183. The tendency to postpone marriages, 
mentioned above, is not, however, accompanied 
by any positive inclination on the part of any 
appreciable number of persons to dispense with 
max.ciage altogether, though there is a decrease 
in the percentage of married males and females : 

Year 

1901 
1941 

Married Males 

42'9 Per cent. 
36'9 " 

Married females 

42·3 per cent. 
39-2 " 

1&4. Among the few who corne under the 
oategory of the unmarried, the males predominate, 
there being roore old baohelors than old spinsters. 
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185. There is an excess of married females 
lOver married Inales in the State, 1,054 per 1,000 
(vide subjoined table). This is reflected in all 

NumbElr of married females per 1000 married males. 

CommUllity 1941 1931 

All Communities 1,054 1,034 

Hmdu 1,069 1,047 

Muslim 1,085 1,049 

Christian 1,022 1,007 

the major oommunities also, the ratio being 
highest for Muslims ,and lowest for Christians. 
Polygamy is prohibited among: Christians 
both by law and by religion. So the excess in 
this case ma}' very likely be due to emigration of 
married males. This may be true to a certain 
.extent in the case of Hindus and Muslims 
also. During the last decade, 6,603 mote women 
than men immigrated to Travancore. Among 
Muslims polygamy is not prohihited by law or 
custom, but public· opinion has always dis_ 
couraged the perpetuation of this praotice. Among 
Hindus polygamy is not prohibited by law 
except fOT certain communities. The Nayar Aot 
of 1925 has made polygamy illegal. Similar 
legal prohibition exists in the case of Ilavas and 
V e11ala8. ~n the case of Brn.hmans polygamy is 
tabooed by public opinion, though a few marry 
a second wife when they ~et no issue by the 
first marriage. The writer is aware of a few 
instances in which the second marriage was 
insisted. upon by the first wife for the salvation 
of the husband, as according to orthodox opinion 
4'there is no heaven for a sonless man." "Puthra" 
means one who saves the "father from the hell 
known as "}Juth," it being the general belief that 
the lack of a son to perform the obsequies of 
the father will give no salvation to the 
departed soul. The non-Brahmans, however, 
do not believe in this custom to the same extent. 
when 'Ma'I'Umakkathayam' flourished, the 
nephew took the place of the son, the son being 
a.llowed to sh~:re in the ceremonies connooted. with 

the~demise of the 'Karanavan' more as a ma.tter of 
conoession than of legal right. Though OM akka
tkayam' has now asserted itself after the Nayar, 
Ilavs. and Vellala Acts, yet it is not possible to 
state if the lack of a son will induce the wife to 
force a second marriage on the husband to save 
his soul after death. 

186. Among the Nambuthiris and the Ksha
triyas polygarey is prohibited by law. Their 
attitude to exogamous marriages has been con
side:rably ohanged by the spread of progres
sive ideas among them, by the removal of caste ex-. 
elusiveness by soci~l and religious le~isl~tion and 
by cultural contaots. Conditions have changed 
so fundamentally in the last few years that non· 
compliance with the civilized canons of marital 
responsibility is rather the exception than the 
rule. Difficulties in the matter have also been 
created by the law of the land. The '8am~ 
bandham' with a Nayar girl is now ille"al if it is 
preceded by the existence of a 'caste wife.' The 
legal responsibility of maintaining the wife and 
children now imposed by law has made these 
exogamous marriages less attractive to the Brah
man or the Kshatriya. As a result of the agi
tation among the Nambuthiris and the Kshatriyas 
the ~1alaya]a Brahman Aot a.nd the Kshatrlya 
Aot were passed permitting marriages within 
their community. This relaxing of the rigidity 
of custom by law is an indication of the changes 
happening in these communities due to the pres. 
sure of economic circumstanoes. When all or 
many marry within ca.ste, the present eoonomic 
system cannot continue; and the break-up or 
the partial break.up of some of the large tara
wads is an almost inevitable oonseq uance. The 
preference for endogamous marriages has also 
a political aspect. The political influence which 
they can exercise will depend upon their numeri
cal strength; and so long as custom prohibits 
the younger members among the Nambuthiris 
from marrying within their oommumty, they will 
be denied this political ~dvantage. This applies 
equ~ny well to the Kaha.triya.s a.lso, 
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187. The" main features of the civil condition 
of the population by Natural Division and main 
community will be clear from the following 
tables. 

Distribution per 1,000 of each sex and community. 

Males 

r---.A.-----, 

24 

25 

20 

25 

355 621 

356 619 

347 633 

351 624 

Community 

LOWLAND 

All Communities 

Hindu 

Muslim 

Christian 

MIDLAND 

Females 

---~-, 

496 

487 

380 

380 

124 

133 

484 395 121 

530 373 97 

377 594 All Communities 499 398 103 

30 

22 

28 

369 

357 

390 

26 410 

26 414 

24 3.74 

24 418 

601 

621 

582 

Hindu 

Muslim 

Chrlstian 

HIGHLAND 

564 All Communities 

560 Hindu 

602 Muslim 

563 Christian 

490 391 119 

509 391 100 

512 407 81 

482 430 S8 

467 436 97 

486 411 103 

508 424 68 

'GENEBAL 

Number married per 1,000 of each sex at different age 
periods by Natural Division. 

All ages 0-10 10-15 15-40 40 and over 

Natural 
Division 

Lowla'nd 355 380 

Midland 377 398 

Highland 410 430 

. . 
1 

1 19 452 685 878 511 
• 

2 28 540 729 868 579 

3 36 566 779 887 571 

188. It will be clear from the above that the 
proportion ot married males and females IS 

highest in the Highland and lowest in the Low
land. The maXImum number of married males 
and females is in the group 40 and over. The: 
largest number of unmarried males is fpund in 
the Lowland~and the largest number of unmarried. 
females in the Midland. 

189. The general features of the c i viI 
condition of the rural and urban population 
are evident from the following table. Most, 

Number per mille of unmarried, married and widowed 
in the rural and urban population by community. 

Community. 

All COffimu-(Rllral 
nities (Urban 

Hindu 

Muslim 

(Rural 
(Urban 

(Rural 
(Urban 

Male ' Female 
r----'--'----, 

.¥ "g 
~ ] fJ: 
S i:: .g 
S ~ ~ 

603 370 27 
621 356 23 

608 365 21 
614 362 24 

c 
627 352 21 
619 361 20 

-0 
.~ -~ 

~ ] ; 
S !:: .g 
;5 ~ ~ 
491:1 392 110, 
484 387 129' 

489 387 124 
467 392 141 

499 393 108 
458 402 140 

Christian (Rura.l 51)3 380 27 516 399' 85 
(Urban 641 336 23 543 363 94 

of the high sohools (English, Ma.layalam and ~ 
Tamil) and all the colleges are situated in 
the towns. Practically all the pupils who, 
attend schools and a very large proportion 
of the students who attend colleges are un
married. Proportionately moro Christians than 
Hindus and more Hindus than Muslims attend 
schools. This proportion IS maintainoo in the
college8 also, In the urban areas, therefo-re, the 
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-proportion of unmarried males and females is 
highest for the Christians and lower for the 
Hindus and the 'Muslims (vUe table above). 
Among the Hindus, sex-ra.tio of th~ married is 
rather high. This is due to the faot of earlier 
maniages among the Brahman girls and among 
the girls of the Backward Communitiea. Pre
ferenoe of the Muslims for the towns where the.y 
congregate in large numbers for purposes of 
trade has already· been dwelt upon. It is very 
likely that most \0£ the .Muslims who migra,te to 
the towns have passed the middle age and are pre
sumably married. As they show a definite pre
ference of commerce to education there is less 
inducement for their young men and girls to re
main unmarried. 

t90. The prQportion of the widowed ha.s de
creased a·mong both males and females. The 
decline is seen in all the age-groups. This de-
crease may be due either to the postponement of 
marriage or to the widowers or widows getting 
married again. Among the ma-Ies the proportion 
of widowed is lowest for Muslims. Among fe
males it is highest :for Hindus and lowest for Chris
tians. In the age-group 60 and over the propor
tion of widowed females is highest for Muslims. 

191. An indication that widowers get re
mamed at a more ra.pid rate than widows is l aeen 
from the ~exoessi vely high proportion of widows 
in oerta.in -age·groups to the proportion of widow
ers in the oorresponding or higher age-groups and 
better still by a comparison of the rates at which 
these proportions have fallen, from 46 per 1,000 
in 1901 to 27 per 1,000 in 1941 (i. e., by 41 pex 
cent.) in the ca89 of widowers and from 
141 in ,1901 to 111 in 1941 (i. e., by 21 per 
cent.) in the <mse of widows. The smaller pro· 
portion of widowers can be accounted for by the 
greater possibility for the widower to get re-· 
married. In the case of widows, however, in spite 

of enabling legislation, social stigma &till makes . 
their remarriage the exception rather than the 

rule. Among the Brahmans sooial ostracism has 
in many cases nullified the liberty given by law. 
Even in the case of the non-Brahmans a widow 
with children is not a welcome wife. 

192. Of the 42,715 persons returned as di 
voroed, 11,778 are males and 30,937 are famales. 

The proportion 'of divorced males per 1,OU ° 
~a.ITied males is 10, while the proportion of the 

divorced females,per 1,000 married females is 26. 
The proportion of divoroed.in both sexes to· 
married ii lowest for Christians (vide subjoined 
table). 

Proportion 'of divorced per 1,000 married for major 
communities. 

Community. Male. Female. 

STATE 10 26 

Hindu 14 36 

Muslim 12 33 

Christians 3 6 

193. Considering the distribution of divorced 

among the various age-groups,;though the number 

of di voroed among males and females is at its 

maximum in the 25-30 group, the mode for the· 
males has a tendenoy to move to the next' higher 
group. This number even exceeds that of the 
widowed in the age·groups up to 25. Evidently 
the desire for divorce deorea.ses with the advan
cing duration of marriage. 

i 94. On the other hand, the very large excess 
of divorced females over divorced males in the 

same or in the immediately higher age-group in

dicates that the divorced males remarry at a more
rapid rate than the females. In the later age
~oups, the sex-ratio tends to become equal (vide
subjoined table). 
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Age-
group. 

15-20 

20-25 

25-30 

30-35 

35-40 

40-45 

45-50 

50-55 

55-60 

60-65 

65-70 

70 and 
over 

All Ages. 

Hatio of females to males 
- divoI'ced 

10'0 

3'7 

2'6 

2'3 

2'5 

2'6 

2'3 

z·o 
1'6 

1'2 

0'9 

1'0 

2'6 

195, The quartile distribution gives a. more 
aoourate estimate of the oivil condition of the 
population, From tbe quartiles it will be olear 
that 50 per cent, of the married males are found 
in the 31 to 50 group while for the females the 
limits are set by 24 and 41 (vide subjoined 
table), This therefore is a clear index regal'ding 
the advancement in the age of marriage, 

Distribution of quartiles by sex and oivil oondition 
for the State for the year 1941. 

Civil Sex. Community. Lower Median. \ Upper 
()ondition, Quat- Quar~ 

tile. tile, 

Hindu 31'5 39'5 49 9 

Muslim 31'0 38'9 49'0 

Male Indian Christian 30'1 37'S 48'9 
Tribe 30'5 38'3 47'S 

Total 31'0 39'0 49'5 

Married 

Hindu 24'3 31'4 40'S 

Mus1im 23'2 30'0 3S'9 
Female Indian Christian 24'5 31'9 42 0 

Tribe 24'0 30'5 39'6 
Total 23'5 81'4 41'0 

'Civil Sex. 
Condition 

1\1ale 

Widowed 

Community. Lower Median. Upper 
Quar~ Quar~ 

tile. tile. 

Hmdu 

Muslim 

46'6 
46'3 

Indian Christian 46' 3 

Tribe 41'7 
Total 46'4 

Hindu 44'4 
Muslim 37'3 

57'5 
5S'2 

57'S 
54·0 

57'6 

67·3 
68'0 

68',i 

65'0 

67'7 

54'5 64·0 
52'4 62'2 

Female India.n Christian 44.' (I 55'4 65'5 

Divorced 

Male 

Tribe 

Total 

Hindu 

Muslim 

42'5 

44'3 

28'0 

27'1 

Indian Christian 30' 5 

Tribe 

Total 

Hindu 

26'5 

28'0 

25'1 

Muslim 21'9 

Female Indian Christian 26' 5 

Tribe 

Total 

23'5 

25'0 

52'9 62'7 

54'5 

35'0 
33'4 

3S'3 

32'1 

35'0 

32'4 

2S'9 

34'1 

30'0 
31-9 

64'2 

46'0 

41"7 

50·3 

41"5 

46'0 

41"5 

37'0 

44·1 
a9·S 
41'5 

196, Considering the same problem from the 
point of Vi0W of diffel'ent communities, it will be 
observed that Muslims have on the aV6l'age 
a difference of S'9' years between the hUSband 
and the wife, the corresponding lfigul'es for the 
Hindus being S'lt Tribes 7'8 and Christia~ 
5'9, From the quartiles for malest Muslims 
seems to get married earliest, Indian ChriStians 
next, Tribes third and Hindus last. The same 
rankingt however, IS not kept up among 
females, Here again Muslims stand first; but 
Tribes come next, then Hindus and lastly 
Christians, In the upper quartile among males, 
the Tribes, the Muslims, the Christians and 
# 

the Hindus come in the ascending order of age, 
Among females the order becomes Muslims 
first, then Hindus, next the Tribes and ls,sily the 
Christians, 
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197, If the inter-quarrtile range be taken as 
an index of the duration of. married life it appears 
that the males enjoy 19 years of married life and 
the femaries 16, Among males of the major 
communities, Christians record the longost period 
of maxried. life (18'8 years), then Hindus (18'4) 
next Muslims (18·0) and lastly Tribes (IT3), 
'Among females the same ranking is kept up, the 
figures, however, being lower, 17'6, 16·4, 15'7 
and 10'6 respe'ctively, 

198, The median age for the widowed shows 
considerable fluctuations. Among males, ,the 
Tribes are the earliest to get widowed, next 
Hindus, then Christians and l~stly Muslims. AS 

for fernarles the ra.nking is Muslims first, then 
Tribes, next Hindus and lastly Christians. 

199. From the quartile distribution of the 
divorced, it is evident that Muslim males and 
females get divorced earlier than the other 'com
munities. This is also reflected in the U'Pp61r 
quarrlile. The later divorce am@ng Christians is 
uniformly noticeable in all the quartiles. The 
divorce among Hindus happens later than among 
Tribes both for males !:lind females, These varia-
tiona may very proba.bly be due to the differenoe 
in the law regarding marriages in the different 
communities, 

OCCUPATIONAL 

2()0. The measure of the 'P1:ogress of a. State 
:rs largely deterIinined by the number and variety 
of the means of livelihood for its increasing 
population. If it is posiible through figures to 
interp~t with dependable accuracy the dal'-to-day 
life of the citizen, not merely hia physioal· exis~ 
'enoo but his mental and spiritua.l s&tiefa.ction: the 
'gigantic operation known as the Oensus will have 
,more than justified its decennial appearance. 
The .gro~th and distribution of population by 

. ~ge, sex and. civil condition have already been 
analysed. A study of the occu'PationaJ trends will 
give a. valuable insight into the queation as to 
bow people live. The completeneM of the Cansul 
Mume ha.s .often been marred by the diffioulty 
experienced in the compilation of the Means of 
Livelihood Ta.ble. In a vast oountry like India 
with its multiplioity of communities, castes, 
customs a.nd t~aditi.ons to evolve a comprehen
sive scheme of classification of occu'Pations is no 
easy.task. Not merely the citizen but the enume
:rater abo has ,to be educarted to get at the oo:rreet 
answer. Vagueness and ambiguity ha.ve been 
the besetting sins of many a return recorded in 
the pccupational oa.talogue. Exactly as in the 
case' of the Census net, which wa.s so devised as 

to haul in every head, the change in nomenclature
from '(Uccupartion" to "Means of Livelih60d" 
closed all the loop-holes whioh were inevitabI'e in 
the previous classifica.tion schemes. 

201. With regard to the classified study of 
population this time according to oocupations,. 
certain alterations had to be made in the Census 
phraseology. The term "Occupation" implies. 
some gainful activity by which a person makes 
an individual oontribution to the upkeep of a 
household. There are many, however, whose 
means of livelihood consists in income derived 
from sources whioh do not involve any overt or 
obvious actidty on their part. To the ordinary 
enumera.tor they do not seem to be 'oooupied' or 
pursuing any' a.vocation for a living but appear 
what in colloquial parlance is usuarlly termed 
"simply sitting at home." Such persons, strictly 
speaking, have no definite occnpation or gainful 
work on hand but undeniably possess a means of 
living. It is to bring all those who faU under' 
this oategory within the ambit of the investiga
tion that the ca'Ption 'means of livelihood' was. 
adopted in lieu of the term 'ocoupation.' 

202. Again in the' classification of population 
in imperial Ta.ble VIII according to means of: 
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livelihood the three-fold grouping into 'earners., 
~woxking dependants' and 'non-working depen
dants' of 1931 was replaced this time by anoth~r 
scbeme of classification under five heads,. III 
which the means of living were separately. stUdl:d 
as prinoipal as well as Flub-sidiary, espeCIally.lU 
view of the ostensible fact tha.t most of the J,talll

fuI workers have, in the" words of. the .Cena~B 
CommissionAl for India several stnnl}:s to thel1~ 
.-bow." The first group is of those to whom one 
·means of livelihood is the sole source of 8~st~. 
nanCe. Those in the second are .8uppo.rt~d .prlOCl
~ally by that means~but supplement theu: l?,oome 
,by thE' pursuit of some subsidiary ocoupatIOn or 
other. The third regard it only as a seconda.ry 
means of living while they have othe~ ~~urces as 
the ohief means. The fourth subdivIEl1~n com
prises those whose income from occupatIOns or 
means of living is too insufficient for them to 
make both ends meet, so that they have to depend 
also upon the support of eithex the head of the 
family or some othe.r individual. ~h~Be ~re 
termed 'partly dependants' in contradlstmctlon 
to the oorrespollding term of 'working,dependants' 
given to such persons in 1931. 'Working depen
dants' was a term a.pplied to those subordinate 
workers who a,dded to the family inoome by their 
work. Theix earnings reinforced only the family 
mea.ns of living while in the case of 'partly 
dependants' the earnings contribute to their 
personal income which is supplemented by what 
they derive from their Iservices a.s dependants of 
~ome other person. The fifth group, designated 
as 'total dependants' consist of all those who 
.nepend on this particular means of living either 
. .as 'pa.rtly dependants' or as 'fully dependants.' 
The number of fully dependa.nt workers for any 
geographical or communal group can be found 
·out by deducting the number of partly depen
dants i:rom that of total dependants. Often the 
number of total dependants will be less than that 
of partly depGUdants under certain occnpations, 
because these ocoupations may not always be the 
means of livelihood of large numbers. 

203. It Clould be seen tha.t this five-fold 
.classification is more comprehensive and more 

definite in determining the nature of the relation 
between the individua.l and his means of liveli
hood as well as the degree of his reliance on one 
or the other of it. 

204. Despite this fact, the ta,sk of collection 
and classification of accurate da.ta for the ~re· 
paration of the Means of Livelihood. Table brlst. 
led. with numerous diffioulties. WhIle the olasses 
and sub-classes in the Mei..ns of Livelihood Table 
in this census remained the same as in the last, 
the number of 'orders' has increa.sed by one. 
The number of 'groups'. however, rose from 1.96 
to 236. The enumera.tors, in spite of the speCIal 
coaching given to them, were often puzzled by th~ 
baffling vagueness of the :retUl'ns recei voo. so t?at, 
try as they well mi.ght, t~ey could n_ot pOSSIbly 
speoify the oooupatIOn so as to enab~e Its ~ccurate 
groupinl2: later on. Those engaged III agrIculture, 
industry or trade of some kind, merely returned 
themselves as such without specifying the order 
or 170UP under each. For instance, non~culti
vating owners, cultivating proprietors, tenant
cultivators or agriculturaJ laboureJ.'s often ret'tlrn
ed themselves simply as 'cultivators'. Similarly 
IMe-makers or metal-workers often returned them
selves as 'retail traders.' Even when groups were 
not ignored, the grouping might have been wrong
ly made, the returns under the head of. industry 
being entered in the column of 'unepecifieci'-w 
·unproductive' or 'trade', etc. Occupational group
ing will often overlap because persons, following 
really the same means of livelihood may be 
retUl'ned under different oocupations or wrongly 
grouped. In consequence of suoh possible discre
pancies of detail, the figures in many cases are 
correctly available only for the main orders and 
not £01: the groups into Which they a.re sub-divided. 
Aga.in the scope and significa.nce of such terms 
as 'partly dependant' and ~tota.l dependanV are 
likely to be misconstrued. Whereas in the case 
of the partly dependant his supporter may have 
either the sa.me occupation as he or a different. 
one altogether, the fuUy dependant ha.s no occu
pation whatsoever for himself but depends enti:r
lyon the moons of livelihood of his supporter. 
.Besides there was also the obvious difficulty ('.& 
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(}omparing the return, of the 19,31 and 1941 
eensc.ses, since the classification schemes regard
ing dependan~s were different in both cases. A 
comparison is, however, possible of the total 
number of workers under the twelve classes for 
1921 1931 and 1941. (vide subjoined table). , 

Number of workers per 10,000 of the aggregate population. 
r-

Description 1921 1931 1941 

Sub-class Workers: All Classes 

I Exploitation of lllllmals 
and vegetation 

II Do. Minerals 

III Industry 

IV Transport 

V Trade 

VI Publioe Force 

VII Public Administration 
\ 

VIII Professions and Liberal 
Arts 

IX Persons livmg on their 
income 

X Domestic Service 

XI Unspecified Occupa-
tions 

XII 

3,701 4,726 3,699 ....... 
1,670 1,848 1,816 -4 6 8 

819 689 774 

79 74 64 

393 ' 306 297 , 

10 8 10 !, 

32 33 46 

142 111 112 

6 6 11 

20 1,405 160 

514 232 368 
I 

12 8 i 33 Unproductive. 
/ 

The entries for 1941 register a fall ~~ 
those of 1931 in the proportion of workers in 
such major occupations as agriculture, transport, 
trade and domestic service. The propol.'tions of 
workers in the major occupations in 1941 have 
dwindled into those of 1921, indioating thereby 
that the conditions in the transitional period 
after the war were abnormal. The following 
table win further elucidate the salient features 
of the decennial comparison by giving the actual 
proportion of workers in the major means of 
livE>lihood. 

Proportion of workers in the major means of livelihood. 

Descri ption 

I, Agriculture 
2· Industry 
3. Transport 
4· Trade 
5. Professions and Liberal Arts 
6· Domestic ServlCe 

1931 

18 48 
6'89 
0'7+ 
3'06 
I'll 

H'05 

1941 

18'16 
7'74 
0'64 
2'97 
1'12 
1'60 

21lS, The figures proolaim the intensity of the 
pressure of,population analysed jn a previous sec
tion. In a decade which has recorded an increase 
of 19 per cent. in the total population, the number
of workers in the major means of livelihood has 
actually recorded instead of a rise commensurate 
with this increase, a fall. The conditions disclosed 
d()mand a joint co-operative effort on the part of 
Government and the people. The best brains in 
the country have to pool tOf!ether their resource
ful aptitudes and find a solution for the 
problem in the near future. Remedies for
agrioultural over-population have already been 
suggested in an earlier section. The further ex
ploitation of the industrial and commercial poten
tialitieS! of the State alongside the development 
of transport facilities seems to afford some solu
tion. The census can only interpret the figures 
and disclose the problems brought to light by such 
interpretation. Barring the suggestion of remedies 
as revealed by a study of the means of livelihood 
through the several decades, any attempt to' 
assess the compara.tive merits of the different 
solutions to the problems will be beyond the 
soope of the Census. I t may be noted that, so far 
as agriculture is concerned, the fall registered is 
rather in the number of female than in that of 
male workers. Male workers have actually in
creased in number. Perhaps one reason for the 
diminution in the numbers engaged in agriculture 
may be found in the fresh opportunities afforded 
by other means of livelihood which must have 
attracted a good many to try new fields of enter
prise or explore other avenues of approaoh. The 
general increase in higher education among all 
communities, especially in collegiate education~ 
must have given an impetus to this tendency. 
Whether the diversion of workers from agricul
ture to other avocations is economically beneficial 
is, however, a controversial point. Even this 
diversion of ocoupation without a necessary 
increase in the total number of workers would 
mean only a reshuffling rather titan any augment
ation of the proportion of the working element. 
When we fl\oce thf: fact that the last two decades 
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have together recorded a 50 'Per cent. increase in 
t;he population, the actual reduction in the 
~umber of workers (though the percentage of 

~
eduction is only very small) even from the 1921 
19ures, should legitimately caus~ some alarm. 
hat new avenues are being explored as a result 

:>f the spread of higher education could not afford 
sufficient consolation against the distressing 
9tagnation revealed by a comparative study of 
~he number of workere in 1921 and 1941. 

206, The fall in the proportion of those en
~aged in domestic service from 1,405 to 160 in 
lO,OOO is really preoipitous. The reason for this 
s more statistical than economic. In 1931, 
,everal married or unmarried women who depend· 
id fOT their living upon the men-folk of their 
'espective households were classified under dome
tic service. The adoption of a more rational 
lasis would have made the returns more reliable. 

economically bright feature of the intercensal 
eriod has been the increase under the heads of 
ndustry, P~blio Administration and Liberal Arts 
ide table in para 207). The rise in the first 
obviously due to the progressive industrialisa· 

ion of the State and III the other two to the 
apid spread of literacy and growth of higher 
ducation. But the percentage of increase not 
leing appreciably high enough, that alone does 
lot spell prosperity as against the fall recorded 
n agriculture and trade. 

207 The fact that the remaining occupations 
uch as 'those living on their income' and 
unproductive' also reveal a steady rise in 
lUmbers does not make the picture brighter. 
~he increase recorded. about unspecified occu
lations is partly due to the lack of definiteneae 
f the census returns and an indication of the 
sual tendency of the enumerator to resort to 
bis category as a last device when he is at his 
rit's end definitely to, specify the ocoupation 
) enable its acourate grouping later on. 

208. When it is taken into account that the 
Baade under review commenced as the epilogue 

of a trying period of world-wide economic depres
sion and concluded as the prologue to the most 
terrible of all world wars. the occupational trends, 
explained above need not be interpreted so much 
as registering an eoonomi 0 retrogression, as indi .. 
eating the future trends of economic develop
ment. It is a decade in which the economi~ 
foroes are setting the pace for a shift from the 
purely agricul tural economy to one of indus
trialjsation. In this transitional stage it is 
taking shape perhaps only in a reshuffling of 
the " workers " ; but signs are not wanting that 
new blood with better equipment is flowing into 
fields which were hitherto monopolised by manual 
labour and considered unfit for the more refined 
university product. The advent of more and 
more young men with collegiate education in the 
fields of commerce and industry is a healthy sign. 
The stigma attached to such gainful oocupations 
is no longer in evidence. The popUlarity of the 
Trav an core University Labour Corps is ,a 
symptom of this n.ew life among the educated 
youth of the land. The reoruitment of large 
numbers as War Technicians undeniably brings 
out the potentialities whioh lay dOl'mant and 
which would, when normal dbnditions are restored 
be in the vanguard of the forces which will 
accelerate the paoe of industrialisation. The spur -
to industrialisation w hioh is thus administered 
in this war atmosphere is seen to have its healthy 
reactions on the younger generation, and may 
we hope that the return of peace will inaugurate 
a period of prosperity with the shifting of 
emphasis from a purely agricultural economy to 
one of rapid industrialisation in a country where 
nature has shown very little resistance in yield. 
ing her rich treasures! 

209. The figure~ representing the number of 
dependants, whether partial or total, are very 
suggestive, especially when studied in relation to 
the corresponding numbers of the independ~nt 
workers in the various means of livelihood. The 
variations in the degree of economic dependence 
upon the gainful workers of the various occu
pational groups are best studied if the ratio 
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. between workers and dependants is worked. out. 
The following table sets out the ratio of workers 
and total dependants per 10,000 of the total 
population. 

Ratio 01 workers and total dependants 
p~r ,10,000 of the population. 

Independent Total Ratio 
Description workers dependants 

STATE 2,614 7,386 2'83 

1. Public Administration 42 143 3'40 
2. Pt'rsons living on their 

income 10 32 3'20 
3. Exploitation of animals 

and vegetation ... \ 1,380 4,211 3'05 
4. Exploitation of 

minerals 5 15 3'00 
5. Professions and 

Liberal Arts 96 277 2'89 
6. Transport 56 153 2'73 
7. Trade 219 500 2-72 
8. Insufficiently de-

scribed occupations. 226 592 2'62 
9. Industry 489 1,263 2'58 

10. Public Force 10 24 2'40 
11. Unproductive 14 18 1-29 
12. Domestic Service 67 62 0'93 

210. The State ratio of 2'83 in the above 
reveals that every independent worker supports 
nearly three dependants by the income derived 
from his means of livelihood. The above list of 
ratios pertaining to the various means of liveli
hood, giwn in the descending order, records the 
largest number of dependants under Public 
Administration, the next being under persons 
living on their income, agrioulture and pasture 
and the professions and liberal arts respeotively. 

21 ~ ~ Th t' h' h , _ e no 1011 W lC seems to be generally 
eurrent that a safe income, such as, for example, a 
modest government salary is preferable to bright
er prospects elsewhere Open to pluoky aspirants 
but attended with risks, is unfortunately filtering 
down to the younger generation in sooiety in an 
increasing measure. It discloses a reluotance to 
effort towards an honest living by the sweat of 
one's brow. Eoonomic prosperity is almost 
impossible of attainment against such a psycho
logical backJ2:round, eVen if the government 
should put forth its maximum effort so long as 

those under this category continue to be influen
ced by such notions. The complacent attitude 
of those with a safe income durinm their tenure 
of office and even after is reflected in the increas
ing ratio of dependants on them. Where the 
spur to exertion is non-existent in the parent, the 
progeny could not be expected to fare better. 
I t sounds almost paradoxical that the average 
Travancorean, though generally addicted to a 
life of ease with a safe income, should invariably 
be found to assume a different garb altogether 
and rise equal to any oocasion when put on his 
mettle in a foreign land, especially in oompeti
tive recruitment, wherein he has perforce to make 
patent the potentialities that are latent in him. 
Whether this transformation of the sluggard 
vegetating in the rut at home into an aoe rising 
up to easy hei~hts abroad, is due to changes in 
climate, soil or atmosphere, none can tell,. In this 
connection, the writer is reminded of a remark 
made to him in the course of conversation by a 
former British Resident suggesting the cutting 
down of all the coconut trees in Travancore to 
make its people work. It is the same complacent 
attitude that makes many workers prefer a per
manent job with limited work to one in which 
they can earn more money by working at a 
harder pace for longer hours. Among the sorting 
section of the census staff, only a small percentage 
earned bonuses for sorting additional slips. The 
large majority fretted and fumed· for being 
detained to ,complete their smfloll daily quota. 
The reluctance of estate managers to employ our 
people may perhaps be attributed to this un
fortunate tendency of workers to do just the 
minimum. The P. W. D. maintenance coolies are 
proverbial instances of sluggish indifference 
though a change of attitude would have enabled 
them to work better and earn more. 

21.2. A word about "persons living 0.0. 

their income" without direotly or indirectly 
helping towards any gainful activity, who may 
rightly be charaoterised as "simply sitting". 
Such of these as have aoquired a notoriety for 
their opulenoe are usu!3.11y recognised by th& 
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parasites and satellites that swarm round them 
to batten on the drippings of their purse and eat 
the bread of idleness. Is it a wonder therefore, 
that society should scoff at their effortless 
superiority and wish they had less income to swell 
the ranks of depl'aved humanity? Is it custom or 
the impulse to self-advertisement which money 
brings with it? Who can tell ? 

213.. In such occupations as Transport, Trade 
and Industry, the ratio is less than that in the 
State though not very much so. Domestic 
service records the smallest ratio, viz., '93 show
ing thereby that that class has very few depend
ing on it. The same is the case with unproductive 
occupations, such as begging. In this con· 
nection it is interesting to note that under 
sub-class I we get instances of both the highest, 
viz., 3'3 as weH as the lowest ratio, i.e.! 2'5 if we 

take into account the non-cultivating proprietors 
who sup-port the largest number of dependants 
and agricultuml labourers who live just a hand 
to mouth life. On the whole, the mtio list 
shows only slight variations as regards depen
dence under the various occupations. 

214 A comparison of partly de-pendants 
and total dependants in general in the Stat€). 
shows that the former number only 14'7 per
cent. of the latter. The R5' 3 per cent, of fully 
dependants thus registered should cause some
concern though these apparently unESmp!Qyed in
clude not only women but children and old 
men too, who fall outside the workers' age-group. 

215.. A more reliable index than this of the. 
degree of unemployment in the State will be fur
nished by the percentage of workers in the 15·50 
age-group of the population. The total popu-
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lation in this age-group js 2,932,078 and the importance, it will be seen that 49'1 per cent, of 
totf"l number of workers in the State is 2,245,246 the total workers are engaged in agriculture and 
or :76'6 per cent, From this it is evident that pasture, (sub class 1) 21'0 in Industry, 8'O'in Trade, 
~3'4 per cent, ofthose capable of work are un'" 4'3 in Domestic service, 3'0 in the Professions 
employed, Even here, allowance has to be made and Liberal Arts and 1'2 in Public Administration. 
for the'infirm, the sick, etc, But when it is The diagram on the previous page illustrates the 
found that 2,245,246 -persons have to bear tho comparison of this feature in the means of liveli_ 
burden of supporting a number nearly twice as hood of the last two censuses, The two outstand-
large (the npmber living on independent means ing characteristics that emerge from a comparative 
without doing work being very small) the pres- study are the great fall in the number of those 
aure o~ unemployment is seen to assume serious engaged in domestic service and the excess of the 
proportions and create a problem demanding numbers employed in agriculture and pasture 
joint co-operative effort by Government and over those in all other occupations, 
people towards its solution, 217 A d f th 'd' 

o stu y 0 e subsl lary means of live-
216. Considering the proportion of the distri- lihood by which workers supplement their income 

bution of working population in the principal means from their principal occupations, yields more or 
of livelihood by sub-classes and their relative less the same results suggesting thereby that the 

Diagram refe1'1'ed to in parag1'apk 220, 
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occupational trends are almost identical in both 
cases. The relative importance of the subsidiary 
means of livelihood pursued by the different,olasses 
of workers can be made out from the diagram on 
tha previous pagE} wherein the various occupa
tions figure in the same order of importance noted 
in the case of the principal ones in the diagram in 
para 219. The preponderance of agriculture is 
more pronounced in this case than in the former 
since agriculture and pasture together absorb more 
than double the number of workers engaged in 
all others put together. In a country where 
agriculture is the mainstay of the majority of 
the population and where in vestment in land is 
oonsidered the safest method of utilising one's 
surplus income, it is no wonder that this occu
pation has been resorted to by so high a percen
tage of the population. The similarity of the 
trends in the relative importance of the principal 
and subsidiary means of livelihood also bespeaks 
the inherent conservatism of the people in follow~ 
ing beaten tracks in the wake of their fathers 
without taking to newer enterprises as in the 
more advanced countries of the ·West. Perhaps 
this phenomenon is also an index of the tardiness 
of encouragement from society to any change of 
venue in economic pursuits in general. But the 
change in outlook coming in the wake of the war 
has trodden under foot this innate conservatism 
for society being trodden into shape later on 
by giving them the necessary realisti.c experience. 

218.. A comparison of the three Administra
tive Divisions shows that the percentage of indeM 

pendent workers. partly dependants and total 
dependants is highest in the Central and lowest in 
the Southern division. This is quite in keeping 
with the general trend of economic activity in 
the State from decade to decade wherein Central 
Travancore has invariably figured as occupa
tionally the busiest region. 

219· The returns registered regarding Trivan
drum, the capital city in the State, reveal two 
salient features, viz., that the proportion of 
workers to the total working population is fairly 
high here and that it has also to its credit a higher 

percentage of wo.rkers in Trade, Public Admini .. 
strati on and the Liberal Arts than any other 
locality. It is only in the fitness of things that 
such should be the case in regard to the metro~ 
polis of a progressive State wherein all the phases 
of her cultural life are variously centralised and 
kaleidoscopically represented, the stream of 
hurnan life flows thickest and the pulse of human 
life beats fastest. 

220. The diagram on page 71 illustrates the 
distribution of workers in the three Natural Divi
sions. The Highland where the estate economy 
prevails and where the largest extent of cultiva
ble land is left uncultivated, has recorded the 
highest proportion of independent workers. The 
proportion of dependants, partial as well as 
total, is however less than in the 0 the r 
two. The inference is significant. Most of 
the dependants on the Highland workers live 
in the Midland and the Lowland wherefrom 
these workers had migrated to tap the resources 
of the montane regions. The subjoined 
table shows the proportion of partial to total 
dependants in the Highland to be less than that. 

Proportion of partly dependants to total dependants 
for the State and the Natural Divisions. 

Description Partly de- Total de- Percentage 
pendants pendants 

STATE 658,542 4,483,314 14'-69-----
Lowland 340,596 2,053,127 16'59 
Midland 283,253 2,201,099 12'87 
Highland 34,693 229,088 15'14 

in the Lowland. Agriculture and pasture form 
the chief means of livelihood of the Highland 
recording, as in 1931, the highest percentage. 
in the three Natural Divisions. This argues both 
the need for the extension of cultivation in the 
Highland and the comparatively lirnitoo scope 
and facilities for the pursuit of other avocations. 
Vast possibilities exist in the Highland which 
those in the sub-montane and coastal regions, 
which are more congested, may very well try to 
exploit and develop. Of the other occupations, 
in Public Administration alone the figure for the 
Highland is better than that for the Midland. 

221. As for the Lowland, the returns revea.l, 
as in 1931, the highest percentage in the number-
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of workers in all the occupations, except in agl'i
culture and pasture where the percentage is 
lowest, being only 33' 8. It may seem paradoxical 
that in a region which has reache1 the saturation 
point in the matter of bringing under cultiva
tion all available land, those in agriculture and 
pasture should record the least percentage. This 
may be accounted for by the better opportuni
ties which the Lowlandf\r has over his compeers 
elsewhere for the pursuit of other means of 
livelihood besides taking to the plough and the 
rearing of livestock. 

222. The following diagram illustrates these 
factors with regard to the three natural regions. 
The Midland has recordeil as in 1931, the lowest 
percentage in Public Administration. While it 
can be bracketed with the Lowland in point of 

domestic service it ranks creditably high in agri
culture and trade. These tend to show, as in the 
case of the Highland, that the as yet untapped 
resources of the Midland await the awakening 
touch of more enterprising workers bent upon 
surmounting every obstacle, human as well as 
natural, that is likely to confront them in the 
trying years to come. 

223. It will be interesting, at this juncture, 
to compute the probable incidence of unemploy
ment in the three Natural Divisions with the aid 
of the diagram on next page, illustrating the per 
centage of workers in these region a, falling 
under the age-group 15-50 that comprehends 
the working population of the land. It will be 
clear therefrom that whereas in the Lowland 
and the Highland the percentage of workers 
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exceeds that of the whole state, the highest pAr
centage of them is in the Highland (8T36). 
This is proof positive (SUbject to the reservation 
mentioned above, that many of the workers who 
have migrated to this region have their depen
dants residing elBewhere) that unemployment is 
least in the montane areas and corroborates the 
-same findings already "pointed out above in the 
atudy of the totarl percentage of dependants In 

the thtee Natural Divisions. 
])iagram referred to in paragraph 226. 
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2 If the numerical strength of the gainful 
""W9xke~s in any State may be reckoned as a mear
'Sure of its material prosperity, the part played by 
the females as earnin~ helpmeets of the males in 
the national economy would provide a theme of 
immense interest. The subject is well worth a 
brief but separate study in so far as the present 
census discloses certain specific features. In 

Travancore the female workers number 268,648 
which is 12 per cent. of the total number of 
workers and S' 9 per cent. of the female popUlation 
in the State. The difference between these and 
the oorresponding percentages of male workers 
will appear most glaring, especially when viewed 
from the standpoint of conditions obtaining in 
some of the foreign countries. The male workers 
form 64'9 pOl' cent. of the total male population 
and 88 per cent. of the total working population. 
In the normal economy of a household it is the 
convention, especially in prosperous. times. for 
the male to be a positive earner wu·o supports 

I 
the family on the income side and the female to 
be a negative earner who runs the home economi
cally on the expenditure side. In times of stress 
when the family teels the pinch or dreads the 
wolf at the door, the females playa necessarily 
more active part as eaTners by their gainful 
activitios. The case may be different in coun
tries where the universal spread of female 
education, the impact of new ideas popularised by 
feminist movements and the trend of social 
standards invariably point towards woman's 
economic independence as ref] ected in the com
paratively hi~h percentage of female workers in 
every walk of life. In a country like Tr-a.vancore . , 
custom and convention still govexn the occupa-
tional readiness or freedom of the female popula
tion and therefore the variations of the seX-ratio 
in the matter .of means of livelihood should not 
be interpreted in the light of western standards. 

225 The table below sets forth the varia
tions in the ratio of female to male workers 

Number of female per 1,000 male workers in the different 
means of livelihood in 1931 and 1941-

Description 1931 
STATE (All classes of means of livelihood), 323 

1 Exploitation of animals and vegetation 319 
2 Do. of minerals 151 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

Industry 
Transport 
Trade 
Public Force 
Public Administration 
Professions and Liberal Arts 
Persons living on their income 
DomestIC Service 
Insufficiently described occupations> 
Unproductive 

534 
16 

288 

25 
128 
173 

1,232 
174 
530 

1941 
204 
138 

2 
374 
18 

195 
2 

34 
101 
l()() 

3,M8 
196 
601 
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in 1931 and 1941. It will be olea.r from this 
that the present census registers a faU in the 
xatio of female workers in many of the sub
classes. I The classification of females as 'work
ing dependants' in the last oensus with the 
con a e que n t inflation in numbers must be 
held responsible for this fall in number rather 
than any actual increase in the ratio. As stressed 
more than once in the foregoing pages there was 
nothing materially unusual or abnormal in the 
-economic life 01 the State to warrant an apprecia-

bIe reduotion in the number of female workers. 
It is to be deplored that economic phenomena 
have to suffer misinterpretation by the edge of 
statistica.l tools getting blunted by termino' 
logical inexactitudes. The dia~am below illus
trates the proportion of female workers in 
each sub-class to total female workers per 1,000 
and the corresponding ratios for males. As for 
the relative importance of female occupations re
vealed in the bargraph, agriculture and industry 
rank highest in their incidence, domestic service, 
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trade and insufficiently desoribed occupatioll8 
coming next, while professions and liberal arts, 
public administration, transport, exploitation of 
minera.ls and persons living on their income figure 
last. On the comparative side, the female workers 
in a thoUBand of tota.l female workers are found 
twenty times as many a~ male workers in a thous
and of their number in domestic service, thrice in 
unproductive occupations and twice in industry. 
\Vhile in trade and insufficiently described occu
pations the ratio is nearly as high as that of the 
male workers, in exploitation of animals and 
vegetation, it is nearly two-thirds. The increase 
of numbers in industry is partly due to the start
ing of a large number of casheWllut factories where 
the managers have disoovered the special aptitude 
of the female labourer for shelling the cashewnut. 
It may be remarked that the crudeness of the 
process involved and the insanitary conditions in 
which they work a.re highly detrimental to the 
health of a large number of young girls who are to 
be the future mothers. In the coir yarn indus
try, the dexterity of the females in plying their 
nimble fingers will make for the production of 
yarn of better quality in large quantities and in 
both these industlies the oomparative cheapness 
of female labour is the chief inducement to the 
employer. 

226. A study of Imperial Table VIn shows 
that the largest number of female workers are 
employed as agricultural labourers while an 
almost equally large number are engaged in the 
raising of special crops like tea, rubber, etc. 
Nearly half that number are cultivating owners. 
The fact that these three categories together 
cover more than a fourth of the female working 
population is another index of the preponderance 
of agriculture in the State. Domestic servants 
come up to four-fifths of the num bel' engaged as 
agricultural labourers. On the industrial side 
the making of coil' yarn and next to it rice-poun
ding and husking, employ the largest number 0.£ 
female workers. In these two and in lollleatic 
aervice more females than males a]:& employed 
though the starting of rice mills has diminished 
the numb~r of female rice-pounder;:; and huskers 

in the last decade. The incre&se in the number" 
of females in publio administration and instruc~ 
tionia a direct result of the rapid spread of female 
educa.tion in the State. The proportion of those 
giving instl"Uotion has fallen from 191 per mille 
in 1931 to 166 in 1941. It is a disappointing 
feature that women have not come forward in 
sufficient numbers into numerous occupations 
for which they have a speoial aptitude such 
as lace-making and needle·work, in which the 
returns recorded a,re ridiculously small. There 
is ample scope for social organisations to wean 
the female workers a way from their indiffer
ence that makes them fight shy of their a.voca
tional opportunities which are unlimi ted and in 
fact illimitable. For example, in suoh mi~or 
ocoupa.tions as the following, one should have 
expected larger numbers of women than the 
low figures recorded in eaoh case for the whole· 
State, for instance bakers, lawyers' clerk,. 
jute spinners, employees in places of entextain
ment, cotton spinners, soribes ,and stenog.raphers. 
Twelve women were recruited into the POliC.8 foroe -
for the first time within the deoa.de. This aspect 
is a desideratum for the special attention of 
fema.le workers, 9duca.ted as well as uneducated: 
A comparison of the ma-Ie and female workers 
in the natural regions aJso throws som& 
interesting side lights on the problem. While
in the State the uUl;nber of female workers 
per 1,000 male workers is 204, in the High
land it is as high as 307 but in the Midland . 
it shrinks to a mere half of it. The High
land also leads in the proportion of female 
workers to the total female population. Where 
the State percenta~e in this respect is 8·9, in 
the Midland it is only 6· 5 but in the Highc 

land it shoots up to IS·3. The low/ figure 
pertaining to the Midland is due to the com
para.tively sma.ller number of industries oar
ried on there. The position is, however, altered 
in the ratio of female dependants to male depen. 
dants. Here it is least in the Midland bein~ 
only 159 per 100 males whereas it tis 160 in the 
Highland and 161 in the Lowland. These figures 
also tally with ~he findings concerning th6' 
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'Percentage of total dependants pointed out in a 
previous connection. This aspect of the study 
po~nt8 to the need for more and moxe femal~ 
workers in the Midland where increasing oppor
tunities are sur~ to arise with increased exploita
tion. 

227 The distribution of workers botli male 
. and female among the various communities in the 

ranking in respect of all the three categories. 
The Hindus other than the Scheduled Castes 
record the highest percentage, the Christians 
come next, the Scheduled Castes third, the 
Muslims fourth and the Tribes last. Though 
this is in accord with the distribution of popula
tion in these communities, a few special 
features are discernible On a further scrutiny. 
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State can be made out easily from the above 
diagram. Whether we consider the percentage 
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Muslim female workers register so low a per
centage as 4'8. This is to be attributed to the 
a~e-old social convention of the soolusion of the 
Muslim women. The very high percentage of the 
'Other Hindu' workers can, in part, be accounted 
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for by the presence in their fold of a very large 
number of working castes which are not in~luded 
among the six Scheduled Castes. Again whereas 
among all classes, there is a lesser percentage 
of female than male workers, the Scheduled Castes 
and Tribes have proportionately contributed a 
higher percentage of female workers than males~ 
A yet more striking feature is revealed in the 
figures pertaining to the Tribes. While they 
number only just over 2 per cent. of the ,total 
population in the State, their percentage to the 
total workers is 2·3 for males and 3·3 for 
females, showing thereby a higher percentage in 
the qnota of workers they contribute than is 
warranted by their population strength. The 
follOWing table ~ves the proportion of workers 
per 1,000 of the population of each sex. 

Proportion of workers per 1,000 

of the population of each sex. 

DeSClriptioD Males 

Scheduled castes 510 

Other Hindus 442 

Tribes 478 

Indian Christians 405 

Muslims 425 

Females 

188 

88 

135 

72 

61 

2281 The Scheduled Castes and the Tribes re
cord the highest proportions in the above,Jproving 
thereby that they are predominantly the working 

classes of the State. It is to the credit of the 
Indian Cln'istians who number 62 per cent. of 
the numerical strength of the 'Other Hindus' that 

they have recorded a higher proportion of workers 
than the difference in numbers between the two 
communities warrants. It tends to point to a com· 
paratively greater number of slackers among the 
'Other Hindus' than among the other communities. 
A comparison of female workers in these two 
categories also corroborates the same conclusion. 

'The two outstanding' facts that !the female 

population among the 'Other Hindus' exceeds their 
male popUlation by 13,347 and also that they 
number more than the Indian Christian' female 

popUlation by 613,747 go to show that their pro
portion of 88 per mille of the female population is 
too Iowa figure compared to 72 per mille for the 
Indian Christian famalea. Even this 88 per mille 
must dwindle into a far smaller number if we take 
into account only the high caste females among 
them because 'Other Hindus', as pointed out above, 
include several working castes not cov~:red by 
the official term 'Soheduled Castes'. This COn

clusion easily locates the particular section of 
the female population of the State that is most 
occupation-shy while the increase of literacy and 
the spread of modern social tendencies should 
have postUlated a better state of affairs. It may 
incidentally be remembered that the percentage 
of workers among Indian Christians and Muslims 
in relation to the total popUlation is partly kept 
down by the greater fertility noticeable among 
them, which necessitates on the average a larger 
number of children and child-bearing female..S 

among them than among the other communities. 

229. The smallness of tha numbers of J ains, 
;Tews, Buddhists, Parsees, etc., does not lend itself 
to a comparative study. The Christians in the 
State have been classified in the Imperial Table 
as Tndian Christians, excluding Europeans and 
Anglo.Indians. Of the ,640 males and 616 

females in the Anglo.Indian community, 259 of 

the former and only 35 of the latter are workors, 
while the partly dependent among them number 
34 males and 27 females. .The very low percent. 
age of female workers among them (5'6 per cent.) 
indicates that quite a large number of female 
workers have gone abroad in quest of suitable 
jobs to which their educational qualifications 
(in which they excel their males) entitle them .. 
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eom~unity is revealed by the statistics available 
The subjoined table gives the proportion of 'partiai 

Number of partly dependaLt 

Description 

Scheduled castes 
Other Hindus 
-Tribes 
Indian Christians ' 
Muslims 

. I 

to 1,000 workers. 

Number per 1,000 

541 
393 
546 
419 

349 

dependants to 1,000 workers. The Scheduled 
Castes and Tribes register the highest percentage 
of partly dependants. It is conspicuous that 
among the 'Other Hindus' partial dependants are 
-comparatively few. The sex-ratio of partial 
dependants can be studied from the following 
table. 

. Ratio of female partly dependants to 
1,000 male partly dependants. 

Description 

Scheduled castes 

Other Hindus 
Tribes 
Indian Christians 

Muslims 

Ratio 

3,045 

1,442 

3,122 

1,186 

1,161 

, 231-. The fact that in this table the number 
of female partial dependants exceeds that of male' 
-partial dependants is~only natural,.because grown
up women and even girls of working age cannot 
be full-time workers in the ordering of an aver
age household. They can in most cases at best 
be only partly dependants. The largest number 
of female partly dependants is found among the 
Scheduled Castes and Tribes, which as already 
pointed out, are predominantly a working class. 
The sex-ratio for the State as a whole for partly 
dependants is 1,481. The total number of 
partial dependants to 1,000 workers in the 
State is 415 which indioates that every alternate 
worker gets the additional support of a partial 
worker to lighten his economic burden. 

232. The number of dependants a worker 
has to support on an average is however, better 
,studied from a classification of total dependants. 

The following table gives the ratio of total 
dependants to the workers in each community. 

Ratio of total dependants to the 
workers in the various communities. 

Desoription 

Scheduled castes 

Other Hindus 
Tribes 

Indian Christians 
Muslims 

Ratio 

1'86 
2'78 

2'21:; 

3'15 
3'07 

233 In this respect the Indian Christians lead 
off, clos.ely followed by the Muslims as every 
worker m these communities has to Support more 
than three dependants. The strain on the Muslim 
~rn:r in particular must be reckoned very great 
m v~ew of the fact already noted above, tha.t 
par.tlal dependants are fewest in this community, 
whICh precludes any substantial relief to the en
cumbrance he has to shoulder. This state of things 
has ~o go on as long as fertility among Muslims 
contInues at the present rate and social custom 
shelves off the Muslim female fron: the open 
arena of gainful activity in the numerous fields 
accessible to the job-seeker. The incidence 
~f total. dep~ndence ranks next among; the 
Other Hmdu8 . The second smallest ratio of 

partial dependants as pointed out above con. 
cerning this community must be put down as a 
principal reason for the burden that workers in 
this category have to shoulder. Among the higher 
castes in this group partial dependants are parti. 
cularly few and that leaves the vast majority of 
the total dependants fully dependant on the 
workers. This js a desideratum for the social 
leaders in these communities. The same factor 
holds good in the case of the Indian Christians 
in more or less the same measure. The smallest 
ratio of total dependence recorded about the 
Tribes and Scheduled Ca:ltes is another proof 
positive that they are the most hardworking of 
the gainful workers in the State. . 

234 No scientific study of the means of 
livelihood in general in the State can be consi
dered adequate without a detailed reference, in 
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certain special respects, to agriculture, the basio 
oocupation of the people from time immemorial. 
The preponderance of agriculture in the national 

economy, both as principal and subsidiary means 
of livelihood, as pursued by male and female 
workers alike, has already been emphasised and 
diagrammatically illustrated. The average Tm
vanoorean is essentially a son of the soil tradi
tionally bound to his land so to say with hoops 
of steel. Agriculture, in 80 far as it employs 
nearly half the workers in the State and yields 
both its food-crops and cash-crops, is the main
stay of the populatio~ supporting, as it does, no 
less than 53'7 per cent. of it, which would 
become 57'4 if those who take to agriculture as 

subsidiary occupation are also taken into account. 
It is the produoe of the soil whetheT raised from 
fragmentary or large-scale holdings or under the 
estate system that constitutes the raw mateTial 
for the numerous indigenous industries both of 
the organised and cottage type and eventually 
sets the pace for the export trade of the ~tate. 

Thus as the fundamental factor that determines 
in general the prosperity of the State and in 
particular its industrial progress, volume of 

export trade and extent and variety of communi
cations, and one that would spell dep!ession 
and famine if adversely affected by freaks of 
nature or other adventitious occurrences in years 
of dI'ought or flood, the prospects of the cultivator 

deserve a further study based on the statistical 
data available from the occupational stand
point than has already been made in the general 
section to interpret the factors geographical and 
economic governing the pressure and movement 
of population. 

235. The first striking feature noticeable is 
the excess I in the percentage in 1941 of those 
dependent on agriculture by 3 over that in 1931. 
If those who follow it as subsidiary occupation 

are, however, excluded, the percentage would 
continue to be the same as in the last census, 

2.J6. A diversion of the agricultural worker 
into other means of livelihood is, however, evident 
from a study of the variations in the percentage 
of agricultural workers in the last two decades. 

The table below supplies the necessary figures 
for this. 

Variations in the Proportion of ngricultural workers in the 

State to total workers in 1921, 1931 and 1941. 

Year. 

1921 

1931 

1941 

Total. 

42'87 

53'12 

50'88 

Male. 

49'22 

52 0 74 

53'60 

Fem~le. 

28'05 

54'27 

37 0 54 

237. Though the percentage of agricultural 
workers to total workers registers a.n eXcess 
of over 10 per cent. III 1931, a fall of more 
than 2 per cent. is perceptible III 1941. This 
can be accounted for if the variations in the 

two sexes in this respect are separately reckoned. 
The male workers have increased in both decades, 
though one should. have I expected a slightly 
higher percentage in 1941. The general fall.is 
therefore due to the enormous -:eduction olIi -the 

o ' 

percentage of female workers. While in 1931 their 
proportion was seen to have nearly doubled, a fall . 
by about 17 in t.he peroentage has been rec~rded 
in the present census. This is due rather to the 
difference in the schemes of classifying female 
workers in the two censuses than to any palpable 

economic phenomenon that occurred in the inter
censal period. In 1931 every female was asked 

by the enumerator to state her caste and reli~ion 
and after that whether she was an earner or 
dependant. But the questions regarding depen
dence were not specific enough to elicit the 
degree of her dependence· and the oci3upa
tion of the person on whom she depended. In 
the Census Conference held on 20th February 
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1940 the Census' Commissioner for India ex
plained that his approach to this quostion (about 
dependence, partial or full) has been deliberately 
from the dependent point of view, the word 
'earner' being extremely difficult of explanation 
and definitiol1 to an enumerator. He attached 
some importance to retaining the concept of a 
person who was partially dependant. In pursu
ance of this in$truciion the question about depen
dence (No.6) preceded that about occupation 
(No.9) I in this year's enumeration card for 
females. Consequently if a female first returned 
herself as a dependaut, partial or, total, when the 
turn of occupation calme there was the possibility 
for the enumerator to'check the first entry against 
question 6 by the fact recorded against question 
9. That is a possible explanation for the fall 
registered in the number of female workers which 
in turn adverseJy affected the figures for the total 
workers· The same problem can bo statistically 
presented in another way by saying that in the 
last two decades the male agricultural workers 
increased by 15'42 per cent. and 19'86 per cent. 
successively while the female workers increased by 
56'95 per cent. in the former decade but decreas
ed bv 48'4 per cent. in the latter. 

3-38, Comparing the figures in this respect 
of the Na~ural divisions we find a fall in the 
percentage ill the last decade by nearly 3 in 
tho LO,wland, more than 2 in the Midland and a 
little over 1 in the Highland. And in all the three 
the decrease in number of female agricultural 
workers is great (vide table beloW). _; 

Lowland. Midland. Highland. 
r---...A_-... --~ ,..---..A-_--., ,-----'------, 

.;, .;, .;, 
.;, .$ <U <U 

Year., ,...; 
<U 

o;j ";J 
.;, oa ";J en "@ 

o;j S .$ S 2 
~ d -+" o;j -+" OJ S 
0 <U '" ~ 0 

~ E-i ~ f.r.4 E-i ~ E-i :e: 
1931 36'07 35'81 36'85 66'86 66'87 66'84 78'36 75'0 85'9 
1941 33·42 36'27 21 31 64'6167'22 47'69 77'15 75'88 81'3 

239. More striking than the fall in the total 
number of a~cultural workers in 1941 is the 
variation recorded in the number of each of the 
four groups under the order of ~ Cultivation' 
in Imperial Table VIII. The following dia
gram illustrates this point with reference to the 

Vapiation' in the ppopol"'tio-n 
of a1f.pi£ultu~al WGPk0P9 Gf each 
status t-o. total a~riculturfil w-e-rkers 

Males Females 
1921 1931 1941 19S1 1921 
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c:J 0-0-. T enani..s 

~ Agr-ieultu:ral LahQu:re:ps 

~ Cultivation o-f IBpecial Cr-op4B 

last three censuses, concerning males and females. 
In the category of,' non-cultivating owners' who 
subsist on the rent they receive with or without 
some subsidiary occupation, there is a steady fall 
registered in the proportion of males in all the 
three censuses. This shows they are taking to 
cultivation in larger numbers. The fall may also 
be due to a correspondingly steady rise in the num
ber of females in this group, in consequence of 
legislation within I the period concerned pertain
ing to right of ownership of land by females in 
the Nayar and Hava communities. The partition 
laW's led to the rise of many in de pendent owner
ships among females and a proportionate reduo
tion in the number of male owners. As for 

,-
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the second group, viz., cultivating owners there 
has been a progressive decrease in the proportion 
of females, the fall I being slightly greater in the 
last decade than in the one before. Among 
males a fall was recorded in 1931 but the present 
census has registered a I rise • by a bout 2 per 
cent. The general decrease in this group can 
be put down as a measure of the extent to which 
land changed bands during the period. Cultivat
ing owners are essentially a middle class and the 
total extent of their individual holdings not being 
much, it is natural for them to sell their land to 
meet their personal, domestic or socia,l require
ments. Though their ownership is thus lost, 
they may often continue to hold it as tenants and 
cultivate it. This tend'ency of cultivating owners 
to shrink to the level of mere tenants is well illu
strated in the rise recorded in the last decade in 
the number of cultivating tenants among both 
males and females, the increase being more steady 
among the former. With regard to every agri
cultural country, it is usual to look upon the 
yeomen or middle class farmers as the backbone 
of the community and the measure of their eco
nomic welfare is always an unerring index of 
general prosperity. Viewed from this aspect, the 
economic degradation of the peasant proprietor 
into the cultivating tenant is to be deplored as 
indicating a tendency towards the gradual dis
a.ppearance of the small landowner. 

240. In England after the. break-up of the 
Manorial System of husbandry by about the close 
<If the 15th century the most outstanding econo
mic change in the 16th century was the dis
appearance of the small landowner. But there 
this gave place to a different scheme of agricul
ture in which a large proportion of the arable 
land was converted into pasture. There was a 
loud outcry against this which the contemporary 
chronicler has expressed in those famous lines 
"horn and thorn have made the world forlorn". 
But this idea of consolidated holding Was bene
ficial in that, soon the agricultural economy 
<lhanged from small-scale peasant proprietorship 
"into large-scale farm ownership. This large-scale 

farming and agriculture made it possible for the 
introduction of scientific methods of cultivation 
in the centuries that followed. It is doubtful 
whether in our State the subdivision of agricul
tural holdings with its by-product, fragmentation, 
will only be a transitional stage in the evolution 
of a system of cqnaolidated holdings. The 
attachment of the individual to land which is 
so persistent, will fight hard against attempts at 
consolidation. 

l41+. Incidentally the disappearance of the 
peasant proprietor may be considered as a 
measure of the agricultural indebtedness: that 
forces many a middle class farmEr to sell up or 
hypothecate his little inheritance to meet his 
sudden and growing economic needs. The 9.e
gradation in the rank and file of the cultivating 
class is most in evidenoe in the rapid growth in 
the number of agricultural day·labourers, parti· 
cularly pronounced among females. As already 
pointed out in a prl3violls connection, these have 
the least number of dependants on them since 
they live almost a hand to mouth life. Among 
the cultivators of special crops the number of 
female workers has decreased by 50 per cent. 
while that of the males has decreased by nearly 
4 per cent. 

I , ~- ___ _ 

242 The follOWIng table specifies the special 
crops under which the number of cultivators 
has decreased and the items in which there is. 

Number of workers cultivating special crOll.· 

Description. 1931 1941 

1 Coconut 102,053 63,235 

2 Panvine 3,120 2,947 

3 Rubber 6,925 20,435 

4 Coffee 110 188 

5 Tea 63,911 55,338 

6 Market gardeners and 
5,071 2,967 flower and fruit sellers 

a rise. The fall in the number of coconut 
cultivators should be attributed to the fall in the 
price of coconut and its products in successive 
years and the consequent diversion of many 
workers to more remunerative occupations. The 
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decrease in the number of those in tea cultivation 
may be due to the activities of the Tea Licensing 
Comm~tt0o and' perhaps also to many estates go
ing out of cultivation as a result of the diminish
ing economic returns from the lands recently 
brought under cultivation or to the limitation in 
the quantity produced to ward off a slump in the 
market. A small increase in percentage is not~ce· 
able in coffee cultivation though the total number 
engaged in it is negligible. The trebling of the 
numbers of those engaged in the cultivation of 
rubber must be due to the gradual rise in the price 
of that commodity and the larger numbers of Tra· 
vancoreans taking to its cultivation on tbat ac
count. The pictu;re of the cultivation of special 
crops is not very bright since there is a fall of 
nearly 20 per cent. of the total numbers. On the 
whole, therefore, the phenomenon of the changes 

occurring in the status of the different groups of 
agricultural workers must provide ample food for 
thought to those interested in such problems as 
agrarian reform, landholding, tena.ncy and agri
cultural labour. A more detailed discussion of 
these topics will be found in the Report on the 
Economic Survey and the Fragmentation of 
Holdings. 

243. A' shifting of one's view-point from a 
retrospect of the past decade into an examination 
of the present condition will give a valuable in
sight into the possibilities of the future, .in 
respect of agriculture in the State. Much of ItE 
cultivable land remains uncultivated and within 
the area already under the plou(l'h much of irri
gable land has yet to be irrigated. The following 
diagram gives a concrete id~a of the percentage 

a Cultivab1e ~rea • CuUivated a~ea 

• Irri~ated a~ea 
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()f arrable land tb-art is cultivarted ars well ars irri
garted. It will be Been th8J!efrom that of the 18' 3 
per cent. of cultivable land yet to be cultivated, 
1'7 is in the Lowland, 7 ~ cent, in the Midland 
and 9' 6 in the Highland. While the limit of 
arability has thus nearly been reac1'.:ld in the 
Lowland, the scope for extension or oultivation 
in the other two Natural Divisions is not consider
able. Though theJ;e is the possibility of dis
afforestation in the montane and sub-montane 
.l'egiona to increase the acreage of arable land, the 
economic disadvantages attendamt on\such a step 
do not justify its adoption. So the utmost that 
could be done in these two regions. is to exploit 
fully the margin of cultivable land yet available 
to the plough. 

244. Though there is more need of irrigation 
in the Midland and the Highland, geographical 
difficulties preclude the idea from materialising 
-except by recourse to the utiliEtation of electricity 
for purposes of lift irrigation. Thanks to the in
a uguration of the PaUivasal Scheme, cheap electric 
power is available to get such a project tran~lated 
into practice. The success of it depends on the 
.expert way in whioh the' problem is tackled by 
cultivators ,in the years that lie ahead. 

245. The need for improvement in cultiva~ion 
can be better understood if the per capita acreage 
under the plough is taken into a.ooount. The 
necessary calculation goes to show that the land 
available per head of the population in the State 
art present is only 44 cents of which 36 cents 
(11 cents wet and 25 cents dry) are already culti· 
vated land, a bare margin of 8 cents being thus 
left for further exploitation. If the per capita 
acreage is computed on the total number of agri. 
cuitul'al workers in the State each worker has 
3'29 acres of cultivable land of which 2'68 is 
a.lready under the plough, This does not leave him 
,and his dependants more than just 61 cents to 

cultivate, to beUer his prospects and those of 
his progeny, : It is interesting at this junc
ture to compare the per capita, holding: in some 
foreign countries. The computation of an Ame
rican economist goes to show that the ten thou
sand million aCl;es of arable land now available 
in the world can suppor1l the two thousand million 
of world population (as it stood in 1981) thereby 
leaving five arcres per head, which is much less 
than is being actually used. In China where 
there is as much congestion as in India there are 
1·5 persons per acre, in Java 2 and Japan 4. 
But in a compara1ii~e]y sparsely peopled country 
like U. S. A. each inhabita.nt has 3'4 acres in 
crops and 8 acres in farm land. 

246. It has to be replembered that the suffi
ciency of arable land to sustain its population 
does not depend so much upon its extent or 
fertility as upon the method of its cultivation 

. and the standard of living of the people to be 
supported by it, especially from the point of view 
of consumption, of the cost of produotion, the 
abilityarnd thrift of the oultivator, the methods 
and tools used in production, eto. The eoonomic 
conditions obtaining in Travanoore are oomparable 
more to those of densely peopled lands like China 
and Java which alBlO have to import staple food 
commodities from outside, than United States 
whloh' has yet to go a IOllg way towards attain
ment of its eoonomic 'optimum population.' The 
very low man-land ratio in the State based on- its 
per capita aoreage of tillable land is an inexorable 
economic factor that presages a gloomy future to 
the agriculturist who has well nigh oome to the 
ends of his tether in the enjoyment of nature's 
bounty which had pampered his less encumbered 
forbears in the past. 

247.. A study of the acreage under net culti
vation of the principal crops will give an idea of 
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-their relative proportion in the scale of preference 
,by the cultivators in the State. The following 

AFea. undeY" cultivation 
~f' Pr-in-cipal -c rope 

diagram illustrates this. The variety of crC)P8 
.and the a.:rea under each have been, even in cases 
of gradual increase, more or less in the same pro
portion in the ~t severIW decades exoept in the 
case of :rubber which, being oultivated under 
the more o:rga.ni8eci estate system, has re· 
corded all inoxease in extent by nearly 50 per 
eent. The perpetuation of traditional lines 
of oultivation is a olear proof of the innate 
conservatism of the a~ioulturist. It is high 
time for him to shake himself free trom his 
lethargic complacency and look about for new 
lines of ap'Ploach espeoially in view of the two 
flagrant facts already reoorded about the Low
land, viz., that in point of the aoreage yet avail-

able to the plough he bas almost reaohed 'the 
land's end' and that in respect of unit.yield the 
region has tended to reaoh saturation point, 
thanks to the rele~tless operation of the law of 
diminishing returns. 

248. ~e attempts made in certain countries 
to counteract the evils of this law by the produc
tion of synthetic substitutes have not made much 
hea(lway as it is not easy for man to transcend 
the limits set by nature. As a wax-time economy 
it might neutralise the effects of a blookade but in 
normal times it may very often turn out to be too 
costly a venture. In Some densely peopled parts 
of the United States of America, for example, the 
introduction of better farming methods has led to 
better yields to meet the growing demands of 
their increaaing population, thanks to the meoha
nisation of agricultural operations and the intro- . 
duction of scientific methods of cultivation. But 
such improvements are not possible in countries 
like Travancore where the 'Progressive diminu-' 
tion in the size of holdings milita.tes a.gainst the 
introduction of la:rge-scale fa:rming. These 
count:ries will find it impossible to extrioate 
themselves hom the vicious circle· of poverty, 
children, more poverty and still more child:ren. 
Remedies have, therefore, to be Bought against 
such an eventuality both by society and the 
State. 

2119~. Besides the Jaw of diminishing return~ 
the ag:riculturist has also to combat against the 
numerous pests that cause animal and plant dis· 
ease. The ravages of these cropkillers will 
continue to be ruinous to ag:ricu!tural interests 
and the raising of livestock until they a:re brought 
within sufficiently stiff oontrol. Researches 
alan" this line are being made and numerous 
experiments conducted by specialists under the 
auspioes of the University Research Department. 
The 'coconut roilervest' and the 'rice swarming 
pest' are now being subjected to scientific study 
and experimentation by resea:rch students in the 
University under expert guidance. Among the 
schemes sponsored and finanoed by the Imperial 
Council of Agrioultural Research is the special 
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study of plant and animal disea,se which is baing 
conducted with meticulous care by the Entomolo
gists Botanists and Biochemists under the 
auspices of the Department of Agriculture. 
Special attention is being devoted to root and le~f 
diseases which blister the plant even before It 
grows old enough to yield, and insect and other 
pests that decimate if not destroy the crop after 
its inception. 

250. It is also encouraging that other topics 
of specially agricultural interest such as soil 
analysis, soluble fertilisers, improvement of crop 
in reolaimed Kayal areas, nutrition research, 
improvement in the cultivation of tapioca 
paddy etc., have also been brought within 
the - purview of the curriculum III the 
University Department of Research. Side by 
side with this, the Department of Agriculture 
has taken a lead in the matter by playing 
the role ofthe 'Laputan Flapper' to rouse up the 
dreaming lords of the plough in the land. It 
has introduced, as an experimental measure, 
new crops like tobacco, tomatoes, soyabeans, ragi, 
cloves, cinchona, various fruit trees with catch
crops' . planted in between and cover crops to 
prevent soil erosion, to demonstrate to the lay, 
custom-ridden monoculturist the possibilities of 
introducing variety of crops suited to the soil. 
The Department has also taken such progressive 
measures as organising proper marketing facili .. 
ties, opening up of rural centres and agricultural 
colonies encouragement of co· operative enter
'Priees" improvement of cattle, spread of agricul
tural education, scientific selection of seeds, sam
'PIing of plant varieties, agricultural demonstra_ 
tion and propaganda, etc. Among private 
agencies that promote such new ideas, to break 
new ground, the Y. M. C. A. Rural Reconstruc
tion centres deserve special mention. The unique 
feature of the Y. M. C. A. centres is the com
bination under the same agency of the two-fold 
task of improving the quality of the produce and 
-providing favourable markets for the products. 
This is organised on a cottage indus.try scale to 
:make it possible for the poor agriculturist to 

flupplement his income by subsidiary occupationa;. 
or for the non-agriculturist to eke out an honest 
living by such pursuits as bee-keeping, poultry-
farming or cattle breeding. The brightest feature, 
of the scheme consists in the Y. M. C. A. itself 
arranging for the sale of materials witU6ut the 
expensive intervention of a middleman. The 
organising capacity and the sustained interest 
evinced by the originators of the scheme have 
secured for the Y. M. C. A. Rural Reconstruction 
centre at Marthandom within the short span of 
15 years an almost international reputation. The 
annual training camp run by this institution 
attracts candidates from all parti of the world. 

251. While the cultivator may very well 
profit by such a lead in the right djrection as is 
gi ven by the State, his earning capacity to stand 
up to the exacting level of his growing economic 
neoo.s will pre· eminently depend, in an increasing 
measure, on far more direct and important steps. 
The remedies against agricultural over-population 
suggested in the general section deserve reitera
tion at this juncture. The development of more 
intensive farming, the extension, wherever possi
ble, of the double-crop system, the adoption of 
mixed farming by a scien tifio rotation of crops,. 
the use of lift irrigation through rural eleotrifica
tion, etc., are really constructive proposals which,. 
if put into operation, can mitigate the intensity 
of the preSSure of population on land and increase 
what economists call it "carrying oapacity" and 
thus indefinitely put off the evil day when popula. 
tion will begin to out-strip the natural resources 
of the land. The cultivator who is out to improve 
the quality and increase the quantity of his 
crops, will also do well to resort to the luorative 
method of plant improvement by selection and 
oross-breeding, as is being successfully done on 
a nation-wide scale with regard to wheat in 
Germany, rubber in the U. S. S. R, cotton in Italy 
and sugarcane in Java. Recourse may also be, 
had to improvement in fertilisers but as pointed 
out above, progress in mechanisation may not be
easily possible in this country. Subsidiary occupa.. 
tions like care of livestock, poultry-farming-
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sericulture, apiculture, etc" could be -profitably 
undertaken while the encouragement of rural 
industries : whereby agricultural products are 
transformed by the workers promptly and suit
ably into raw material for the industrial workers 
in urban areas thereby establishing a healthy link 
between farm ~nd factory, are other ways and 

. means, possible as well as feasible, in this 
country. 

252. The innate conservatism of the agricul
turist often acts as a dead weight against any 
change. Nor can any blame be apportioned to 
him for this. He has not the wherewithal by 
way of earnings or savings to venture on neW and 
costly experiments. If with borrowed capital he 
embarks upon scientific methods and eventually 
fails he is ruined for life. The general consensus 
of conservativ-e bpinion is sure to set its face 
against such innovations in agricultural economy 

. for some time to come. A solution may, however, 
be found in a joint co-operative effort on the 
part of the few agriculturists who can command 
capita] .and the Agricultural Department that is 
bound to lend its helping hand in matters of such 
great moment. The introduction of mixed 
farming, new crops, mechanisation, use of com
post manure, etc., should be resorted to not merely 
for demonstration l,lurposes as models in experi
mental farms, but as a really working proposition 
on a large-enough scale for a long-enough period. 
The active and consistent support of the Agri
cultural De-partment would encourage a sufficient 
investment of the shy capital of the opulent farmer 
and the abundance of labour available could also 
be brought to bear upon the scheme to produce 
tangible results on a considerable scale. There 
is a reasonable chance for such a system to 
spread. The capitalist farmers, will, in that case, 
have rendered a real service to the people and the 
Department will have acted as a real wet-nurse 
to age-old agriculture which is still in its infant 
stage. At any rate, without initiative and 
enterprise and a dynamic spirit that sets its face 
resolutely towards the future, the resources of 
our land will scarcely be able either to stave off 

the economic depression that threatens to burst
in upon the world ,in the post-war years or to 
resist and survive the evils with which it is sure 
to engulf those peoples that exercise less foresight 
and vision. 

253. If d . d t . . epreSSlon oes se lU, as well It must r 

the State has to come to the rescue of the . 
agriculturist in remunerating him specially in the 
matter of labour, purchasing power and general 
welfare. The decade that followed the last wo.rld 
war was characterised by a world-wide economic 
depression which had such serious repercussions 
on Travancore that Government had to insti
tute special inquiries through Committees of ex
perts into such problems as unemployment, 
banking, credit facilities, agricultural indebt
edness, co-operative movement, debt-concilia
tion, etc., and adopt, wherever possible, thi:! 
ameliorative measures suggested by them. The 
economic reasons why State aid is necessary for 
the rehabilitation of the agriculturist call for 
some elucidation. When depression sets in owing 
to the fall in the prices of agricultural com
modities, the purchasing power of the agricul
turist lessens mOIe than that of purchasers in any 
other economio categories. Industrial outlets. 
for agricultural goods are contracted, resulting in 
a general decline of economic activity. 'rhere, 
will then be a great dis:parity between industrial 
and agricultural prices. In Industry the supply 
can adjust itse 1£ fairly quickly to the demand 
because certain industries work only to order 
and a factory may be temporarily closed or made 
to produce less and the manufacturers can by 
mutual understanding regulate tho volume of 
production. So the small demand in induatry in 
the period of depression results in a decreased 
ou tput and consequently prices are not generally 
lowered· But in agriculture the case is different in, 
two ways. The demand for agricultural products is 
always rigid, especially for the staple commo
dities. Secondly the supply is determined 
largely by such uncontrollable and erratic factors 
as atmospheric conditions, the regularity of mOn
aoons. etc. Consequently there may be grea.~, 
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fluctuations in harvest. Therefore, in agriculture, 
unlike in industry, while the demand is consta.nt, 
the supply varies independently of it. Due to 
!the comparative rise in production there is steady 
I I . :increase in supply and as a resu t prloes neces-
sarily fall. And what with this fall in prices the 
agriculturist cannot cheapen his production. 
Thus while his expenses are constant, if not in
creasing, his returns are diminishing. The dis
parity thus inevitable between industrial and 
agricultural prices affects the distribution of 
national income and introduces a wide difference 
between the purchasing power of the industrial 
and agricultural classes respectively. It is this 
disequilibrium that necessitates the intervention 
of the State to restore the balance which is a 
vital condition of national prosperity. 

254. The nature, form and extent of State 
aid to the agriculturist must always be condi
boned by the special circumstances in which it 
has to be rendered. I.Jegislative protection to 
farming interests in economic exigencies has 
been a consistent' feature of the State administra. 
tion and the Sovereigns of Travancore have 
always evinced a deep interest in the progress of 
agriculture and reserved a soft corner in their 
Royal hearts for the tillers of the soil. As early 
!l.S 1819 Rani Gouri Parvati Bayi issued a 
Royal Proclamation which laid down that the 
import duty then levied on rice should be removed 
when sufficient rice was not produced within the 
oountry and should be re-imposed. when the local 
production was sufficient to meet the country's 
demand. The regulation of foreign trade by such 
( corn la ws' and other pieces of legislation to 
prevent dumping of foreign goods and to counter
act foreign competition is rendered necessary 
from time to time. Financial aid, direct and in· 
direct to the cultivator, irrigation, regulation of 
prices and control of marketing eto., besides the 
activities already enumerated of the Agricultural 
Department, have done much for the cultivators. 
The non·cultivating owner who commands easy 
wealth, the estate manager or agent who thrives 
on the business he supervis'es, the cultivating 

owner who leads a self-sufficient life often with a 
small surplus to lay by and the cultivating tenant 
whose occupational facilities may well keep him 
above want are comparatively well off if economic 
conditions are normal and do not always stand so 
much in need of external aid as the agricultural 
labourers including partly dependants whose num· 
ber, as already pointed out, has been steadily in· 
creasing throughout the last decade, especially 
amon!!' females. 

255. Industrial labourers have the advantage 
of organised combination and collective action 
through labour organisations and Trade Unions 
to extort more favourable conditions from capi
talists by their agitations and strikes. Owing 
to this fact they have always sought and some
times got state protection to ensure higher 
wages, fewer hours of work, better housinV facili
ties, medical relief, education of children, old age 
pensions, insurance schemes, unemployment doles 
etc., that have enabled them to become an 
orga,nised: power in the land and in several coun. 
tries to secure and exercise even political control. 
But the lot of the agricultural labourer is far 
from enviable. In lands where cultivation is 
well organised, agricultural labourers also have 
come up after the fashion of their industrial 
brethren. But in countries where workmen live 
under conditions entirely different, their lot is 
hard indeed. In Travancore, the agricultural 
labourer is a son of toil, incessant and hard, as 
much as he is: a son of the soil, and his hand to 
mouth life on the meTe pittance he earns, often 
only in kind, by his strenuous exertions in the 
hot sun from dawn to dusk with nonl) of the 
amenities of life nor even its elementary comforts, 
with just, a mud-hovel for shelter, a loin cloth for 
dress and a handful of rice for his food, presents 
indeed a picture far from edifying. And in times 
of depression he is the hardest hit of all and if 
State aid is ever rendered to the agriculturist, it 
should be first and foremost to him. Whatever 
implement he wields, whether the spade' or the 
plough, the crowbar or the pickaxe, the sickle 
or the flail and in whatever part of the State he 
is found, the story is the sa,me. When one 
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.realises that this silent crowd, working in scat· 
tered groups, braving the inclemencies of the 
weather, do get but a small fraction of the 
wealth which ,they work hard to produce, it 
should call for the best in us to make the life of 
these pe~ple happier and better. A prosperous 
agricultural population, being kept above want 
and in reasonable comfort will not only be an 
index of its healthy economic independence but 
compensate to a considerable extent for:the gradual 
diminution in the number of peasant proprietors. 

256. In the scale of national economy, the 
cultivator, who by his skilful toil and tenacity 
makes the soil yield to capacity in farm and fieiJ 
and lets his land be rich in cash and crop, is close
ly followed by the manufacturer who by hand and 
tool or plant and power in cottage and factory 
adds to its riches by expert application ot techni· 
cal skill. While the agriculturist is primarily 
concerned with the development of natural re
sources, it is the manufacturer that turns the raw 
products into good account towards the further 
development of the economic resources of the 
land. The term "economic resources" compre. 
hends such factors pertaining to a country as its 
natural :resources, its present economic develop
ment, the· known possibilities for new develop. 
ments and the economic relation df that oountry 
to other areas. The farm hand functions funda
mentally in relation to the first factor while the 
factory worker's operation conduces more direct· 
ly towards the realisation of the other three ends. 
For this reason it can categorically be stated that 
the degree of success that crowns the efforts of 
the State for the allround development of its 
economic resources can most practically be 
measured by a study of its industrial conditions 
which will revea~ the extent to which the people 
have actually taken to and profited by the facio 
lities and opportunities afforded by the economic 
policy of the State. A separate study of industry 
as one of the principal means of Ii veIihood fraught 
with dynamic possibilities for the future, much 
more than any other occupation is, therefore 
rendered necessary. Industrial activity exists in 
the State both in itE: handicraft form and capita-

listio aspect and an attempt is made to make a 
brief statistical survey of the salient features and 
future tre.nds of industry in the State in general, 
and oru:amsed and cottage industries in particula· r 
257· . 

. . In the Illterpretation of general oocupa. 
tIOnal trends already made, the independent 
workers in each sub-class were grouped along with 
part~~ dependants and subjected to statistical 
scrUltmy. In the separate study of industry 'n 
the. following paragraphs, workers are groupe~, 
as III t.he case of ~griculture in the foregoing 
pages. III the restricted sense of independent 
workers only. 

2SS. The first point to be emphasised in this 
connection, is that the percentage in the number 
of industrial workers to total workers has not 
recorded any variation since 1931, the fiO"ures 
returneu in both censuses being about 19 per .... cent. 
The inclusion of partly dependants will however 
rais.e t.he p~rcentage by 2. The absence of an; 
varIatIon III the percentage of independent 
workers in 1931 and 1941 may be due to their 
tardiness or reluctance to change their customary 
avocations and adjust themselves to the new 
conditions even in allied occupations. The 
programme of industrialisation, broadly envisaged 
and partially initiated under the auspices of the 
State is ~hus seen to take effect only slowly, but 
other thmgs being equal, the trend is sure to 
make for the absorption of more and more 
workers into the ranks of industry owing to the 
increasing facilities open to them. The diversion 
of more and more workers from agricultural into 
industrial occupations will, as in all progressive 
countries, prove the best economic remedy for the 
pressure on land. 

259 A . f . comparIson 0 the proportion of 
worke~s, male and female, engaged in each parti· 
cular md ustry to the total of industrial workers 
~s registered in the last tw 0 censuses is 
Illus~rate~ in the diagram on page 88. The 
relatIve Importance of the various industries 
and the variations in the distribution of workers 
among them can be made ont therefrom at a 
glance. The order of preference is found to be 
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in the first case, is due to the ,expansion of the 

premier industry in the State. The fall in the 

male workers in other orders such as wood, metal, 

ceramic and chemical industries is by no means 

negligible except in a few cases and besp~aks 

rather of stagnation than of retrogression as well 
as of the greater scope nossible to workers to< 

develop them. 
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260, The proportion of female workers has 
decreased in all the orders except the food and 
chemical industries which register an increase of 
nearly 14 per cent. each. The statistical reason 
for the general fall has already been explained in 
a previous context. Whereas the independeut 
workers among, them have been returned in 
diminishing numbers, the corresponding -partial 
dependants in each category are found to increase 
showing thereby that there might also have been 
a steady decline in industrial activity among 
females within each fold resulting in a deteriora
tion into more and more of economic dependence. 
It has to be remembered that the occupational 
chuice of females, especially in the industrial 
orders, is always determined by the -physical 
aptitudes and mental attitude~ of workers be
sides considemtipns of economy actuating the 
employer and the em-ployee alike. Women would 
naturally show a predilection for such industrial 
pursuits as would involve less physical strain 
as well as fit in with their spClciall:y inherent 
capacities. That is the reason why in such orders 
as textile, food industries and pieces of 'woodwork' 
like basket-making, the proportion of females out
numbers that of males and even come up on an 
almost numerical par with them in the making of 
dress and toilet goods, chemical products etc., in 
everyone of which the nimbleness of their fingers, 
their quickness in -plying them and their meticu_ 
lous care for perfection of detail can be shown off 
to su-perior advantage. The employer in the 
meanwhile is attracted by the additional induce
ment of the comparative cheapness of female 
labour which would e~si1y come in handy on the 
required scale. The female preponderance in the 
food industry wherein their proportion is 
double that of males is partly a reflection of the 
great demand for food outside their houses even 
at a higher cost among the generally overworked 
and underfed wOt' king classes and therefore an 
index of the increasingly severe economic drain 
on day-labourers among whom a large number of 
women cater or vend food on a business soale. 
The variations in the female ratio within the last 

deoade among industrial workers can be studied 
from the subjoined table :-

Variations in the female ratio among independent workers 
in the various industries. 

Females per 1,000 males in 1931 and 1941. 

Description. 1931 

All industries 534 

1. Textiles 1,058 

2. Hides and skins 

3. Wood 3::0 

4. Metal 11 

5. Ceramics 406 

6. Chemical products 269 

7. Food 945 

8. Dress and toilet 450 

9. Furniture making 

10. Building 42 

11. Construction of means of transport 3 

12 Production and transmission of 
physical force 6 

13. Mis cellaneous 133 

1941 

374 

648 

7 

176 

9 

60 

269 

763 

330 

23 

9 

22 

251. It will be clear therefr'lm that except in 
one or two minor instanoes the ratio tends to fall 
ill the present census from what it was in the 
bat. The preference of female workers for textile 
and food industries is borne out by the figure 
which in each case rises to nearly double the 
total female ratio in industry. Dress and toilet 
making, chemical products and wood industry 
are further seen to attract large numbers be
cause of the specially feminine aptitUde for 
them, particularly in basket-making which is 
grouped under the wood industry. The fall 
in the ratio of female workers in ceramics is 
due to the growth of tile factories and the 
diminution in the number of workers engaged 
in pottery. 

262. The general remark made above in pass
ing that in the rank and file of female indul:!trial 
workers there is notioeable a submergence from 
economic sufficiency into more and more depen ~ 
dence can be statistically corroborated by th& 
subjoined table. 
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Female ratio of partly dependants among industrial 
workers, i. e. females to 1,000 male partly dependants. 

Description. Ratio. 

1. Textiles 4,283 
2. Hidlltl and skins 228 
3. Wood 2,355 
4. Metal 197 
Ii. Ceramics 1,588 
{i. Chemical products 1,139 
7. Food 946 
S. Dress and toilet 1,568 
9. Furniture making 

W. Building 289 
11. Construction of means of transport 
12. Production and transmission of physical 

force 
13. Miscellaneous 179 

The State ratio viz., 1481 of partly dependants 
has been exceeded in four industries by female 
partial dependants and these in the descending 
order are textiles, wood industry, ceramios and 
dress and toilet. This shows how the inoome 
derived by workers from these industries is high 
enough for them to support a larger number 
of dependants. The food industry, despite the 
high percentage of workers pursuing it, does not 
bring in much income to the workers as is evi· 
denced by the low figure against that order. In 
the metal, building and miscellaneous iudustri8s 
besides in the matter of hides and skins the 
ratio is particularly low. 

263. The question of partly dependants of 
both sexes may be separately studied just to get 
an idea of the variation in the economic suffi
ciencyof industrial workers in the 'last decennium. 
The subjoined table gives the xatio of partly 
dependants to 1,000 independent workers in the 
various orders. 

RatlO of partly dependants per 1,000 independent workers 
in the different industri~ in 1931 and 1941. 

Description. 1931, 1941. 
_ All Industries 277 583 

1. Textiles. 586 1,172 
2. Hides and skins · 226 165 
3. Wood 221 616 
4. Metals . 124 284 
5. Ceramics · 113 362 
6 Chemical products 80 139 
7. Food 143 220 
8. Dress and toilet · 1;;2 395 
9. Furniture 289 

10. Building 61 232 
11. Construction of means If transport • 110 157 
1') Production and tran lmission of 

physical force 6 45 
13. )1iE'Cellmeous 101 238 

264. It will be seen that except in 1'espect of 

hides and skins there has been a goneral increase 
in the proportions 1'egistered fox the present 

Census. A margin of error is possible iJ?; this 
calculation owing to the diff6l'ence in the con
notation of the terms 'working dependant' used 

in 1931 and 'partly dependant' of the present 

Census. If the figures are taken as absolute, the 
workers of the -present decade are found to be 

supporting a larger proportion of dependants. 
Partial dependants number most in te,xtiles 
where they exceed the number of workers. In 
wood industry, dress and toilet and ceramics also 
the number of such is pretty high. But a com
parison with the ratio of partial dependants in 

the State viz., 415 reveals the fact that in 
general, wholly dependants are not so numerous 
as in the case of agriculture, as to 'Prove them
selves an insupportable encumbrance on the 

industrial workers. 

265. Thf' self-sufficiency of an industrial 
worker is generally determilled by the 1'esults of 
his pursuit of some industry or other as his sole 
means of livelihood. The faot of his being forced 
to have recourse to some subsidiary occupation to 
supplement his income argli8s the inadequacy of 
his earnings from industrial pursuits. Of the 
total number of industrial workers in the State 
(29,6,688) nearly one-seventh (39,628) are found to 
be engaged in some subsidiary occupation or 
other. of whom 28,439 are males and 11,189 are 
females. Subsidiary occupations may vary accord
ing to circumstances but in a predominantly agri
cultural country like Travancore, cultivation is 
sure to figure as an important supplementary 
avocation to many a work6l' who is not principally 
a tiller of the soil. Indust1'ial workers are no ex
ception to this. In the light of this fact it will 
be interesting to study statistically the degree of 
dependence which each industry has upon agri
culture. This ca.n easily be made out from the 
subjoined table. 
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Description. 

All Industries 
I 

1. Textiles 
2. Hides and skins 
3. Wood 
4. Metal 
5. Ceramics 
6. Chemical products 
7. Food 
8. Dress and toilet 
9. Furniture . 

10. Buildi,og 

• 

11. Construction of mea ns of tr ansport 

Per cent. engaged 
in agriculture. 

• 

7'-2 
5'1 
2'5 
9'7 
7'8 
3'9 
3'4 
9'4 
6'8 

11'7 ,-9 
3'3 

12. Production and transmission of physical 
force 0·5 

13. Miscellaneous 6'1 

Altogether 21,401 industrial workers take to 
agriculture to supplement their income. Of 
these 2,618 are females. The furniture in
dustry is carried on only by a few amd will not 
therefore, lend itself to a comparative study. It 
is in the wood and food industries that the next 
highest :percentage occurs. Metal and building 
industries follow suita It is interesting to note 
that workers in ceramics and chemicals do not 
have to depend much upon cultivation. The 
above table is an index of the dependence of 
industry upon agriculturE' even as a means of 
livelihood. 

266 Though the statistics so far recorded 
about industries are seen to rise ox fall with 
regard to ratios or proportions, the rate of 
actual increase a.lone will give a correct idea of 
the pace each industry has kept with the increase 
.xegistered in population. The subjoined table 

Actnal rates of variation among independent workers 
in industries with 5,000 or more workmen. 

Description. Per cent. 

1. Textiles + 2'75 
2. Wood + 6'85 
3. Metal + 12'ro 
4. Chemical products + 13'58 
5. Food +27'87 
6. Dress and toilet + 0'75 
7. Building +10'33 
8. Ceramics -26'03 
9. Miscellaneous - 2'85 

sets forth the rate of actual increase over 1931 
in the numbers engaged in each major industry 
(5,000 and above). 

267. The most discouraging fig-ure therein is 
th6 26 per cent. decrease registered against the 
ceramic industry. It has to be borne in mind 
that more than half the number engaged in it are 
potters and makers of earthenware and that a 
number equivalent to three-fourths of these 
consists of tile and brick makers. The opening 
of many tile factories and the neW ceramic 
factory .must have forced many of the cotta~e 
workers in this field to give up their erstwhile 
occupations as unprofitable ag-ainst competition. 
Metal-work and building-construction, which 
have reasonable prospeots as long as human de
mand lasts for buildings, implements. furniture, 
tools, etc., record a high enough rate of inorease. 
Oil refining, manufaoture of soap and the making 
of drugs, pharmaceutical goods, matohes and 
fireworks, form the prinoipal chemical industries 
whioh bid fair to develop ra-pidly in future years. 
The manufacture of textiles as well as dress and 
toilet-making would have registered a higher 
rate' of increase if only more males (who certainly 
can earn more) in the former, and more females 
(who can work better) in the latter, had earnestly 
taken to these pursuits. 

268. It is gratifying to note that a good 
lead in the matter of industrial progress is given 
by the food industry which has recorded itself as 
having far out-stripped the rate of -population 
growth. The preponderance of the female ele
ment in this order which has already been em
phasised and aocounted for, is one obvious reason 
for this. Another explanation is afforded by 
the inorease in the numbers of those engaged in 
the sugar and gur industries and in 'the making 
of confeotionery, sweet-meats and condiments. 
It can scarcely be gainsaid that human ten
dency is persistent to go in, off and on, for a 
bit of quality food in extra-quantities just by 
way of spicing up and thereby make up for the 
dietary or culinary shortcomings in the mono
tonous table routine. Side by side with this 
propensity, looms the craze fox expensive social 
entGrtainments with their gourmetic display pan .. 
dering to the keenness and variety of gustatory 
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demands as a H sine qua non" of sufficiency. 
As long as these cravings of the human palate 
continue to exist, individually or collectively, 
the food industry is sure to keep up its high 
record. The craving to frequ9nt the tea-shop or 
the restaurant is developing into an almost ir
resistible impulse in the younger generation. 
The restaurant or cafe, like the picture palace 
bas become a marked feature of the urban life of 
today. Entertaining friends in a restaurant is 
considered more fashionable than inviting them 
to tea at home. Even the day-labourer feels 
himself perfectly happy if he could spend his 
noon-day food allowance in the nearest tea-shop. 
The pangs of hunger of those at home, which 
could -partially be alleviated by the extra amount 
paid to the tea-shop, month after month, does not 
8eem to weigh with him. The predilection of a 
good many for ice-creams, aerated waters or other 
colourful liquids to quench their thirst in pre
ference to more homely and natural drinks easily 
available to thosfl who want them at little or no 
cost whatsoever, has become a marked tendency, 
increasingly manifest among the youth of the 
land. A mUltiplicity and variety of wants felt 
and satisfied, may be an index of a rise in one's 
standard of livin.:;. But it ca,n only spell econo
mic ruin unless counterpoised by a corresponding 
rise in one's income. It is to be deplored that 
a need for a balanc'3 in economy is, mor") often 
than not, overlooked by those who hitch their 
waggon to false standards of better living. The 
habit of smoking is more widespread than that 
of drinking. The substitution of the native 
beedi for the foreign cigarette has made this 
almost a national trait. With a mood many, 
tobacco in some form or other should be a fitting 
'finale' to a sumptuous meal. The youthful 
'undergrat' now measures the interval between 
lectures by the time required for a cool drink 
and a puff or a pinch after that. Incidentally 
it may also be remembered that the addiction of 
a good many people to stimulants or beverages, 
may be, to be braced up a whit or spurred into 
a, modicum of extra vim in work, sometimes a 

little strong, to be able to forget the cares. of 
this world, is evidenced by the fact that more 
than three-fourths of those in the food industry 
comprise such workers as toddy-drawers, brewers 
and distillers and manufacturers of tobacco. 
Until such 'wet' folk turn ·dry', the cu-p that 
cheors in moderatjon but inebriates in excess 
must continue "to make life worth livillg" for 
all those who despise the teetotaller and 
take the hedonistic view of life so well embodied 
in "eat, drink and be m (Il'ry, for tomorrow we 
die" _ The easy profits expected by d~aler~ and 
purveyors from the food indust1'J hav~ made it 
popular with particular classes and consequently 
led to the employment of a disproportionately 
large number within its fold. 

269. The industrial conditions in the State 
are best studied if the two groups into which 
industry is classified, viz., the cottage and orga
nised industries are separately dealt with. In 
the cottage industries the majority are doing 
business on a small scale, each individual working 
at it at home with the aid of the members of the 
family, but with little or no hired labour. In the 
organised industl>jes comparatively smaller num
bers in the State work on a large·scale in well
regulated, full-time establishments, wherein, be
sides the operatives, young as well as old, there are 
welfare workers rendering medical aid or engaged 
in teaching work, etc., and the well graded staffs' 
of clerks, and supervisors under the general direc
tion of the manager. Imperial table IX sets 
forth all the relevant statistics regarding orga
nised industries, collected at the present oensus. 

270. A comparison of the figures therein 
with those in previous censuses is rendered diffi
cult by the fundamental difference in the basis 
of the collection of statistics in all cases. In 
1911 the industrial census covered all establish
ments employing 20 persons or more and in 1921 
employing 10 or more. The recording in 1931 
related to plantations of special crops cultivated 
on an estate scale and industriel!! worked on a 
factory scale, the basic rule still being the number 
01 persons engaged. But in the present census 
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only ~ndu8tries employing paid assistants were 
recognised 'as organised. Despite this difference 
iI;l the basis of definition, a rough and ready 
comparison is possible which shows that in all 
the different industries, except in those of print
ing and motor transport, there is a steady pro
gress recorded, the number in coir-industry 
havin~ quadrupled in the present decade though 
in this ~se some allowance will have to be ,made 
for statistical vagaries. 

271. Seven per cent. of the total male workers 
in the State in all occupations together, and 20 per 
cent. of the total female workers are engaged 
in organised industries. If the percentage is 
calculated on the total industrial workers only, 
includin~ those in the semi-organised rubber and 
tea estates, the males record 34'2 per cent. and 
the females 51'5 per cent. respectively. The 
proportion of workers in organised industry to 
the total industrial workers in each particular 
group is given in the subjoined table. The 
figUres concerning industry in general are of 
independent workers only. 

Number engaged Number in orga- Per-
Description. in general in- nised indus- cen-

dustries. tries. tage. 

1 Rubber 20,435 14,266 69'8 
2 Tea 55,338 62,560 113'1 
3 Minerals 1,266 3,007 237'5 
4 Cotton spinning 

and weaving 15,885 4,776 30'1 
5 Coir 68,392 32,460 47'5 
6 Ceramics 6,184 2,844 46'0 
'] Confectionery 
(including cashew nut) 8,568 9,850 115'0 
8 Printing ],024 1,156 112'9 
9 Motor transport 3,301 1,479 44'S 

272. .A comparison of the figures in the first 
column with the corresponding ones in the second 
registers two outstanding facts regarding the 
nature of employment in each industry. In the 
first place, cotton spinning and weaving is found 
to assume the first rank as a cottage industry , , 
since only 30 per cent of the workers in it are 
soon to be employed under the orga.nised system. 

Similarly coir, ceramics and motor transport are 
also found to employ less than 50 per cent. of 
their workers on an organised basis. The scope 
of an isolated or smallscale enterprisf} on the 
domestic basis is thereby apparent in these 
categories. Even the percentages recorded 
against these three must be taken at a discount 
in view of the fact that organised industry al
ways admits into its fold not merely those to' 
whom a particular industry is the sole or princi
pal means of livelihood, but a large number of 
others who pursue other avocations but are 
temporarily employed in industry. This is the 
second prominent feature of the statistical data 
given above. Whereas. the figures in the first 
column represent the total workers who are per
manently engaged in each industry, cottage as well 
as organised, those in the second may Slomprise, 
besides permanent workers, lots of others who do 
odd jobs off and on, in that industry without being 
permanently -employed in the ooncern and turning 
up·pnly when permitted or requisitioned. The 
larger the scale on which an industry is organised~ 
the wider will be the scope for the association of 
different means of livelihood with it. It is for 
this reason that in such orders as printing, confec
tionery and tea the number enga~ed in organised 
industry exceeds that in the general and the 
number against minerals rises up so high as 237' ? 
per cent. A study of these features easily 
postulates the desirability of organisation in 
every possible industry if only for the better 
scope afforded thereby for a greater incidence 
and variety of employment, not to speak of other 
economic advanta~es ancillary to this. 

273, The distribution of workers in the diff~r
ent organised industries is illustra.ted in the dia
gram on page 94. Tea, which ranks highest in the 
order of precedence, is found to engage nearlYI 
double the number of workers in COIT industry and 
more than four times the number in rubher. Con, 
£eotionery ranks fourth, cotton spinning and wea. 
ving next. The proportion of distribution of 
male and female workers in the various orders is 
given in the subjoined table. 
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Proportion of distribution per 1,000. 

Desoription. Males· Females. 

Rubber 130 43 

Tea 388 504 

Cardamom 21 18 

Minerals 32 1 

Cotton spinning and weaving 44 13 

Coir 198 267 

Ceramios 28 6 

Confectionery (including easbewnut) 41 114 
Printing 12 1 
Motor transport 16 .. 
274 . .Both male and female workers rank 

highest in tea and coir industries as in the general 
scale of p:reoodence, but as for the third plaoe the 
higher proportion of females in confectionery 
(which inoludes oashewnut industry also) is evi
denced by their larger numbers in that order than 

try in which female proportion is relatIvely very 
small. In the cases of tea and co-ir als,o the 
females record a higher proportion than males. 
The incidence of female labour is best studied 
in the subjoined table which sets forth th' 
sex-ratio in the organised industries. The rativ 
list given in the descending order easily reveals 
the ranking. It wiil be seen that the number of 
females is more than that of males by 60 per oont. 
in confectionery which comprises the food' and 

Industries. 

1 Confectionery (including cashawnut) 

2 Coir 

3 Tea 

4 Cardamom 

5 Rubber 

6 Cotion spinning and weaving 

7 Ceramics 

8 Printing 

9 Minerals 

Female ratio. 

1,637 

784 

756 

480 

191 

170 

119 

52 

23 

oashewnut industries. Coir and Tea are seen to 
employ fairly large numbers. The figure& ~are 
naturally lowest in minerals and printing indus-

tries. 

275. Out of the total of 145,291 recorded as 
the workini. population in organised industries, 
3,512 are made up of 722 managers, 1,084 super
vising and technical workers, 1,527 clerks and, 
179 welfare workers. The number of welfare 
workers such as doctors, teachers, eto., in 
all the industries together may seem too inado
quate for a population of 141,779 operatives. As 
most of the operatives live in scattered home
steads away from the factory the, crowding in tene
ments built in the vicinity of it. as in western 
industrial centre8, is a.voided and welfare work 
is consequently limited to securing aa.nitary and 
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bygienio conditions within the faotory during 

.the hours of work. It is only in rubber and ,tea 
:plantations that special arra.ngements are nMded 

on a large .soale. The slight increase in the 

number of welfare workers this time must be put 

,down to State legislation perta.ining to the health 
.and safety of labourera. Most of the welfare 
workers are Ilivided between rubber a.nd tea 

. planta.tions, 

276. .D~"the 141,779 operatives in the State 

more than 50 per cent. a.re employed in specia.l 

orop business, tea alone aooounting for 62,094, 

rubber for 13,853 and other crops for 2,855. The 

proportion of distribution of the remaining 62,977 

w hioh is more than double the corresponding figure 

in 1931 is given in the table in the next oolumn. 

Industry 

Colr 
Cotton weaving 
Tile and brick 
Oil mills 
Cashewnut factories 
Printing press 
Motor buses and lorries 
Others 

Number Percentage 

31,916 
4,654 
2,082 

947 
9,356 

845 

50'7 
7'4 
3'3 
1'5 

14'9 
1,3 

1,334 2'1 
11,843 18'8 

The percentage of operatives in ooir faotories 
has increased from 23'1 in 1931 to 50'7 in the 
Ipresent (janeue. Cotton weaving has engaged 
more than double the oorresponding proportion 
recorded in 1931. 

277. Among the operatives in all industries, 
there are large numbers of women, youthful 
workers in the 15-16 age-group and thousand! 
of boys and girls, working both in estates and 
faotories. 'rhe subjoined table gives the number 
of suoh workers grouped by age and sex and their 
percentage to the total operatives in the 
State. 

Proportion of Operatives (by age and sex) in estates and factories to total operatives. 

Description. 
Total. 

,--....... --~ 
Per 

No. cent. 

Males. 

,--.A._,""\ 

Per 
No. oent. 

Females. 

r---'- ...... 
Per 

No. cent. 

r- • 

Males. 

EBtates. Faotories. 
-""""'r-----_._----~ 

Females. 

r----J.--- '""\ 
Per 

No. cent, 

Males. 

r--~-""" 
Per 

No. oent. 

Females. 

~--~ 
Per 

No. cent. 

141,779 100 88,540 63 53,239 37 48,696 35 30,106 21 39,841 28 23,133 16 
1. All age-groups 

2. A.dults-17 and above , 108,643 77 70,904 50 37,739 27 40,320 29 22,263 16 30,584 21 15,470 11 

3, Adolescents-I5-16 15,175 10 8,640 6 6,530 4 3,110 2 2,302 1 15,530 4 4,233 3 

,- Ohildren-below 15 17,961 13 8,006 7 8,965 6 5,266 4 5,541 4 3,730 3 3,424 a 
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·:j.78.; It will be seen that of the total number 
of o~~atives in the State, only 50 per cent. are 
a.dult males. The remaining workers comprise 
27 per cent. adult females, 6 per cent. adolescent 
males, 4 per cent. adolescent females, 7 -per cent. 
boys and 6 per cent. girls. Children and adoles
cents together constitute 23 per cent. of the total 
operatives. Factories are found to employ more 
adolesoonts than estates while the case of the other 
age-groups is vice ver8a. Both in estates and 
factories there are more males than females. 
While the lot of industrial operatives is a general 
problem of first-rate significance, the fact that 
children, adolescents and female adults together 
number as many as the adult male o-peratives 
gives rise to numerous special problems. In view 
of this bot a general survey of the question of 
industrial operatives in the State within the last 
decade is rendered necessary. 

I 
279. . Travancore is a land of industrial -poten-

tialities, no less than agricultural predominance. 
Organised industry began only from. oomparati vely 
recent times, ~aduany to supplement and 
imperceptibly to supplant her immemorial indus
trial economy under the domestic syRtem. Since 
the establishment of the first coir factory on the 
Alleppey beach as early as 1859-60 by the late 
James Daxragh, the founder of Messrs. Darragh 
Smail & Co., Ltd., and woxked successfully with 
the help of weavers from Bengal, the coix busi_ 
ness has been progressing by leaps and bounds 
unt' I became the premiex industry in the State 
in which thousands of families are employed in one 
or othel' process of making coir yarn. Numerous 
estates and factories concerned with various in
dustries soon sprang up in suitable localities. 
The subjoined table gives a classified list of these 
as they exist at present. Industrial organisation 
followed fast in the wake of the l'ise in industl'ial 
population, the factories forging ahead of the 
estates in the perfection of the industrial tech
nique and the spread and control of business rami
fications. Problems soon cropped up, leading to 
and aftexwards xesulting from the co-ordination 
of employers to safeguard their interests, the 

subsequent union of workers to protect them .. 
selves against undue exploitation and the con
sequent intel'vention of the State for arbitration 
and conciliation in the disputes that were inevi
table, of labour ve'l'8U8 capital. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

]5 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Factories registered under the Travancore Factories 
Act (VIII of 1114).· 

Factories Number 

Tea 

Rubber 

Cashewnut 

Rice bulling 

Engineering 

Tile works 

Woodworks 

Oil mills 

Coir 

Match 

Paper 

Printing 

Sugar 

Distilleries 

Can making 

Electrical 

Ceramics 

Arts and Crafts 

Water works 

Cotton 

Description 

Rubber 

Tea 

Cardamom 

Coffee 

Total 

Total 

Estates in the State 

Total 

89 

15 

1 

1 

6 

16 

12 

13, 

23 

2 

1 

11 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

4 

202 

Estates of leslJ 
Number. than 100 acres each. 

1,294 1,163 

158 14 

53 

6 1 

1,511 1,178 

280: Fl'om the days (I w hen Adam delved_ 
and Eve s-pan" the poverty of the labourer has 

.There are numerous other factories and concerns under 
each industry that have not come within the ambit of the Act~ 
There are eigbt mining centres also in various parts of tbe 
State. 
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~!lot, detracted from the dignity of labour, which 
-the' capitalist "gentleman" has oftentimes re
.cognised in words but not adequately recom
pensed,in cash. The relation between employer 
and employee has been more cordial in agricul
tural than in industrial economy. A sentiment 
akin to tha,t of loyalty to a cbief or fealty to a 
lord or fidelity to a master has often governed 
the relation of a tenant to his landlord who has 
recipropated it by his patronising solioitude for 
the welfare of his tenant. The industrialopera
tive, on the other hand, is treated by his 
employer more like an automaton functioning as 
an economic unit in his money"making concern 
without the sentimental attachment to the 
master, noticeable among the agricultural tenants. 
In the various ceremonies and annual festivals 
occurring in the landlord's household the tenant 
has a definite part to play which gives him a 
place in the family economy, a feature incon
ceivable in the relation between a factory hand 
and his employer. In the organised industries 
the reciprocity of those who offer and accept 
service is determined by what Carlyle calls "the 
cash-nexus ". The absence of cultural contacts 
between the employer and employee has un· 
fortunately led to a clash of interests resulting 
in the demand for protective organisations to 
_safeguard each other's rights. This tendency 
has led to the rise of Trade Unionism in all 
industrialised countries and its internationalisa· 
tion in recent years. Capitalist obduracy against 
the claims of labour organisations has forced the 
latter in some western countries to adopt the 
-programme of direct action through strikes) etc., 
and thereby set on foot the Syndicalist Move
ment tending towards socialism that advooates 
the destru ction of capitalism by the nationalisa
tion of all wealth. Wherever such movements 
have been wrecked on the rock of capitalism, they 
have risen anew, like the phoenix, with redoubled 
vigour in the more aggressive forms of commu
nism and anarchism and given rise to socio
-economic revolutions and political upheavals. 

281.1 The incipient character of organised 
industry in Travancore has taken it no farther 

than the bontiers and outskirts of sucoh proolems, 
whose multitude and magnitude have taxed the 
resources of statesmanship so heavily elsewhere . 
For one thing, the employers started business on 
terms reasonable enough to preclude any palpable 
disability. Factories and estates in the initial 
stages being few and far between, the opera
tives had little occasion to be detrimentallyaffect. 
ed by the rigours and restrictions to which the 
pressure of competition might have forced their 
employers to subject them. When the prospects 
of large-scale business and joint-stock concerns 
became manifest to local producers, more and 
more factories were set up and keen business 
competition set in, which prejudicially affected 
the business and ultimately the wage-rates. As 
long as the various factories and estates were 
based on stable capital and sound organisation, 
the pernicious effects of competition were not so 
intense or widespread as to result in agitation. 
But Wht:lll numerous mushroom concerns cropped 
up with little capital and less organisation, com
petition became unbridled, often of the cut·· 
throat type, and constrained the employers to 
tighten their purse st rings and stiffen their 
airliitude to their operatives, who thereupon 
sought to safeguard their interests, by starting 
labour unions which gave them greater strength. 
The example of operatives was followed by 
workers in other categories also, if not for any 
immediate advantage, at least fOJ: their ultimate 
good. The subjoined table shows the number 
and variety of labour unions in the State. 
Attempts are also in the making to federat& 
all these unions into an All-Travancore Union. 

Labour Unions in the State 

Description 

1. Coir facto-ry Workers' Union 
2. Mineral Workers' Union 
3. Factory Workers' Union 
4. Navika Tholilali Union 
5. Labour Union 
6. Motor Drivers' Union 
'l. Press Workers' Union 
8. Cashewnut Workers' Union 
9. Coir Dealer's Association 

10. Paper NiU Workers' Union 
11. Estate Factory Workers' Union 
12. Weavers' Association 
13. Fishing Labourers' Union 

Total 

Number 

7 
1 
1 
4 
.'i 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 

'27 
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282 Within the last decade many of these 
unions were active espeoially in Quilon and Allep
pey, where factory workers number most, in orga· 
nising agitatiolls and strikes for the redress of 
their manifold grievances pertaining to such 
matters as wage-rates, hours of work, sanitary 
conditions, fines and exaotions, safety against 
hazardous operations, separate representation on 
the legislature, etc. Strikes were answered with 
lock-outs or wage~uts, by employers in retalia· 
tion and when the dispute developed into a 
deadlock, Government stepped in by appointing 
a Board of Conoiliation of Trade Disputes to 
investigate and report. The workers demanded 
state control or " rationalisation" to rehabilitate 
the industry of the State. The President of the 
Chamber of Commerce~ Alleppey, put forward a 
scheme for the establishment of a Control Boa.rd 
to rationalise industry, by exercising control over 
product~on and'expor1l, to check unwholesome 
competition, eliminate wasteful expenditure and 
put down malpractices, to ensure co·operation of 
employers' assooiations with labour unions, to 
standardise wages and seour@ better conditions for 
workers. Though the scheme was open to criticism 
" as revealing the suspicion of European towards 
Indian business concerns" the Conciliation Board 
saw their way towards accepting it as a basis for 
the formulation of a revised scheme. The Board 
made elaborate recommendations to Government, 
at once comprehensive and constructive, to -pro
mulgate factory legi~Iation pertaining to such 
matters as recruitment and employment, regula
tion of wages, reduction of fines, suppression of 
exactions, health and welfare problems including 
maternity welfare and education of children, 
unemployment insurances, the compilation of 
statistics, labour organisation and the control 
of industry by a board. A Labour Commissioner 
was also appointed to . co·ordinate the operation 
of labour laws and to act as a liaison officer 
between Government and labour and between 
labourers and capitalists. 

. 28:1- There are at present five factory laws in 
operation in the State conducive to the welfare 
~nd progress of industrial interests~ viz., the 

Factories Act, the Trade Disputes Act (whicl1 
established an Industrial Relations Committee 
for arbitration and conoiliation), the Mines and 
Minerals Aot, the Workmen's Compensation Act 
and the Trade Unions Act. Hundreds of work
men wilo sustained injuries or wsm incapacita· 
ted and the widows or children of the ftHV who 
died while in employment were compensated by 
the administration of these laws. Of the numer
ous Trade Unions in the State, functioning vigor· 
ously, the most important are the COil Factory 
Workers' Union, Allappey, tho Faotory Workers' 
Union, Quilon and the Labour Union, Thuckalay. 
The growth of proteotive organisation among 
operatives presages a bright future for organised 
industry in the State. Planting and industrial 
interests have separate representation in the 
State legislature. 

284. A word at this juncture about the 
Labour Welfare Movement launched in 'indus~ 
trial countries abroad and its favourable re
percussion in India may not be out of place 
as suggesting lines along which the lot of opera
tives in the State can be further improved. 
Private agencies and voluntary assooiations 
engaged in welfare work are conoerned ohiefly 
with such ameliorative measures in plant~t!ons 
as licensing of recruits, registration of emigrants 
and ensuring safe conditions in labour oontracts, 
eto., besides such steps in regard to factories as 
sanitary and safety measures, regulations con
cerning age and hours of work of operatives, 
wage·rates and condition of women and children. 
In Travancore the problem of labour welfare 
work, as already pointed out, is to pertain more 
to the inside arrangements of factories, than to 
any measures relating to the vicinity since the 
vast majority of operatives itl. them hail from the 
su burbs, rising at cock·crow ahd, with nothing 
better than some cold victuals prepared over· 
night by way of a ha!lty breakfast, trudging 
many a weary mile (six or eight in some cases) 
to arrive betimes, before the gate of morning 
admission is banged, barred and bolted upon th~ 
late~omer. Conditions within the factory should 
be "at the worst tolerable and at the bestv 
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actively pleasant. No amount of amenities 
provided outside the working hours can really 
compensa'te for work which is felt to be a 
burden". In the regulation of the hours of 
work the primary prinoiple viz. that a shorter 
period of more intensive work ,;ith. ample 
leisure for recuperation and recreatIon IS more· 
conducive to efficiency than long hours of spread
out work. Sanitation is another item of welfare 
work. Adequate latrine arrangements, drainage, 
drinking water, bathing and washing conveni
ences, besides safety against possible aooi
dents must be provided for. The faot that 
exoessive noise such as the monotonous clap of 
the loom or the whir of the whe91 has highly 
detrimental effects on the nervous system must 
not be overlooked. The provision of first aid 
facilitIes, creches for babies of female operatives, 
teashops or' canteens for lunch and recreation 
during recess, medical precautions against conta
gious or infectious, or epizootic diseases and parti
cularly in plantations, proper housing, etc .• have 
to be seen to, Another important factor is the 
education of workers' children. The planters in 
Munllar have set a very good example in this res
pect by providing the staff of their well-aquipped 
.school with free quarters, good salaries, special 
hill allowance, etc., and feel concessions to pupils. 
Recreational conveniences and provision for 
games, outdoor and indoor, reading rooms and 
libraries also for.m items in the welfare pro
gramme. Periodical remission of work by leave, 
the provision of leave allowances and such faci
lities as co-operative credit societies, maternity 
and siokness benefits, bonuses, gratuities, profit
aharing, insurance, pension, etc., also contribute 
towards the same result. The spread of such 
welfare work in England, Germany, United States 
'and Japan has easily led to high industrial 
efficiency in these lands while U. S. S. R. with 
its forty-hour-week, absenoe of ul;'-employment,. 
planned economy and even the rule of the proleta
xiat is oonsidered to be the workman'S paradise. 
The clash of interests due to lack of cultural 
contacts referred to above could, to a certain: 
~xtent~ be mitigated by the development .of the 

spirit of co-partnerShip in the concern, Gnvisaged 
in the modern devlCe of profit·sharing introduced 
in the Ford Factories in U. S. A. The operatives 
in the Ford factories are reputed to be the best
cared-for industrial workers in the world. The 
Y. M. C. A. and the Social Service League in 
India are doing for the oountry what the Dojunkai 
Association of Tokyo is doing for Japan. Among 
Indian firms, the Tata Iron & Steel Works occupy 
the front rank in capitalistic munificence to 
industrial operatives. Our country has much to 
copy and more to learn from such movements. 

285 The Department of Industries has been 
functioning on progressive lines within. the 
last decade in respect of the deve lopment ot the 
industrial resources of the State. Besides tender
ing expert advice on indus~rial problems. fr.o~ 
t · to time to such establIshments and mdlVI-Ime . 
duals as stand in nee d of it, the Depar~ment gIves 
the necessary direction and correctlon ,t? the 
working of industrial pursuits . in general m the 
State. The Direotor of IndustrIes has thr~u~hout 
b funotioning as the Labour CommISSIoner een b. 
sin~e the inception of the latter offico for ar .It.ra-
tion and conciliation in trade disputes. Mlllmg 
operations and mineral exports h~ve always 
engaged the attention of the Ind~strles Depart
ment. Besides valuable prospectmg work done 
in regard to suoh minerals as graphite and 
mioa the possibilities for the manufacture of 
cem:nt were fully explored. Along with the 
conduot of industrial engineering, the Depart
ment has been seeing to the proper working, 
under its aegis, of the Ceramic, Rubber and Suga.r 
Factories, the Travancore Wood Works, tha 
Sri Chithra 'Textile Mills and the PunaIur Paper 
Mills with its newly set up water turbine and 
Yanker Cylinder installation which have enabled 
the mill to meet the heavy demands for paper 
from the Travancore and Madras Governments. 
Special interest has been evinced by the Depart
ment in such industries as the manufactuue of 
oaustic soda and srult of sodium, lacquer work, 
making of bobbins, plywood and handmads 
paper. Several technical institutes, a schOOl 
ot comme-rce, a sales depot and an industrial. 
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library are being run by the Department under 
whose auspices axe woxking seventy aided and 
sixty .. one unaided industrial sohools in which in
dustrial education is imparted. Facilities are also 
offered for pxeparing candida,tes for the technic),l 
examination of the Madras and Travancore 
Governments. An Itinerant Weaving Party, 
organised by the Department tours the State and 
makes demonstrations for the benefit of those 
interested in weaving. 

286\ The war has given a fillip to industry. 
By the State aid to Industries Act, a Board of 
Industries has boen set up which, in consultation 
with the War Supply Department, is to supervise 
the production of commodities needed for war 
purposes. A combination of prominent indus
trialists and commeroial magnates known as the 
War Supplies Syndicate is also collaborating in 
the matter of providing war supplies. Making 
of charcoal from ooconut shells, manufacture of 
aluminium products, preparation of tapioca flour, 
the making of camouflage nets of aloe yarn, coir 
tent components, salitahs, bags pin and bagsfwall 
are the most important of the new industries 
that have been thriving under war conditions. 

287i • The University of Travancore has al
ways evinced special interest in industrial re
search. Among the subjects brought within the 
purview of its Research Department are such 
matters of industrial significance as the manu
facture of salt, distillation and refining of fuel 
oil, extraction of mesothorium 'and thorium com
pounds from monazite, retting of lcooonut husks , 
charcoal, l{)mongrass oil and ion one, iodine from 
seaweed, etc. The possibilities of manufacturing 
a ooagulant for rubber latex, have also been ex
perimentally established. It is again the outcome 
of University Researoh that "Sharliverol" or 
shark liver oil, which is a suitable SUbstitute for, 
and an equivalent in vitamin-contents to Cod 
liver oil, is prepared on a commercial :oalo and 
finds a ready market. 

288" If we deduct £.rom the number of in
dustrial workers recorded in Imperial Table VIII 
that of the workers in organised industry, a~ 

registered in Imperial Table IX, the larger 
numbers that yet remain are statistically under 
stood to mean workers in cottage industry. It 
has already been pointed out that out of the 
total industrial workers in the State including. 
those in tho rubber and tea estates, 34' 2 per oent. 
males and 51' 5 per cent. females are engaged in 
organised industry. That gives the figures of the 
cottage industry workers in the Sta.te as 65' 8 per 
cent. males and 48'5 per cent. females. Side by 
side with this, if we also take into account the 
already mentioned fact that in the ranks of work
ers registered under organised industry there are 
many operatives who are cottage workers requisi
tIOned in factories and estates for temporary jobs 
of a miscellaneous oharacter, the total percentage 
of cottage workers must be estimated at a far 
higher figure. This is an undeniable proof of the 
greater popularity and vogue of cottage 'indus
tries in the State. 

289, From time out of mind~ Travanoore has 
always befi'n a busy hive of industrial activity 
in cottages, homes and farms much more than in 
factories and estates, even after these were esta
blished. While a good many of the cottage 
workers engage themselves full time in some 
industry or other as their principal means of 
livelihood, a far larger number, especially women, 
take to it, as an auxiliary occupation or. a 
leisure-time hobby, by which they can earn an 
extra anna or two towards a favourable balance 
in their family budget. Far from the madding 
crowd of factory hands and estate ooolies, loudly 
claiming their legitimate rights or blaming the 
niggardly capitalists for the disabilities they are 
SUbjected to, the cottage workers pursue the 
noiseless tenor of their way, busily but meekly, 
in sequestered villages and rural solitudes, con
tributing their daily quota towa:rds theix house
hold economy with none of tho demonst.cations or 
agitations about wage-rates or hours of work, 
health problems ox safety measures of a specific 
character to worry or hurry about. Among the 
attempts made to promote cottage industry in 
the State, pa.rticula:r mention has to be made of 
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the 131 industrial schools imparting instruction 
in such subjects as weaving, carpentry, smithery, 
coix work, rattan and bamboo work. The 
annual Industrial Exhibition (often on an AlI
India scale) hold in connection with His Highness 
the Maharaja's birthday, the Sri Mulam Sbash
tiabdapurthi Memorial Institute and the 
Government Sales Depot, are also meant for the 
demonstration and sale of industrial products 
particularly of cottage workers. To get an idea 
of the number and variety of cottage industries 
and the high skill, ingenuity and exquisite work
manship of those engaged in them, one has only 
to attend a village fair or a rural celebration, a 
temple or church fl?stival, a public market or a 
welfare centre, in any part of the State. The 
potentialities are there. To an intelligent people 
with marvellous adaptability, it wants only a 
carefully conceived organisation to convince them 
that the economic independence of the village is 
no will-o'-the-wisp, but a practical possibility. 
Travancore can then, like Japan and Russia, 
make everyone of her villages a nucleus of econo
mic self-sufficiency by fostering her cottage 
industries. 

290. It has to be remembered that among 
the occupations that could, according to Imperial 
Tables VIII and IX, be taken as cottage indus
tries, there are several arts and crafts of a here
ditary character pursued almost exclusively by 
particular castes. Under this category could be 
brought such workers as scavengers, barbers, 
washermen, tree-climbers, smiths, jewellers, cob
blers, etc. The weavers also claim to be a dis
tinct class by themselves alleging descent from 
an eponymous ancestor named Chaliya Rishi. 
Both in villages and in towns these workers ply 
their trade which was once looked upon as the 

'occupational monopoly of their caste but which 
now-a-days has transcended customary barriers 
and begun to admit outsiders into its fold. As 
long as the caste-war basis persists in the pursuit 
of these arts and crafts, the communities con
cerned can develop such industries by collective 
effort arlong lines chalked out under expert 
guidance by their communal organisations. 

Where each of these tra.des, however, tends to 
develop a cosmopolitan character, common pro
gress could be achieved by. the institution of 
craft gilds, like those of medieval England in the 
days when factories were unknown, to safeguard 
and promote their professional interests. The 
strikes we often hear of among scavengers, beed i
makers and rickshaw-wallahs are symptoms of 
thl'l increasing realisation of such possibilities of 
organisation by the workers. 

291. There is another class who cannot, in 
the strict sense, be grouped as workers in cottage 
industries. Those engaged in motor transport, 
for running their business as jndividual or 
private concerns (and not as members of Motor 
Unions or Syndioates) cannot do their work 
in their homes. Similarly a far larger number 
engaged in water transport as boatmen~ etc., 
also cannot be regarded as cottage workers. 
They navigate the backwaters, canais and rivers 
in their canoes or barges or power-boats, from 
one end of the land to the other, making them
selves availaple for low wages for passenger or 
goods traffic .. Though they are not engaged in 
organised industry, they have labour organisa-: 
tions of their own. Decorators also come under 
this category as workers who render service 
away from their homes. 

292 Apart from the exceptional cases pointed: 
out above, there are nume.rous other arts and 
crafts pursued in general throughotit the State as. 
regular cottage industries. Such jobs as mecha-· 
nical repairing, binding and stitching engage. 
large numbers, especially in towns. Tailoring is' 
also an individual concern' in most cases but in 
large towns where sartorial demands are heavy 
and pressing, bigger establishments may be set 
up. Embroi{lery, the making 01 pillow and net 
laces, drawn-thread and crochet, knitting and 
tatting, are thr~ving items' of needlework 
artistically done mostly by women in homes and 
convents. This is a promising industry into 
which still larger numbers of women could 
come forward. The toys made in the State com
pare fa.vourably in design and workmanship 
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with those imported from abroad. Sweetmeat
making and selling and small-scale tea and coffee 
shops and hotels have surpassed any other cottage 
industry as a business proposition for reasons 
already explained .. ThG manufacture of tobacco 
and narcotics support!!! largp num bers in villages 
and towns. Beedi-making in particular affords 
decent means of livelihood to hundreds of fleet· 
fingered juveDile experts. A study of the family 
budget in Economic Survey reveah t.he high 
percenliage of expenditure for tobacco in all 
grades of families in the several income~group8. 
The slicing and desiccation of large quantities 
of tpudnr arecanuts for exportation is a paying 
business practised in North Travancore. The 
currying of local hides along with tanning of the 
leather thus obtained, is a popula.r craft providing 
material for leatber goods of the cheaper and 
cruder type. Different kinds of yarn and twine 
are extracted out of barks or thick leaves by a 
O'ood many workers. vVomen are employed in 
~housands in the making of baskets out of willow 
or wicker or long bamboo shreds. Equally 
popular but more paying and fashionable are the 
cane and ratt.an works producing chairs, settees, 
suitcases and even tea-poys, tables and cabinets. 
The palmyra leaf is turned into very good account 
in a multiplicity of ways in North and South 
Travancore where it' grows in abundance. 
Cheap and artistic umbrellas are made out of it. 
The same leaf is also dexterously wrought into 
baskets, mats and handy fancy goods of various 
patterns and colours. Mats, hand bags, purses etc., 
are also made in South Travancore out of the 
cyperus grass and in Central Travancore and coast
al region out of the screwpine leaf properly pre
pared and edged. The village of Thalava owes its 
name to screwpine mat-making. The highly arti
stic finish of the superior varieties of both has 
made them favourites in the aristocratic homes of 
South India. High-class screwpine 'blatting with 
its glossy polish is used for making beautiful hand
bags, pouches, tea.-poy covers, etC. of fashionable 
patterns which find a ready market in North 
India and even in foreign countries like England 
and America. Tho ivory works of Travanco..ce 

f'njoy a world-wide reputation for exquisite work
manship and beauty of design. The making of 
gold and silver thread and of silk yarn is also an 
ancient cottage industry. Coconut shells are 
made into ladles for common use and works of 
art of high finish and style. The charcoal, burnt 
out of this shell, being an absorbent of noxious' 
gases, is now exported abroad for use in the pro
duction of gas-masks. Charcoal is also produced 
in large quantities from ordinary wood for use in 
carburetion by motorists in lieu of petroL a saving 
of 70 per cent. being thereby eHected. Soap.mak
ing and the distillation of lemongra~s oil are again 
two of the flourishing cottage industries. :Simi4 
larly tinctures and pharmacentical preparations 
ara made from various medicinal herbs, in con4 
formity with the specifications of the British 
pharmacopoeia and used widely in the various 
Ayurvedic pharmacies and for export. Lime-shell 
burning in kilns and furnaces, and preparation of 
tapioca-flour engage large numbers of cottage 
workers and the latter industry has been con
siderably expanded to meet the demands of 
the Supply Department. One of the oldest 
and most reputed cottage industries in Tra
vancore is the making of various articles out 
of brass, bronze and the non-malleable bell-metal. 
Vessels, large and smEtll, and of various shapes 
and designg, spouted pots, spittoons,' -lamps, 
images, etc., made of these alloys' and found in 
ancient homes and temples, are considered aym
boli5 of thflir antiquity and the more conservative 
people still prefer them to the cheaper varieties of 
crockery and china. Muvattuputa, Va~apalli 
and Nagercoil are most famous for this industry 
and in the conception of the common man no home 
or tempie or mart or exhibition is considered. Gam· 
plete without the gleaming sheen of rows of well. 
burnished brass and bronzeware. One of the 
vanishing industries in this category is the 
making of the rather costly mirrors in bell-metal,' 
noted for their finish, polish and lustre. 
Aranmu!a, in Central Travancore owes its fame 
to this industry. Cheap looking glasses have 
chased bell-metal mirrors out of a1110cal markets. 
The numerous indust.cies enumerated above have 
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been prospering in various parts of the State 
without any let or hindrance due to local com
petition from any organised industry. 

2?3. Besides these, there are several othel' 
cottage industries whoso progress is seriously 
handicapped by the growth of factories con
ducting the same business on an organised scale. 
The cashewllut factories, for instance, which have 
been increasing in number within the last dec.ade 
and are employing at present nearly 10,000 work
ers have absorbed all the labour in their vicinity 
so that roasting and decorticating the nuta and 
packing the kernel, cannot be profitably done 
in cottages in the face of factory competition. 
The potters of the State working in their 
homes in the making of earthenware and stone
ware as wen as brick and tile-makers hav~ 
been adversely affected in their business by the 
establishment of ceramic and tile factories. South 
Travancore and Shenkotta have always been 
famous for handloom flying-shuttle methods of 
weaving, whose products are prized throughout 
India for their excellence. The installation of 
power looms in various facto.ries and the com
petition of cheaper foreign cloth h~ve proved 
detrimental to handloom weaving, though the 
industry persists in its struggle to exist and 
survive. There is scarcely a village or town 
in the State where in afternoons, both III 

rain and in shine, the spectacle is missed of , 
hundreds of women streaming towards, flocking 
round or returning from, the shops of wholesale 
~icl) dealers about thl) rice-husking business. 
Each woman bears home the load of her quota of 
paddy from the shop to be parched, hulled or 
ground and to be taken baok the next day as rioe 
or pounded ric~ or Hour in return for a margin of 
profit usually doled out in kind, at the rate of a 
tenth of the total quantity dealt with, which is a 
welcome addition to her daily income as remunera
tion from a popular and widespread cottage 
in~u8tr~. The adve.nt .of rice-mills has paralysed 
thIS busllless it lot, wlthm the last decade, especial
I} because mill-rice is cheaper though somewhat 
nauseatin~. But as long as the middle clasde3 at 

least, especially in towns, continue to hav~ a pre
ference for the rice hulled in cottag~s by women, 
this industry cannot suffer extinction. 

294:. In the teeth of such competition the 
cottage industry has to be· rehabilitated without 
detriment to the spread of organised industry. 
A spirit of co-operation rather than a state of 
competition would furnish a congenial back
ground for both types of industry to flourish side 
by side. A scheme of co-ordination in which both 
concerns agroe to complement each other in the 
pursuit of the industry in question, would, if put 
into operation, be conduoive to its better growth. 
Such a scheme, broadly envisaged, would invol ve 
a division of labour between the cottage and the 
factory in the industrial transformation of the 
agricultural product, whioh could Gonveniently 
be effected in two stages, viz., the preliminary 
being done in the cottage and the subooquent in 
the fllictory. The proceSs begun manually in the 
cottage could thus be completed mechanically in 
the factory, the two thereby becoming mutually 
dependent in part and jointly responsible for the 
whole manufacture. Switzerland has set a laud_< 
able example in this respect in her watch indus
try. Swiss made watches, so famous for their 
ef~iciency of servioe and cheapness of value are 
the product of such joint efforts in cottaO"e and 
faotory. each part being made in the £or:er and 
the combination and oompletion into the whole 
being effected in the latter. 

295: . In .this Stat~ th~re is ample SCope for 
such llldustrial co-ordmatlOn. The preparation 
a~d doaiccation of oil-seeds like laurel, mal'avetty. 
?lD/lely, ~astor, etc., and o£ coconut into COpra 
18 done lU cottages and if the material so pre
pared is sent as grist to the factory mills, oil-ex
traction could be done there. The cottage may 
similarly be made a feeder of the factol'Y in the 
cotton industry where yarn spinning in the one 
may lead to weaving in the other. Toddy-draw
ing, jaggery-makin~, preparation of reed pulp 
and rayon, woodcuttmg and sawing, etc., doue in 
cottages could likewise lead on to factory Work 
in distilling, sugar-m a. king, paper-manufacture, 
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making of a;tificial silk and wood industry res
pectively. It may, however, be added th""t 
alxeady such a co-ordination exists with regard 
to the premier industry of the State because of 
the vicinity of factories to centres producing coir 
yarn in abundanc:e_ The coir industry is u biquit
ous throughout the coastal regions of the State. 
The women of the !lava community in particular 
take to the extraction of coir fibre from ret ted 
husks and to the spinning of coir yarn either by 
hand or by the help of a simple wooden mecha
nism. There is scarcely a village on the coast 
which does not Ilresent its spectacle of hundreds 
of coir workers, mostly women and children, 
beating out the fibre from the soaked husks, 
with hills of husk-pith and husk-skin around them, 
and amidst that hell of noise and rotting smell of 
the soaked stuff scattered about, ginning the 
fibre or spinning it into yarn for an anna or so 
which the job would fetch them before sundown. 
It can safely be asserted that the prosperity of 
each such village is inextricably bound up with 
the fortunes of coir industry from time to time, 
because with most of the poorer folk it is the 
sole source of income. The factories that 
absorb all this raw material are really a boon to 
the cottage workers who get higher prices result~ 
ing from greater demand. The example of the 
cottage feeding the factory in this case is woll 
worth followimr in other industries too-

2960 __ Reference has, in this connection, to be 
made to a glaring tendency on the part of coir 
dealers or irresponsible middlemen in village parts 
to take inhuman advantage of the straitened 
circumstances of the workers by deliberately beat
ing down the price of the commodity to the 
level of its raw-material-price so that the poor 
yarn-spinner is forced to under-sell it to the pro
fiteer thereby having to saCirifice, on pain of 
starvation, the little margin of profit due for his 
hard day's work. Such pitiless exploitation of 
the poor man's extremities by heartless business
men calls for strong preventive measures by the 
awakening of social consciousness towards a 
standardisation of prices consistent with the 

prevailing market trends. The Co-operative De .. 
partment will be rendering a real service by 
coming to the rescue of such helpless victims. 
Unless a speedy remedy is found for this wide
spread evil, it will be disastrous to the interests of 
the penniless workers in what is universally re
cognised as tho most popular and promising 
cottage industry in the State. 

297 The progress of cottage enterprise is de
termined by several economic factors such as 
availability of sufficient raw material to work 
upon, capital to invest, skilled labour to: apply, 
assurance of fair prices by adequate demand, co
operative attitude of factories and the nearness 
of markets. More important than the proximity 
of markets is their safety against profiteering by 
swindling middlemen, sharks and sharpers who 
by deft negotiation of business, manage to pocket 
a large 'Pal't of the money meant by the consumer 
for the producer. 

298., A new cottage induf)try, fra~ght with 
immense possibilities for the future, may be men
tioned in passing. In the State there are a 
variety of fruits which now find practically no 
market outilide. Business in easily perishable 
commodities would involve not merely the prO'" 
blems of productiot;l and distribution but 'also of 
their safe preservation and quick transportation. 
Hence, better than canning fruits or making jams 
of them, a cheaper and more effective method 
would be their dehydration or desiccati{)n. If 
fruits are dried properly they remain safe against 
decomposition and putrefaction f01" very long 
periods, while retaining their delicious taste and 
nutritive value. No other part of India abounds 
in plantains of such manifold variety or bananas 
of such excellent quality as Travancore. Thesl} 
and other home-grown fruits like the mango, the 
jack, the pomegranate, the lime, the gooseberry, 
etc., could be subjl}cted to scientific experi. 
mentation to establish possibilities of improving 
their quality in cultivation and introduci.ng 
greater variety in their proper utilisation. The 

aroma of the edible part of the ripe cashew-stalk 

\ 
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should invite special eXl)erimentation. Inci
dentally it may be added that along with the 
old, new fruits like oranges and grapes and vege
tables like cabba!les, tomatoes, etc., could be 
similarly raised in suitable areas in this State 
wher~ leaf. manure is plentiful and every possible 
yariety of soil and climate is also in evidenc~ in 
the tier upon tier of rising ground-level stretch
ing from the low lying coast to the great,er alti- . 
tudes of the Highland. It would ba a successful 
cottage industry for the women at home to get 
the various fruits dehydmted, in the proper sea
son, their pulp prepared into jam, besides 
making pickles and preserves of some of them, 
since profitable markets could be found for these 
in North India and foreign countries just like the 
desiccated fruits imported into this country from 
Syria, Iraq, and Arabia. If the research section 
of the Agricultural Department could help by 
soil, manurial and cross-breeding experiments in 
raising better yield on a small scale in kitchen 
and fruit gardens in the walled premises of 
dwellings and homesteads, the success of these 
would enable a large-scale popularisation of such 
methods throughout the State. While in rural 
areas fruit cultivation and fruit industry could 
thus thrive hand in hand, in urban areas many, 
espeeially women, could profitably take to horti
culture and croton growing, which, besides em
bellishing their homes and instilling an aesthetio 
sense in their growing children, as in the pictures
que and colourful homes of Japan and China, 
would, if done on a commercial scale, prove a 
highly lucrative hobby. 

299.. The fish.eries of the State form a far 
more potential and unlimited source of wealth 
than organised or cottage industry. To a mari. 
time State like Travancore with its 168 miles of 
coastline, margined by a shallow-water area (100 
fathom line) of 3,900 sq. miles, its extensive 
backwaters stretching from Trivandrum to 
Cochin, in close proximity to the sea and linked 
to it by its tidal ebb and flow and the existence 
of numerous fresh-water streams and vasn expan
ses of punja fields, the economic benefits accruing 
from a proper exploitation of the inexhausti hie 

wealth of the deep are not generally limited by 
the operation of any law of diminishing: returns 
as in tha case of agricultnre Or any of the faotors 
natural or human, that circumsoribe the scope of 
industry in cotta-ge, estate or factory. 

300 F' h' d f' h . - IS mg am IS -curmg have been an 
important means of livelihood pursued as a regu
lar industry by several communities that inhabit 
the coastal area as well as the littoral of the back
waters. At present about 40,000 families are 
engaged in it. In the present census 129,705 
returned themselves as being supported by fish
ing, of whom 31,562 (including 1,064 women) are 
workers and 98,143 are dependants. Primitive 
methods are still followed. by the fisherfolk, tha 
craft in use in sea fishing south of Trivandrum 
being still the unsjnkahle catamaran while in 
other places canoes of different sizes are more 
popular. Seine nets are mostly in vogue, though 
of different material and mesh-size, while on the 
margin.! of lakes fixed suspension ("Chinese") 
nets worked by pulleys or weight!; are also in 
use especially on the shores of the Vembanad. 
lake. Besides the crudeness of the methods 
employed, the fisherfolk have also to reckon 
with the fury of the breakers in monsoon time 
and deficiency in coves or harbours along the 
coast where fishing craft can find ,!jafe anchorage. 

301 Despite these hindrances inevitable to 
the fishing industry in the State, the annual 
catch amounts to no less than 90,000 tons valued 
at much more than Rs. 120 lakhs. The yield per 
unit-length of coastline in this case exceeds that 
of Denmark and Sweden put together or more 
than double that of England or any other fishing 
country in the world. The annual value from 
fisheries per unit length of one mile of coast line 
is about Rs. 26,00.0 for Britain, Rs. 16,000 for 
Japan and Rs. 14,000 for America while it is Rs. 
60,000 for Travancore. The yield from the lake 
fiRheries alone amounts annually to Rs. 22 lakhs. 
Besides several table varieties, suoh fish of econo
mic importance as butter fish~ anohovy sardine, 
ribhonfish and oatfish from the sea, 1aJ.·ge 
quantities of prawn both from sea and lake • 
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.£ a:q. annual value of about Rs. 22 lakhs, mullet 
rom the lakes and also miscellaneous varieties of 
he cheaper sort form the bulk of the catch. 
rwenty per cent. of the shank fisheries of the 
~orld is contributed by Travanoore. Among the 
:hief marine products can be included shark liver 
.il, turtle oil and body oil of leather-jacket which, 
.esides being: put to their separate uses, are often 
nixe<! together for wood-treatment by boatmen. 
rhe seaworm called trepang • and several marine 
.lants and weeds of nutritive value and sargasso 
veed for commeroial extraotion of iodine are also 
.ther valuable sea products. The shell fish indus· 
rry is carried on along the shores of the lakes while 
'yster culture has begun to claim the attention 
)f Bevexal woxkers as a commeroial proposition. 

302. The saleable surplus of all the catch 
.rom sea and lake, after local oonsumption is 
mred and sent particularly to the High Ranges and 
,he Tamil country. The:r:e are twelve ouring yards 
n the State maintained undel'the supervision of 
,he Fisheries Department. In all theBe together 
,hore are 19 superyisol's and technical advisers in· 
~luding the clerical staff and of the 820 operatives 
~4 are children, 98 adolescents, 501 male adults 
I,nd 187 female adults. Since the fish that is salted 
Lnd dried is devoid of some of the essential pro· 
;>e.rties of :frresh fish, a refrigeration plant for 
;>reBervation and cold storage of fish was 
installed in Tri vandrum in 1938. Though 
.he conservatively-minded fisherfolk were slow 
,,0 realise the ;;practical utility and economic 
:lrdvantage of the plant, thanks to its installa
hion, fresh fish is now made available in the 
High Ranges and the Tamil country. 95,000 
Lbs. of frozen fish were transported to different 
parts of South India last year though it has to 
be remembered that the market is shy owing to 
the comparati vely high price of cold-stored fish. 

303. The Department of Fi8"heries, which till 
1940 was undel' the Director of Agriculture but 
BU bBequently transfelTed to the Marine Biology 
Department of the Tl'avancore University, has 
been continuing its encouragement of fishexies 
throughout the decade. Besides supervisin!? the 

maintenance and working of the 12 curing yards. 
it superintended the conduct of the [) fishery 
schools (whose management was handed over 
last year to the Education Department) and of' 
the 42 Co-operative Societies functioning among 
fishexmen, particularly in the matter of fishery 
loans tenable for short tel'ms. The University 
has interested itself in pisoicultural researoh, 
especially about the possibilities of stooking the 
fish called H pearl-spots ". The Aquarium esta
blished in T.rivandrum is also under the con
trol of the Univel'sity. 

304,. As a potential source of wealth for the 
State and a vast field of illimitable economio 
possibilities, fisheries oall for further develop
ment along lines so sucoessfully worked' out in 
such maritime countries as England, Scandinavia, 
Denmark, U. S. A. and Japan, whel'e scientific 
devices have been put into operation thxough 
their highly specialised fishing fleets each unit 
of which is provided with mechanical contrivances 
for spreading and hauling nets, salting, drying 
or curing, the fish and preserving them in cold 
storage so that as soon as the fishing oraft comes 
home, the entire catch is ready, spick-and-span, 
for immediate foreign exportation as well as local 
consumption. The fact that in spite of such 
enviable advantages as th'e aid of science and the-
very high and longstanding maritime traditions, 
the fisherfolk! of these advanced countries have 
been able to raise only a far less unit-yield pex 
mile of coastline than the comparatively little 
lozenge of land that is Trav an core , with its pri
mitive methods of fishing applied only to a third 
of the total fishable area, speaks volumes as to 
the aptneBs of terming fishing as the Cinderella 
among the industl'ies of the State_ 

305. Fishing industry has unfortunately been 
relegated to a partioular class as a profession not 
fit to be undertaken by the more intellectual 
and refiubd society. The ban of convention and 
custom, not to mention religious ~prejudices, has 
pl'evented a good many in the country from 
taking to this avocation which is one of the 
most lucrative in the Sta.te. The economic 
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-advantages have been overlooked by orthodox 
prejudices with the result that this .industry has 
not yet transcended its -primitive stage of develop~ 
mente Its 'potentialities have been described 
briefly in the previous paragraph. It may be 
hoped that the ;new era. of industrialisation will 
make amends for what has boon lost in the past 
by the best talents of the country coming forward 
to improve and organise this much-neglected field. 

306. Lack of such essentials of business 
success as capital, organisation, education eto. 
has always handica pped the fishermen from 
exploiting fully the limitless potentialities of this 
industry. At present the catch from the sea is 
confined only to within six or seven miles of the 
coast so that out of 3,900 sq. miles of fishable 
area, more than two-thirds is left untapped. A 
mechanised fishing; fleet with highly skilled crews, 
though it may require a large outhy, can easily 
raise Travancore to the first rank from the poten. 
tial to the actual level of reckoning warranted by 
its prospects ahead. This is indeed a promising 
field for business enterprise which publio sp:irited 
individuals 'and societies may profitably enter. 
Any new scheme attempted in this line will have 
first and foremost to take into account the im~ 
provement in the lot of the poor fisherman whose 
amphibious life, day and night, exposes him to 
greater, more constant and immediate perils 
and privations than any worker on land is ever 
'Subjected to. Besides, in the India of the future, 
suoh a progressive maritime State as Travancore 
has a great part to play towards the equi.pment 
,-and personnel of an efficient Royal Indian Navy 
for which this State is sure to prove an excellent 
recruiting ground. 

301. Mining is another of the important 
industries in the Stato, carried on mostly on an 
organised scale in eight mining centres. Refer-

"enoe has already been made to the useful pros
pecting work in graphite, mica, limestone, etc. 
under the auspices of the Department of Indus
tries. The demand for graphite is raised by its 
high electrical conductivity and its consequent 
.utility in the manufacture of electrodes for eleo-

trolytic work. Physico-chemical experiments to 
raise its oarbon-content are making rapid head- . 
way. Large quantities of crude mica have been 
prospected and the possibilities explored, of the 
economic use of waste mica derived as residue 
or by-product. The limestone deposits were sub
jected to similar investigations by the Industries 
Department under the expert guidance of a 
Mining Engineer and Geologist of the Associated 
Cement Company detailed specially by Govern
ment for the purpose. 

308. Besides such prospecting work, many I of 
the rare minerals in which the S:tate is rich are 
being mined by 3,685 workers in the State, in
cluding women, the number of dependants on 
them being 8,806. The xegular employees in 
mining factories number 3,007 inoluding among 
the operatives, 145 children, 459 adolescents and 
50 women many of whom work underground. 
)tIining operations in the State are conducted by 
private agencies paying a royalty to Government 
at the rate of 10 per oent. of the profit. The most 
important products of the mineral industry are 
xu tile, sillimanite and mica which have increased 
neady fourfold in quantity and monazite, 
ilmenite and zircon that record a slight decrease 
owing to war conditions.. Lignite and marcasite 
concretions in South Travancore have also been 
subjected to special geological investigations. 
With better technical guidanoe to investigate the 
mineral potentialities of the State a.nd specialised 
staffs of oompetent workmen, the mineral indue 
stry of the State can record a level of rise far 
higher if only the necessary capital is forthcoming. 

309 Salt is a Government monopoly as in 
British India and one of the primary industrial 
concerns in the State. It is mostly manufactured 
in local factories. This is done by licensees in 
pans called "aUoms" in South Travancore by the 
process of solar evaporation in the int~rval 
between the two monsoons. Of the total income 
from the quantity manufactured, 60 per cent. 
called '~elval"am"\belongs to Government and 40 
per cent called "Kudival"am," is the share of the • 
licensee, which is also taken by Government by 
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payment of its prioe called "K udivila". The 
total area under salt manufacture. at present in 
the State is 692' 64 acres. The sale of salt IS 

done in bankshalls and depots by Government 
and the annual yield in the last decade was sub
ject to constant fluctuations. The insufficient 
supply of good brine, the percolation of fresh 
water into the I'ans from irrigation channels in 
the vicinity and adverse weather conditions gene
rally hinder the salt-making operations. Of the 
19 ~llom8 in the State, ten are in Thamarak
kulam, favourably situated on the estuary of the 
Manakkudi Lake. In the present Census 486 
workers and 1,696 dependants were returned 
under the salt industxy. On an oxganised scale 
the industry employs 363 workers including 6 
children and 43 adolescents. Though the present 
out-put of s3tlt manufaoture is suffioient for local 
consumption, further progress has to be made in 
this industry. The Travanoore University De
partment of Research is explorin!! the possibilities 
of improving the quality of salt manufaotured 
in the State. Besides for domestio consumption, 
salt is also used for curing fish} tanning leather 
and as manure for which it is issued duty free. 

310; The forests of the State, comprising 
nearly a third of its total area, are a source of 
potential wealth like the fisheries and the mines. 
Within the last decade, 6 square miles and 557 
acres from forest reserves and 460 acres from fuel 
and fodder reserves were thrown open for regis
try. It is fearoo. that further disafforestation 
may bring about soil erosion resulting in floods 
in monsoon tima which will oause great havoc to 
crops. The fauna and the flora of the forests 
constitute a great source of waalth. 'While the 
institution of a Game Sanctuary in the catch
ment area of the Periyar Lake and a Wild Life 
Nursery at Edapalayam, along with the admini
stration of forest laws, has safeguarded the 
animal wealth of forest area,s, sylviculture and 
the industries connectad with forest productl!S 
have led to the development of forest resources in 
other directions. 

I • 

311.. Sylviculture made great headway with-
in the last decade with the result that only 225 

sq. miles of the merchantable timbar area. of 
1,036 sq. milas is now left uncovered by working 
plans. There are naarly 600 species of timber 
in the forests. Teak. blackwood. ebony and 
sandalwood are State monopoly traas cultivated 
on a commercial soale. The other superior timber 
varieties Fluch as Ven{1ai, thembavu, irul, ven
teak. anjili, maruthu, etc. are also cultivated on 
a large scale. Rubber, cashewnut, casuarina, elavu 
and mahogany are some of the minor species 
raisad. Cultivation of many of theso is under
taken by contractors on the taungya lease 
system, costing thare by only 6 as per acre 'I which 
otherwise would have risan up to about Rs. 47. 
Transportation by mean!'! of cart or elephant or 
lorry on land or by raft down the waterways is 
cheaply done by the melslabhom system of con
tract. Last year the total amount of timber 
available for disposal was 2,341,522 c.ft. and 
the total receipts by sale of royaltias and of 
junglewood came up to Rs. 16'72 lakhs.. No ex
port duty is levied On timber. A large' sum is 
also annually realised by the sale of teak sap
lings. Two of the new plant cultivations suc
cessfully tried wera lac in Sou.th Trav an core 
and the beedi-Ieaf from seeds got down from 
Hyderabad. 

.312 Tbeminoritems of forest produce- con
sist of reads, sandalwood, rattan, honey, wax, . 
rubber and ivory, besides i ~ood, charcoal, 
cardamom, bamboo and medic~'t.Ial herbs. i The
tusks and scrivelloes of elephants that die in the 
forest, yield about 790 lbs. annually and are 
sold at high prices. Elaborate research was 
conducted on suitable adhesives of wood to wood 
and the pealing and bending charaoteristics of 
timber with a view to develop the wood indu-· 
stry. The most important products of wood 
industry are toys, articles of plywood, fUrniture, 
trays and wood-wool. The manufacture of ply
wood on a commercial scale was successfully 
tried and possibilities established by an expel'i
mental contract with a tea company in the High 
Ranges. A new method of improving the quality 
of timber is the 'ascu' treatment of wood. Build-· 
ings and bridges bave been constructed and 
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electrio wire poles set up of wood so treated and 
though' this prooess is olaimed to enable w60d to 
be a substitute for concrete as building mate:rial, 
its efficacy has to be left for time to judge. 
The forest' resou:rces of the State afford a vast 
field for further exploitation and the introduotion 
of a Forestry Section in the Travancore Univer
sity may roe ,taken to be a happy augury for the 
future. ' , 

313. The realisation that allround economic 
-progress is best achieved by joint efforts, towards 
a 'Planned economy, by the various gevelopm{lnt 
departments concerned led to the re-constitution, 
on a comprehensive scale, in 1936, of the Econo
mio Development Board so as to comprise 10 
official and non-official members representin~ 
such interests as agriculture, industry, forestry, 
excise, plantations, fisheries, rural reconstruc
tion, banking, co-operation, public health, land 
revenue, etc. Since its reorganisation, the Board 
has been functioning as an expert advisory body 
discussing all questions of policy relating to 
~conomic development, making suggestions to 
government on matters of economic importance 
and considering a.nd reporting, through sub
oommittees, particularly on agricultural, indus
trial and other allied problems. The Travancore 
Economic Journal is a monthly pUblication 
undertaken by the Board whose guidance has 
enabled the development departments to work in 
unison to ensure maximum success. 

314. Since capital is the mainstay of all 
economic activity especially of the large-scale 
type, a brief survey of the financial and credit 
facilities open to the industrial and agricultural 
worker within the last decade will serve to 
reveal as wen as explain the rate of progress in 
the different lines of enterprise. The hold of 
the financier, the banker and the money-lender 
over the farmer, the trader and the manufac
turer is seen in this connection developing, often 
through the mechanism of accumulated interest, 
into a strangle--hold that ultimately para~yBes 
the very business it was meant to prop Up. The 
limited scope and the technical delays involved 

in the availability of the agricultural and indus
trial loans offered by the State, necessitated the 
financial dependenoe of many a farmer and 
manufacturer on some bank, ohitty concern ox 
other in whose favour his immovable property 
had to be mortgaged. And when such indebted
ness became inextricable, the mortgage culmi
nated in a sale, severely to the detriment of the 
mortgagor. By reason of the slump still per
sisting as the aftermath of the economic depres
sion that had characterised the previous decade, 
inability of debtors to hquiaate their debts led 
in turn to the collapse of many of the ohitties 
and banks. 

315 In fact the most outstanding eoonomio 
problem throughout the last decade has been 
the question of agricultural and industrial in
debtedness, by the increasing deadweight of 
which, the properties of the farmer or manufac
turer were getting involved in irredeemable 
encumbrance. The Banking Enquiry Committee 
of 1930 had analysed the question in' all its 
bearmgs. At the beginning of the deoade" the 
investiture of His Highness the Maharaja with 
ruling powers was signalised by the announce
ment of a handS0me contribution from His High
ness's privy purse towards the establishment of a 
Land Mortgage Bank. 

316 The relentless persistence of adverae 
economic conditions resulted in a fall in the value 
of immovable property as evide~ced by the 
diminution in the average value of registration 
documents from Rs. 317 in 1931 to Rs. 180 in 
1940. Another index of the same phenomenon 
was the decrease in 1940 in the total income of 
the same department, of more than a fourth of 
what it was in 1931, this obviously being due 
to the fall in document value which is a criterion 
for realising the registration fee. The.re was 
also a dwindling in the number of oAitties from 
524 in 1931 to 168 in 1940. The number of 
jointstock banks which had rise:n from 5 in 1917 
to 258 in 1930, feH to 158 in 1941. The strict 
insistence by Government on the payment of 
hjgh enough cash securities by such inatitutions. 
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-"._CIIve promptly served its well-meant pur
nipping all mushroom banks: and ckitties 
bud. The same problem of growing 

doess manifested itself also in the increase 
the average number of documents disposed of 

nu each registration office from 3,217 in 1931 to 
4,153 in 1940 the increase being mostly due to 
Credit Bank transactions. 

317: In 1931 the problem of agricultural 
indebtedness became so acute as to lead to the 
appointment of the Agricultural Debt Redem
ption Committee upon whose reoommendations 8 
Conciliation Officers were appointed in different 
parts of the State to help debtors to square up 
with their creditors on equitable tel'IUs. The 
creditors who grudged being thus placed at a 
disadvantage memorialised Government and 
in consequenoe, the operation of the Debt Relief 
Act that followed was put off to commence on 
16th, September 1940. According to this Act 
debts to be repaid within two years wer(~ reduced 
to 70 per cent., those to be repaid within six 
year!? to 75 per cent., and those to be repaid with" 
in nine years to 80 per cent. interest being fixed 
at 4 per cent. in cases of money debts and 6 per 
cent. in paddy debts. The Conciliation Officers 
ceased to function after this legislation came into 
force. Meanwhile in August 1938 the Credit 
Bank was started under Government supervision 
and the Land Mortgage Bank was merged into 
it. The new institution is meant to be of 
greater use in giving .loans on the seourity of 
landed property to any amount between 
Rs. 300 and Rs. 3 lakhs~ and repayable in any 
period between 6 months and 25 years., 

318, Of the numerous credit facilities avail
able in the economic field the least exacting and 
therefore the most popular, especially for the 
small-scale farmer and the cottage worker, is the 
co-operative society. The method of long-term 
repayment in easy instalments at low rates of 
interest under a. joint responsibility makes the 
loan taken from the co-operative societies a far sa
fer transaction than amounts borrowed on severe 
terms from money-grabbing banks OJ' usurious 

individuals. The rapid spread of the Co-operative
Movement in the State has. therefore, . been a. 
weat boon to the middle class businessmen and 
farmers. At present there are 1,409 co-opera· 
tive societies (including 8 women's societies) in 
the State with a total capital of Ra. 28·94 lakhs 
and a total membership of 3 per cent. of the 
population, consisting of 76,301 agriculturists. 
62,321 non-agriculturists and 8, 790 artis~ns, the 
women members numbering 22,689, i. e., in the 
proportion of 1 woman to 7 men. The average 
working capital of a society is Rs. 5,189, ~verage. 
reserve Re. ~03 and the average membership 130. 
The primary purpose served by the societies will 
be evident from their functional grouping
given in the subjoined table. Though the praotice 

Description. 

1 Banking Unions 
2 Urban Banks 
3 Agricultural Credit Societies 
4 Non-agricultural credit Societies 
5 Sale or marketing Societies 
6 Distributive Societies 
7 Multi-purpose Societies 
8 Others 

Number. 

20 
18 

1,004 
199 

6 
51 
18 
93 

Total 1,409 

of weeding out moribund societies or the sale by, 
improvident members of their share -c-a pital 
for clearing their loans has latterly reduced the. 
number of societies, their general tendency 
to spread throughout the country is unmistaka
ble. The Co-operative Department has been 
hastening slowly' in the oautious expansion 
of the movement and its policy has consi~ 

s.tently been one of rectifioation and oonsoli
dation. The preponderance of agricultural 
societies in the State shows> the preference 
by the small farmer of the co-operative., 
society to other sources of credit as the best 
safeguard against his economic extinction. A 
practical method of l'6lieving the . pressure of 
repayment on the hard-hit debtor with moderate. 
means without jeopardising the finanoial stabi
lity or good will of the sooiety is the "Kettu-· 
thengu " system by whioh the arrears are rea
lised from a part of the coconut yield in the.
debtor's landed I'roperty. The holding of: 
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periofiical co-operative conferences and an annual 
session has oontributed very much to the rapid 
i:plprovement of co-operative enterprise in the 
State. The Co-operative Enquiry Committee 
has offered valuable suggestions as to the linea 
along which the movement oan best be of service 
in its manifold ways in the eoonomio field. In 
fact a glance a~ the functional grou ping of co
operative societies will mot only show their present 
activity bpt point towards their future possibili
ties. The co-operative organisation, though based 
on the sound principle of affording financial relief 
to hard-hit workers in industry, agriculture or 
trade, is very often prostituted into a mere money
-lending institution, not infrequently for the 
benefit of its own employees, thereby frustrating 
the nobility of the ~purpose meant to be served 
and detracting from the beneficial effec~s de
signed to be "promoted by it. The increasing 
work of the liquidators is proof positive of this 
unfortunate tendency. Only a just appreciation 
of the fundamental principles of co-operation 
and a better sense of responsibility on the part 
of those involved in the system, strengthened by 
a healthy public opinion, can administer the 
necessary correctives to suoh unwholesome influ
ences that crop up and undermine its progressive 
usefulness to society. 

319. ' The success of all productive enterprise, 
agricultural or industrial, ultimately depends 
upon the capacity of producers to find and reach 
consumers for their commodity and square up 
with them with an equitable ~ margin of profit 
into the bargain. It is the market that serves 
as a forum for their commercial transaction. H 
suitable markets are not easily available and the 
consumer, directly accessible, the producer's 
interests will be seriously jeopardized and his 
business thereby paralysed. This argues the 
need for proper marketing facilities to make for 
fair dealing between the buyer and seller and 
thus help to maintain the equilibrium between 
demand and sUllply. 

320. Whereas the ma,rkets at home Ulay well 
be within both the knowledge and reach of the 

producer, it is with regard to those abroad tha1;· 
he is more handicapped, on the one hand by his 
ignorance of their demand for his goods and on 
the other by 'the difficulty of distribution directly 
or through some reliable agency. But the pro-
ducer in this State has had to experience diffi
cul ty in regard to both inland and foreign markets, 
so that Government have always had to be at his 
elbow to render him such aid as is called for by 
marketing exigencies from time to time. 

~21~ \yithin the State there are altogether' 
605 markets, 242 public and 363 private. The 
small·scale producers both in agriculture and 
industry have to depend mostly On these besides 
a good many of large-scale producers too. A fair 
and square commercial transaction is, however, 
rendered difficult by profiteering middlemen 
whose mediation causes great disparity between 
the price paid by the consumer and received by 
the producer. The consequent price instability 
is detrimental to the interests of the producer, 
who cannot thereby fO.l'esee the probable economic 
outcome of his undertakings and rationally plan 
his production programme. Marketing anomalies 
affect the producer adversely in three ways, viz.,. 
remunerative selling prices are not ensured for 
him, middlomen are enabled to reap excessive 
profit and great instability is caused in price 
levels. The State has therefore to intervene and, 
repair the mechanism of prices by fixing and 
stabilising them at remunerative levels but at 
the same time controlling both supply and de. 
mand. In standardising prices, the official one 
stipulated must be elastic enough to have both 
its bo~ndaries fixed, within which it could vary 
accordlllg to local conditions. The prices so adop., 
ted must also be adapted to the time and place and 
also to the quality of the product. Since pric() 
rates directly affect the cost of production cost oj 

living and I rate3 of wages, such standardisation 
has to be made in consultation with producers of 
all grades. To save the buyer and the seller from 
the evils of profiteering and black-marketing and 
also from the baneful effects On the market of 
the habit of some producers to hoard or stook or-
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otherwise with-hold supply to raise Ilrice levels, 
Government have always adopted prompt 
and stringent measures from time to time. 
The enforcement of sufficiently elastic soheduled. 
rates of prices and the rigid supervision of the 
maintenance of the correct standard of weights 
an~ measures by the dealers. are other ways in 
WhlOh Government have been trying to stabilise 
the market. 

_322 .. But as more of State aid was called for 
in the matter of foreign marketsl a Markebing 
Section was opened by the Department of Agri
culture in January 1935, in pursuance of a com
prahensi ve All-India Marketing Scheme in· 
augurated by the Imperial Government. Till 
recently there have been three Marketing Officers 
functioning in the State, one for agriculture, 
another for livestock and a thil'd fox orops. The 
place of the last mentioned has subsequently been 
~bolished and the o££ice~ of the other two merged 
mto one. Eaoh Marketmg Officer was to make 
detailed investigations into the productIOn and 
distxibution of all the impoxtant oommodities in 
the State and by visiting marketing centxes in
terviewing merchants and producers and coilect. 
ing statistical data, prepCljra useful reports clearly 
setting forth existing conditions and makinG' 
constructive suggestions for improvement and 
:;Iupplying the necessax.y information regarding 
profitable foraign markets and the methods of 
reaching them and putting merchants in touch 
with agents or foreign PUl·c.;'lasers. The Market· 
in~ Officers of the State have made themselves 
very useful within the last quinquennium in 
tendering valuable advice on improvements in 
production, di;::tribution and exportation, of 
such commodities as milk, pine-apple, tobacco, 
COC01111ts, cashewnut, potatoes, arecanut, carda
mom, pepper, ginger) cattle and animal tallow 
Advice was also tendered in the prepaxation of 
tapioca flour according to the speoifications of 
the War Supplies Department. 

323 0 'f' . ne speC! lC llroblem engaging their 
..attention was the proper grading and improved 

tb packing of eggs for exportation which tended to 

give a spur to poultry farming as a popular 
cottage industry in the State. A Hiscock type 
of egg-grading machine was installed by means 
of which eggs were graded into se~~ral classes 
according to their degree of freshness and excel
lence. This scientific method had an educative 
value and produced its healthy reaction in that 
thenceforward the egg-vendors gave as much 
attention to quality as to quantity. In course of 
time improvement in the quality of eggs led 
to a rise in demand with a consequent increase 
in profits. A neW type of packing case, that is a 
14-anna box to hold 500 eggs was devised to 
facilitate better transportation at . concession 
rates permitted by the railway authorities. The 
Marketing. Officers also investigated the feasibility 
of opening an egg-freezing factoxy at Quilon or 
Alleppey to export frozen eggs to England. Since 
it required the provision of cold-stoxe stowage 
in outgoing steamers, the matter had to lie over 
owing to war conditions. As an experime:p.tal 
measure, a consignment of lime-pickled eggs was 
despatched to Britain. Such State efforts to 
improve marketing facilities bid fair to make the 
market a fo~um of economic exchange more and 
more just and equitable. 

324. The institution of Trade Agencies by 

the State in various Gommercial centres abroad 
to establish direct dealings with foreign customers 
in the matter of exports and imports will be an 
excellent extension of the maxketing programme. 
The rapid progress of industrialisation in Mysore 
owes its success to the device of an elaborate 
system of commerGial agencies spread out by the 
State over various business centres outside. The 
idea has often been mooted and in one instance 
temporarily tried in this State but has made 
little headway. Any industrialisation scheme or 
other economic programme that ignores or under
rates the marketing requirements of producers is 
bound to lag behind, if not meet with utter 
failure. 

325 About a country as a whole, as much as 
about a paxt of it, it may be said that its total 
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-volume of trade, external and internal, is a mea
sure of its economic self-sufficiency. The trade 
of'this State has always been very brisk though the 
xeturns in the present census record a slight dec
rease from those of 1931. Altogether 153,705 
workers and 361,648 dependants returned them
selves under trade, the largest number being in the 
food stuffs trade which employs 89,241 workers 
and 206,095 dependants. Next in rank comes tex
tile trade in which 4,031 workers are engaged, with 
12,532 dependants on them. The special facili· 
ties available in the state for cheap water trans
port are being utilised to the full for commeraial 
purposes, as is evident from the fact that, more 
than 50 per cent. of both export and import trade 
is carried on by backwater. 

3261 The Excise Department is responsible 
for customs administration for which it has set 
up customs houses, 77 inland 4 on the coast and 
one at the aerodrome. Customs duties are 
governed by the InterportaI Convention of 1865 
between the Trav an core , Co chin and British 
Governments. Import duties are levied accord
ing to an Imperial Schedule and in certain cases 
there is a common sharing of customs duties and. 
the grant of mutual concessions by the three 
Governments. This item forms a large portion 
of the State revenue. Export duties collected in 
the State amount to more than three times the 
import duties. The total customs revenue rose 
from Rs. 28 lakhs in 1931 to Rs. 65'68 lakhs in 
1941, the principal item of increase being the re
ceipts from the Cochin Harbour. In the present 
year, the net receipts from the Co chin Harbour 
amounted to Rs. 17'5 lakhs. Export duties are 
levied on almost all the staple commodities while 
75 per cent. of the iml)Ort duties is derived from 
tobacco and its derivatives like beedi, etc. 
Shipping activities were steady throughout the 
decade except towards the close when war con
ditions led to a great reduction which has detri
mentally affected foreign trade to a disquieting 
extent. 

327· It ,is the facilities for transport and 
-communication more than anything else, that 

link up the various economic units, local, national 
and international, ,into inte.rdependent entities. 
The progress of the State in this direction during 
the last decade has boon commendable, though 
the total number of people engaged in transport' 
as a means of livelihood haa slightly decreased 
from that of the previous decade. Of the 37,183 
workers and 92,655 dopendants returned unde.r 
transport, nearly half in both categori~ are 
engaged in road transport and moxe than a thi;rd 
in water transport. Postal and Anchal services 
come next and railway workers last. 

328. The Public Works Department, which 
spendi! more of the State :re,:,enue than any other 
depa.rtment except that of Education, towards 
national welfare, has spent a large portion of the 
allotments in the last dtcade for improving trans
port facilities. Though no new canals were cut, 
two miles of irrigation channels were added to 
the Kothayar project and improvements were 
made in the Mulakanchira and Kuttapula canals. 
63" 14 miles of planter's roads, 10'95 miles of un
metalled and 254' 38 miles of metalled road were 
added in the last decade. The most important 
road constructed in this decade was the Neria
mangalam-PaHivasal Road connecting the once 
inaooess_ible High Ranges by a short-cut with 
Alwaye. The Main Southern Road from Tri
vandrum to Nagercoil was concretised and 
thus better, enabled to bear the heaviest traffic 
in India. The m'ost important bridges constructed 
were the Alwaye rein;orced concrete bridge, the 
Neriamangalam bridge and the ThottappaHi ascu
treated-wood bridge. 

329~ The most outstanding improvement how
ever, in vehicular traffic was the centralisation 
of motor transport and the organisation of a 
Transport Department by the State early in 1939 
on the recommendations of the Transport Reorga
nisation Committee. The scheme started with the 
State monopolising the motor traffic from Tri
vandrum to Co!achel and to the Cape via Nager
coil. Beforo the year was out, the Trivandrum 
City service and the. Trivandrum-Quilon servics 
were also opened, the fare per mile being half au 
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anna in city service and a quarter of an anna in 
the line service. 
330~ The Department made special arrange-

. me~~ for conveyance of postal and anchal mails 
and' the transit of goods or parcels. In the 
second year the Munnar-Willingdon Island lorry 
service establishing a direot oommercial link 
between the High Ranges and the Oochin Harbour 
was inaugurated. The Trivandrum-Kottayam 
line was taken up in the third year and the 
Quilon-Shenkotta line in the fourth. It is pro
posed to centralise in like manner the entire 
transport system of the State by road and by 
water. To effeot a reduotion of fuel oosts, 
alcohol was tried 'in lieu of petrol whereby the 
expenditure was reduced from 20'87 pies per mile 
to 3'36 pies. A still cheaper fom1 of fuel for 
the internal combustion ~ngine is coal gas the 
substitution of which for petrol or alcohol reduces 
fuel cost by 70 per cent. The present fleet of 
buses consumes 9 tons of charcoal per day. It 
has been computed that 20 tons of charcoal 
would suffice daily for the entire transport 
system of the State. It is hoped that by the 
regular use of such cheaper fuel substitutes 
it will be possible, in the fulness of time, t~ 
reduce considerably the running cost and there
by the schedule rates of fare. This innovation, 
along with the state control of all motor trans. 
port, will enable the Department to give efficient 
and cheap service to the prog:ressively increasing 
passenger and goods traffic. 

331-. Side by side with improvoment in in
ternal communication wherein, besides the P. W. 
D. and Transport Departments, the Anchal, Postal 
and Telegraph services also played their parts 
to capacity, the State was linked up with tbe out
side world by air and by telephone. An aero
drome was first opened at Quilon in 1932 but 
owing to its inadequacy for landing planes a 
bstter one was laid out in Trivandrum two years 
later. The Tata Weekly Air Mail Service to 
Bombay was started on 25th October 1935 the 
f~re being Rs .. 150 which is not more tha~ the 
Lust class raIlway fare for Bombay. The ad-
vantage of the comparative cheapness is enhanced , 

especially for commerciaJ travellers for whom 
expeditiousness is the very essence of all busi
ness dispatch, by the interesting fact that a
passenger, who has his morning '~chota" at Tri· 
vandrum before the "take off", can, after lunch at 
Oannanore or Goa, arrive comfortably in Bombay 
before tea time in the afternoon. rr rav an
core was also linked up with the rest of India 
by the connection established with the All-Indi~ 
Trunk Telephone system. The increasing popu
larity of trunk calls is evidenced by the steady 
rise in their number from 50 in August 1939 
to 3,200 in August 1941. The available figures 
go to show that in the present year there 
were 35,102 trunk calls within the State, i\),101 
calls were transmitted beyond and 10,074, were 
recAivpd from outside the State_ 

332 Thanks to the electrification o£ most of 
- -

the towns, radio news from all impOl'tant broad-
casting stations outside is easily available in most 
of the high-class homes in urban areas and tbe in
stallation of a 5 K.W'. Medium Wave Station in 
Trivandrum towards which mechanical work is 
now in full swing and for wbich a wave length of 
455·926 meters has been allotted by the Govern
ment of India will 'Place the metropolis of the Sta:te 
on the broadcasti:pg map of the world (l,ud be of 
incalculable value in a multiplicity of ways. 

333.. The agricultural, industrial a,nd, com
mercial activities of tbe Stato Were given a spur. 
by the supply of Hydro-electric power and the 
consequent facilities for telephone communications 
between important centres in Travancore and the 
rest of India. The PaHivasal Hydro-Electric Pro
ject, which is beooming the nerve-centre of the 
whole mechanism or electrification in the State 
and the mainspring of ,much of progressive eco· 
nomic activity in the future was completed at a 
capital cost of Rs. 152'16 lakhs. It utilises the 
falls of river MuthirapuAa, a feeder of river 
Periyar. The diversion of water at Munnar 
through a two·mile tunnel makes available a head 
of 1990 ft. The scheme was brou ght into com
mercial service in 1940 by transmitting POwer 
to the plains at 66,000 volts of double 
circuit lines from five major sub~stations ... 
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1Jiz., Kothamangalam, Alwaye, PaUam, 
Mavljllikara and Kundara. The revi~ion of 
tariff and sale of electric motors on the hire 
purchase system contributed to further utilisa
tion of e~ectric pOwer for agricultural and indus
trial purposes. Demonstrations wore made in 
various centres of the ad vantages of .using electric 
power in oil mills, sugar~cane and match indus
tries and in' lift-irrigation, besides for printing, 
lighting,' telephonic and radio purposes also. 
Current-supply to three points in the Cochin 
State, viz., Ernakulam, Chowwara and Trichur 
has begun and projects are in operation for 
extension of the line to Trivandrum and Nager .. 
coil, on the on8 hand, and Pirmede on the other. 
It is also hoped to make electric power specially 
,useful to the textile and aluminium, factories 
besides \ for the starting of new factories in 
various centres. The farmer in the field, the 
planter in the estate, the manufacturer in the 
factory, the worker in the cottage as well as the 
merchant in the shop is sure to be economically 
benefited by the electrincation of urban and 
.rural areas ~s envisaged by the scheme and thus 
the new programme of industrialisation will, in 
the fullest sense of the term, be a "fait accomp li". 

334. It may be remembered at this juncture 
that a~y programme of industrialisation, if it 
should be beneficial to tho whole State, must 
essentially be based on previous planning on a 
comprehensive scale, so as to press fully into 
service and link mutually into harmony, all the 
different agencies of economic endeavour. In all 
planned economy, whatever bo the duration of 
the period bargained for, whether it is a five-year 
or ten-year plan, a well thought out and carefully 
planned system of communications is the pre" 
requisite for a forward industrial programme. 
This must be so designed as to facilitate the trans
port of raw materials and manufactured articles 
to different centres in the quickest possible time 
at the cheapest possible rate. The products of 
the hill and the forest, the mine and the quarry, 
the farm and the field, the cottage and the faotory 
could then find prompt transmission to the most 
profitable market at home or abroad. 

335. ( The meohanism of trade always funo
tions like a see·saw, gravitating one way or tho 
other in response to the shifting of weightage 
whioh is largely determined by the oombined 
effects of quickness, oheapness and safety of 
transport. Time was when this State had a 
practioal monopoly of the carrying trade of Sou th 
India. Her inability to keep pace with the 
increasing modernisation of transport in the 19th 
century when the railway system was developed 
in the territories beyond the Ghats, was largely' 
responsible for the loss of this monopoly. Stre· 
nuous attempts have been made since then to 
regain lost ground. If the industrialisation 
of the State is viewed from this baokground, it 
will be possible for every patriotic Travanoorean 
to realise the 'debt immense of endless gratitude' 
he owes to those who rere responsible for the 
planning and execution of the PaW vasal Hydro
Electric Soheme, the Neriyamanga1am.-PaHi
vasal Road, the Sherthala-Aroor Road, the Neen.· 
dakara, Alwaye, and Neriyamangalam Bridges, 
the improvement or the Alleppey and Trivandrum. 
piers and various other projeots, some oompleted, 
others in the oourse of oompletion and quite a
few still under consideration. 

336. The industrial development of the, State~ 
fraught with suoh great possibilities, is embodied 
in the gracious speech of our beloved Maharaja 
at the opening of the Rubber Factory in 1935, 
wherein is envisaged the induetrial future of 
the State in words which will be an inspiration 
to every patriotic Travancorean:-

"Travancore being mainly an agrioultural 
Statefthe extension of oultivation is dubject to., 
various natural limitations, but the needs of a 
growing population demand a supplementing of 
our income and our resources by the encourage
ment of industrial pursuits, m01:'e parhioularly as 
we possess an abundant supply of raw materials
and are able to oommand cheap labour and 
transport faoilities, not to mention the eleotric. 
power which is available in suffioient quantities 
and whioh will provide the requisite energy '" 
...... I want no slums in my big cities. I want. 
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no wrangling between employers and labour and 
what has been described as exploitation of labour 
by capitali3ts. These are some of the mistakes 
I want to avoid in Travancore. My idea is to 
set up a net work of cottage industries linked 
with one another. We shall use "white coal" 
and by tapping our rivers provide the cheap 
electrical energy we require so much for our 
cottage industries." The foundation being thus 
well laid the coming decades are bound to regis
ter a steady and rapid progress along the lines 
chalked out with such wonderful vision and keen 
foresight. 

337. The rise of a country to its full econo
mic stature is determined primarily by the scope 
of unlimited employment for its aault population 
in the pursuit of the diff~ent means of livelihood, 
-whether arts or crafts, trades or professions. So 
its educational system has to adapt itself as much 
to its economic needs as to its cultural require
ments. In oocupations involving mere muscular 
,effort, such as those of clod-hoppers or spade
workers, hewers of wood or drawers of water, 
the development of a good physique is considered 
sufficient as an occupational training, sometimes 
with just an additional knowle:1ge of the 
three R's. But education meant for better 
types of workimell, is always given a vocational 
bias after a certain stage, though in Japan, 
Germany and Russia this latter ,aspect is given 
predominant consideration in the traininO' 

b 

of the young. Thi-, State with its numerous 
technical schools, professional colleges or diploma 
and apprenticeship courses, has always been 
anxious to open various avenues of employment 
to all its literates and qualified adults. With 
many in this country, the economic motive is 
paramount in the expenditure incurred in a 
child's education, which is looked upon as an 
investment of as much monetary value as an 
outlay in the cultivation of some crop or capital 
shelled out to finance some industrial concern or 
commercial undertaking. The middle classes 
which have recorded the highest percentage 
-of literacy in the State do not hesitate to 
:hazard the sale or mortgage of the entire bulk of 

their family wealth in seeing their children 
through schools and colleges, though many of 
the dullards or sluggards among those attending 
colleges literally impoverish their families' by 
their tardiness to secure the necessary quali
fication to procure a suitable. job. The higher 
the amount spent on such education, the fatter the 
salary a son or nephew is expected to earn and the 
lesser the dowry the daughter or niece is supposed 
to claim. In such a state, therefore, it will be noth
ing short of a tragedy if unemployment or under
employment should be found to exist to any 
considerable extent especially among the hi~hly 
educated. 

3~8 In Soviet Russia where the scare of un
employment is said to be non-existent, the slogan 
"a job for.every hand and a hand for every job~' 
is of as m'lch significance as the device of choosing 
and using the right man for the right job at the 
right time, to eliminate the possibility of fixing 
up a misfit. Nothing can spell so much of wastage 
for any country as the unfulfilled potentialities of 
its qualified youth who rot away or loaf about in 
a state of "chronic unemployment" which leads 
to deterioration of talent and therefrom even to 
criminal propensities. What is vaguely called 
'unrest', without anything definite" or specific 
about it, may very o~ten be traced to ~he un
wholesome influence' of the 'chronic' educated 
unemployed, who, having knocked at every door 
and found each barred and bolted, develop a _ 
sort of cynicism whereby they cherish contempt 
for every institution, irrespective of its effects 
beneficial or otherwise upon society. If this 
category of the unemployed should record a pro
gressive increase, it must spell danger to any 
state or society however well-governed or organi
sed it might be. Here is a field for the educa
tional reformer and the social worker. They could 
put their heads together and devise a system of 
education which would segregate, even from the 
earlier stages, those who are almost certain to 
develop into misfits in society. The psycholo· 
gist may perhaps ween them off even in their 
earlier years and organise a course for them, 
adapted to their mediocre or perverted talent, 
without !living them an opportunity to race with 
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-the rest and claim a -place for having been in the 
category of "alBo ran". If it is at an possible to 
effect this elimina.tion by crying halt. to, the 
poli0Y of mass -produotion in highar e~uca.tion the 
difficult problem of educa.ted unemployment co~ld 
be tackled in a m9re satisfactory and effectIve 

manner. 
33~ An aspirant o:r an all"Plicant for a job 

.may . often mise it through sheer ignorance of a 
vacancy either at hand or in some far off -place. 

. "1 tBu " The llrovision of an Unem:ploYlnen reau 
may mitigate the evil to some extent. In .so~e 
eases the cause of. unemployment may be mdli
fe:rence or indolenoo due to the dullness of the 
llros:pects ahead. But more often than that, 
the lack of push ox pluck manifest in cases of 
-continued "unemployment" '. must be -put down to 
the diffidenc~ that arises from unfavourable en
vironments or lack of oppol'tunity. Though the 
avenues of employment open to the educated. are 
far more numerous in western countrias, yet 
even in this State there are several professional 
doors open to qualified candidates in pu blie 
service, besides in such private institutions as 
firms and banks, shops and factol'ies, schools a.nd 
di.spensa.ries, railway and motor trans-port, 
estates, commercial or insurance concerns 
etc. Still the number of those that prefer the 
"wanted" columns in current, journals to the 
leading article or news headlines is legion. 
Foreign service has na.turally absorbo~ ~ho most 
1>ushful elements in local talent but It I~ the lot 
of the survivo:rs, whom cixcumstances pIll down 
to the native Boil, merely to add to the encum
brance of others which they are unable to reliive. 
Just before the last decade the problem of 
unemployment, consequent on the :prevalence of 
oconomici depression, occasion~d such acute dis
tress as to necessitate the institution of a special 
Unemployment Oommittee to investigate and 

-.xe'PO:rt. 
340 In the 18.st deca,de the same problem 

assumed a new garb in the sha.pe of an organised 
movement for the distribution of Government 
-posts in proportion to the numerioal strs_ngth of 
-the different communities. To assure a Just and 

equitable distribution of posts in 'Public service 
by which eaah deserving section could enjoy pro~ 
portional representation, a Public Service Enquiry 
Committee was instituted. Upon its recommenda
tion a Public Servioe Commissioner was appointed 
to see to the proper distribution of appointments 
in the lower, intermediate and higher cadres 
partly by competitive examinations and partly by 
the principle of Gommunal rotation so that the 
claillis of seotional representation mi~ht be 
satisfied without detriment to the .requirements 
of efficiency in public service. 

341. Another problem of kindred interest 
that cropped up in the last decade was the com
petition of women with men in the field of 
qualified employment. The high percentage of 
female literacy and the rapid spread of collegiate 
and technical education among females rendered 
this possible. Whereas in the previous decen
nium the women employees in publio service were 
honoured with an enhanced soale of salaries as 
it measure of encouragement deserved by the 
-paucity of their numbers, the claim of equality' 
to the stronger sex made by the fairer one in 
the present decade was conceded by Govern
ment in the sha-pe of an equalisation of salaries 
of males and females- in all grades and cadres, 
and also in the enhancement from haH to three
fourths of the instructional fees of school and 
college girls. One may possibly venture to en
visage a period :in no distant future when 
women may even suffer if not demand a. lower
ing of their salaries to facilitate their pre
farance in llublic service as the number of quali
fied hands among them increases further still. 
Such an innovation would make for uniformity 
in the generally aCGepted principle of the cheap
ness of female la.bour in all walks of life. At 
any rata Eve in modern Tra vancore seems to 
have taken har cue rather from her English 
and American Pl'ototxpes than f:rom the Frauen 
of Germany or the Signoras of Italy among 
whom feminine :role in life seems to take after 
the late ex-Kaiser's famous dictum that evexy 
woma.n should be strictly confined to hor three 
fold province of ohurch, children and kitchen 
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instead of being permitted to oust the men folk 
from the domain of employment by their un· 
wananted incursions. 

342. The Census study of the problem of 
unemployment has, therefore, to be made with 
special reference to educated unemployment 
among males as well as females, illiterate, literate 
and qualified, in the various age-groups •. 

343. In 1931 unemployment statistics were 
collected by a special schedule along with the 
preliminary enumeration. Though it was an 
admitted failure u'om the AlI·India point of view, 
the returns registered with regard to this State 
were productive of comparatively better results 
despite its numerOus shortcomings. In the 
present census with a view to make .the un
employment enquiry more comprehensIve and 
accurate, the questions pertaining to the sa~e 
were incorporated in the general enumeratIon 
card itself. The tabulated results of the en· 
quiry are presented in Imperial Table X. The 
relative inaccuracy of the figures in the IMt 
Census renders their comparison with those 
of the present one of doubtful statistical 
value. 

344. Before proceeding to a discussion of the 
unemploiment trends revealed by the returns, 
three limitations have to be pointed out regard
ing the basis of the statistics collected, for any 
disoussion of figures without a clear grasp of the 
definitions intended would lead to erroneous 
conclusions. 

'345: In the first place it has to be empha
sised that only absolute unemployment was taken 
into account at this Census since a widening of 
the scope of the investigation would have in. 
volved complications of an inextricable nature. 
By 'unemploym9nt' was meant the entire absence 
of a means of livelihood for the individual. 
Students and married women 'were obviously left 
out of consideration since they cannot in the 
nature of things be said to be unemployed. So 
.also pensioners who have a definite and regular 
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means of livelihood, could not be reckoned among 
the unemployed despite their cessation ,from 
gainful activity as of old. One exception has, 
however, to be made for a specific reason and 
cannot, therefore be ignored in passing. Whereas 
married women generally running their house
holds or idling at home without having to seek 
a job for themselves were not considered un
emploved many educated wives who really as
pired to s~me special employment consistent with 
their qualification were considered as unemployed. 
For example, when an educated wife ret~r~ed 
herself under question No. 9 (c) as seekmg ,. 
employment, she was put down as unem-· 
ployed ". 

346. Secondly. no figures have-been collected 
for under .. employmen.t or seasonal unemploym~n~. 
In order to avoid any ambiguity that the defllll-' 
tion might involve, questions were specially 
asked as to whether one was seeking an employ
ment and if so for how long. Under-employment 
also contributes to the potential loss to the State 
caused by general unemployment. But since it 
is an anamalous procedure to group persons 
employed for a few weekS, in the same cate
gory as those working throughout the year_,.~uch. 
cases of seasonal unemployment were left out of 
account. Incidentally it may be mentioned that 
the only means of securing accurate information
about all aspects of the problem is a· correct 
system of registration. 

347 The third limitation pertains to the age" 
grouping of the unemployed adopted in thlt 
sc~emo of tabulation. In the preparation of 
Imperial Table X persons outside, the age-group. 
16·40 were left out 'of the calculation. Though 
it was also not made compulsory to tabulate 
figures for the two sexes separately, the keen 
competition of the women of Travancore with 
their menfolk in the field of unemployment,. 
already pointed out above, necessitated a sepa~ 
rate tabulation. It may also be remembered at 
the outset that the unemployment figures pub
lished in the table may not give an accurate 
idea of the phenomenon technically termed . 
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"'hidden unemployment" alluded to and eluci. 
dated in a former section. 

348. It was pointed out in a previous con
necti~p:",.W~~t by deducting the total number of 
W6r~~- _,in ·\tho. State from the number in the 
15-50 ag!¥,gr~up of the population, the figure for 
the une~p.loy'6d. 'co\lld be roughly computed to, 
,!?e 6&.6,8~2. O:t:; '23:42 per cent. According to 
Imperia.l Tabl~l X ~he :total number in the State 
returned as unemployed (literate as well as il
literate, in the age-gr~up 16-40) is 140,707 of 
whom 77,890 o.re males and 62,817 are femal~s. 
These numb~rs foxm 6 per cent' of the 16-40 age
group of the population. The subjoiAe,d tab~e 
sets forth the percentage of unemployment III 

oertain important countries. Of the total 'unem
ployed, the literate (inoluding those with some 
reoognised qualification) number 93,754; i. e., 67 
per cent. This proves that the incidence of un
employment is widest and the problem most 

Country Percentage of . 
Unemployment 

'1940 
(Age-group not specified. ) 

1. Allstralia S'l 
2. Canada 14'5 
3. U.S.A. 18'6 
4. Japan 3'0 
5. Netherlands 19'3 
6. U1}i~d Kingdom 

Permanent 6'0 
Temporary 0'7 

Travancore 1941 
(for 16-40 age-group) 6'0 

acute among the educated section: of the -popula
tion. Ti1'e reason is obviolls. -Whereas the il
literate ~adiiy t~ke to the plough or the tool for 
some unskilled labour to eke out an honest 
living, the'-literate' persons fight shy of such 
manual occupations as derogatory to their dignity. 
It may -be "mentioned, however, that a change is 
noticeable by whioh " the dignity of labour" is 
slowly ceasing to be merely platform politics 
and becoming more and more a matter of practi
cal applioation" with the educated youth' of the 
comitry ! _~witi'g to various influenoes, social, 
political and economic. 

349. A study of the age·groups of the gen~ 
rally unemployed persons and the proportions: in 

each group of those who have been seeking em
ployment for more than one year is facilitated 
by the subjoined table. 

Age
group. 

Proportion in the age-group 
to the total unemployed 

per mille. 

State. LOVi- Mid- High
land. land. land. 

Proportion per mille 
of unemployed in the 
age-group who were 

seeking employment. 

Less than More than 
1 year. 1 year. 

16-20 612 596 641 509 136 864 
21-25 216 219 210 237 139 861 
26-30 95 101 83 135 1M 84ti 

31-35 4f> 50 38 63 159 841 
36-40 32 34. 2S 56 143 857 

T~tal 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 140 860 

350. It ca.n be reckoned therefrom that about 
83 per cent. of the total unemployed are in the 
16-25 age-group, and the inclusion within its 
fold of the ,26-30 age-group, would raise the 
percentage to· 92. Among the Natuxal Divisions, 
the Highland,:registers the hig-hest percentage of 

. unemployed in the 26-40 age-group. Probably 
,older persons are in less demand in those areas. 
It is also soon that of the total number of ,un
employed 52·7 per cent. are in the Lowland, 
43' 3 per cent. in the Midland and 4" v per cent. 
in the Highland. The high proportion in the 
Lowland argues the higher -pressure of popula· 
tion in that region. The, last two columns of 
the table above specify th~ proportion of those 
in each"~ge-glX)up who 3re unemployed for less 
or, niore: than one year. . The last column indi·· 
oat~' ,the proportion'; of what can be oalled' 
"chronic unemployment". It lis found that 860, 
per mille are unemployed for more than one year 
and' 140 per ·mille for less than one year. A 
oomparison of these : proportions with regaxd to 

t he age-groups reveals that the unemplo~ed of 
Ie ss than one year's standing inorease-in propor· 
tio n up to the 35th· age after which there is a 
fall. This shows how' the number of those who, 
were ,temp0rarily employed before the oensus 
period is relatively J:higher in the 26·35 age-
group. 

351. In: thE} ranks of the unemployed, there 
is nat urally a preponderance of males. The sex
ratio for the State is 806 females per 1,000' 
males. In the various age-groups the ratios reveal 
inter eating variations (vide 1mbjoined table)~ 
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It is seen to rise with advancing age after the 
25th. In the 36-40 group females even exceed 

Age-group. Females unemployed per 1,000 males 
unemployed. 

16-20 821 

21--25 724 

26-30 792 

31-35 890 

36-40 1,079 

males. For the State aa a whole~ the sex-ratio 
is 806. It is highest in th~ Highland (1,158), 
less in the Lowland (804) and lowest in the Mid
land (782). 

352. The problem of edutated unemployment 
demands a separate study. The number of the
literate unemployed has already been pointed out 
to be 9.3,754 and of these 79,453 have no re
cognised qualification for entry in public service. 
Those who have studied up to the middle school 
,standard either in English or in Malayalam or 
Tamil oonstitute the majority of the educated un
employed. It will be interesting to compare pro
portions of the educated unemployed in each age
group to the total unemployed in the group (vide 
.subjoined table), It will be seen that the proportion 

Proportion to total unemployed (per mille) 

Age-group Ha vir.g recog-
Literate but with nised qualifi-

Illiterate no certified quali- cation (inclu-
fication ding middle 

school) 

16-20 289 641 70 

21-25 347 479 174 
26-30 431 423 146 
31-35 511 389 100 
36-40 561 363 76 

All ages 334 565 101 

.of the illiterate unemployed becomes larger in 
the higher wage-groups and that there is a corres
_ponding decrease in the literate unemployed with 
no cel-tified qualification. This is explained by 
-the increasing proportions of literac~T .recorded 

from year to year. Among the educationally 
qualified unemployed the highest proportion is 
maintained in the 21-25 age-group. 

353. An examination of the numbers recoro
ed under the various qualificational categories 
leads to more accura~e findings. The total 
number of educationally qualified without em
ployment is 14,301. The proportion of diEltI'ibu
tion under the main qualifications is given in t·he 
Eubjoined table. It will be seen thereform that 

Actual ProportIOll 
Description number pel' mille 

Total 14,301 1,000 

1 English Middle School 5,062 ;,54 

2 Malayalam and Tamil Do. .3,OB5 214 

3 Malayalam and Tamil Higher 1,146 00 

4 E. S. L. C. 3,680 257 

5 Intermediate 425 30 

6 Graduates 499 35 

7 Other Degree and Diplomas 424 JO 

67 per 'cent. of the qualified unemployed are 
drawn from the Middle school group and 34 per 
cent. from the E. S. L. ;C. and Malayalam and 
Tamil Higher groups together. Intermediates 
constitute only 3 per cent. The low percentage 
in this case must be attributed to the fact that 
most of them continue to be students whether 
, Septembrians' or' Marchers' without actively 
trying for employment until they eventually lose 
all hopes of securing some degree or· other_ 
Graduates and other degree or diploma holders 
comprise only 6'5 I pel: cent. The inauguration 
of the State Transport Department whioh has. 
absorbed into its higher cadres quite a large 
number of graduates and the exodus of a good 
many for war or quasi-war service abroad must 
be held responsible for this. The ennoblemen~ 
of motor conductorship, police constabulary an~ 
soldiering by the condesceneion of more and mo~ 
graduates to betake themselves to these domai~: 
has been a laudable £eatuxe of the present.] 
deoade. 
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354.. The subjoined table will show the 
variou8 age-groups in which the major proportion 
of the unemlpoyed persons,with each qualification 
ca~ be found. It will be seen that the largest 
number among those with Middle School qualifi
cations are in the 16-20 age-group. Among 

QualificatiO:Qs 
Age Groups 

16-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 

1. English M~ddle School 453 349 127 46 25 
2. Malayalam and Tamil 

MIddle School 493 332 106 41 28 
3. Matriculate or E. S. L. C. 384 401 152 43 20 
4. Malayalam and Tamil 

Higher 517 392 65 16 10 
5. IntermedIate 245 402 249 66 38 
6. Graduate 104 461 307 96 32 
7. Other Degree3 anll Diplo-

mas (inoludmg Oriental) 297 396 203 59 45 

E. S. L. C's the mode is shifted to the 21-25 age
group though in the lower age-group also large 
numbers are recorded. Among the Graduate 
and Intermediate unemployed the proportions 
are higher in the higher age-groups when com
pared to the E. S. L. C's. The statistics go to 
show that the incidence of unemployment is 
greatest among the English educated perhaps 
due to their ipnate aversion to work with those 
who are illiterate. 

355.. It is interesting to compare the sex
ratio of the qualified as well as those without 
any recognised qualification among the literate 
unemployed. The subjoined table sets forth the 
relevant figures. 

Age-group 

16-20 
21-25 
26-30 
31-35 
36-40 

Females per 1,000 males 

Literat e "ithout Qualified for servi ce 
recogmsed qualification 

741 
6i8 
794 
776 
787 

406 
236 
183 

242 
201 

356, It will be seen that among the qualified 
unemployed the sex-ratio is much less than 
among the unqualified literates. It may also 
be noticed that among: the former there is a 
general tendency for the ratio to decrea~e with 
age, while among the latter it tends to increase 
with age. This is a commendable feature. The 

educationally qualified females are thus found to 
have far better chances of employment than 
females who have no recognised qualification and 
in this respect their prospects are practically three 
times better than those of the qualified male 
unemployed. The exact degree of difference in 
prospects between the two sexes in the different 
qualifications can be gauged hom the following 
table. It will be apparent that therfl. is a 

Qualifications 

1. English Middle School 

Sex -ratio of unemployed 
females per 1,000 male;; 

367 

2. Malayalam and Tamil Middle E'chool 345 

3. Malayalam and Tamil Higher 246 

4. E. S. L. C. 216 

5. Intermediate 211 

6, Graduates 208 

progressive decline in the sex-ratio with the risE' 
in the qualification recorded. The decrease in 
the female unemployed in proportion to the 
rising scale in their qualification is an encourag
ing feature for which two -reasons can be assigned, 
viz., the smaller number of qualified females than 
males and the encouragement given to females 
in the matter of recruitment to service. 

357 The present war has led to the absorp
tion into service abroad, of thousands of men, 
mostly young and educated, in the ranks of the 
army, navy, air force and the clerical line, besid es 
as war technicians. mechanists, drivers; road 
builders, tailors, teachers and doctors. Nor is 
thp' number inconsiderable, of the educated young 
women getting themselves enrolled as nurses, red
cross and ambulance workers. Though this 
exodus of so much of the working element will 
temporarily alleviate the distress of unemploy
ment, the prospect of their return after the war 
threatens to revive, accentuate and perpetuate 
the acuteness of the problem which fortunately 
does llot press for an immediate solution. The 
inauguration of the Travancore University, from 
whose -portals hundreds of qualified young men and 
women may emerge every year in quest of 'pro
fessional opportunities, is likely to intensify the 
difficulty. Critics are not even nOw wanting 
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who cast their animadversions upon schools and 
colleges for indiscriminately reinforcing the al
ready swollen Tanks of the army of unemployed 
in the State. It has l however, to be remembered 
that educational institutions, while they no doubt 
are expected to give technical and vocational 
training also, are primarily meant to impart a 
liberal and cultural education to the young. A 
(lase could thfuefore be made out for mass 
"production in Colleges. The solution to the 
unemployment "problem has to be thre3hod out 
rather between government and society than to 

be solved by educational bodies. While the 
newly adumbrated programme of industrialisa
tion is likely to provide more employment f()r 
the educated elAment, an elaborate scheme of 
"public works will in far greater measure, relieve 
the pressure of unemployment among the masses 
in general. At any rate, the institution of a 
Bureau of Information is called for by the situa
tion to gather and disseminate statistical and 
other information to enlighten the thousands that 
grope lin l the dark for changes or chances that 
would open the door of employment to them. 

CULTURAL 

358. The satisfaction of economIC wants im
plied in the pursuit of a means of livelihood 
postula.tes the measurement of welfare in terms 
of wealth, and prosperity in terms of material 
sufficiency. But it is only the higher cravings 
of the mind and spirit that can spell real greatness 
or happiness however much one's lot may other· 
wise be bettered. To one who cultivates the art 
of living an enlightened life, such " goods in life's 
rich hand" as the yearning for the divine, the 
sense of oneneSS with one's kind, the thirst to know 
and understand the gaills of science and the gifts 
of art, do elevate the cultural above any occupa
tional efforts or effects. As for this State, while 
her occupational trends may very well determine 
her claim to be considered a rich country, it is 
her cultllral progress that should bid fair to make 
her a great State. The unity she is able to evolve 
out of her diversity of creeds and customs, thanks 
primarily to the pre-eminence she enjoys in India 
in the incidence of literacy, than which a better 
backg:round for a Hberal education and catholioity 
-of outlook can scarcely be imagined, may rifthtly 
be put down as the criterion of her cultural 
advancement. 

359. The geographical unity and historical 
continuity traced in the opening pages gave poli
tical stability to the State. HapI)ily enough, 

political vicissitudes failed to effect the least 
change in the political alle&iance of tha several 
communities. The Hindus who were converted 
to the Christian or Islamic faith, still continued 
to live in peace and amity with their brethren 
who did not adopt the new creeds. Nor was such 
proselytisation productive of any tangible altera
tion in the struoture of society as a whole. On 
the other hand the Hindus, the Christians, and 
the Muslims, lived on as of old as a homog611J3Qus 
community with common aims and aspjrations. 
The munificent grants made by the Hindu rulers 
and the Hindu aristocracy to those who professed 
other faiths for building new houses of worship, 
whether churches or mosques, were but the mani
festation of a cultural inheritance which trans
cended the narrow limits of religious intolerance 
and bigotry. The contact with the new faiths 
served only to broaden further still such a liberal 
outlook and the oultural unity which has thus 
been evolved constitutes a heritage of incalculable 
value and significance. 

36Q; The question may well be raised as to 
how such a cultural fusion could have been ren
dered possible so effectively in a State where 
caste and custom have reigned supreme for so 
long. The answer is found in the rapid spread 
of literacy in the land and the healthy reactions 
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it produced both in the ,religious and the social 
spheres. ,The diffusion of liberal ideas amo;ng 
the masses through the spread of a uniform 
system of education tended to broaden their 
outlook and ,while in the' social sphere this 
liberalisation c(;mduced towards the evolution of a 
rational cosmopolitanism, in the field of religion 
it sapped the very foundations of bigotry and 
fanaticism that too often find violent expression 
elsewhere in India in irreconcilable conflicts bet
ween different creeds or various denominations 
professing the same faith. It stands highly to 
the credit of this State that literacy and educa
tion have been able to exercise so salutary an 
influence on the social and religious life of the 
people as to make evel'y community live and let 
live in perfect freedom of conscience and mutual 
respect as well as forbearance. 

I 

361). At the very outset it has to be remem-
bel'ed that the basic factor underlying the progress 
of the State along this line is the very keen in
terest evinced throughout her history by the 
Sovereigns in the education of their subjects. 
Cultural influences have indeed spread down from 
the rulers to the ruled. The Sovereigns them. 
selves being carefully educated and highly cul
tured, always munificently patronised art and 
letters and spent more on education than on any
thing else pertaining to public weal, and while 
spontaneously practising toleration themselves, 
were ever solicitous about the prevalence of 
tolerance among their subjects. Above all, being 
enlightened scholars and savants and lovers of 
science and art they were best fitted to be the 
leading lights of a land ever ready to welcome to 
its hospitable homes many a,refugee or victim 
from abroad, seeking sanctuary from religious 
persecution which has blackened so much the 
history of other -parts of India but whose shadows 
have never been cast over the bright annals of 
this State. 

362 An attempt is made in the following 
pages to set forth, with special emphasis on the 
trends and tendencies of the last decade statisti
cally revealed by the census returns, the rate of 

growth of the major -communities in the State, 
their cultural progress from convention and 
tradition towards rational cosmopolitanism, the 
problem of language distribution, the progress of 
literacy and education among them as causes 
contributing to the change, the efflorescence of 
fine art in recent years 31S an expression of the 
instinct for cultural preservation; and lastly the 
bright cultural future of the State that could be 
envisaged from the rate of present development. 

363_ The major communities in the State are 
the Hindus, the Christians and the Muslims. 
The Jews, the Jains, the Sikhs, the Buddhiats 
and the Parsees together'number only 481 while 
the religion of 99 persons has not '-been specified 
of whom 79, enumerated on .!board a ship, 
were returned as Chinese. Before. 1901 tribal re
ligionists had been grouped along with the 
Hindus. In the last four censuses they were 
recorded separately, their number being however, 
found steadily to decrease each! time. In 1921 
they numbered 12,637 but in 1931 only 2,907 
persons returned themselves under tribal religion 
though the numerical strength of the total tribal 
population was 128,838. The :rest had obviously 
been absotbed partly in the Hindu and partly in 
the Christian fold, as is evidenced by the fact 
that in the present census 97> per cent. of the 
Tribes have returned themselves as Hindus, the 
rest as Christians and none under any tribal 
religion whatever. The, complete Idisappearance 
of the tribal relgionists is due to their gradual 
absorption into the major religions. Develop. 
ment of easy means of communication resulting in 
increasing migration and settlement of ,the 
Tribes in the plains has considerably facilita
ted this process. The inclusion of the Tribes 
among the Hindus in the census operations of 
the last century as·well as their actual absorption 
into the Hindu fold in vast numbers in recent 
years might have been due to the close affinity 
of tribal forms of worship to Hindu rituals. 
The poly theis-tic conception unde~lying the tribal 
religion was essentially Hindu in chara;cter. 

. Naturally enough, the Pulaya, the Muthu van, the 
Malayarayan, the Mannan and the Kani kkaran 
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originally worshipping some indefinable power 
or spirit supposed" to reside in the primeval 
forest, in the crumbling hills, in the rusbing 
river or in the spreading tree" slowly took 
to the more refined aspects of popular Hinduism 
and accepted as titular deities, Sastha, Subra
monya, KaH or Meenakshi, Gods and Goddesses 
of the Hindu pantheon who are often associated 
with hills and forests. In the later stages of 
evolution when the idea of religion took a more 
concrete shape proselytising: them into other 
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1,963,808 including Tribes, the Muslims, 434,150 
and the others 580. Out of every 10,000 of the 
population, 6,049 are Hindus, 3,235 Christians 
and 715 1\1 ualima. The othar religionists constitute 
only 1 in every 10,000. The diagram on the pra
vious page shows the distribution of the popula
tion by main Community ill the various taluks, 

365. The percentages in the Administrative 
and Natural Divisions al'e given in the subjoined 
table, With the absorption of the High Range 

State Number per cent, of the population who are 
and 

Division, Hindus Christians, Muslims 

STATE 60'5 32'3 7'~ 

Administrative 
Divisions 

Southern 67'7 25'0 7'3 

Central 66'3 25'9 7'8 

Northern 46'9 47'0 6'1 

Natural Divisiens 

Lowland 67'5 24'1 8'4 

Midland! 53'7 40'4 5'9 

Highland 60'9 32'0 7'1 

Division ir..to the Northern, tho percentage for 
the Hindus in the latter has averaged down to 
46'9 as against 75'7 and 49'6 of the correspond
ing areas in 1931. In the Natural Divisions, 
the Hindus maintain their numerical superiority 
while in the Administrative -Divisions their 
strength has been equalised in the Northern to 
that of the Christians, consequent on the amal
gamation of the Revenue Divisions, The distri
bution of the Muslim population does not show 
any marked difference from that of 1931. 

366,. The Muslims seem to evince a distinct 
preference for urban life, Agriculture has been 
the main occupa.tion of the Christian, his pre
ference for urba.n life being a more recent develop
ment, perhaps on account of the greater attrac· 
tions offered for the investment of his surplus or 
<>n account of the diminishing returns from his 
fields and pastures, The commercially inclined 
Muslims preferred the towns along the coast for 
-carrying on their trade and moved into the in
terior in small numbers later on) when, through 
political consolidation general security was 

guaranteed, The Hindus distributed themselves 
fairly equally in the urban and rural areas and 
might ha va shown a sligh t bias for the towns 
on account of opportunities affotded for an 
official or professional career which their edu· 
cation and preference for letters had opened out 
with the establishment 0:11 la centralised Govern
ment. 

367. The percE'ntages of.the major communi
ties to the total population at the different cen
suses from 1816 onwards are set forth lin the sub
joined table. 

Year 

1816-20 

1875 
1881 

1891 
1901 

1911 
1921 

Hindus and 
Tribal religion, 

Percentage 
to total 
population 

83'0 
73'6 
73'1 
73'2 
69'9 
67'0 
64'0 

Christians. Muslims. 

Percentage Percentage 
to total to total 

population. population, 

12'4 4'6 

20'3 6'1 
20'8 6'1 

20'6 6'2 

23'6 6'5 

26'4 6'6 
29'8 6'7 

1931 61'6 31'5 6'9 
1941 60'5 32'3 7'2 

368. From 1820, the date of the first census 
to 1941- the total population of the State has 
increased 6'7 t.imes, Hindus 4'9, Christians 17' 5 
and Muslims 10'3. The rate of increase of the 
Muslims has been steady during the intercensal 
periods. The larger increase of Christians must 
have been due to their proselytising aotivities, 
Their conversion w.o.rrk must have been done 
mainly among the Hindus as is evident hom the 
variations in the percentages of both communities 
In the last decade the Hindus have recorded an 
increase of 17 per cent, the Christians 22' 4 per 
oent, and Muslims 22'9 per cent, If the proportion 
is caloulated on every 10,000 from 1901 to 1941 
it could be seen that throughout the succeeding 
cen8u~es the proportionate st.csngth of the Hindus 
has been declining while the Christians and the 
Muslims have baen recording a rise, Whereas in 
1901 these two oommunities combined did not con" 
stitute even 50 per cent, of the Hindu population, 
in the present census their strength has worked up 
to 65 per cent, Throughout the four decades of 
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the present century taken togethe.r the proportion 
of Hindus to total population has deoreased bv 13'5 
per cent, while the proportion of Christians has 
increased by 36'9 and that of the Muslims by l 10·S. 

369. .Besides a study of the comparativ& 
strength of the major communities and the re
lative proportion of their decennial variation, a 
separate study of each of them is necessary to 
understand theiT individual trends. The Hindus 
are numerically the stronge.st. Their rate of 
growth however, has always been less than that 
of the State population, as can be seen from the 
subjoined figures. 

Rate of de(lennial increase per cent. 

Aggregate Hindus. 
Decade. popUlation. 

1901-1911 16'2 12·1 

1911-1921 16'S 11'7 

1921-1931 27'2 23·0 

1931--1941 1~·1 17.0" 

*Including Tribes. 

370. In the explanation of this difference, 
several factors like fertility, oonversions and im
migration have to be taken ,into account. It 
has not boon possible this time to estimate the 
net immigration to Travancore as figures were 
not available from the neighbouring British 
Indian Provinces and other parts of India. 
During the decade conversions to other religions 
have definitely declined. This can be inferred 
from a comparsion of the proportion of the Hindus 
with that of the Christians and Muslims in the last 
decade. During recent years conversion to 
Hinduism haa been a special feature. The Kerala 
Hindu'Mission alone claims that they have 
converted over SO,OOO persons to the Hindu fold. 
In spite of this, Hindus have not been able to 
come up to the ~rate of increase of the other 
communities. 

37( Considering distribution by Taluks it 
can be seen that Shenkotta records the highest 
proportion of Hindus with a percentage of 87'9. 
Next to it~ comes Devikulam with 81" 4 per 
cent. At the bottom of the scale stands Minaohil 
with 36'1 per cent. 

.372. Hinduism has shown a fund of adapt
a.bility in Travancore as compared to the rest 
of India· The generous toleration of the Travan
oore rulers and the lack of fanaticism in the 
followers of the Hindu faith made it possible 
not only for the different schools of Hindu 
thought but also the exponents of other religions 
like J ainism and Bu,ddhlsm, to have unrestrioted 
influence 'on the masses. The people switched 
themselves on, as it were, from one form of reli
gious worship to another without any official or 
religious pressure from above. This is a peculiar 
phenomenon in the religious life of the people of 
this Land of Charity. The Hinduism which has 
thus been evolved is therefore, a combination of 
the Dravidian, the Buddhist and the Jain cults in
fluenced at intermittent intervals by the preach
ings of religious reformers. In it we find a. 
happy blending of the polytheism of the Dra
vid!an, the lofty Vedantism of the Upanishad, the 
Ah1msa of the Buddhist and the Jain and the 
diversified views of the several religious refor
mers who visited the country from time to time 
from other parts of India. 

373. The most ancient forms of religious wor
ship prevalent among the original settlers must 
have been the Dravidian cult of Nature· worship. 
The Aryans who immigrated in small numbers 
might not have felt .strong enough to impose their 
Vedic religion on the Dravidians, By gentle 
persuasion they must have prevailed upon the 
Dravidian majority to accept their particular 
form of worship and thus a modified form of 
Vedic religion combining in itself both the traits 
of the Dravidian and Aryan religions came to be 
professed by the people, The Aryan religion with 
its worship of Nature in its sublime and imposing 
aspects is an easy transition from the polytheism 
of the Dravidian oult. The Vedic cult with its 
visualisation of the existence of an all-pervading, 
soul behind the diversities of Nature is only a 
natural development from this stage, though 
perhaps oonfined to the cultured few. This slow 
absorption of the Dravidian into the Aryan cult is 
apparent in Hinduism as it is practised in Travan
core. The Naga worship which was essentially 
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Dravidian in oharacter was absorbed in the new 
Hinduism while the worship of Sakti, the Goddess 
of Ene~, probably Vedic in its origin, w&s 
accepted by the Dravidian whose religion never 
lacked virility or force. 

374. Succe.8sive waves of religious reform 
also had their repercuseions on the faith preva-
1ent in the State. Thus when Vardhamana 

. Mahavira and Si'Qhartha preac~ed their new
founded faiths, Travancore became receptive of 
their influences. Buddhism secured a large fol
lowing and beca.me the prevailing religion from 
one end of the country to the other during the 
time of Aeoka. Many of the temples dedicated 
to' the vanous deities along the coast and the 
Sasta temple on the Western Ghats a.:re vestiges 
of this Buddhistic influence. Though the new 
faith was not able to keep its pre-eminent position 
for long, it left behind permanent landmarks in 
the form of Hindu worship by bequeathing the 
God Saata to the Hindu pantheon." The doctrine 
of Ahimsa which was an eBsential feature of Bud
dhism ~as incorporated jnto Hinduism. 11 tMa
Vam8 and religious processions which form part 
and parcel of the Hindu forl¥ of worship are 
essentially Buddhistio in their o.r:igin. 

3,75. With the impact of new religiou8 forces 
Buddhism 108t its hold over the people. The 
advent of the great Sankaracharya, the exponent 
of the Advaita philosophy was a challenge to the 
'J)erm~ating influence of Buddhism. Buddhism 
stripped of its sublime simplicity was caught lin 
a whirlpool of f01'DlS and ceremonies when' 
Sankara appeared on the scene. turned the tide 
of Buddhist domination and ushered in the era of 
revived Hinduiem with its dogmas and rituals, 
without at the same time losing its innate libe
ralism, t,hereby giving the Hindu the zeal of a' 
missiona.ry and the fanaticism of a new convert. 
It Was no wonder, therefore, that Travancore, 
the land of his birth, should have come under his 
influ'ance and be affected by his re-establishment 
(If the supremacy of the Vedic religion. But; 
after I Sankara, Hinduism in Travan'}()re was 

influenoed tola certa. in extent by the Vaishnavite 
cult popular jsed by Ra.manujacharya. Hi! teach
ings beaa me popular and secured a large number 
of adherents to the Vaishnavite creed through-

out/the country. 

376. The followers of Ramanuja who spread' 
the Vaishnavite cult in Travanaore dedioated 
several temples to Vishnu which are visited by 
the Vaishnavite pilgrims from all parts of lndia 
even to this day. The popularity of the Visishta
dvaita. philosophists soon gave way to the influ
ence of the followers of Sri Madhwa who stressed 
the importance of a personal God in the system of 
Hindu worship in his teaohings. The Tulu 
Brahmans who are ordinarily the priests in 
most of the temples in Tra-vancora are his 
followers. Two centuries later Sri Chait8Jnya 
the great religious teacher of Bengal visited 
T:ravancore. He took with him from Thiruvattar 
(South Travancore) a rare manuscript, the 
"BrallJma Samhita", which he acclaimed 90S. 

the gospel of Vaishnavaism and popularised in 
North India. The Mahratta religious movement 
(Pandarpur Movement) also affected Tl'avancore
but its influence was oonfined to the Konkanese, 
a. small I community of people who came to Tra
vanoore to eaoape perseoution from the Portu-· 
guese. 

377. In/later days Travanoore was subject to-
the impaoh of the teachings of Raja Ram Mohan 
Roy and Dayananda Saraswathi. But their 
doctrines did not oatch the ima~ination of the 
people 'and ,the Arya Samaj and the Brahmo 
Samaj have not yet made any appreciable head
way in securing recruits. Of the more recent 
religious movements, the Ramakrishna Mission 
and Ithe Theosophical Society have secured a. 
small band of followers. 

378. The 'rigours of the caste system and. 
other social customs, which kept large seotions of 
the so-called untouoha.bles down in the social 
soale, gave an impetus to mass conversion lio 
other faiths, especially Chrlatianity. This was. 
discernible particularly durin~ the 19th oentury~ 
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Travancore, Hindu religion, with its rigidity 
a.nd exclusiveness thus relaxed, gave freedom 
and equality to its followers. 

388. One of the distinguishing features 
of Hindu religion is the caste system. The 
Hindu society has not yet reached a stage when 
caste could be ignored altogether; though the 
rigidity of the CastA system has bean tempered 
very much latterly by the influence of political .. 
rel1.gious and social considerations. So much 
has been written on the origin of caste and its 
development that it is not proposed in this Synop~ 
tic Essay to examine the different theories and 
their applications to caste system in Travanoore. 
The Census Commissioner for India has also 
expressed the view that "the Census has done all 
it could ever really produce in the direction of 
caste study" and that the form of the question 
in the enumeration card 'Race, Tribe and Caste' 
was adopt~d "merely as an administrative 
measure to faoilitate the extraotion of details 
otherwise required." An attempt is, however. 
made to trace the influences which have helped 
to ,break the barriers of caste in the last few 
years. The most important feature notioeable in 
this direction is the almost oomplete elimination 
of the distance and touch pollution, unapproacha· 
bility and untouchability. The Hindu reform 
movements have contributed towards the attain· 
ment of this result. The Ramakrishna Mission, 
the Arya Samajist, the Brahmo Samajist and the 
Theosophist do not recognise caste. The 
foroes which worked towards t,he demand for 
Temt>le Entry, discussed in a previous paragraph, 
had their influence on this aspect also, the pro· 
clamation itself serving to remove the last ves· 
tiges of oaste exclusiveness. 

389. The conservative joint-family preserved 
and perpetuated the caste system. With its 
break up in the wake of the numerous pieces of 
sooial legislation and the impact of economio 
changes, the younger generation felt themselves 
free from the shackles imposed upon them by 
their dependenge on the orthodox joint·family. 

J90. The Savarnas who were the upholders 
.of the conservative Hindu faith enthusiastically 

welcomed1the T-emple Entry Proclamation- which, 
ush ered n an era of spiritual revival. The Pro
clamation paved the way for renewed attempts
to consolidate iand unite the various oommunities 
of the Hindu fold on a basis of tolerance and 
mutual understanding. Even the ,Sanatanista
who had in the past resisted aU changes in the 
orthodox observances were second to none in 
applauding the new charter of religious liberty 
and in co·operating in the fullest measure to 
implement the spirit of the Proclamation. 

391. The seoondary and collegiate education 
which has spread so widely in the last few 
years has also been 'Partly responsible for 
undermining the caste system. Besides, the 
faot of large numbers of people going to foreign 
countries has oontribu ted to the introduotion of 
Oos'Ilopolitanism whioh 'aocelerated this process. 
The inoreasing migration of t>opulation from the 
rural to the urban area, their contact with the-
members of the ca.steless creeds and their partici
pation in the various social and official funotions 
have also oonduced towards the elimination of 
caste from the Hindu fold. The faoilities provided, 
by the rapid,extension of the means of communi. 
cation in Travancore have made it possible for the-
town dweller to reach the village in a,--few hours. 
This constant oontact between' town and village
Bas gone a long way towards making cast& 
prejudices and oaste restrictions less anq iess~ 
effective in the village. 

392. The' Young Hindu' and other Youth 
movements gave the Hindu youth an organiaa
tion for the propagation of his reformed viewS. 
and the ooncrete expression of his individual 
independence. The Self Respeot Movement hall 
also a considerable effect in relaxing the rigidity 
of the caste system which was more pronoun oed 
among, the Backward classes than among the. 
Saval'nas. The stirrings of a desire for social re
form thus permeated the whole sooiety. In the 
new world, therefore, caste could no longer stand 
against the aspirations of the young Hindu. 

393. The dominating i~fluenoe of caste has 
now diminished considerably. Sea·travel is no 
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longer tabooed even for the orthodox Brahman. 
The orthodox Brahman and the Adi Drl1Vida 
-sitting side by side at the tea-table or being 
received with equal honours during social cere
monies is a common sight tod3.Y. The conven
tions of the caste system' prescribed particula.r 
forms of dress for particular castes and the con
sequent identifioation of their Cfl.ste by the dress' 
is no longer insisted upon or even tolerated. A 
return to ~implicity under the influence, partly 
of economic causes and partly for social and polio 
tical reasons, has: introduced a unifol"IDity of 
apparel which is most pronounced among the 
younger generation; Thia is particularly notice
able among- the women folk amidst whom caste 
oonventions had imposed certain restrictions in 
the matter of the wearing of jewels. Crude and 
heavy jewellef'y has now given way to better-cut 
and more simple-fashioned ornaments. In the 
matter of personal appearance too, great changes 
have happened. The Malayali, and for that 
matter even the younger generation of the ortho
dox Namputhiris, have discarded the distinguish
ing mal'k of the tuft. The Tamil Bxahman's tuft 
has been considerably attenuated, being left at 
convenient len"th to satisfy the requirements of 
orthodoxy . 
. 394~~ - Caste has thus lost much of its signific

anceas an institution perpetuating social exclu
siveness. Caste dil!labilities have been, to a large 
extent, removed by legislation as well as by 
administrative measures. Fusion and regrouping 
have been the immediate results of these changes. 
The prooess has been going on in some of the com
munities without any conscious effort on the 
part of its members, while in some others it 
has been brought about by concerted action 
on the part ot the leaders of the most progressive 
sections. The Nayar and the Ikava come under 
the first category, the Kammala, the Varnava 
a.nd the Araya under the second. The Nayars who 
had reoorded 116 sub-castes in HIOI returned 
themselves' only under three Mste names in 1931. 
But even then, the Cens~s Commissioner for 1931 

oonfessad that 'their correctness could not be 
vouched for.'. In spite of the decisions of the 
Travancore High Court in XIX T. L. J. 30 and 
XXI T. L. J. 851 that the Velaklcithala and 
Veluthada Nayars are Nayars governed by the 
Nayar Act, they ware shown separately in the last 
Census. But tendenoie~ in favour of a fusion 
with the mother sect and a disinclination to 
maintain a separatist sub-sect were discernible 
even then. This has developed to a great extent 
during the last decade. The Chakkala, the 
Maran, the Velakkithala and Veluthada Nayars 
who numbered respectively, 12,794, 16.257, 

'" 30,603, and 14,878 in 1931 have recorded their 
numerical strength in 1941 only as 10,026, 5,155 
30,119, and 15,311 respectively. The inferenCe} is 
clear'. If all the members belonging to these sub
sects had returned themselves as such in the 
present CensuS! they would all have shown a pro
portionate increase and recorded a higher figure 
in each case. The figures clearly ~how that a 
la:pge number of these sub-sects have returned 
themselves ~s Nayars this time. For correct statis
tical presentation, the only method is to total 
up this number and show the figures returned 
for each sub-sect as an indication of the changes 
happening in this community. 

395 . . A similar fusion appears to have been 
taking place among the Havas also,' the progress 
thereof bein~ at an acoelerated pace as oompared 
with that of the .Nayars. They had recorded 
themeelves . as one caste even in 1931 as against 
22 sub-divisions of 1891. This must, to a large 
extent, have been due to the remarkable influence 
of the socio-religious movement inaugurated by 
Sri Narayanaguru Swamikal. 

396. Identity of occupation has drawn 
together many a caste which originally held not 
only distinct caste-names but also preserved. 
mutual exclusiveness. An analogy with the 
medieval guilds is not sustainable on account 
of the fact that this combination was not 
intended to exclude people from the seorets of 
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the respeotive professions and maintain a mono
poly. It had more a political colouring, of votes 
carrying the day in representative democracy. 
The discarding in some cases of the old names 
and the adoption of new ones also lend support 
to this view. 
3~7. There is an attempt made to bring under 

the 'common name of 'Arayan,' all tho~e who 
follow the occupation of fishing. From the 
figures available it is seen that those who have 
returned themselves as Arayan have increased 
from 23,380 in 1931 to 33,247 in 1941, thus 
recording a decennial increase of nearly 50 per 
cent. Though this lends support to the theory 
of' fusion, yet the Valans, who form the next 
numerically strong community among those who 
follow the occupation, have not shown any dis
tinct preference to the new name as will be seen 
from the fact that as many as 23,766 have 
returned themselves. as Val an against 21,172 of 
1931. A large majority of the Mukkuvan, the 
Marakkan and the Cha~alakkaran have beGn 
converted to Christianity and returned them
selves as coming under the several denomina
tions of the Christian religion. 

398. In 1\he caSe of the Varnava the fusion is 
advocated on the sarnA o'I'ounds, viz·, identity of 
occupation. He has shown better organisation 
and conducted intensive propaganda. But the 
force of custom seems still to have a hold upon 
the majority of the community who follow wash
ing as their profession. 4,980 have returned 
themselves as Varnavas, while the numbers of 
those who have returned themselves as Vannan, 
Mannan, Pathiyan and Chayakkaran come to 
nearly 15,000. It will be clear from these figures 
that the movement has made only slight headway. 

399. KammaJas who number 256,673 have 
increased by nearly 25 per cent. A strenuous 
attempt is being made by them to bring under 
the common name of 'Kammala' all those who 
come under the category of the artisan class. 
But the figures show that their attempt has not 
been fully successful as the numerous denomina
tions under which they have been returned during 

1931 still maintain their strength and show pro, 
portionate increase, though their addition of the 
suffix 'Kammala' to their particular caste names 
indicates strong tendencies towards fusion. Their 
atltempt might have been more successful if they 
had not dissipated their energy by propaganda 
in trying to gi v~ the artisan class a new name 
(Viswakarma.' The latter movement has been 
able to rope in only 5~630 out of a total popula
tion of the artisan class numbering up to nearly 
quarter of a million. 

400. Caste has now assumed a new' garb. 
New tendencies w:th little or no affinity to the 
old caste scruples or caste exclusiveness have 
begun to take shape. Owing to the social degra
dation which the names by usage had acquired, 
the Pulaya and the Para.ya evinced a desire to 
change their names to Cheramar and Sambavar 
and with the active sympathy of Christian mise 
sionaries start lod a movement akin in ~xternals 
to the Self Respect Movement in Tamil Nad. 
This movement received a distinot set back with 
the Temple Entry Proclam,atioD /The Hindu 
Pulaya and the Paraya would It... Ir rather have 
their old names than the new appellations oL 
Cheramar and Sambavar. This is evident ___ from 
the returns of t~1i.8I Census. Out of a total popu
la.tion of 237',865 Pulayas and 77,382 ParayasJ 

only a negligibla number below 2,()00~ have 
fa.voured the neW nomenclatures. 

401.,. Another tendency which is discernible 
is for caste to assume the badge of antiquity. 
Suitable changes in caste llames are made to 
give a plausible explanation for such assertions. I 
have received seve:ral letters and representations 
which provide interesting literature on this 
subject. The Nadar claims Kshatrjya origin 
and descent f~om the Dravidian Rulers of ancient 
times. A few among the artisan class trace their 
descent to Viswakarma. The Cheramars would 
establish their affinity to the great Perumals. 

402. Caste ill now in a nebulous condition. 
Changes are happening in such rapid succession 
on acoount of a variety of circumstances that it 
is impossible to predict now how it will settle. 
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down ~fte.r this period of transition. One thing 
may be safely assumed. The tendency towards 
fusion may become more and more pronounced 
and the ~emarcations between one group and 
another very much coloured by their political 
aspirations apd the degree of influence ea.ch can 

-bring to bel1r by the weight of its numbers. In~ 
. creasing liter~oy has developed social consoious. 
ness and a, leadQ! -mith vision and imagination 
could bring about ohanges which religious re
,formers have found it difficult to achieve in the 
early centuries. 

403 Alist of all the castes lin the State with 
a numerical strength of 3,000 and above is given 
in State Table No. IX. No attempt is howevel' 
made to show the decennial variations in the 
numbers reoorded against the various castes. 
Such a table would be statistically useless as 

,sufficient reliance oould not be plaoed On the 
figures for different castes due to C'hanges brought 
about by fusion, re-grouping and re-naming. 

404. At this period of transition when caste 
has lost much of its original signifioance, it may 
not be profitable to give detailed aooounts of the 
origin and characteristics of the different caste-

_.groups. The results of resea1"oh made in the 
fields of Ethnography, Anthropology and other 

-allied subjeots by persons of the standinO' of 
o 

Thurston, Risley, etc., have been embodied in the 
Report of the Census of 1931. The last decade 
.has added practically nothing to 'caste study' 
by scholars of repute which demands a revision 

-of the accounts given by my predecessor. Ten
denoies and developments are more in place in a 
Synoptic Essay than 'wearisome screeds' on caste 
. question. 

405. Numerioally the Christia~s form the 
. second major community in the State. Christian
ity, like Islam, has been, throughout its history, 
an essentially missionary religion, enlarging its 
frontiers as much by conversions from outside 
as by natural growth from within. But the 

,social and religious homogeneity revealed by the 
Muslims in the prG~ent census returns contrasted 

strangely with the bawildering variety ~of deno~ 
minations under which the Chnstians :retul"lled 
theIIUlelves; they being outdone in this, only 
by the caste returns of the Hindus. Though the 
Muslims had, till the 1931 Census, usually re
oorded their ~ubdivisions, they designated them
selves this time as a single community' Muslim' 
with their religion' Islam '. The Christians, on 
the other hand, classified themselves under no less 
than seventy denominations and seots of varying 
numerical strength. Out of the eight principal 
subdivisions, six number more than a hundred 
thousand and .two between forty thousand and a 
hundred thousand. Three out of tne resh num
ber between ten thousand and twenty thousand 
and nine between one thousand and ten thousand. 
All the others fall below 1,000, forty nllmbering 
less than 100. Several of the denominations 
have all along been progressing steadily under 
woll-established Church organisations, hierar
chica.l or demooratic, with their ecclesiastical 
headquarbere in some foreign city such as 
London, Rome or Antiooh. But many more on 
comparatively recent growth and smaller num· 
bel'S have also been stealing a march, in their 
own way, under the spiritual 011, temporal leader
ship of cleric8 or evang;elists, gospellers or cate. 
chists within the State itself. Since a syste
matic history of Christianity is ouh of place in a. 
Synoptic Essay, a succmct aoccount of the histori
cal antecedents of the major denominations in 
the State is called for, if only to elucidate the 
meaning and import of the nomenolature they 
have adopted in their classification. 

406. At the very outset, it haa to be pointed 
out that the various denomination~, as at pre3ent 
constituted, deriva their origin a3 well as their 
names from the various Church organisations that 
hailed from the Ndar East or the Far West and 
established their respe~~ivo jurisdictions from time 
to time within the State. For this reas-on, a. 
conspectus of Churoh history in Travancore if 
isolated from its foreign o{}clesiastical setting, 
would distort one's viewpoint as well as render 
unintelligible the cross-currents involved in th& 
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clash of jurisdictions, doctrines and liturgies 
among the Christian denomina.tions. In the first 
few centuries of the Christian era, such ecclesiae
tical centres as Jerusalem, Antioch, Alexandria 
and Rome rose into pre-eminence in Christendom 
with more or less common doctrines and ritua.ls 
but with difference in the language used in their 
liturgy. In course of time, Rome brought under 
papal domination the whole of Central and 
Western Europe where Latin liturgy was uni
formly followed. That was how the West came 
to be reckoned as the sphere of Latin Christian
ity. The attempts of Rome to make its supre
macy over Christendom universal by extending 
it over the Patriarohs and their Metropolitans 
and Suffragans in the Middle East met with only 
partial success. The Eastern prelates (such as 
the Patriarchs rulin@: over the Coptio, Greek and 
Antiochian Churches) continued their career inde
pendent of the Roman Pontiff and following 
their separate liturgies such as Syrian~ Coptic, 
or Greek. Meanwhile from the 4th century 
onwards splits or 'schisms' arose in the Chris
tian fold by the variety of interpretations given 
to some of the mysteries of Christian revelation, 
especially those Jaertaining to the incarnation 
and divinity of Christ and the doctrine of tri
nity. The Arians, the Nestorians, the Monophy
sites, the Eutychians, etc., were instances of such 
I!Ichismatics who held ; heretical' theories on 
such doctrines, as a result of which the heslds of 
the Eastern Churches found it difficult to pre
serve unity or uniformity in doctrine, ritual and 
jurisdiction. In one such struggle involving 
Nestorian antagonism against the Patriarch of 
Antioch~ a monk named Yakoob Boordhana or 
Jacob Baradaeus (540-578) successfully opposed 
the Nestorians and helped to restore the members 
to the allegiance of the Patriarch. The Jacobites 
derive their name from him. The Church of 
Antioch has after him often been called the 
Jacobite Church. Seleucia or Babylon, which 
was the suffragan bishopric of Antioch, repudiated 
her by accepting Nestorianism. At the same 
time Rome which had unified Western Christen
dom under the Latin or Roman Catholic Church 

succeeded in extending its supremacy over soma 
of the Eastern bishoprics as well, where, however" 
the Eastern liturgy and ritual were left UD

altered while uniformity of doctrine was insisted' 
upon. From the time of Martin Luther's pro
test against Papal supremacy, Western Christen
dom came to be split up into Roman Catholic 
and Protestant. Protestantism in Europe as
sumed different forms, some of which were ex
tended into America in the centuries that fol
lowed. Viewed from this background, the brief 
account given below of the contact of Tra~an. 
core with the Eastern and Western' Churches, 
Syrian and Latin liturgies, Jacobite, Roman 
Catholic and Protestant Missions, Lutheran, 
Anglican a.nd American Missionaries, etc:~ may 
be more clear and their separate impact really 
inter-connected. 

407. It has also to be remembered that such a 
plant of exotic origin as Christianity could never 
have had an indigenous growth in Travancore 
without a highly congenial atmosphere and this 
was freely, almost solicitously provided from 
time to time, by the Sovereigns of the State who, 
though strictly orthodox, were remarkably tole
rant and so genuinely religious that they fostered 
religious worship by others whether Buddhist. 
Jain, Christian or Muslim. Not only was tole.
ration practised by them and preserved among 
their subjects, but liberal grants were made to 
the Christians to build their churches. Charters 
conferring special privileges were often granted 
to the Christians. Thomas of Cana who led a 
band of Syrian colonists into Malabar was the 
recipient of such a royal favour from Cheraman 
Perumal in 345 A. D. A similar copper-plate 
grant from the Raja of Venad (Aiyan Atikal 
Thiruvatikalfmade in 825 A. D. to a Christian 
merchant from Persia named Sapir Iso Maruwan 
is still preserved in the old Jacobite Seminary at 
Kottayam. In 1516 the Rani of Quilon agreed 
to rebuild a Christian church which had been 
burnt down by.some enemies and even granted 
permission to her subjects, whether Hindus or 
Muslims, to embrace the Christian faith if 
they chose. The Sovereigns of the State have 
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always maintained cordial relations with ecclesia
stical d.ignitaries especially the Patriarchs of 
Antioch and the Popes of Rome. His Highness 
the Maharaja visited the Vatican and had 
an audience with the late Pope during His 
Highness's European tour. It is small wonder, 
therefore, th~t under benign rulers who abhorred. 
any idea of persecution, Christianity made con
siderable headway in the State. 

408 Christianity was introduced into Tra
vancore stliaight from the land of Jesus Christ, 
not long after His crucifixion. Tradition as~o· 

eiates its introduction with the name of St. 
Thomas (52--;-68 A. D.) one of the twelve Apostles 
of Jesus Christ and the pioneer of evangelisation 
in India. Through all tho thick mist that 
shrouds the t~aditional accounts, One fact stands 
out clear, viz., that the earliest conversions must 
have been effected by a person of great spiritual 
influence and magnetic' personality, for among 
the converts to the ne" faith there appear to 
have been several who did not suffer any dis
abilities imposed by the Hindu religion~, but 
occupied positions of authority and influence in 
Hindu society. The tolerant attitude of the 
rulers facilitated the success of early Christian 
missionary enterprise. 

_- I 

;4091.' The Church in Travancore was thus one 
of the oldest in the world, older than in any 
other part of India and in most parts of Europe. 
It was obviously Eastern in character and Syrian 
in liturgy. Its members were called Syrian 
Christians, "not because they were of Syrian blood 
or a Synan nation but because they followed a 
Syrian liturgy and used prayers and scriptures 
written in Syriac language. Thus the nomen
clature was purely eoclesiastical raer than geo· 
waphieal, ethnologioal or political". The name 
"Syrian Christian ", primarily determined by 
liturgical uniformity rather than racial homo
geneity, has latterly come to have a variety of 
connotations according as differences of ecclesia· 
stical jurisdiction divided them, their descen
dants and thair converts into different religious 
folds. In. the present oen6US ,several persons 

returned themselves simply as "Syrian Chris
tians!' or "'Orthodox Syrians ". As used 
in common parlance today the term "Syrian 
Christian" comprehends the members of the 
Jacobite, Marthomite, Syro-Roman and Syro
Malankara Churches, using the Syrian liturgy. 

410. An important landmark in the history 
of Syrian Christians was the est~blishment in 
345 A. D. of a Syrian colony in Malabar under 
the leadership of a rich Armenian merchant 
named Thomas of Cana or Knaya Thoma. He 
arrived with several Christians from Baghdad, 
Jerusalem and Nineveh, several priests and a 
bishop named Joseph of Edessa who owed alle
giance to Seleucia or Babylon. They spread 
their activities into the territories of Vadak ... 
kumkur and Thekkumkoox and strengthened 
Syrian Christianity in the State. The Knanaya 
Syrian Christians of today, both Jacobite 
and Catholic, claim descent from ThumaCl, of 
Cana and his band of colonists. The Catholic 
Knanites have now a separate bishop of their 
own. Throngh Seleucia or Babylon the Patri
arch of Antioch claimed control over the Syrian 
Christians and the effeotiveness of the control 
depended upon the steadfastness of the alle· 
giance of Seleucia to the Patriarchate of Antioch. 
But the percolation of Nestorian i~fluence partly 
into the ranks of Syrian ChristianlJ in the State 
and partly over Babylon subjected the Antio. 
cmaln control to constant oscillations. 

411. It was about this time- that Jacob Bara
daeus reorganised the Church of Antioch which 
thereafter came to be known as the Jacobite 
Church. The Jacobites in the State havS' 
been a flourishing and progressive community 
with a separate ecclesiastical organisation of 
their own. They follow the liturgy of St. James, 
and are still under the Patriarch of Antioch. 
Among the Syrian Christians in the State there
were, however, many who ware outside the
Jacobite Church. 

412. The next important landmark was the 
direct' intervention of the Pope of Rome in th& 
a.ffairs of the Christians in the State. Papa.l 
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emissaries who were sent to fraternise with them 
and thereby bring them under his spiritual supre
macy elicited little response. The Fransiscan friars 
who aooompanied the Portuguese expeditions to 
the East, were more successful. It was the Portu
guese priests that systematically set ou foot Latin 
Christianity in the State with Latin liturgy and 
airect allegiance to the Pope. The Syrian Chris
tians very cordially received their Latin brethren 
who made extensive aonversions in different 
parts of the State chiefly through the missionary 
zea,l of Franois Xavier who was the most out
standing figure of the period. In 1557 the Latin 
Christians were pIa oed under the newly oonsti
tuted Bishopric of Cochjn. \Vith the coming of 
the Jesuits soon after, the Papacy adopted a, 

more militant attitude. A systematic campaign 
was launched, not only to evangeliBe the 
, heathens' but to latinise the Syrians and thus 
ensure liturgioal uniformity side by side with 
papal supremacy. A Seminary and a College 
were started by the Jesuits to impart sacerdotal 
training and general education to those Syrian 
Christi8lns who had not subsoribed to the Jaco
bite Church and through them to win over the 
Jacobites themselves. The non-Jacobite Syrians 
in those days owed allegiance to·the Chald8lean 
Pa.triarch of Babylon who was then under the 
su premaoy of Rome. 

413. Realisjng the necessity of centralising 
their spiritual activities in the East, Rome esta
blished au Archbishoprio at Goa with the Coohin 
Bishopric as a Suffaragan See. To place a strong 
man at the helm, the Pope appointed Menezes as 
Archbishop of Goa. Fortified by the support of 
both the Portuguese and the Raja of Co chin he 
.started a vigorous campaign to subdue all who 
·opposed Latin Christiamty. The success he 
achieved in his preliminary steps emboldened 
him to oonvene the Synod ofjDiamper (Udayam
perur) in 1599. At this memorable gathering 
Archbishop Menezes compelled all the Syrians, 
Jacobites and others, to aoknowledge the supre
macyof the Pope, subscribe to the Latin doctrines 

and rituals and abjure all heresy. They were 
then inoorporated into the Bishoprio of Cochin. 
As a matter of ooncession to the Chaldaeans the 
Syrians were allowed to use the Syriao Chaldaean 
liturgy which was prepared for them in oon10r
mity with that in Latin. This foroible union of 
the Jacobite Syrian Church with Rome being 
superficial, proved short-lived. With the decline 
or Portuguese power and the appearanoe on the 
scene of a Jacobite Bishop from Syria or Baby
lon the allegiance to Rome began to wane. This 
Bishop was imprisoned b,y the Portuguese. ~The 

exasperated Jaoobite Sy,rians thereupon met in 
solemn conclave at Koonen Cross in Mattan
cherry in 1653 'and renounced their allegiance 
to Rome. They accepted as their leader Aroh
deacon Thomas who was subsequently oonse
crated as Archbishop by twelve Syrian "Catha
nars ". The conseoration was confirmed in 1665 
by a Bishop from Jerusalem sent by the Patri
arch of Antioch. Thus the Jacobite Churoh 
survived in the struggle with Latin Christianity. 
The non-Jacobite Syrians came to be called the 
Syro-Romans. They have ever since remained 
in communion with Rome and are also known as 
Syrian Catholics or Romo-Syrians. 

414. The years that followed witnessed syste
matio attempts on the part of Rome to reoapture 
lost ground and the persistent efforts of the 
Koonen Cross covenantors to stand their own. 
The tactful Carmelites who replaced the militant 
J esuita in 1657, managed to detaoh and consecrate 
as Catholio Bishop under the name Alexander, a 
close kinsman of Archdeacon Thomas by name 
Parampil Chandy Cathanar. In this diplomatio 
way they sucoeeded in winning baok to the Roman 
fold, the majority of the seceders (84 out of 116 
ohurches) wh& retrocession thus reinforced the 
ranks of Romo-Syrians. It is from this time 
onwards that Romo-Syrians came to be called 
the "Palaya Koottukar" and the Jacobite ad
herents of the Antiochian Church (ruled hereafter 
by Archdeacon Thomas as Mar Thoma I and his 
successors) known as the "Puthen Koottukar 7'. 
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The l~tter part of the 17th ,and the whole of the 
18th century passed without any more epoch
making events in Church history in the State. 
,Politically and geographically Travancore had, 
by the end of the 18th century, attained ,har 
present dimensions under the great Sovereigns 
Marthanda Varma and the "Dharma Raja" and 
~ntered i~to subsidiary alliance with the British 
Suzerain Power. 

4'~. The 19th century was fraught with 
further trials for the Jacobite Church, charac
terised by internal disorganisation, partly under 
Anglican influence, and external pressure from 
Rome. These culminated in a few paralysing 
party-defections from within and several pro
tective but oft-solicited State interventions from .... 
without. No less than five important instances 
,are recorded of such State arbitration, resulting 
in the issue of Royal Proclamations, either ac" 
-cording State recognition to some Metropolitan 
whose consecration was open to technical objec. 
tion 'or adjudicating in disputed successions or 
jurisdictions of episcopal rivals. The Royal Pro
clamations of 1817, 1827 and 1828, during the 
administration of Col. Munro wexe meant to 
settle some of the latsr disputes. The most 
-epoch'making Church dispute of the century in 
this State occurred in 1848 when a Royal Procla
mation was issued 'recognising as Metropolitan 
Mar Mathew Athanasius, who had been duly 
,consecrated in Antioch. But the appointment, 
.Boon after, of another Metropolitan from Antioch 
led to a revival of dissensions culminating in 
the visit of the Patriarch of Antioch to Travan
-eore, followed by the Synod of Mulanthuruthi 
,and the declara.tion of the Patriarch's nominee 
(Mar Dionysius V) as Metrop.an in 1876. 
The State accorded its sanction to this choice 
,,and - declared it as its definite' I policy hence
forward to interfere and adjudicate only in the 
temporal affairs of the Church involving "the 
maintenance of peace and good order" "through 
the established courts of the country". The 
Athanasius party influenced by Protestant mis
,sionaries, refused to recognise ,any foreign 

authority and, seceded from the Jacobite Church in 
1868. They 'constituted themselves into a' sepa
rate Church called the Reformed or Mar Thoma 
Syrian Church. This incident thus marks the 
origin of the Mar Thomite Syrians who have pre
served their independent organisation ever since. 
They still use the Jacobite Syrian liturgy from 
which, however, theY-have expunged several 
portions repugnant to their reformed religious 
conoeptions. 

416. The present century witnessed on the 
one' hand I the weakening of Antiochian control 
by the revival of the Catholicate and on the 
other the secession of two bishops from its 
ranks. In 1930, Ma.r IvanioB, the Jacobite 
Metropoli tan of Bethany and his associate Mar 
Theophilus, joined the Catholic Church and two 
years later the former was made titular Arch
bishop of Phasia with residence at Trivandrum 
and the latter to be under him as the titular 
bishop of Arad with his residence at Thiruvella. 
A separate hierarchy was established. for the new 
Catholic denomination founded by 'them and they 
adopted the "Syro.Malankara rite ", 'the doc· 
trines and dogmas being those of the Catholic 
Church. This recent Catholic offshoot from the 
Jacobite Church has vaguely been designated as 
"The Malankara Syrian Church" (under the 
,~ Archbishop of Trivandrum ") embodying blend
ed elements, the Roman in doctrine and juris
diction and the Syrian in its Syro-Malankara 
rite and liturgy. It is perhaps this unique 
character of their rite that has labelled them 
as "Reethukar" in common parlance, though 
their other name" Puthenkoor Catholios " 
does more correctly differentiate them from 
the other Syrian Catholics of the State than the 
very broad appellation of "Malankara Syrian 
Church". 

4~.?,~, The ancient Jacobite Church with its 
chequered history, often shaken by frequent 
dissensions, sometimes weakened by periodioal 
defections and still threatened by further seces
sions, steadfastly survives all its vicissitudes in 
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its pristine orthodoxy under Antioch's spiritual 
supremaoy. 

418.{ Meanwhile the necessity of adjusting 
the Catholic Churoh organisations in the State to 
suit the ecclesiastical requirements of the various 
denominations owing allegiance to Rome, led 
to the formation, within the last generation, of 
separate bishoprics and hierarchies with well. 
defined jurisdiotions for both the Latin Catho~ 
lic8 and the Syrian Catholics (or Romo·Syrians 
or Palaya Koottukar) who had been under the 
Portuguese Bishops of Cochin ahd Cranganore 
and the Carmelite Bishops of Verapoly. In con
sequence of such measures, the Latin Catholics 
and the Syro~Romans were provided with sepa
rata hierarchies, which in recent years have been 
I ndianised. . 

419.; The Syrian and Latin hierarchies func. 
tioning in the State at present are constituted as 
follows. The present heads of the Jacobite Church 
in Malabar are two rival claimants-the Catho
licos of the Ea~t residing at the old Seminary. 
Kottayam and the other the Metropolitan at 
Alwaye under Antioch's spiritual supremacy. 
There are eight Bishops under them. The Mar 
Thomite or Reformed Syrians who are independ. 
ent of any external spiritual control are under 
their ohief Metropolitan at Thiruvella with three 
Suffragans under him. The Syro·Romans (Syrian 
Catholios,) are under the Archbishop of Ernakulam 
and the Bishop of Changanchery, the Knanite 
section alone among them being separately under 
the Bishop of Kottayam. Both the Chan,!!ana .. 
chery and Kottayam Bishops are under the 
Archbishop of Ernakulam. The" Malankara 
Syrian Church" following the Romanised Syro
Malankra liturgy is und~r the Archbishop of Tri. 
vandrum. The Latin Catholics of the State are 
placed under five Bishops, of whom those of 
Kottar, Trivandrum, Quilon and Vijayapuram are 
under the .Archbishop of Verapoly and the Bishop 
of Cochin is under the Archbishop of Goa. Des
pite the difference in liturgies and episcopal 

. jurisdictions, all the Catholics in the State, as 

everywhere else in the world, are under the SPI

ritual supremacy of the Pope of Rome. ' 

420. From the beginning of the 19th century 
the Protestant Missions from the West had begun 
their activities in Travancore. The moat pro· 
minent of these was the Church Mission Sooiety. 
In 1806 and 1807 Dr. Claudius Buo~~an of 
Caloutta visited Travancore at the instance of 
the then Governor-General the Marquis of 
Wellesley and started work in co-operation with 
the Syrian Metropolitan of Malankara.. The 
mission had its headquarters at Kottayam and 
attempted between 1816 and 1836 to effect a 
fusion of the Syrian and the Anglican Churches. 
It had the very active and sympathetic support of 
Col. Munro and through, him of the Government of 
Travancore. They tried to introduce the English 
liturgy in the Travancore churches by translat· 
ing the same hoping that in course of time they 
would be able to win over the Syrians. The 
success of the A.nglican Missionaries in Travan
core was short-lived. The following years 
witnessed the gradual separation of the Syrians 
from the influence of the Church Missionary 
Society. In 1836 the Syrian Christians form.ally 
severed their connections for good from the 
C. M. S. misSiionaries and thenoeforward .the 
latt.er commenced direct mission work. Several 
C. M. S. mission centres were established in 
various parts of the State. In 1869 the Society 
working in T.ravancore and Cochin was trans
ferred from the control of the Bishop of Calcutta 
and placed under a Ch urch Council. Two 
Councils were established, one at Kottayam and 
the other at Mavelikara. The Dioceses of Tra
vancore and Cochin were set up' in. 1879. Till 
a fe w years ~o, th is Church W3,B known as 
the Church o~ngland in India or the Anglican 
Churoh in India. The legal oonnection of th&
Church of England in India and the established 
Churoh Qf England has now been severed by an 
Act of Parliament, though it retains its organio.. 
connection with the Anglican communion. Sine&. 
then, they have formed a component part of "the 
Churoh of India. Burma and Ceylon". They: 
have a separate Bishop with headquarters a~ 
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Kottayam. The governing body is the Diooesan 
dounoil with a standing oommittee of eleven 
clerical and twenty-six lay members. 

42~.. Even before the Churoh Missionary 
Society, the London Mission Society had started 
their proselytising activities in Travanoore. The 
mission.Bhli,rted work in 1806, ohiefly under the 
leadership' of a German by name Ringletaube, 
with ~he active support of the British Residents 
Col. Macaulay, Col. Munro and General Fraser, 
in whose time the successive Sove"\:eigns made 
periodical gifts to the mission in the shape of 
donations and lands to build churches or to culti
vate, ,besides revenue concessjons, grants-in-aid 
to schools, etc. In 1866 the Pastorate was partly 

. Indianised and at present the Mission is divided 
into six districts, viz., Nagercoil, Neyyoor, Marth
andam, Parassala, Trivandrum, and Quilon, each 
with its own minister and administraliive oouncil. 
The churohes that have grown up in Travancore 
as a result of the work of the London Mission 
Society have for the last 30 years belonged to 
the South India United qhuroh, comprising 
churches of Congregational and Presbyterian 
denominations scattered in the different parts of 
South India. It represents a union of churches 
wHich had themselves taken steps to remove 
certain differenoes. 

422 . The. Salvation Army started work in 
1889 in a village near Nagerooil and progressed 
on the same lines as other missions of the 
S. 1. U. C. Its founder, General Booth paid 
a visit to Travancore soon after they started 
work. The sect owes its name to its emphasis 
on the dootrine of the salvation of the soul 
through Jesus Christ. Within =- short time 
they were able to secure a large body of 
converts. The unique feature of this sect is the 
adoption by its members of red and yellow uni
forms and well-graded military designations. In 
1924 they established the headquarters of Terri
torial Commander of the South Indian Distriot 
in Trivandrum. The Divisional Commanders 
were also appointed in ten separate centres in 
Travancore. 

423. Beliides the major Christian denomina." 
tiona w hOf§e history has been briefly dealt with 
there are a large number of other sects, of exotio 
as well as indigenous origin, some of the numeri
oally more important of them being the Lutheran 
Mission, Pentecost, Baptist, Brother Mission,. 
Hhl", ~<I,ith and Church of America. 

424. It has already been stated that the, 
proportion of the Christians to the total 
population of the State has been increasing in 
succeeding Censuses. In 1875 when the first 
regular Census was taken the Christians had a 
numerical strength of 469,023 only. In the
present Census their population is 1,963,808. 
Between 1875 and 1941 they have inoreased 
by 318·7 per oent. The deoennial rate of in
crease of the Christians has been higher than 
that of the Hindus and also of Ithe aggregat~ 

State -population during the past'several decades 
as has already been stated. Since 1931 the 
Christians have increased by 22·4 per cent. while 
the Hindus have increased by only 17 per cent. and· 
thA total population of the State by 19 per oent.· 

425 The Christians have maintained the pro-· 
portions of the last Census in their distribution bi 
taluks. Meenaohil with 61"6 per cent. leads, while. 
Changanaohery, Kottayam, Muvattupula and 
Thodupula have recorded. more than 50 per cent. 
As in 1931, Kunnathunad is the only taluk in 
w hioh both Hindus and Christians are eaoh less 
than 50 per cent. Of the taluks in the State,.. 
Chitayinkil oo~tains the lowest peroenta~e of 
Christians viz., 2·1. Of the total Christian popu
lation 46·4 -per cent. is in the Northern, 32·2 in 
the Cent~al and 21"4 in the Southern Divisions. 

426. The subjoined table shows the distri .. 
but ion of the Christian po-pulatlOn by main 
sects. It gives also their proportion to the total 
Christian population. In the 1931 Report, only 

Sect. 

Anglican communion 
Jacobite Sydans 
Mar Thoma (Reformed) Syrians 
Ramo-Syrians 
Roman Catholics 
Sal vationists 
South India United Ohurch 
OtheJrs 

Actual 
Number. 

88,217 
405,057 
171,962 
560,834 
453,224 

49,755 
113,857 
120,902 

Percentage to 
the total 

Ohristian 
population" 

4·49 
2()·62 
8·76 

28·57 
23·08 
2·53 
5·80 
6·11> 
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two denominations of Catholics, viz., Romo
Syrians and Roman Catholios, have been reoord
·ed. In this Census the Catholics have returned 
themselves as three main denominations, viz., 
the Roman Catholics, the Latin Catholics and the 
Syrian Catholics. Ifrom the total number of 
Roman Catholios it has to be presumed that the 
Latin Catholics also have been included under 
Roman Catholics in 1931. It is neoessary, there
fore for purposes of oomparison and analysis to 
gro~p them together under the same heading. 
Roman Catholios and Latin Catholi(Js as returned 
Dumbfll' 230,158 and 223,066 respectively. 

427. The Catholics constitute the majority 
among the Christians. The Romo-Syrians and the 
Roman Catholics both of whom owe allegiance to 
the Pope, together number 1,014,058 and form 
.51' 6 per cent. of the total Christian population. 
The Jacobite Syrians who form 20'6 per cent. 
.of the total come next. All the other sects 
together form only 27' 8 per cent. The Roman 
Catholics have increased from 360,217 to 453,224 
i, e., by .25'8 per cent. They have registered the 
largest percentage of inOJ'eaee among the Chri
stians. The Romo-Syrians number 560,834 
against 449,173 of the last Census. They have 
increased by 24'9 per cant. This inorease is 
higher than the rate of increase of the Christian 
population as a whole. They have increased in 
.their oomparative strength also. In 1931 they 
formed only 28 per cent. of the Cbristian popu
lation, Now they constitute;28'6 per cent. The 
strength of the Jacobite Syrian seot has increased 
from 337,872 to 405,057, i. e., by 19'9 per cent. 
They constitute 20

t

6 per cent. of the Christian 
population. The Mar Thoma Syrians have in
creased from 142,486 to 171,962, i. e. by 20'7 
per cent. They constitute S' 8 per cent. of the 
-total Christian population. 

428. The population of the Anglicans has in
·creased from 85,261 to 88,217. They now form 
-only 4' 49 per cent. of the Christian population 
while· aocording to the 1931 Census they con
-atituted 5'3 per cent. of the total Christians. 

429 The Salvationists and the South India 
United Church register a decrease as compared with 

the figures for 1931. The former number only 
49,755 as against 58,991 of 1931. In 1931 they 
formed 3'7 per cent. of the Christian population 
while this time they form only 2'5 per cent. 

430 The population returned under the 
South India United Church formed 8'7 per cent. 
of the total Christian population in 1931, but in 
1941 they form only 5'8 per cent. Their 
numerical strength has fallen from 138,958 to 
113,857. This decrease can be explained only in 
two ways. Probably the Mission has not Ibeen 
able to keep up the rate of conversion ofl the 
previous decade. A large number of their parish: 
people may have left their fold and gone over to 
other sects or other religions. In the enumera
tion stage there was a good deal of propaganda and 
several petitions came up from the adherents of this 
seot. Some of the members of the South India 
United Church were reluctant to renounce the 
caste to whioh they had belonged before conversion. 
Between the injunctions issued by the Missions 
to return themselves as S. I. U. C and the desire 
of the individual to hold fast to his caste, there 

, seemed to exist a lot of confusion with the result 
that the returns contained several denominations 
as Nadar Christian. Cheramar Christian,· ~mba
var Christian, Aiyanavar Christian, eto. In fact 
between the period of the preliminary and tinal 
enumerations there was simultaneous propaganda. 
by two parties, ono insisting upon the mention of 
caste even to the elimination of the sect and the 
other emphasising the need for recording sect 
ignoring caste altogether. The tendency descri
bed earlier '" hile discussing Hinduism, of caste 
assuming a new garb for political purposes, is 
disoarnible here also but with this difference, that 
while the ch.,cter of the transition in Hindu 
society was centripetal, that in the Christian was 
centrifugal. For example the Nadars of South 
Travanoore started an agitation that all Nadars 
irrespective of the religion to which they belong
ed should be grouped as belonging to a homo
geneous community so that the weight of their 
numbers might help them for official preferment 
and representation in public bodies and in .. 
stitutions. SQ also, though in a lesser degree,. 
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-there has been a similar movement among the 
Che1:amars, the Sambavars and the Aiyanavaxs. 
It is too early to predict at the present moment, 
when regrouping and renaming of communities, 

. sects and castes are frequent, whether these sects 
will, in eventually evolving themselves into 
groups, base their identity on caste or religion or 

-a combination of both. 

431 Besides the major sects mentioned. above 
'numerous other missionary bodies are working in 
the State. These bodies are financed from Europe 
and elsewhere and have established churohes of 
their own in different parts of the State. "The 
divergent interpretations of Christianity by tha 
exponents of numerous missions oontribute not a 
little to the puzzlement of the Hindus among 
whom they work." Many of the converts to their 
fold are from the Backward Communities who 

, are unable to understand the differenoes in dogma 
or ritual among the different schools and though 
they may realise the fact that they have changed 
their religion, they are s,eldom conscious of 
the comparative merits of the tenets of the new 

· creed to which they have been converted. The 
· Christian who has changed from one sect to 
· another m[\.y have done 80 for speoial advan-
tage or convenience. This may offer some 

"explanation fo! the existence and continuanoe 
of . the large number of miscellaneous Christian 

, soots in Travancore. A list of the several sects 
· with their respectivo strengths is given below. 
In addition to these there are 54 other denomina
tions whose numerjcal strength falls below 1,00() 
and 40 even below 100. 

Sect. Number. 

1. Tribe 3,601 
2. Lutheran Mission 13,200 
3. Protestant 17,531 
4. N adar Christian 1,989 
5. S. D. A. 2,033 
6. Brother Mission 9,413 
7. Pentecost 10,044 
8. Syrian Unspecified 5,141 
9. P.R. D. S. 4,015 

10. Bible Faith 2,046 
11. Chel'amar 3,725 
12. Baptist 8,686 

432 The Muslims who constitute the third 
major community in the State have increased 
from 353,274 to 434,150 in 1941. They oonsti~ 

tute 7'2 per cent of the total population. It is 
recorded that the first batch of Muslims reached 
Malahar as early as 712 A. D., i. e. about the 
same year as the advent of Islam in Sind 
as well as in Spain. The people of Malabar 
and their Rulers, who were tolerant to the reli
gions of the many nations who traded in 
their ports appear to have aiven them all help 
~nd encouragement. The Muslim traders on 
their part respected the customs and usages of 
the country and maintained the most friendly 
intercourse with the local population. Several 
mosques were built and they made many converts 
to Islam. They always received very kind and 
generous treatment at the hands of tho Rulers 
of Travancore and under Royal patronage Islam 
seems to have prospered in the State. The clash 
of interest which has oharacterised Hindu-Muslim 
relations in other parts of India never existed in 
Travanoore. There is in fact no real Hindu
Muslim problem here. This can be attributed 
more to the tolerance and catholicity of the Rulers
and the people than to the fact of their being a 
small minority in the State. Conversions to 
Islam in Travanoore were made in a quiet and 
unobtrusive way and were thus free from the 
taint of aggression or intolerance as in certain 
other parts of India. The Muslims here never 
adopted a policy of aloofness but lived in peace 
and amity with their fellow citizens and pursued 
their religious life in conformity with the usages 
of the times. "The Maharajas exercised a power 
of control in the management of their religious 
institutions. The permission of Government 
was necessary for the opening of mosques while 
the right of appointing the priests was reserved 
.in the Sovereign himself." 

4-33. The Muslims in the State were divided 
in 193'1 into two major sub-divisions-Shiahs and 
Sunnis. The Sunni Muslims were further su b· 
divided into five sub-sections e~oh having 3 and 
4 subdivisions. But with the commencemeni 
of the ~n8us opera.tions of 1941, the Muslim3 i t 
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the State conducted intensive propaganda to 
secure uniformity in returns as a single com
munity. As a result the Muslims have re
turned themselves as one homogeneous body 
with 'Islam' as their religion and 'Muslim' as 
their community. 

434, Since the last decade the Muslims have 
increased by 22' 9 per cent. Among the threo 
major communities, the Muslims have recorded 
the highest percentage of increase. During the 
last 40 years, they have increased by 127'8 per 
cent. Although they are found throughout the 
State, their presence in force is essentially a 
feature of the Central Division. But in no taluk 
of the State do they constitute a majority. It 
is in Chirayinkil that they have the highest 
percentage but even there they form only 16' 6 
per cent of the taluk population. They have 
their least strength in Devikulam (1' 3 per cent). 
As in 1931, Chirayinkil and Karunagapally 
retain their first and second ranks in Muslim 
strength, while Kunnathunad, which held the 
third rank of 1931 i. e,(12'9) has yielded it to 
Pathanapuram (13'2). 

435, Besides these, Sikhism, Jainism, Zoro
astrianism, Buddhism and Judaism have also 
found their adherents in Travancore. Twenty 
persons have not returned themselves under any 
religio~ at all, The Jews, the Sikhs and the J ains 
have increased now to 371, 31 and 62 from 298, 
12 and 41 r,espectively in 1931. There has been a 
faU in the strength of the Buddhist from 64 to16. 

436. The west coast has often been conside~ed 
an exceedingly interesting place combining the 
charms of a hoary antiquity with the delightful 
simplicity of domestic life. It is true that the 
Malayalee was different in many respects fr9m 
the people who lived beyond the Ghats. M aru
makkatkayam laws flxisted in few other parts of 
India. In habits and attire, he adopted a mode 
distinct from any found elsewhere in India. In 
domestic life, the joint-family system maintained 
conventions and practices peculiar to this land. 
In food and clothing, there was a distinctiveness 
which could not escape the notice of even the 
casual visitor. In marriages and other functions 

social or religious, there are notiMable c8l'tain 
characteristics which are the results of the 
personal laws peculiar to this part of the country, 
And yet in this strange land on the western side 
of the Ghats where the curious visitor might 
have expected to see things fundamentally di f· 
ferent from what he had seen or heard beyond, 
there has occurred in the last few decades almost, 
revolutionary changes which have transformed 
this caste-ridden country into almost the most 
progressive 'Part of the whole of India. 

437. The outlook of the people on life in
general has changed and new ideas resulting 
from the wide spread of liberal education have 
permeated society at large. This modernisation 
in outlook, manners and customs is discernible in 
all aspects of life-social, religious and political, 
People are becoming increasingly adaptable to 
the ohanges that are constantly taking place 
around them and society is moving forward with 
the times casting off its rigidity and exclu
siveness and becoming more and more recePfive 
of new ideas and ideals. 

438: Though by religion the people of 
Travancore are divided into three mam 
communities-the Hindu, the Christian---and 
the Muslim-in appearance, dress and habits 
they can be grouped into two broad classes. 
The descendants of those who came under the 
civilising influence of the Aryan immigrants 
who occupied £rom early times positions of dis· 
tinction and authority are to be distinguished 
from the descendants of those who stood outside 
their fold. The distinctiveness in personal 
appearance marked by fairness of complexion 
and regularity of features, clean habits and 
simple life carl be attributed to the social rank 
which they enjoyed irrespective of their reli· 
gious persuasions. The fndigenous population 
wherein there has been less admixture of foreign 
blood is characterised by dark complexion and 
features which aTe not so well outlined. 

439.l, Even among this appa.rently homoge
neou~ group certain distinguishing features exi· 
sted to indentify the particular sect or class to, 
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which each belonged. A couple of decades ago 
the Namputhiri could easily be distinguished 
from the Nayar and the VellaJa from the Ampala
vasi. Caste had long preserved this distinctive. 
ness particularly of the upper classes in society. 
Social and economic changes which have gone 
far to eliminate caste have set in motion a 
tendency for, the gradual disappearance of 
these speciftl characteristics. With the gradual 
eliminatioI\ 'of caste prejudices and caste ex elu
siveness, custom and tradition became less and 
~ess effective. The tuft is no longer an identify
lllg mark of the Hindu. The wearing of caste. 
marks is becoming a rarity. One England
returned. Brahman gentleman l'ecently described 
it as 'war paint'. The olose shave oUhe Chri
stian has disappeared, the comb and the hair-brush 
coming in' as an indispensable item in his toilet. 
Even among the Muslims who are mol'S cons' 

. ervative. there is a tendency on the part of 
the educated few to give up the close shave and 
the skull cap or the turban. 

. ~40 .. Through economic changes and nation
ahst~o l~fluences a unHormity of apparel is 
commg mto common use and this has to a vary 

large. extent democl'atised society; so much so, 
tpat It ha,s become almost impossible to identify 
'cas.te or community by the dress that is worn. 
Thishealthy and wholesome change is unfortu
nately accompanied by a tendency to make 
costume more expensive, less artistic and ill
adapted to the climatic conditions of the country. 
The shirt is an addition becoming more and 
more popular. The white mttndu is being fast 
replaced by the Ve8ati with broad borders and 
the towel with stripes has taken the place of 
the old simple tlw'l'tku. The large majority of 
the Muslims, however have not given. U"p their 
traditional costume. 

441, A tendency towards extravagance in 
dress and habits is noticeable in the younger 
generation of the educated classes, particularly 
among those with higher education. Though the 
attraction for the European costume is fast dis
appearing under nationalistic influences such 

expensive habits'as t,he use of silks, costly lineD~ 
cosmetics, etc., are on the increase. This unfortu. 

nate tendency to bestow too much attention on 
personal appearance is having its baneful effects 
on society. 

442. In female attire also there has been 
considerable change. Malayall women were noted 
for their preference of simple white dress, though 
the manner of dressing varied with the women 
of different communities. The educated section 
of women and those who follow 'their lead are 
adopting inn ovations in dre.ss which bring them 
nearer to the general mode of dressing in vogue 
in other parts of India. The use of silks and 
sarMS is becoming common among the wealthier 
classes. Jumpers, blouses and jackets have coma 
into common use among all classes but fashions 
vary with each caste. No remarkable change 
has com~ about in the dress of the Malayala. 
Brahman women. Among the Nayar ladies, the 
simplicity and elegance of the p'udava, 'J'lywka 
and the upper cloth, all white in colour, have 
given place to the glamorous sheen of the saree, 
the blouse and the jumper. The Syrian Christian 
women dress in their own particular fashion 
though sarees form an attraction for the 
younger. generation. The Muslim ladies still 
adhere to the dress of the customary pattern 
which distinguishes their appearance from that 
of the members of other communities. 

443. In the wearing of ornaments, however, 
a healthy change is noticeable. Tho heavy and 
crude ornaments particularly the eaJ:-pendants, 
have disappeared and given place generally to 
better~cut and more fashionable patterns. The 
l'estrictions imposed by custom prohibiting the 
wearing of particular ornaments by certain classes 
have completely disappeared. Jewelry is used 
only very sparingly by all communities. Formerly 
the worpen loaded the head, the ears, the nose, the 
neck, the arms, the waist and the ankles with, 
heavy jewelry. The tendency among the younger 
women now is to limit the ornaments to a gold 
chain with a pendant of artistio workmanship, 
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a pair of kammats with drOP3, s9vera,l banCJ'les 
f)f different patterns and a pair of k()lu~us. 
Colour-scheme has invaded the fashionable 
woman's toilette to a disastrous extent. Enamel
ware and imitation stones have come in bandy to 
satisfy the fastidious tastes' of the fashionable 
belles of all communities. 

444. Blackening of the eyes and eye-brows 
with antimony was a common practice among 
the Hindu women. The Muslim women used 
~8urma" It certainly added to the oomeliness 
of the fair sex. This practice still continues but 
is now done more artistioally. A less oostly 
Qarbon paste has, however, taken the plaoe of 
.antimony. To these have been added in recent 
years powder and cream. The former is more in 
general use than the latter. The aping of the 
West has reached a ludiorous extent by the advent 
of the lipstiok and the nail polish among the ultra
fashionable. Hair-dye also is coming into fre
quent use and here perhaps man is a worse sinner 
than woman. 

I 

445. : Formerly it was easy to distinguish 
particular castes by their distinctive mode of 
dressing the hair. Hair used to be dressed in 
Beveral al·tistio forms mostly on alld near the 
forehead. This oustom is fast disappearing. A 
uniform mode of tying the hair on the baok 
portion of the head is beooming more and more 
popular among all communities. 

.. H6. Statistios have revealed a distinct 
degeneraoy in the physique of the younger genera
tion. From an analysis of the age-tables, it has 
become evident that only a small peroentage of 
juvenile population are of the proper height, 
weight and build corresponding to that age. 

447. Child marriage which was once in vogue 
in Travanoore has now been prohibited. Pre
puberty marriage, even among Brahmans, has 
become an exoeption. Intermarriages between 
Bub-sects have become more common even in 
orthodox ciroles. Marriage festivities usually 
()ocupying several days, have been reduced to an 
.almost one-day function. This change has not, 
however, been accompanied by a corresponding 

economy in marriage eXpanSE)s. Marriaga with
out dowry has be(}ome an exception even among 
communities which looked down upon the dowry 
system. 

448 . Various religious and social oeremonies 
whioh custom perpetuated in the old joint-fami
lies are being given up partly for eoonomic 
reasons and partly through social reform. The 
Thalikettu, Thirantukalyanam and the Pulikudi 
whioh were prevalent among the non- Brahman 
classes, particularly among the Nayars, have been 
almost aLandoned. The observance of pollu
tion in oonnection with births and deaths is not 
being kept up now exoept in the matter of enter
ing temples. 

449.. The same latitude is seell in respect of 
interdining abo. No oommunal distinction is 
being observed in social functiolls like garden 
parties and tea parties. Interdining among the 
advanced sections of communities is beooming 
more oommon. Restrioting invitations to mar
riages, etc., exolusively to those bt)longing to 
the oommunity of the host has, however, nQt 
been fully given up. 

450. With the almost complete elimination of 
touch and distance pollution, people have shaken 
themselves free from the rigidity o£-time-honoured 
usage in this direotion. The custom which 
demanded a bath in the temple tank and worship 
in the temple in wet clothes is rarely observed 
now. The habit of daily worship in the nearest 
temple which was a oommon feature of Hindu 
family life, is being now observed only by a few. 
The Christian and the Muslim, however, have 
kept up their Sunday and Friday worship as an 
essential item in their life. 

451 ... With the relaxation of custom thE) 
way has been cleared fori external influences to 
develop new tastes and habits in society. The 
cinema and the fashionable olub have begun to 
attract the people more and more, in preference 
to the old inexpensive and indigenou's reoreations 
a.nd pastimes. The use of tobacco and liqUOr 
has become more general. Sooiety is being called 
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upon to face more seriously the problem of leisure 
raised by the increasing mechanisa.tion. 

452. The break-up of the joint-family system 
resulting in the individual members leaving the 
family home and setting up establishments of 
the'ir own, particularly after marriage, has to a 
large extent been responsible for the gradual 
disappearance of the old type of houses peculiar 
to thi8 part of the country. The Nalukettu with 
different' apartments for the male and the female 
members' of the family and separate -place of 
honour for the K aranava1' has disappeared and 
in its place have come terraced or tiled unitary 
bungalows designed to cater to the compara
tively luxurious conveniences of single families. 
These changes have invaded even the Illom8 of 
the Namputhiris whose steadfastness to custom 
and tradition is proverbial. 

453. Rice is the staple food of the people. 
The Brahmans, the Kshatriyas and the Ampala. 
vasis are vegetarians. The Naval'S and the 
Ilavas are generally non-vegetarians. To the 
Christian and the Muslim non-vegetarian 
food i!, almost a necessity. As different from 
the Hindus they eat beef. The Backward Com
munities like the Pulayas and the Parayas are 
meat-eaters but the Pulayas generally eschew 
boof. Kanji (Rice gruel) in the morning, a 
more substantial meal at noon and supper 
afoor sunset form the daily routine of the middle 
class Malayalis of all castes. But Kanji is 
being slowly supplanted by tea, coffee, cocoa or 
other beverages. The working classes are addic
ted to drink. They use toddy which is a cheap 
intoxicant supposed to possess some nutritive 
value also. A good many among them use arrack 
which js far stronger and more injurious. 

454. According to the law of inheritance 
and succession the subjects of the State can be 
divided into marumakkathayis and makkathayis. 
Those who trace their inheritance through the 
mother are the ma1''llmalckathayis and those 
tracing their inheritance through the father are 
the makkathayis. The Kshatriya, the Ampalavasi, 
the Samantna, the Nayar, the !lava and the 

Nanjanad VeUala and a few of the Muslims 
come under the first category. All the other .ain
dus, the Christians and the Muslims come under 
the latter. During the last two decades there was 
intense legislative activity consequent on the 
agitation of the younger generation against the 
uncontrolled authority of the K a'f'anava1'. As a 
result, the Nayar, the nava, the Nanjanad 
VeUala and the Kshatriya Acts have been passed 
enabling the members of these communities to 
adopt makkathayam in lieu of marumakkatka· 
yam. These legislative enactments, however, are 
permissive in character. But due advantage Qt 
them ha;s been taken by the majority. Legislation: 
has not yet rooted out the ma1'umakkatkayam 
customs and traditions. The divided members 
still cling on to their old family names and titles. 
In the observance of the customary ceremonies 
and pollutions the affinity to the marumakka
tha:ljam system is still evident. Resides the
matrial'chal and patriarchal systems, a mixed 
system of inheritance is followed by a few com
munities like the nava, the Venala, the
Krishnanvaka, etc. 

455 Society has thus emerged into the wider 
world of ttiday from the comparative isolation 
and delightful simplici~y of the remote but self
'contained village meeting its simple wants from 
the services of its people. It is facing divergent 
problems of a nature quite different from those 
it confronted before, such for example, as th~e 
connected with an increasing population, develQp
ment of economic reSources under the severest 
world competition, preservation and development 
of the literary, artistic and other cultural inheri-, 
tanca and tradition of the different communities., 
In short, society has to find ways and means of 
adjusting itself to the severe and perplexing 
demands of a complex civilisation. Clash of in ... 
terests,varied or vested and conf1ict of authorities,. 
customary or specific, have added to the difficul
ties of these problems. 

1456 I The 'newspapers and the numerouft 
associ~tions and clubs catering to the lit~rary" 
social, political and other interests of society are 
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but the outward expressionB of its oomplexity. 
The struggle for existenoe is discernible almost 
in every department of human activity. The 
conflict in ideals and ideologies is only the out
ward manifestation of this inward urge in the 
different oommunities. It is almost impossible 
to forecast how society will settle down after 
this period of conflict and unsettlement. A 
mutual adjustment of differences and the happy 
evolution of a common goal of ultimate unity 
towards whioh the cultural inheritance of this 
land has always pointed, should form the oommon 
creed of the inteUi,qentsia in the country. The 
progress of society should be measured by the rate 
at which the identification of the individual with 
the State without losing his personality and 
initiative is achieved in the different spheres of 
human aotivity, for that indeed is a consumma· 
tion devoutly to be wished for. 

457 It is the oentripetal tendenoies that 
have undeniably set society on the straight path 
towards suoh a grand consummation that have 
really raised Travanoore, not merely to the 
vanguard of progressive India, but as a possible 
ml)del of social homogeneity based on a cultural 
fusion. Elsewhere in India not only the con
fliot between oreed and creed but the clash 
between cast6S' or seots within the sarno creed, 
has often hindered the evolution of a real unity 
or unanimity in the social sphere. From the 
sketoh given above it is obvious that in Travan
core neither intoleranoe of seot nor fanatioism 
of oreed on the "part of the rulers or the ruled 
has, in modern times, neutralised the cohesive 
foroes of sooiet.y. Besides by the fissiparous 
tendenoies inherent in caste and creed, cultural 
fusion has often been impeded by the prevalenoe 
1)£ a multiplicity of dialects and languages. 
Though the advent of such b, world-language as 
English as a medium of expression through
-out India has tended to nationalise the Indians, 
the very spirit of nationalis)ll fostered by the 
English language has latterly led to the rise of 
Hindi or Urdu as indigenous alternatives, if not 
:substitutes for English as the (' lingua franca" 
1)f India. Imllerial Table XII is designed to 
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assess the incidence of the various languages in 
vogue, and through a statistical study of the 
tendencies revealed, examine such problems like 
bilingualism and multilingualism, as may have 
a bearing upon the prevailing conditions in th", 
State. 
'- 458. Before proceeding to discuss the find

ings in Table XII it has to be emphasised that 
so far as this State i~ concerned, the tendency 
of its prevalent as well as predominant languages 
has been to foster rather than hinde.£' its cultural 
fusion. The reasons are not far to see k. For one 
thing, Travancore has the unique distinctioh of 
having been ruled by a single d¥nasty down to 
the present time, under the uninterrupted sway of 
a single, growing, living language. The personal 
language of the ruler and the national language 
of the large majority of the ruled has ever been 
the same. The English language is oherished 
and treasured both by the Sovereign and the 
subjects alike. This identitJ and harmony of 
linguistic interest which haa consistently beAn 
ill evidence since the introduction of English 
education in the State, earlier than anywhere 
else in South India, precludes any idea of anta
~onism in the preference or prevalence of any 
of the languages in the State. Secondly, though 
no less than 34 lan~uages are spoken in the 
State, only· 9 per cent. of the population speak 
languages other than Malayalam and Tamil, the 
former being spoken by 84·7 per cent. and the 
latter, which is in vogue in the taluks fringing 
tho adjacent Tamil Nad, being spoken by 14· 4 
per cent. Both these languages bein~ derivatives 
from the same Dravidian stock, anyone who 
speaks only Malayalam or Tamil will find the 
other easily intelligible1thus making mutual com
prehension readily possible. Again, with regard 
to this State, the compactness o£ its configuration 
along with its net-work of communications pre
cludes the possibility of dialeotical variations. 
such as provincialisms and colloquialisms becom
ing mutually incomprehensible as in the case of 
English that is spoken in Scotland or Wales or 
in the Eastern Counties. On the other hand 
the main languages in vogue are so well placed 

l , 
",1 
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:as to link the State culturally to the outside 
world in a widening circle of proximity, enabl
ing it thereby to imbibe, wi~hout linguistic 
isolation or national provinoia.lism, cultura.l in
fluences from Ta.mil Nad through Tamil, from 
Cochin and Malabar through Malayalam and 
from the rest of the world by means of English. 
,So any hindrance to a cultural fusion from the 
,direction of langua~e can never assume such 
proportions in this State as in ma.ny of the 
Provinces of British India or such foreign 

,oountries as Switzerland, Poland, Yugoslavia or 
Czechoslovakia. Far more important than all 
these is the fact that the two principal languages 
in the State form the medium for the spread of 
literany under a uniform system of elementary 
and middle school education, serving as an 
,excellent background for a cultural fusion. For 
these various reasons, therefore, the problem 
'of language in Travancore easily aligns 
itself with the wider problem of cultural unity 
more as a fostering elemEmt than as a deuerrent. 
Before taking up the study of literacy and 
-education, which have a more immediate bearing 
on the evolution of cultural unity, the statistical 
'findings with regard to language in Table XII 
may be set forth in some detail. 

459. Malayalam is the mother tongue of 84'7 
per cent. and Tamil that of 14'4 per cent. of the 
population. The number speaking the former 
has increased by 20'7 per cent. (i. e., 1'6 
higher than the rate of population inorease) 
and the latter by 11'2 per cent. (i. e., 8 
less than the rate of population increase). 
Only' 9 per cent. of the population speak langu
ages other than these two. In the 1:taluks of 
Thovala, Agasthiswaram, Kalkulam and Vila van
,code, 86' 6 per cent. of the popUlation and in 
Shenkotta 94'6 per cent. use Tamil as the mother
tongue. In all the other taluks, Malayalam is 
the mother-tongue of the large majority except in 
Pirmede and Davikulam where Tamil is spoken 
by 66 per cent. of the population. The wide 
prevalence of Tamil in the taluks mentioRed is 
due partly to their proximity to Tamil Nad and 
partly to the large number of immigrants who 

oome to work as ooolies in the plantations of 
these areas. It may also ~be noted at the very 
outset that while a large percentage of those 
whose mother-tongue is Tamil, speak Malayalam 
as subsidiary language, only a very small per
centage of those with mother-tongue as Mala
yalam speak Tamil as subsidiary language. 

4~O. The par~ut; tongue of both these langu
ages 18 proto-TamIl. Both the Tamil and Malaya
lam dialects used now in the State are the deve
loped forms of this. Those who lived in taluks near 
!amil Nad oontinued to use Tamil which, with the 
mflux of pure and more literarv elements has . ~, 

grown mto the form used today in those regions. 
The language in vogue in other parts of the State 
was subjected to various influences, ma.inly of 
Sanskrit and to a sm'l.ll extent, of Tulu, Kanarese 
and Telugu. Malayalam in its present form is 
the resultant of the impa.ct of these exotic forces 
upon the original dialect. In course of time, 
numerO:lS terms conneoted with the Islamic 
religion, Government and commerce found their 
way into Malayalam from Arabic, Persian, 

r Marathi and Hindusthani while Hebrew, Syriac, 
Greek and Latin oontributed their quota of 
Christian phraseolo~y. The contact with the 
Portuguese, Dutch, French and English traders 
also led to the coining of fresh words and idioms 
to expre.3s the new and unfamiliar concepts of 
forei~n otigin. In this way the present Mala
yalam vocabulary derived much linguistic 
nourishment in the course of its evolution from 
a variety of foreign tongues. 

461. Next in importance to Tamil in point 
of incidence is the English language which in 
the En~lish Schools and ColIe~es assumes spedial 
importance as the 'first language' and a certi
fied proficiency in which is considered both as 
a hall-mark of education and the" sine qua non" 
f01: higher professional recruitment and prefer
ment. Since ~he opening of the earliest English 
Schools in the State at Kottayam in 1816 and 
at Nagercoil in 1818 by the C. M. S. and L. M. S. 
Missionaries respectively, English has been 
spreading rapidly in the State. Today th~ 
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number of persons who are able to read and 
write English is many times more than those 
who speak it as their mother-tongue. Though' 
only 854 persons have returned English as their 
mother-tongue, there are 403,678 literates in the 
language which is 6'6 per cent. of the total popu
lation. This is explained by the fact that 
English is the official language in Travancore, 
used in courts of law and Government publica
tions. English is at present making more rapid 
headway in the State than in any other part of 
India. With 342 English schools, ten colleges, 
numberless English libraries and 16 English and 
31 quasi-English journals and periodicals circula
ting in the State, with its academic, commercial, 
social, political and cultural contacts with the 
outside world, the number of people able to speak 
English is bound to inc.rease by leaps and bounds 
in the years to come. In this connection it may 
specially be pointed out that of all the cultural 
influences of modern times tending towards the 
evolution of a social uni~y, the English language is 
undoubtedly entitled to a high place. The acces· 
sibility to universal knowledge, the widening of 
outlook and ,better cultural association with 
foreign lands, rendered possible through the 
medium of suoh a world-wide language as English, 
have tended to lift the Travancorean above the 
parochialism to which he may be subjected by 
age-old conventions as well as geographical bar. 
riers. It is to the English! language again along 
with his liberal education, that the Trava~corean 
owes his prospects and his reputation abroad, his 
cosmopolitan outlook at home and his ever-widen
ing circle of civic sympathies that makes his 
mind accommodative and hospitable to other 
views and standpoints than his own and hence 
really cultured in the best sense of the term. 

462., Travancore has been making great head
way in recent years in the popularisation of Hindi. 
It has been introduced as an optional second langu
age in 8 Government and 12 private schools and 
even in some of the Colleges. The Kerala and the 
Travancore Hindi Prachara Sabhas are conducting 
propaganda for the spread of Hindi. There are 
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quite a few private institutions where it is taught. 
But perhaps the prevalence of Hindi ,in the 
important towns and its permeation into even 
remote villages must be attributed to the peri~ 
grin~tion8 of itinerant Hindi masters or" Pra
charaks ", (seventy of them now working in 40 
centres) who take it mostly as a labour of love 
to bring a working knowledgo of the language 
within the easy reaoh of the ordinary folk just 
for a rupee or less per mensem with pra«tically 
little outlay on books or notebooks. As a result 
about 15,000 persons have acquired kno\Wledge 
of Hindi within the last decade and 850 males 
and 625 females are now under instruotion. A 
large number of persons have passed one or the 
other of the graded examinations and hold degrees, 
several being Graduates in Hindi. In the 
number of candidates annually presented for 
Hindi examinations, Trivandrum stands first in 
South India. On the whole, thanks to na~ionalistic 
influenoes people are taking more and more to thil=! 
language of All· India importance and in this 
matter women seem to evince a more distinct pre
ference than men. But it may take some time for 
Hindi to assume the pervasive character whioh 
English has achiev~d in the State. ' 

463. The figu~es showing the distribution 
of languages according to the classification 
accepted by the Linguistic Survey of India are 
given in the subjoined table. 

Languages classified by Family and Group. 
Number of langua· Number of 

ges returned. speakers. 
Family, Sub-family, etc. 

1941 1931 1941 1931 

STATE 34 29 6,070,018 5,095,973 

A Languages of India 13 14 6,062,250 5,091,006 

(i) Dravidian Family 5 5 6,033,874 5,064,323 
(a) Dravida group 4 4 6,025.671 5,054,468 
(b Andhra Language ] 1 8,203 9,855 

ii Ti beto-Chinese 
Family 1 3 

iii Indo-European 
Family Indo· 
Aryan Branch 7 9 28,373 26,683 

B Languages of Asiatic 
countries other than 
India 6 6 6,703 ~,596 

C European Languages 15 9 1,062 1,371 

D Language unspecitied .' 3 113*' 

* Included in Indo· European Family 
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The D,ravidian family is represented in this State 
by M8Ilayalam, Tamil, Canarese, Tulu and Telugu. 
It has been stated that 99'1 per cent. of the total 
population speak Malayalam or Tamil. If the 
other languages of the Dravidian family are also 
included, the percentage will be 99'4. The 
Dravidian £a~ily covered the Sll>me percentage 
of the total· population in 1931 also. The 
strength ;and distribution of these languages 
have bee~ stated above. It will be clear from 
Imperial Table XII that the foreign language! of 
the Dravidian family are practioally confined to 
the Northern Division. Only very few persons 
speak them -in the Central and the Southern 
Divisions. 

464 The Indo-Axyan branch of the Indo
European family is represented by seven langua
ges. Of the languages of other Asiatic coun
tries, Singhalese which also belongs to the Indo
Aryan branch of the Indo-European family is 
spoken by 14 persons. Chinese, which belongs to 
the Chinese Branch of the Tibeto·Chinese family, 
is.slJoken by 81 persons; but 79 of these were 
passengers travelling in a steamer off the Tra
vancore coast on the Census day. Arabic, 
Hebrew, Syriac and' Maltese are languages re
corded under the Semitic family. Syriac and 
Maltese are spoken only by 1 person each 
and Hebrew by 16. 

465 Of the European languages, the units of 
the Romano group, the Celtic group; the Teutonic 
group, the Baltic-Slavonic group and the Ural
Altaic group have been returned. The languages 
of the Romano group are spoken by 134 persons. 
Of these 1 speaks Italian, 45 French, 37 Spanish, 
39 PortugUese and 12 Basque, One person speaks 
Gaelic (Scotch) of the Celtic group, 7 Polish 2.nd 
1 Russian of the Baltic-Slavonic group. In the 
Teutonic group, 854 persons s'peak English, 8 
Flemish, 27 Norwegian, 24 German and 2 Dutch. 
There are 4 persoDs-1 Finnish and 3 Hungarians 
who speak languages belonging to the Ural-Altaic 
group .. 

466., From the fact that over 99 per cent. of 
the totaJ population speak either Tamil or Mala
yaIam, it will be clear that it is not possible from 

the language spoken by a community to identify 
its caste, For example there are castes which 
consist of groups speaking different languages, 
The Kammala caste includes the Malayalam 
as well as the Tamil speaking groups and so 
also the Paraya, the Para va, the Kurava and 
several other castes, which are found both in 
the Malayalam and Tamil districts, There 
are other castes, for example the Chetties, 
the Nayudus etc., who speak thrAe Janguages
Mal.ayalam, Tamil and Telugu. There are several 
such composite castes especially of the Dravidian 
race and it is not therefore possible to correlate 
language with caste except in the case of a few 
minor ones. Owing to the dropping of tabula
tion for several tables in the adjoining British 
Indian Provinces, it has not been possible to 
correlate the language figures with the figures 
for birthplace and ascertain exactly the number 
of immigrants. 

467. Figures representing bilingualism in 
respect of Mal.ayalam and Tamil are given in the 
subjoined statement. The details given thel'Bin 

Thovala, ·Agas
this war am, Kal
kulam and Vil a
vancode taluks 
in Southern 
Division. 13'0 86'6 

Other taluks in 
the Southern 
Division. 91' 4 7' 6 

Central Division, 
excluding Shen-
kotta taluk. 97 'I 2'1 

Shenkotta taluk. 3' 0 94' 6 

Northern Division 
excluding Pir
mede and Devi-
kulam taluks. 98'0 1'3 

Pirmede and Devi-
kulam taluks. 30 9 66'0 

9'4 

0'6 

0'1 

0'1 

4'8 

4'1 

42'5 

66'7 

0'7 

69'3' 

1'1). 
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reveal certain interesting facts. The Tamilians, 
where they are in a minority, ranging from 1" 3 per 
cent. to 1'6 per cent. of the total population, 
acquire the habit of speaking Malayalam in much 
larger proportions. In the Northern Division, 
where there are onLy I' 3 per cent. of Tamilians, 
nearly 70 per cent. of them are able to speak 
Malayalam. Similarly, in the Centra.l Division, 
excluding Shenkotta, and the Southern Division 
excluding the foux taluks in the south, 66'7 and 
42' 5 per cent. respectively of the Tamilian popu
lation speak Malayalam. Where the prepondera· 
ting mother-tongue is Tamil, the reverse order 
holds good. That is to say, the proportion of 
Tamilians who speak Malayalam is much smaller 
than that of' Malayalis speaking Tamil. The 
<lonclusion that may be drawn from the above 
figures is that when a community is in a minority 
in any locality, it tries to adapt itself to its en
vironments by learning to speak the language of 
the majority community. In the State as a 
whole only 39 persons out of 10,000 who speak 
Malayalam as mother-tongue speak Tamil as 
Bubsidiary language, while 1,192 persons out of 
10,000 who speak Tamil as mother-tongue 
speak Malayalam as subsidiary language. 

468. Most of the people who speak languages 
other than Tamil or Malayalam are immigrants 
who have come for trade or for cooly labour 
in the plantation areas. Among the former there 
are many who have practically settled down in 
this country but yet maintain their exclusiveness 
by using, for all domestic purposes and in their 
dealings with members of their own communities, 
languages other than Malayalam or Tamil. Of 
the 49,157 persons, as many as 13,376 speak 
Konkani language, whioh is akin to Marathi, a 
language spok.en by 7,292 persons. So nearly 
42 per cent. of the people who speak languages 
other than Tamil or Malayalam are those who 
have come from the Konkan area. These people 
are found mostly in Sherthala, Alleppey, Prak-

'" kad, Kayankulam and Quilon, i. e., praotically 
in the oommercial centres in the Lowland area 
near enough to the ports. 8,203 persons 
.speak Telugu. They are mostly found in the 

plantation areas in the High Ranges. Most of 
them are coolies in estates. Tulu is spoken by 
3,380 persons and Kanarese by 1,430 pe.reona. 
They are fairly equally distributed throughout 
the State. A large l)ercentage of them is enga
ged in temple services or earn their living as 
oooks or hotel-keepers. Gujarathi is spoken by 
2,075 persons who also form an exclusive com
munity, engaged in commerce and perha.ps are 
the most affluent among the immigrants. 6,590 
persons have returned themselves as apeak
ing Arabic. The Census returns show· only 
two persons of Arabio nationality. But the 
large number of persons returned as speaking 
Arabic is accounted for by the fact that all those 
who read the Koran consider themselves as 
familiar with the Arabic language though the 
number of those that comprehend it is infinitesi
mal. Hindustani is spoken by 4,792 persons. 

469, The proportion of persons speaking im
portant languages other than Malayal~m and 
Tamil in the State per 10,000 of the total popu
lation is given in the su bjoined Table. The 

NlUIlber of persons per 10,000 who speak 
as mother tongue. 

Language. 

Xanarese 
Tulu 
Telugu 
l\iarathi 
Konkani 
Hindustam 
Gujarathi 
Arabic 

Number. 

... -2 ... 
6 

14 
12 
22 
8 
4 

11 

proportions of persons speaking the above langua
ges as mother-tongue together with Malayalam 
or Tamil as subsidiary language are shown in 
the subjoined table. Whether Malayalam or 

• 
Number of persons per 10,000 who speak certam 

languages as mother-tongue with Malayalam or Tamil 
as subsidiary language. 

Mother-tongue. 
Kanarese 
Tulu 
Telugu 
Marathi 
Konkani 
Hindustani 
Gujarathi 
Arabic 

NlUIlber per 10,000 speaking as 
subsidiary language. 

Malayalam. Tamil. 
5,399 1,832 
4,494 1,077 
1,179 6,318 
7,534 258 
6,632 154 
4,606 1,528 
4,751 1,750 
5,700 866 
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Tamil is spoken as a subsidiary language iI;l !:I.ny 
• I 

looality depends '!,POn whioh of them is the 
preponderating language there. Thus in the 
.southern taluka of the Southern Division, in Shen
kotta taluk in tLe Central Division and in the 
taluks of Pirmede and Devikulam in the Northern 
,division, Tamil rather than Malayalanl is ordina~ 
rily spoken I as subsi diary to other languages and 
vioe versa. i Taking tho State as a whole, it is 
.seen that· Konkani, Marathi and Hindustani 
are combined Imore largely with'Malayalam than 
with Tamil, Telugu with Tamil more than with 
Malayalam and Kanarese more or less equally 
with either of them.' 

470 Other instances of bilingualism which 
may be worth noting are combinations of Tulu 
and Kan~rese and Marathi and Hindi. It will be 
.seen from subsidiary table (ii) on Imperial Table 
XII that out of every 10,000 persons speaking 
Tulu as mother-tongue 86 persons speak Kanarese 
as subsidiary language, out of 10,000 persons 
. speaking Kanarese as mother-tongue 147 speak 
Tulu ,and Qut of 10,000 speaking Marathi as 
mother-tongue 16 speak Hindi. 

471. We have seen that 99 per cent. of the 
population speak either Malayalam or Tamil and. 
that Malayalam is the mother-tongue of nearly 
-85 per oent. of the people while even among the 
rest Malayalam is spoken as a subsidiary langu
.age. This feature has very much facilitated the 
.spread of literacy in the State; for, any measure 
taken by Government or by private agency to
wards this may not bring about satisfactory re
.sults if appreciable proportions of the population 
speak different languages. Malayalam, as it has 
evolved today, is quite different from what it was 
in the early stages- Spokel\ Malayalam was then 
,quite different from literary Malayalam. The 
-excessive influence of Sanskrit which was appar~ 
-ent in tha later stages of its growth has abated to 
,a considerable extent. If Malayalam had retained 
its close affinity to Sanskrit it would never have 
been possible for it to develop into a popular 
literary language. Tha progress of literacy in 
the State has been considerably advanoed by the 
fortunate devalopment of Malayalam liisra.ture 

on lines which brought it nearer to nha spoken 
tongue without at the same time saorificing its 
raoiness or literary excellance. It is, therefore 
necessary to trace briefly the evolution of the 
language to its present position to understand 
and appreciata its oontribution to the spread of 
lital'~cv in,the State. 

472 The growth of Malayalam was achieved 
not in conflict but in complete co-operation with 
Tamil and Sanskrit. This spirit of assimilation 
has enrichad the literature of the country and 
given it that necessary freedom whioh makas it 
possible for literature and art to be free from 
narrow provinoialism. In this matter it is there
fore difficult to talk of Travancore in isolation. 
It is part and parcal of Kerala art, Kerala litera.
tura and Kerala culturo. 

473. The history of the development of the 
language is marked in all its stagas by the domi
nating influence of another language which was 
in literary favour during the particular periods . 
Tamil was the influencing factor in the earlier 
stagas. As a matter of faot the language was at 
that time known as Karimtamil and not as 
Malayalam at all. We find a strong admixture 
of Tamil in the songs of the period oomposed by 
Kulasekhara Alwar and Pakkanar and others. 
The Payyan'lwor Pattola, thel "earliest work 
known to the student of Malayalam will'read to the 
modern Malayali as Gothic to the Englishman. 
Separated from the old stock, Karimtamil, which 
grew to become Malayalam, underwent gradual 
ohanges. Sanskrit thereafter began to affect the 
grammar and vooabulary of old Malayalam to a 
considerable ext9nt. We find innumerable Sans
krit words in the language by the olo~ of this 
period. '·Ramaohal'itham71 and Kannassa Panik
ken's "Ramayanam" are examples of the stage to 
which Malayalam language had developed during 
this period. In the "Sandesa Kavyams " and 
.' (Jlbampus " of the next stage the dominating in
fluence of Sanskrit is ve-.:y apparent_ In the 
circumstances one would not have expacted Mala 
yalam ever to assum9 an individuality of its 
own after this long pariod of ;ibondage. The 
genius of Cherus8eri Namputhiri howevAr turned 
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the scales in favour of Malayalam in his 
"Kri84nagatha". He showed that a great work 
can be produced in Malayalam without a large 
admixture of Sanskrit words. It was left to the 
genius of Thunchathu Ramanujan Eluthachan to 
show that Malayalam could develop on its own 
lines and to demonstrate through his" Kilip
pattus" that the highest emotions and the su bli
mest thoughts of a community or people can find 
apt expression only if they are couched in their 
mother-tongue. The greatest work in Sanskrit 
written in Kerala may be a great work of art, 
something to be admired and looked upon with 
reverence and awe. but it eeldom touches the 
heart of the people. The" Adhyathma Rama
yanam " and the ''M ahabharatham" on the other 
hand, are known in every Hindu hOIlle and count
less millions have been inspired by it, consoled by 
it and have gone to raptures over it. It is llO 

wonder therefore that Eluthaohan is regarded as 
the father of indigenous Malayalam literature. His 
genius gave the ordinary, work-a-day man's lan
guage a literary form. In the period whioh fol
!owed Eluthaohan a further stage in the develop
ment of Malayalam was achieved by the evolu
tion of the "AttalclCatha", a unique oontribution 
of Kerala. In this, puranic stOlies are dramatised 
with vividness and oolour, dexterously inter
woven by the magnificenoe of the language, whioh 
adapts itself to the varying emotions and soenes 
in the story. Here generally the sZokas whioh 
outline the theme are in Sanskrit and the songs 
whioh unravel it are in Malayalam. It is there
fore a marvellous oombination of Sanskrit and 
Malayalam, the one flowing into the other with
out any conscious separation. It showed. clearly 
that Malayalam oould ·rise to the level of Sans
krit. Even for the expert it is difficult to say 
wh.ioh is superior, the Sanskrit slokas or the 
Ma,lavalam songs. 

474.. The lead given to Malayalam by the 
'Kilippattus' and the 'K athakali' was fully uti
lised and Malayalam blossomed out in its native 
simplioity and grandeur in the oompositions of 
Kunchau Nambiar who was able to portray so
ciety in all its weakness a.nd strength in simple, 

homely Malayalam unsurpassed by any previou8 
or subsequent writer. In theJamous "Thuudl 
K athas" of Nambiar, only the initiated could de
teot its affinity to Sanskrit or Tamil. He cast 
to the winds the oonventions imposed by Sans
nit and his versatile genius has made the puranic 
heroes live and move with us in the familiar sur· 
roundings of Kerala. 

475. While the literary labours of poets like 
Eluthachan and Nambiar oonduoed towards the 
emergenoe of Malaya.lam as an independent vehi
cle of refined thought and elegant instrument of 
poetic expression, indigenous Malayl1.lam prose 
was gradually evolving on parallel lines under 
exotio influences. The European missionaries 
who settled down in Malabar gave a great fillip 
to the growth of Malayalam. For proselytism 
and propaganda they mastered the "lingua mala
barioa" wi th oharaoteristic ease and thorough
ness. By the publioation of grammar books and 
soientific treatises in the language, \ the oompila
tion of dictionaries and the institution of print
ing presses, in the wake of whioh oropped up 
newspapers and libraries, they paved the way 
for the rapid liquidation of illiteracy in the 
land. 

476 It is by the straightforward, direot 
prose they evolved that they best enriched the 
language. In their Malayalam renderings of the 
Bible they scrupulously strove for simplicity {;f 
diction and directness of meaning. Of the two 
types of Malayalam then in vogue, the Missio~
aries for obvious reasons came to prefer the 
tamilised, colloquial, simple form oalled the 
"Neeo4a-bhas4a" to the more learned, sanskritisea 
literary language cl}lled "u tohabhasha" 01 

"grandhabhasha", though they prepared grammar 
books on both. 

4 77 The earliest lexicog;raphers in Malaya
lam w~re missionaries. It is to them a.gain that 
Malayalam owes its first printing press set up at 
Vaipin fort (near Cochin) in 1577. Two years 
later another W3,S established in Cochin and with· 
in a decade others followed at Chennamangalam 
and Cranganore. Both IMalayalam and Tamil 
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books were -printed in these presses. The num
ber of printing presses and type-foundries 
,began rapidly to increase. The earliest Malaya
:lam newspaper was the "Nasrani IJeepika" 
-published from the Carmelite mon'astery at 
Mannanam. 

478. Despite the many-sidednass of the work 
done by the missionaries, the type of prose spon
sored and fostered by them in the early Christian 
-pu~lica:tions could not transcend the archaisms, 
coll~quialisms and the tamilisms forced upon the 
Christians by the missionaries who insisted upon' 
meeping the Syriac and Latin construction. But 
the same was the case with the prose in which 
were couched the state-papers, despatches, docu
ments, etc., of both Travancore and Co chin 
during the centuries in question, since the diction, 
syntax and idioms of a living language can 
never be the same at all times. 

479 It is through centuries of such develop
ment that Malayalam prose came to its own, 
shedding off its sanskritism in respect of the 
peculiar ord er and interrelation of words, syntax 
and often of high -sounding vocabulary. It is no 
longer a grammariess jargon· blindly conforming 
to exotic rules. It has survived its sanskritic 
mania by the dropping of the personal endings in 
velrbs, getting rid thereby of the inflections of 
gender, number and person as of old. The flow 
of its sentences is faCIlitated by the new types of 
word-termination in half consonants. It has now 
-evolved its own code of grammatical rules and its 
own characteristic idioms. 

48(l: It has specially to be remembered that 
in the evolution of both Malayalam language 
and literature, the literary genius of several of 
the Sovereigns and of the members of the ruling 
family in the State has made substantial contri
butions in prose as well as verse from time to 
time. By the time of Maharaja Ayilyam Thiru
nal a distinct type of prose had evolved itsel£. 
''M eenakethanaoharitham" and a prose version oj 
"ISakunthalam" written by His Highness may be 
taken to be the earliest specimens of modern prose 
.style. To complete the modernisation of prose, 

Kerala Varma Valia Koil Thampuran has, by his 
translations of English and Sanskrit books on new 
lines, set a model in the development of a styhfas 
graceful as that of Addison, "familiar but not 
vulgar, elegant but not ostentatious". 

481. The progress of education in the 19th 
century and after has left its impress on the de
velopment of Malayalam language. The majority 
of the writers began thereafter to derive their 
inspiration mainly from English. English litera
ture took the people out of the confines of Kerala 
and introduced them to the wider world beyond. 
The old conventions became irksome and the lite
rary idealism of the ancients unattractive to 
modern society. Proficiency in Sanskrit was no 
longer considered necessary for any effective 
work in Malayalam. With thi~ change is notice
able the revival of old metres and idioms which 
are so genuinely and characteristically indigen
ous. The essay. the short story and the prose 
drama a.re the outpome of the changes described 
above. Realism invaded the field of poetry 
also, 

482. Malayalam made great headway in the 
composition of scientific treatises during the pre
sent century. Here the authors felt the poverty 
of the languag-e to describe the various phases of 
natural phenomena. The need was therefore felt 
for creating a vocabulary of Malayalam equiva
lents for scientific terms. In the last decade 
great progress has been made in this direction and 
after the inauguration of the University, a com
mittee of experts has been appointed to prepare a 
vocabulary of scientific terms. Their work which 
is nearing completion, will crown the many-sided 
developments of the language in the last half 
a century. 
,483 Tn the 1931 Census the Enumerators were 
requir~d . to record "not only whether a person 
was literate according to the test pre80ribed but 
also whether he or she had passed the fourth 
standard in Vemaoular education". (vide page 
281). While the figures so obtained might 
have given an accurate estimate of the number 
of persons who had passed the Fourth Class 
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examination and standards above that, they can 
hardly give an accurate estimate of the really 
literate persons in the State} viz., all those per
sons who could read and write. 

484 In my experien('e in the field of educa
tion during the last seventeen years, I have come 
across a large number of boys'and gjrls in elemen
tary schools giving up their studies in the middle 
of the year or taking a number of years to pass the 
Fourth Class on account of their inability to attain 
the required standard in .Arithmetic, Geography or 
History; but at the same time able to read and 
write, their language standard being invariably 
higher than that of the Fourth Class. The Census 
Commissioner hr 1931 has also not taken into 
account the large number of girls who leave off 
studies before reaching the Fourth Class, since 
their parents refuse to send them to school after 
these girls attain puberty. Incidentally it may be 
stated that the average age of the girl in the 
several standards is higher than that of the boy. 
A large number of these girls are given private 
tuition not only in language but in sewing, cook~ 
ing, atc., which will make them useful house
wives and I know from experience that this 
practical application of theil' literacy in their, 
everyday lifo at home, combined with a wide 
taste for reading, which is prevalent among both 
males and females in the State, makes them more 
conversant with the three R's than perhaps the 
boy or the girl who undergoes a regular course 
in the pre~middle school classes. 

485. I These observations are of course confined 
to those who are sent to school. But a large 
number of girls among the Malayala Brahmans, 
Muslims and even among the Tamil Brahmans 
are not sent to school at all after the age of 11 
or 12. Certainly two decades ago, it must have 
been more rigidly observed than today. But these 
girls are given a regular coaching in letters at home. 
With regard to boys, the custom is to start them 
in letters as soon as they complete the 3rd year. 
They are sent to school after the preliminary 
education at home for two years during which a 
large percentage of them, partiCUlarly from the 

upper and middle classes, are able to read th& 
Second Reader and do at least, addition and BU b
traction before they join school. The above as
pects have been explained at some length to 
show that while a rigidity of test may be useful 
in preventing inflation of figures it may also 
stand in the way of correctly assessing the in
cidence of literacy in the State. 

486 In view of what is stated above it may 
be elea; that the literacy figures for 1931 were 
under-estimated. My predecessor has stated that 
as the test of literacy was not ·sufficiently rigid 
the figures for 1921 WerE naturally' inflated. 
In the ciroumstances it was considered better to 
graduate the figures by the ~ogarithmic ~ethod 
for purposes of inference. (vide AppendIX IV). 

487. The population figures and the literacy 
figures from 1901 to 1941 in broad age-groups 
were examined in detail and the margin of 
error ascertained. The oonclusi-qns are the 
following :-

1. The percentage of error is at its 
maximum in 1931 and the 1921 figures are not 
so unreliable as is stated in the 1931 Report. 

ii. With regard to 1941, it may be point. 
ed out that the number of people who are 
literate as per Census returns is less than the 
graduated fi g u res (e. g., 2,858,053 against 
2,901,777). The divergence of the CensJIs 
figures from the general trend is due to 
economic causes. The economic depression) 
which set in by about 1929 had assumed 
.serious proportions by about the middle of 
the last decade. It adversely affected the 
life of the large numbers of people leading a 
hand~to~mouth existence, who found it difficult 
therefore to provide themselves with eVen 
the necessaries of life and much less find the. 
wherewithal to send their children to school. 
It is seen from the Administration Report of 
tae Education Department for the year 1939 
that the recognition of 758 primary schools had' 
been withdrawn during the period 1935-39. 
Naturally these sohools must }lave been closed. 
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Though overlapping is one of the reasons attri
buted for this measure, it may be stated without 
:fear of contradiction that it would' have been 
almost impossible to close several of these schools 
if there had been a rush for admission to them 
in their respective areas. 

488. The progress of literacy could not be 
viewed in its proper perspective if for reasons 
stated abQve, a comparison is made between the 
figures for 1931 and 1941 only. It would be 
mo:ri~ logical to take a survey of the number of 
literates for a longer period and therefore the 
period from 19,01 to 1941 has been taken up for 
comparison. The number of people, male and 
female, considered literate as per the Census 
returns and as per the graduation method and of 
the indices for the changes during the successive 
deoades were taken into account. The conclusion 
deducible therefrom is that in the total literacy 
there is distinct progress from decade to decade 
and the same trend is maintained in all the age
groups. 

489. The present Census has recorded a 
higher peroentage of literaoy than that for 1931. 
This tim~ 2,858,053 persons have been returned as 
literates. This gives a percentag;e of 4 T 1 liter
a,e8 to the total population. These figures do not 
i:6.clude 6,577 children who are under 5 years and 
who have been returned as literates. If these 
children are also included the total number of 
literates would be 2,864,630 and the percentage 
to the total population would be 4T2. But 
children under 5 years of age had to be 
left out of account according to instruc
tions from the Census Commissioner for 
India. The population under 5 has also there
fore to be deducted from the total population 
to ascertain correctly the percentage of literates 
to the total population. The population of the 
State excluding children under 5 years of age 
is 5,192,505 and of these the percentage of 
literates would be 55'04. So high a percentage 
has secured for the State the first rank among 
the States and Provinces of India. 

490 .. This place of honour which Travancore 
occupies to-day in point of literacy has been the 

result of the personal interest taken by the 
successive rulers of the country in the educational 
uplift of the people. So early as 1817 Rani 
~ouri Parvati Bayi issued a res~ript directing 

that the State sha.ll defray the entire cost of the 
eduoation of its people in order that there may be 
no backwardness in the spread of enlightenment 
among them, that by diffusion of education they 
might become better subjectEl and public servaniis 
and that the reputation of the State may be ad
vanced thereby". This reads so modern in its 
enunciation of a principle which has gained 
popular currency only in very recent times. It 
is interesting to note that in the early days 
invariably all the schools were situated iu the 
neighbourhood of the palaoes. This Royal interest 
is also reflected in the progressive inorease in the. 
allotment for education in the State Budget year 
after year. 

Year Pupils. Expenditure. 

Rs. 

1910-11 211,773 7,95,715 

1920-21 423,922 26,49,036 

1930-31 588,098 49,09,579 

1940-41 764,544 51,28,800 

491. As a result, the position and prestige. 
of the Department of Education have been raised 
to those of a major department in the State. The; 
substantial help rendered by Government to 
various non-offioial bodies who shared with Gov
ernment the responsibility of imparting education 
to the people at large contributed not a little to 
the progress of education in the State. It was 
the policy of Government during successive de
oades to spend the major portion of the allotment. 
for eduoation for the establishment, promotion 
and development of schools where the medium of 
instruction was the mother-tongue of the people. 
To.day, therefore, there are 3,451 Malayalam and 
Tamil schools ave'raging to 1 school for 1"5 sq. 
miles of inhabited area. The absence of any fees 
up to the fourth standard, the lower fees levied 
in classes above that and the proximity of the, 
sohools to the home attracted the majority of the 
school-going popUlation to these schools. If 
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attention had been focussed more on the develop
IOBnt of English schools which was the fashion 
then, literacy would not have progressed at such 
an accelerated pace as really happened during 
successive decades. The following table gives 
the proportion of. expenditure for the Malayalam 

,and English schools. 
English school Malayalam and Tamil 

Year, education. school education. 
Rs. Rs. 

1932 8,36,461 27,86,309 
1936 9,03,109 28,82,431 
1941 7,76,261 29,00,695 

492. Education had thus recorded a great 
advance by the beginning of the decade. The 
public had come to realise the importance of 
education. They actively co-operated with 
Government both in the spread of literacy and in 
the development of higher education. The budget 
allotment of Government for education had 
reached the high figure of 49 lakhs, i. e., 20'6 
:per cent of the State revenue in 1931. But in 
spite of these efforts only 13'9 per oBnt of the 
age-group 5-10 and 25'S per cent of the age
group 10-15 were literate, and the consequent 
lapse into illiteracy still remained a vexed pro
blem. This had to be solved and methods devised 
to secure the maximum returns for the large 
amounts spent by Government and the public 
on education. 

493. The accession 0 f ais Highness the 
Maharaja Sri _Ohitra Thirunal, whioh happily 
synchronisea with the first year of the last de
cade, inaugurated a period of intense educational 
planning. An Education RefOl'IDs Committee was 
constituted towards the close of 1932 "to enquire 
into the present educational system in the State 
and advise Government as to the reform to 
be effected in it". The Committee stressed the 
importance of the introduction of co-education , 
free primary education including and up to the 
fifth class, the encouragement of technical 
education and the education of the backward 
communities. The necessity of co-ordinating 
education with the means of earning a livelihood 
was recognised to be of the utmost importance 
an.] urgency. The Committee noticed alsl) that 

among other things the existence of several in
complete primary schools made lapse into illi
teracy almost inevitable. No definite principles 
had been formulated with regard to the distri
bution of the prImary schools. There were also 
different types of schools catering to the needs 
of particular communities. TheM aktab system 
of education continued to flourish among the 
Muslims in spite of its patent defects. ,Even in 
the primary stage co-education was not introdu
ced and a costly bifurcation was thus perpetua
ted. The inadequacy of supervisory staff made 
an nual inspection of classes almost impossible. 
It is no wonder, therefore, that in spite of the, 
expenditure of large sums of money, no com
mensurate progress was recorded in the spread of 
literacy in the State. The Committee had made 
specific recommendations for remedying these 
defects. The President of the Committee was 
appointed as Director of Public Instruction. He 
and his successors were able to persuade Gov
ernment to carry out the reforms which had been 
recommended in the report. Recognition was 
withdrawn for the incomplete primary schools. 
first of the one class schools, then of two class 
schools and lastly of the thxee class schools. 
Care was taken that in all cases wher~ .~he 
management agreed to raise incomplete schools 
to complete schools recognition was not with
drawn. This process of transformation of the 
incomplete to the complete primary sohool started 
in 1935. The primary schools which had shown 
definite increase during the decade ending with 
1921, from 1,433 in 1911 to 3,457 in 1921 
recorded a small decrease during the last two 
decades, the number in 1931 and 1941 being only 
3,252 and 2,902 respectively. This fall was due 
also to the rigorous enforcement of grant-in-aid 
rules, prevention of unhealthy competition among 
denominational schools and the abolition of over
lapping schools. Though the number of schools 
recorded a decrease during the last decade, the 
strength did not undergo any decrease but record-
ed only an increase. The reduction in numbers 
mentioned above may partly be due to the econo
mic depression felt particularly by the labourers 
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and agriculturists and also the enforcement of the 
rule that children below 5 should not be admit· 
ted to schools. 

494. Subsidiary Table (vi) on Imperial 
Table XI gives the number o£ institutions of 
each grade and their strength for the years 1911, 
1921, 1931 and 1941. The scholars in: all these 
institutions lincreased by 100·2 per cent. in the 
first decade, 38'7 per cent. in the next and 30 
per cent. in the last decade. The total increase of 
scholars has been 261 per cent. "There are only 
very few Pakuthies in Travancore without a 
school in or near th~m. New schools are opened 
year after year in localities where educational 
facilities do not exist to the fullest extent." The 
increase in the number and strength of primary 
schools is "an index of the progress of literacy. 
Taking the State as a whole the average area 
served by each primary school w~s 5' 3 sq. miles 
in 1911, 2'2 in 1921, 2'3 in 1931 and 2'6 in 1941. 
The average number of persons served by each 
school was 2,393 in 1911, 1,159 in 1921, 1,567 in 
1931 and 2,092 in 1941. The higher ratios both 
in point of area as well as the average number of 
persons served by the schools when compared to 
those of 1~31 are due to the fact that owing to 
the increased facilities for transport each school 
by providing additional accommodation, could 
cater to a larger number of pupils_ 

495 Co-education was introduoed into the 
primary section. A great saving to Government 
was thus effected and at the same time the 
convenience to the public was increased. En
couragement was given to the starting of schools 
j n 10c31lities where none existed before. Gov
ernment discouraged the maintenance of 
schools which did not conform to the standard set 
up for the primary section by the Department. 
The results of these measures are seen in the 
higher percentage of children coming up to the 
Fourth Class standard from 1933 onwards, which 
has progressively increased the number of effec. 
tive literates in the State. The chances of wastage 
and stagnation in education a.nd lapse into illiter
acy are thus being progressively reduced. 

For every 100 pupils in class 1 in 1928 only 39 
reached class 4 in 1931, for every 100 in class 1 
in 1932-33, 57 reached 0las8 4 in 1935-36 ; 
and for every 100 in class 1 in 1936-37, 60 
reached class 4 in 1939-40. 

496. No improvement in primary or seoon
dary education is possible without a competent 
staff. In 1931 nearly 60 per cent. of the 
teachers were not trained. On the recommenda
tions of the Educ&tion Reforms Committee the 
number of training schools was increased, In 
1931 there were only 18 training schools in the 
State with 338 pupil-teachers in them. In "1941 
the corresponding figures are 47 and 1,428. 
Better equipment and better standards were 
demanded of these training sohools. A more 
thorough and efficient system of inspection was 
also inaugurated. Today in the management 
schools nearly 65 per cent. and in most of the 
Government schools nearly cent. per cent. of the 
teachers are trained. 

497. The ourricula of studies have also been 
considerably imprOVed and brought up to date. 
The vast changes that have occurred in the last, 
quarter of a century in the system of education 
are embodied in the, new syllabuses prescribed by 
the Syllabus R.evision Committees and adopted 
by the Department, The Education Code framed 
nearly a quarter of a century ago had become 
obsolete and a new code was brought into exis .. 
tence, 

498. 'The problem of finding su~ble text 
books for the several classes had been a vexed 
one for some years. With the progressive adop
tion of Malayalam and Tamil a.s the medium of 
instruction it was found difficult to get suitable 
text books particularly on scientific subjects. 
Government successfully tackled this problem 
also and it is indeed an achievement that in the. 
ahort span of one year suitable text books for the. 
various subjects have been published under 
departmental direction. 

499 Education has been progressinit to such 
a remarkable degree in the last few decades that· 
Government rightly thought that the next step. 
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-should be to make it more and more effioient and 
to avoid wastage as far as possible. Publio 
.examinations were therefore instituted at the end 
of the Fourth Standard andlthe Third Form. This 
ensured better qualified pupils going up for 
studies in higher olasses. The results of the 
Middle Sohool and the High Sohool publio exa
minations bear ample testimony to the progress 
·of effeotive education. 

500, The number of candidates presented for 
'Suoh public examinations has oonsiderably in
-creased. A noteworthy feature is that the Malaya
lam and Tamil examinations have recorded a 
hig~er percentage of increase. In 1931 only 492 
candidates appeared for the Malayalam and 
Tamil Higher Examinations while in 1941 the 
number increased to 3,810. In the Malayalam 
aDd Tamil Sohool Leaving Certifioate Examina
tions the number of oandidates sent up inoreased 
from 5,831 in 1930 to 9,042 in 1941. Govern
ment's. policy of making eduoation more effioient 
by instituting public examinations at the dif
ferent stages and making these more and more 
rigid did not soare away the students, but instead 
produced only the encouraging result of an in
crease in the number of oandidates appearing for 
them. 

501 The education of the Backward Com
muniti~s had be(:m engaging the attention. of 
'Government even during the early years of the 
present century. Government sohools were 
thrown open to all castes and communities, and 
deserving oandidates of the Backward Communi
ties were exempted from examination fees. Gov
ernment even ordered that the necessary oondi
tion for the recognition of _a private school by 
the Department of Eduoation was tha.t it should 
be thrown open to all classes of people. In 
1936 liberal fee conoessions were sanctioned 
for the pupils belonging to these communitiea. 
As a result, such of their pupils as came up to 
the top classes of the primary section were given 
-the special advantage of being supplied with 
~ext books free of cost. In the last few years 
fee concessions Were extended to them in the 

higher classes also. As an expBrimental measure 
a Harijan Hostel was recently started. in Trivan
drum and it gives free board and lodging ·to the 
pupils of the Backward Communities. ~p.eci~l pre
ference is also shown to these commumtles III the 
matter of recruitments to Public Service. Private 
agencies have also been encoura~ed to provide 
facilities for the education of the backward com
munities, by liberal grants from Government. 

502. In the sphere of primary and secondary 
education therefore the State had introduo~d far
reaching changes as a result of the recomJillenda
tions of the Refo-rms Committee and Gover'nment 
felt that the reforms effected in the secondary 
education would not be suffioiently oomprehen
sive or complete unless followed by suitable 
changes in Collegiate education as well. A 
system of collegiate education which stood alooL 
and isolated from school education is bound to be 
a misfit in any country. Collegiate ,eduoation 
had made vast strides in the last half a' century 
and at the beginning of the last decade the State 
had 10 Colleges of whioh 6 were maintained by 
Government and 4 by private management. 
The.re were nearly 3,000 undergraduates in all 
these institutions pat together. Besides these, 
colleges, there were,as many as 8 quasi.educa
tional institutions useful for research and ad
vanced technioal studies by the University stu
dents. Despite the large amounts spent by Gov
ernment to provide accommodation iu the 
colleges in Travancore, the number of applica.nts 
was far in eXoess of the accommodation available 
and'many were therefore obliged to seek admis
sion to institutions outside the State. The 
admission of Travancore students to technioal and 
professional colleges outside the State was also 'be
comin~ more and more difficult. 

503. In 1922 steps were taken by the Madras 
Government by means of a Bill in the Madras 
Legislative Assembly to conoentrate the resources 
of the University of Madras and to oreate a syn
"thesis involving a different level between the 
Colleges at Madras and tha affiliated mofussil 
colleges. This was virtually a notice for separa
tion. , 
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504. The question of establishing a separate 
University for 'fravancore so that the students of 
the State may not have to seek accommodation 
in outside oolleges had'already engaged the atten
tion of G0vernment and at the beginning of the 
uecade itself Government' were considering the 
rocommendations made by the Travancore Uni
versity C<i)mmittee of 1923 regarding the consti-

,tution of a sepMate University for Travancore. 

505. Since 1916 three Universities, the 
Mysore, the Andb.xa and the Annamalai had come 
into existence by separation from the Madras 

I 

University and i:p all these ca.ses the resources 
.and materials available for the oreation of sepa
rate Universities were less adequate than those 
whioh Travancore possessed. Further, the re
commendations of the Sadler Commission and 
the H~tog Committee emphasieed that the main 
attempts of a University should be directed to its 
teaching and research side. 

50-6'~ In 1936 a fully representative IUniver
sity Advisory Committee was oonstituted. On 
-the i basis o( the suggEl2tions made by this Com
mittee a memorandum on the proposed Univer
;sity was prepared and submitted by the special 
University Officer in May 1937 and the final 
draft of the University Act was presented on 19th 
,October. 

507). On 2nd November 193.7 His Highness 
the Maharaja issued a Proclamation embodying 
the Aot announoing the establishment and the 
jncorporation of the Travancore University. 
Immediately after its formation the University 
took up the question of providing facilities for 
professional educa.tion and established an Engi
neering Coll~e, an Inatitute of Textile Techno
logy, a Central Institute of Researoh and an 
Institute of Forestry. With the inauguration of 
the new University great impetus was given to 
physical education by the establishment of a 
Physical Education Board. Apart from the 
--encouragement given to games and athletics by 
providing additional facilities in the various col
leges thereby making it, possible for a larger num· 
ber of students to partioipate in the various 

physical activities, the Board inaugurated a pro
gramm.eof intense and varied inter-collegiate com
petitions. A oomprehensive programme wa.s also 
drawn up for the development of indigenous 
games and exerciseS. The most notable achieve
ment in this direotion was the starting of the 
University Labour Corps. The chief objects of the 
Corps were to give its members military training 
and to instil in their minds a true idea of the 
dignity of manual labour. 

~~Q~. The educated Travancorean may well 
pause and consider, in this connection, the 
weighty words of Sir Michael Sadler when he 
says that "the education of a people is not given 
by the schools and colleges alone. Other in
fluences blend with them. The spirit and temper 
of the community which they serve, the power 
exerted over its thought and charaoter by the 
prevalent aapirations and beliefs, ,the tone of its 
family life, the rules and restrictions imposed by 
social organisations, the conditions under which 
its whole work for livelihood is done. " 

509 T Among the male population of 5 years 
and over the literates number 1,768,2'96 or 61'9 
per cent. and among the females of 5 years and 
over there are 1,089,757 literates or 42'1 per 
cent. 

510. The proportion of literacy by age
group and sex aocording to the present Census is 
given in the subjoined table. It will be seen that 

Age-groups. 

5-10 

10-15 
15-20 

Percentage of literates. 

Males. Females. 

55'6 

76'3 

79'3 

46'3 

60'S 
5S'6 

the peak point in literaoy is reached in the 16-20 
group among males and in the 10-15 group 
among females. 

511 The proportional figures of literates by 
sex and locality derived from subsidiary table (ii) 
on Imperial Table XI are given below. It will 
be clear therefrom that of the Administra.tiva 
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State or Divi"ion. 

State 

Administrative 
Divisions 

Southern 
Central 
Northern 

Natural Divisions 

Number per cent. of all ages 5 and over 
who are literates. 

Persons Males Females 

55'0 67'g 42'1 

45"7 59'5 32'0 
59'2 72'7 45'7 
58'0 69'3 46'3 

Lowland 54'6 68'4 4l"O 
Midland 57'5 69'8 45'0 
Highland 39'1 50'6 26"Q 

Divisions, the Central has the highest proportion 
of male literates and the Northern the highest 
proportion of female literates. Of the Natural 
Divisions the Midland records the highest and 
the Highland the lowest percentage of literacy. 

512. Literacy ill' the urban aroo,s is propor
tionately greater than that in the rural areas 
becaus9 the townS! offer greater facilities for 
education. The subjoined statement shows fihe 
ratio of males and females in the towns and rur-a.l 
parts'" 

Literacy in urban and rural areas, 

Number per cent. of all ages 5< and over 
who are literates •• 

Locality Persons Males Females 

Rural 53'9 66'9 40'9 
ITrll&n 67'4 79'3 55'0 

513. The percentage of literacy of both sexes 
in,the Municipal towns in the State, including 
the Corporation of Trivandrum, is given in the 
descending order of male literacy in the subjoined 
table. It will be soon that Trivandxum, the 

Cor~ra tion or 
Municipality. 

I. Thiruvella 
2. Kottayam 
3. Changana()her;y 
4. Alleppey 
5. Kayankulam 
6" Alwaye 
7. Vaikom 
8. N ager()oil 
9" Trivandrum 

10. Parur 
11. Attingal 
12. Quilon 
13. Neyyattinkara 
14. KnHthura 
15" Slu,nkotta 
16. Padmanabhapuram 
17. Colachel 

Fercentage of literates. 

:Males 
00'6 
81'5 
85'0 
82"9 
81"S 
81'7 
80"S. 
80"5 
80'2 
79·t) 
11"0 
7"6"1 
13'1 
n"S 
66'9 
61"1 
46"2 

Females 
75'3 
73'0 
M'8 
56'8 
55'9 
5S'0 
55'1 
48'5 
57"5 
56'2 
49'9 
53"3 
51"6 
46'9 
21'1 
34'7 
28"6 

Capital, takes only 'the ninth rank in spite of her 
numerous'l educational institutions, while Thiru
vena. Kottayam and Ohangana.chery occupy 
the first three places in the list in the respective 
percentages of both male and female literacy. 
This may be due to the faot that the larger 
area of the City of Trivandnlm makes the 
schools in the .city mora widely distributed than 
in those three towns where a comparatively. 
oloser proximity of a number of schools lis found. 
to exist within their smaller areas. 

514. It is interesting to note that: the same 
ran~ing of Trivandrum city in comparison with 
the three municipal towns mentioned above 
holds good in the case of the Trivandrum taluk 
also in relation to the oorresponding taluks 
in which the three towns are situated. The sub-· 
joined table, setting forth the percentages C1f' 
literaoy by sex in the various talqkS' arranged in, 

Taluks arranged according to litera()y. 

Taluks Persons Males Females 

ThiruveUa 74'4 84'3 64'4 
I 

73'5 83'5 63'1 Kottayam 
Changanao hery 70'7 SO'O 61'0 

Minachil 68'8 78'1 59'2 

Pathanamtbitta. 68'1 78-"6.. . 57"3 

Arupalapula 63'9 76'0 51"5 

KarthigappaHy 61'0 75'9 46'8 

Mavelikara 60'7 74'1 47"1) 

Vaikom 59'9 74'6 45'0 

Trivandrum 58'3 71'5 45'0 

Karunagapa!b 55'9 69'1) 42"7 

Sherthala 00'4 73'1 37"9 

Thodupula 54·1 64'9 42'9 

Quilon 53'5 68'1 39'5 

Farur 52·3 64'3 40'S 

Agasthiswaram 51"7 67'8 35'9 

Kunnathur 51'1 64'3 38'0 

Kottarakkara. 48'7 64'0 33'4-

Muvattupu!a 48'0 61'1 34'4-

Kunnathunad 47'7 61"2 34'4-

Pathanapuram 47'5 '62'0 32'T 

N eyyattinkara. 47'5 60'0 34'9 

Thovala 45'7 64'2 2T;.t' 
Chirayinkil 48'9 61'1 28'S 

Nedumangad 41·5 56'4 26'6 

Kalkulam 37"7 48'4- 26'S 

Vilavancode- 34'1 47'S 21'3 

Firmede 33"0 44'7 17'T 
Shenkotta 30'9 50'9 10·s-. 

Deviku\am 18'2 27'S' 6.~ 



.!>oI 
.: Nama of Taluk 
til 

P:< 

22 1. Thovala 
16 2. Agasthiswaram 

25 3. Kalkulam 
26

1 
4. Vilavaucode 

Zl 5. N eyyattiukara 
10 6. Trivaudrum 
24 7. Nedumaugad 
23 8. Chirayinki.1. 
14- 9. Quilou 
11 10. Karuuagapa!!y 

7 11. Karthikapa~~y 
8 12. l\Iavelikara 

171 13. KUDllathur 
18 14. Kottarakkara 

2.1 15. Pathanaptlram 

2.8116. Sheukotta 

5 17. Pathullamthitta 

1 18. ThiruveJla 

61 19. Ampalapula 

121,20. Sherthala" 

3[ 21. Challgallachery 

2.' 22. Kottayalll 

9 23. Vaikolll 

15 24. Farur 

ZOI 25. KUllnathullad 

19

1 

26. Muvattupula 

1'3 27. ThodupL1.!a 

2~1 28. Minachil 

29. Pirmede 

2.91 30. Devikulum 
1 
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,descending order bears out this fact. Two im_ 
portant features emerge from a study of the 
table. In the first place the several taluks that 
top the list owe their high percentage of literacy 
more to private educational agencies than to 
government institutions. Again these taluks are 
all located in Central Travancore. It may also 
be remembered that they owe their places of 
honour to their priority in the establishment of 
schools within their bounds, chiefly through the 
efforts of Christian missionaries. Devikulam 
owes its melancholy distinction of holding the 
last place in the list obviously to its situation 
in the comparatively undeveloped High Ranges. 

515. Taking all age-groups together, the pro_ 
,portion of female to male literates is 62 to 100 
but it varies considerably in the different age
groups as can be seen from the subjoined figures· 

Literacy by sex and age period. 

Age-group_ 

All Ages 
5-10 

10-15 
15-20 

20-30 

30--50 

50 and over 

Number of female liter
ates per 100 male 

literates. 

62 

83 
78 

75 

64 
44 
28 

The progressi ve increase revealed in female 
literacy in the lower age-groups indicates the 
morf' rapid spread of female education in recent 
years, particula.rly during the last deoade. 

516 .. ' On a comparison of the literacy figure; 
pertaining to the major communities, it is found 
that the Christians reoord the highest peroent

, age. (See diagram.) A large proportion of the 
Hindus belongs to the Backward Communities 
who are not sufficiently advanced and that 
accounts for the comparative backwardness of 
• the Hindus in point of literacy. The Muslims 
record the lowest proportion of literates. 
They took to education seriously only from reCent 
times but they have ever since been making 
'substantial progress during the last few years. 
'The subjoined ta.ble will show that the ratio of the 

Pl"'QPoY"1ion pep mille 
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proportion of Hindu males to females is as 17 : 10 
Christian 9: 7 and Muslims 3: 1. Among the 

Number per cent. of the population 5 and over 
who are literate in each main community. ' 

Community. Persons. Males. Females. 

Hindu 53"5 68'4 38'6 
Muslim 35'7 53'0 17'!) 
Christian 65'2 73'8 56'3 

male population of 5 years and over, 2 in 
eve~y .3 among the Hindus, 3 in every 4 among 
Chl'l~tlans, and 1 in every 2 among the 
~ushms are literate. Among the females thsre 
IS .greater ~isparity. Two in every 5 amo~g the 
Hmdus, 3 III every 5 among the Christians and 
only 1 in every 6 among the Muslims are literate. 
The peroentage of female to male literates is 
given in the subjoined table . 

Literacy by sex in the main communities. 

CommunIty. Number of female literates 

AU communities 
Hindu 
Muslim 
Christian 

100 male literates. 
62 
57 
33 
74 

per 
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• _517.uH the total literate population is taken 
into account there are 62 females to 100 male 
literates, The Christians have a higher ratio 
than the State average, During the last decade 
the number of literate females per 100 literate 
males has increased from 35 to 57 in the case of 
Hindus, from 53 to 74 in the case of Christians 
and from 11 to 33 in the case of Muslims, 

5i~ ~ The boy or girl who has suocessfully 
conrpleted the Seventh Class or the School Final 
Class may be regarded as having attained a suffi .. 
ciently effective standard of literacy, Lapse into 
illiteracy will seldom hapyen after this period, A 
boy ordinarily gets to the 7th standard by his 
11th or 12th year and to the School Final Class by 
his 15th year, Effective literacy can therefore be 
ascertained from the age-group 10·15, Literacy 
in the next age· group 15·20 will be useful in 
ascertaining the extent and progress of higher 
eduoation in the State, The progress made in 
education m these two age-groups will give 
an idea of the material available for employment 
in Government service and to find out persons 
capable of taking up other professional careers, 
Effective participation in the life of the country 
will depend largely upon the equipment the indi
vidual gets during ages 15-20, The number 
of people who are thus equipped in society is a 
very important crit~ion in determining the posed. 
bilities of social progress, Further the number of 
educated persons in these two age-groups will 
also be helpful in examining the problems of 
educated unemployment, A comparison with 
the percentages in these age-groups with those of 
1931 is also possible as the rigidity of the 
standard set up by the Census Commissioner for 
1931 may not materially affect the corresponding 
figures, 

519, The figures for males and females by 
the main communities are given in the subjoined 
table for the age-groups 10·15 and 15·20. 

Period, 

10·15 

15-20 

I,iteracy by sex and community at the age-groups 
10-15 and 15-20, 

Community, 

Hindu 
Muslim 
Christian 

Hindu 
Muslim 
Christian 

Number per cent, who are literate. 

Males, 

76'S 
59'7 
82'3 
79'6 
64'8 
84'9 

Females, 

58'9 
29'7 
74'1 

56'0 
25'4 
74'0 

5~<!.. The stat.istics relating to the dif
ferent oastes and communities are given below 
with a view to show the relative importance of 
each caste in point of literacy, The castes and 
BOOts are ranked in the order of the percentage' 
of literates, 

Percentage of Literacy of different castes and 
communities, 
Percentage of literates to the total 

Caste or Community, population of each community, 

1. Kshatriya 
2, Brahman 
3, Marthomite 
4, Ampalavasi 
5, Jacobite 
6. IIavathi 
7, Syrian Catholio 
8, Kaniyan 
9, Nayar 

10, VeHalan 
11, Saliyan 
12, Anglican 
13, Veluthadanayar 
14, V elakkitha lanayar 
15, S, I, U, C, 
16, Kammalan 
17, Ilavan 
18, Chetti 
19- Roman Catholio 
20, Virasaivar 
21, Panan 
22, Arayan 
23, Vaniyan 
24, Paravan 
25, Valan 
26, Velan 
27, Krishnanvaka 
28, Yadavan 
29, Vannan 
30, 1lavanian 
31, Salvationists 
32, Muslim 
33, Thandan 
34, Chackaraval.' 
35, NUlayan 
36, Kudumi 
37, Nadal' 
38, Ve!an 
39, Maravan, 
40, Pulayan 
41. Parayan 
42, Kanikkaran 
43, Ullatan 
44, Kuravan 
45, PaUan 
46, Chakkiliyan 
47, Vetan 

Persons, 
74'0 
73'9 
70'7 
69'2 
62'5 
62'4-
61'9 
61'9 
61'7 
56'7 
55'7 
53'8 
53'5 
48'3 
4-1'6 
46'6 
46'5 
46'4-
43'5 
43'4 
42'5 
42'S 
39'2 
37'9 
37'7 
36'6 
35'9 
35'9 
35'6 
35'4-
35'2 
30'2 
28'1 
28'1 
25'3 
24'0 
22'3 
19'2 
18'8 
17'0 
16'4-
U'8 
10'2 
7'S 
6'0 
6'0 
3'8 

Males, 
75'4 
83'5 
77'4 
74'5 
71'6 
74'3 
67'1 
77'0 
73'4 
73'1 
71'1 
60'0 
65'4 
62'1 
55'2 
63'6 
61'0 
59'9 
52'0 
59'4-
57'0 
53'7 
56'7 
53'7 
56'7 
50'6 
53'7 
52'3 
47'1 
58'6 
44'3 
44'8 
4-0'1 
38'3 
39'1 
37'S 
33'3 
30'0 
31'5 
25'2 
25'1 
16'7 
}4'4 

12'8 
10'7 

9'5 
5'1 

Females, 
72'5 
68"9 
63'S. 
63'7 
53'1 : 

51'9' 
56'4-
46'4 
50·3 
40'4 
40'0 
47'2 
42'3 
34'S} 
39'S 
29'4 
32'2 
32'0 
34'9 
27'2 
28'7 
SO'S 

, 2¥4--
22·6 
1S'O 
22'S 
17'8 
19'4 
240:1 
11'6 
26·1 
i5'l 
16'1 
16'3 
11'5 

9'5 
10'7 
8'4 
5'2 
S'7 
7'6 
6'0-
6'1 
3'2 
1'0 
2'6 
2'3. 
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52!, It has ~een noticed that female educa
tIon has been advancing rapidly in Travancore 
which in 1931 occupied the second place among 
the different Provinces and States in India iIi 
female literacy, During the decade so great an 
impetus was given to female eduoation that she 
has attained tp~ place of honour at this Census 
by taking the first rank in India, There are at 
present 42'1 per cent, female literates of 5 years 
and over in Travancore, the oorresponding per
oentage for males being 67' 9. 

522, ., The Table below shows the pro~ress 
of literaoy since 1901. From this it can be 
seen that literacy has made rapid progress 
in the State durin~ the last 40 years, The 
graduated figures also show that literacy has 

Progress of literacy, 

Nnmber of literates per cent, at differeBt 
i age-periods, 

Year, 10-15 15-20 20 and over 

Males, Females, Males, Females, Males, Females 

1901 13'6 ~'3 26'4 5'8 32'0 3'5 

1911 16'9 7'1 31'8 9'7 36'9 5'6 
1921 35'7 '21'0 43'7 22'6 44'0 16'0 
1931 31'4 20'0 53'0 27'4 47'5 15'3 
1941 76'3 ,60'8 79'3 58'6 66'8 32'5 

been making striking progress from deeade to 
decade. In 1901, 7 males and' 2 females were 
literate fol!' every 50 males and 50 females, while 
in 1941, 38 males and 30 females are literate for 
every 50 males and 50 females in ~the age-groups 
10-15, The 5-10 age-group of 1931 will be the 
15-20 age-group of 1'{}41, During the latter period 
the boy or girl ordinarily completes the school 
and 'collegiate education, The number in the 
above group should include, in a country where 
ed uoation is progressing, people w ho have had 
a sound education which would enable them effec
tively to participate in the life of the country as 

, ' 

responsible aitizens. Hence a comparison of 
figures during the last 40 years in this age
group will be useful and necessary, A clear idea 
of the comparative progreB~ in effeotive education 
may be thus obtained from the actual ·number of 
literates in the age-group 15-20 from the figures 
reoorded in the last five censuses~ It will be 
seen from the table given above that in t.his age-

group ,the percentage of literates has inoreased 
from 26'4 ma.les and 5'8 females in 1901 to 79'3 
and 58'6 in ] 941. In 1901 only 13 males and 3 
female:!! for every 50 males and 50 females were 
literate, The figures have now increased to 40, 
per 50 among males and 29 per 50 an'tong females~ 
The figures for the last five censuses are given 
below. 

Literates in' age group 15-20 at the last five Censuses. 

Year, Persons, Increase Males, Increase Females, Increase 
per cent, per cent, per cent, 

1901 43,887 35,778 8,109 

1911 67,076 53 50,805 42 16,271 101 

1921 129,730 93 84,573 66 45,157 178 

1931 194,671 50 126,411 49 68,260 51 

1941 428,510 120 244,420 93 184,090 170 

52~. The table below gives the number of 
literates per 100 of each sex in the age-group 
15-20 in the Administrative Divisions at the last. 

N umber of literates per cent, of each sex at the age group 
15-20 in the Administrative Divisions at the 

last five censuses, 

Males, :Females, 
Division, ,-- - ----"- - -- -, ,--- __ _.A. _____ -.. 

1901 1911 1921 1931 1941 1901191119211931 1941 

Southern 22'5 28'0 37'3 44'1 68'9 5'6 9'3 16'4 19'3 44'1 
Central 28'2 33'2 47'6 57'2 84'5 5'6 9'4 25'1 30'2 64'0 
Northern 27'7 33'4 44'7 55'6 81'6 6'3 10'7 25'3 31'3 64'6 

five censuses. It shows the difference in the 
progress of education in the different divisions. 
The greatest progress is seen in the Northern and 
the least in the Southern Divisions. 

524. The proportion of the male and female 
literates of the different oommunities in the 
age-group 15-20 from 1901 to 1941 are shown in 
the subjoined statement. The Christians record 
the greatest progress. 
Commu
nity! 

Males, Females, 
,-- - ---"--- -"""\ ,--- ___.__---, 
1901 1911 192119311941 190119111921 19311941 

All Com-
mUnIties 26'4 31'S 43'7 53'0 79'3 5'S 9'7 22'6 27'4 58'{)' 

Hindu! 25'4 30'5 42'3 51'5 79'6 5'0 S'2 19'4 23'7 56'(). 
Muslim 15'3 19'6 22'7 31'8 64'8 1'6 2'0 ~4'9 4'5 25'4' 
Christian 33'3 3S'2 51'8 60'6 84'9 9'5 15'7 33'7 39'7 74'0-

525 < In Provincial Table II, th,e total literate 
population of each sex of the Hindus classified 
into Scheduled Castes and Others, of the Indian 
Christians, Muslims and Tribes is given. The 
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proportionate figures worked out from this table 
are shown in the table below. The proportion is 

Number literate per cent. of the total population of all 
ages of each sex of different classes of people. 

Class of people. Males, Females, 

Hindus 
Scheduled castes 
Others 

26'8 
62'6 

9'0 
36'2 

Muslim 44'8 15'1 
Indian Christians 63'1 48'0 
Tribes 13'4 4'3 

based on the total population of all ages. The 
Indian Christian males and females take the first 
rank in literacy. The Other Hindus come next 
a.nd the Muslims occupy the third place. The 
Scheduled Castes and the Tribes respectively 
take the last two ranks. 

-?"26. The literacy figures of the major pro
vinces and States in India for 1941 are given in 
the table -below for purposes of comparIson. 

Number literate per 1,000 of the total population 
in States and Provinceb in India, * 

Number literate per 1,000 of 
State or Province. the total population. ,_. -"------. 

Persons. Males, Females. 

TRAVANCORE STATE .471 581 360 
'Cochin State · 354 447 265 
Baroda State • 229 327 123 
Coorg • 205 270 128 
Bombay • 195 296 86 
Bengal · 161 247 66 
Western India States . 146 221 70 
Ajmer--Merwara • 135 212 51 
Madras , 130 205 56 
Punjab , 129 179 70 
Mysore State · 122 193 48 
Assam • 115 185 37 
Central Provinces and Berar .114 
Orisba · 109 199 24 
Baluchistan , 104 156 30 
Bihar 92 161 22 
United Provinces 85 140 24 
North West l"rontier Provinoes 77 
Gwalior State 74 
,Central India States · 70 
Hyderabad State 69 114 22 
Kashmir State · 66 104 22 
Rajputana · 57 98 11 
:8ikkim State 48 90 3 
INDIA , 122 195 52 

* The above proportions are based on the Provisional lite
racy figures published by the Government of India, Figures 
for Travancore and Baroda are final. 

Cochin whioh occupied the first place in 1931 
comes second followed by Baroda which occupied 
the third rank even in 1931· In the major Pro
vinces in India, the percentage of literacy ranges 
from 8 to 20 per cent., the highest being in BOmbay 
with 19'5 per cent. For India as a whole the 
percentage of literacy is only 12' 2 per cent. 

527. The number of literates in English in 
the total population of the State aged 5 years and 
over is 40'3,678 composed of 295,033 males and 
108,645 females, Of these 216,7J3 persons are 
Hindus, 175,466 Christians and 10,837 are 
Muslims. The number of literates in English per 
1,000 of the population of 5 years and OV{lr has 
increased from 6 in 1901 to 78 in 1941. Out of 
1,GOO of each sex 113 males and 42 females are 
now able to read and write English as against 
10 males and 2 females in 1901. One in every 
9 males (5 years and over) and one in every 
25 females (5 years and over) have now aoquired 
literacy in English. 

528 The figures in the table below show the 
progress of literacy in English by sex in the 
State and the Administrative Divisions during 
the last 40 years. For the State as a whole 

:Number Qf literates in English per mille of 11.11 ages, 
five years and over. 

1901 1911 1921 1931 1941 
State or .---------"- --. 
Division. M. F. M. F, M, F. M, F, M. If, 

STATE 10 2 15 2 25 6 31 7 113 42 
Southern 16 2 27 4 . ~3 7 38 9 110 34 

16 
1 

Central 7 1 '2 '1 ,,~~ 5 29 7 126 48 
Northern 9 1 11 2 '19 6 27 6 100 ~ 

the pro{)ortion of male literates in English in~ 

oreased by 103. Among females the proportion 
has in,creased from 2 to 42 per mille. 

529 The following table shows the variation 
in the proportion of hterates in English per mille 
of each sex during the last 40 years. It will be 

Va:dation in the proportion of literates in English 
per mille of each sex, 

1931--41 1921-31 1911-21 1901-11 
I?ivision. .--------'---------. 

M, F, M. F, M. F, M, j!'. 

Southern +72 +25 ~5 +2 +6 +3 +11 +2 
Central -t"97 +41 +6 +2 +13 +3 +3 +1 
Northern i' 73 +34 +8 +8 +4 +2 +1 
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hoted that there has been an increase in the pro· 
portion of male literates in all the Divisions. In 
the Northern Division alone female literacy in 
English did not record any increase in' 1921 
to 1931. During the decade 1931 to 1941 
the Central Division has recorded the highest 
proportion' of increase among both males and 
females. The Northern Division comes next ·and 
the Southern last. 

53,0.. The vroportion of literates in English 
by sex in 'the main communities is given in the 
table below. The Christians have the highest 

Number per mille, aged 5 and over, who are 
literate in English. 

Community. Persons. Males. Females. 

State 78 113 42 

Hindu 68 110 33 
(a) Scheduled castes 12 22 3 

(b) Others 79 121 37 

Muslim 30 53 6 • 
Christian 105 140 69 

(a) Indian Christian 104 139 68 
(b) Anglo-Indian 553 556 549 
( c) European 861 800 920 

Tribes 4 8 1 

proportion of English literates among both malas 
and females. The Hindus come next and Muslims 
third. Among the Muslim males only 53 per 
1,000 are able to read and write English and 
among the females the proportion falls to 6. 

531. While literacy owes its existence and 
diffuslon among th6 J "" ~ enile population to school 
and private instruction, it is primarily to the 
regular habit of reading newspapers and perio
dicals, more than book'l, that literacy owes its 
preservation and advancement among the adults 
many of whom might otherwise have lapsed into 
illiteracy. The cent per cent. literacy obtaining 
in England, rendered possible by the prevalence 
of its system of compulsory elementary educa~ion 
has culturally stood that country in such good 
stead chiefly because there is no English home 
without its newspaper and there is no English 
man woman or child that does not make profi. 
tabl~ use of it every day. As for this State, there 
is no denying the fact that newspapers and 

periodicals have contributed very libe.rally to
WHol'OR its cultural progress. 

532. In'the first place they have always ten
ded to raise li'nguistic standards in the oral as 
wen as written aspects and to make for up~to
dateness of style in the expression of thought 
and feeling. Though literary excellence has 
never been the aim of newspapers, and what is 
commonly understood as "journalese" has come 
in for a good deal of cavilling at the hands of 
ultra-critical purists in style, the number of those 
who are indebted to the highclass journals they 
read for their linguistic attainments, is legion. 
Again journalism has always been a feeder to the 
stream of literature. The better types of periodi
cals have never failed to embody, for the educa
tion of the young and the edification of the old, 
numerous little literary gems such as short stories 
or poems, skits or sketches, reviews or critical 
ap'Preciations, tit bits and "bons mots" and serial 
pUblications, which subsequently reappear in 
book form as anthologies or omnibus volumes. 
The literary novice who cleverly scribbles for the 
nonce something of current topical interest is 
editorially encouraged to aspire to higher literary 
achievement. Many an author of repute in the 
State hae started with a few lines in newspaper 
columns as the first rung in the ladder of literary 
eminence and many a "littel'ateul'17 has found 
dabbling in journalism spelling for him the A B 
C of literary excellence,. It is for this reason 
that the idea has been mooted of introducing a 
regular degree course in journalism in the Uni
versity of Travancore. The prevalence of three 
main languages in the State has led to the rise 
of bilingual and even trilingual dailies, weeklies 
and monthlies. The number and variety of the 
newspapers and periodicals in circulation in the 
State at present as well as a decade ago can be 
studied from the subjoined table. 

Newspapers and periodicals published 

Language 1930 1940 
No. Ciroulation No. Ciroulation 

1. English 21 16,575 16 13,220 
2. Malayalam 50 58,015 27 38,658 
3. Tamil 6 6,730- 6 5,600 
4. Bilingual 54 62,131- 31 57,746 
5. Trilingual 5 10,550 8 12,800 
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533 It will be seen therefrom that in most 
cases there has been a fall both in the number of 
journals and in the numbers among whom they 
circulA.te. The reasons are not far to seek. The 
preference of the general reader for dailies, 
whether local or foreign, has elbowed out the bi
weekly and weekly -papers. The craze for world 
news, particuhuly after the outbreak of the pl'e· 
sent war, has progressively lessened interest in 
local news and local politics. The radio has set 
the pace in this transition from provincialism to 
cosmopolitanism in the out-look of the reading 
public. This is particularly in evidence in their 
growing interest in all-India movements, political 
or otherwise. Since the bi-weeklies and weeklies 
cannot possibly keep pace with the dailies in 
catering to these new tastes and interests, the 
increasing number of the latter in the last decade 
is bound to be the natural outcome. This has 
proved an advantage to several foreign English 
dailies which find an easy circulation among the 
educated in the State particularly where their 
rates are on a par with those of the local dailies 
in the mother-tongue. This accounts for the re
duction in the number and circulation of the 
local papers as only those which are sufficiently 
well financed will be able to stand this keen com
petition. The indiscriminate production of news
-papers by all and sundry has to a certain extent 
been curtailed by the licensing fee and the cash 
security which have put a check on irresponsible 
journalism. Latterly there has also been the 
scarcity of -paper with the consequent doubling 
and even trebling of the rates of subscription, 
abridgement of contents, overcrowding and use 
of small types and other unavoidable evils inevi
table to paper shortage. The reluctance of 
readers to subscribe for abridged papers at en
hanced rates has led to the present day practice 
of several people jointly getting down a paper 
and making a common use of it and also of a few 
papers being merged into a single publication as 
a joint business proposition. The beginning of 
the decade was the golden age of newspapers in 
the State when more than half a dozen highclas8 
d~ilies circulated among thousands at the cheapest 

imaginable rate viz. a quarter of an anna each 
and many more at half an anna each. This faci
litated so wide a dissemination as to enable the 
vast masses in the State not only to become 
newspaper-minded but to be more intelligently 
responsive to the reactions of the external world 
as well as to improve the standard of literacy 
they had already attained. 

534 The variety of tastes and interests to 
which the current journals cater can be under
stood from their classification into different 
categories according to their contents or the 
language in which they are couched. Of the 88 
journals now in circulation, 27 are newspapers 
and 61 periodicals. Nineteen of them deal with 
general and political topics, 18 social and religious, 
32 religious, 3 legal, 3 commercial, 3 humorous, 
1 relating to medical and public health ma~ter8 
a.nd 9 general, educati.onal and literary. If they 
are classified according to language 29 ,are 
Malayalam publications, 35 quasi-Mala.yalam. 5 
Tamil, 31 quasi-Tamil, 16 English, 31 quasi
English, 1 Sanskrit, 1 Syria.c and a few Latin. 
Hindi Journals are also sure to come into exis
tence in the State before long. The tDpical and 
linguistic variety of these journals is an index of 
their wide popularity. It is interesting to note, 
that some of these are exclusively meant for 
children while a few pride themselves upon 
being "journals of the women, for the women, by 
the women." A Department of Information has 
recently been instituted to co-ordinate journalism 
in the State and give it a lead and a direction. 

535. The cultural valne of the journals in the 
State has be8n incalculable and this is evidenced 
by the rapidly growing number of reading rooms 
and the im-patient eagerness with which readers 
await the arrival of the ubiquitous newspaper-boy 
to be able to get the latest tidings hot from the 
oven. It is only a home truth thai after "paper
time" each day the next meal is scarcely relished. ... 
unless preceded by a rapid survey of the various. 
headlines and succeeded by a discussion setting. 
forth one's views • on the news items gathered 
with so much of avidity. It is small wonder that. 
the timely satisfaction of one's news-hunger by 
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shelling out just an anna or so is looked upon as 
tantamount to the gratification of one's wander
lust for which even the earnings of an entire life 
time would scarcely have sufficed. A running 
review, at a cursory gla,nce, of the daily ocour
rences in the, world, or a leisurely study of a. 
learned article in a quality magazine is no doubt 
the best liberaliser to the stay-at-home folk of 
the frog-in-the well type whom Kipling had in 
mind when he asked, "What do they know of 
England, who only England know?" Any 
standard newspaper, in whatever way it is 
viewed, !whether as a qarometer of public opinion; 
a feeler that indicates',the way the wind blows; a 
trumpet whose blast I will never fail to give a 
loud advertisement; a handwriting on the wall 
that spells a timely warning; an eye-opener that 
shows both the obverse and reverse side of every 
medal; a corrective that pulls down some short
sighted public man a peg or ~wo; a treasure
chest that embodies profound wisdom or at least 
a map on which are spread out the daily happen
ings in the world, can undeniably claim a great 
share in the cultural progress of the State. 

536,' Though journals'have exercised a, potent 
influence in the public life of TravaL.core, especi
ally in roming the civic and political conscious
ness of the masses, the journalists themselves 
have to pause ana. consider whether the salutary 
effects of this noble sArvice have not sometimes 
been vitiated by their abuse of their "organs of 
public opinion" into instruments of flattery or 
weapons of acrimony, All civic and political 
perspective can only be distorted by the prosti
tution of journalistic columns into cockpits of 
animosity, personal or communal or arenas ~for 
political tugs of war. Side by side with this is 
the fact that,those journals are no less obnoxious 
which deteriorate into mere compendia of com
mercial advertisments, coloured news and jaun
diced views. 

537. The future of the press in the State, 
from what we know of its past, is certainly pro
mising. As in all progressive States, it has func
tioned here not merely as the twin sister of the 
pla.tform, but as the nurse of literacy and the 

exponent of liberal ideas and ideals. The western 
world presents both types of undesirable extremi
ties between which the press "may swing under 
the impact of popular influences or upheavals. 
But in a progressive and enlightened State like 
Travancore with a well-balanced constitutional 
Government under the wis.e aegis of liberal 
sovereigns, the prflSS can steer clear of the 'two 
extremes of irresponsible omnipotenoe or absolute 
impotence. The history of the press in England 
presents a laudable example. It has ever been 
the link between literacy and democracy. To the 
Englishman, literacy without democraoy has no 
fruit and democracy without literacy has no root. 
In his country universal adult suffrage became 
a 'fait a(}oompl~' only long after cent per cent. 
literacy was achieved by the introduction of 
compulsory elementary education. In the natural 
evolution of this State along lines indicated by 
her historical antecedents, literacJ.y in which she 
now stands first is bound, in the years that lie 
ahead, to determine the pace of her constitutional 
progress in which she has made such rapid strides 
in the last decade. It may therefore be hoped 
that the journals of the State, spreading authentic 
news, ventilating disinterested views, omitting 
light without generating heat and proving lumi
nous without being voluminous, will create for 
the growth of its citizens an atmosphere of real 
constitutional freedom that affords space enough 
for every wing and wind enough for every sail. 
That will really bo the greatest contribution that 
any individual or institution could ever have 
made to the cultural progress of the State. 

5.38.; Journals, in spite of the current topical 
interest they evoke, are as a rule more ephemeral 
in character than books. Apart from 'the books 
of the hour' which, like most of the journals, 
easily sink into oblivion, 'the books of all time' 
are to mankind what the memory is to the indi. 
vidual. The really good books that make up a 
nation's literature are not only the preservatives 
of its culture but the mirrors of national life, 
the repositories of national rurpirations and the 
exponents of national ideals. Travancore has in 
every decade presented to the world its output 
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of literature the quality and quantity of which 
have reflected, as through the other phases of 
fine art her instinct for cultural preservation. 
The su~ioined table will help to gauge the liter
ary contribution of the last decennium in com
parison with that of the preceding years. 

Language. Books published in 

19JO 1940 

English 145 54 

Malayalam 188 101 
Tamil 6 5 
Sanskrit 1 
Arabic 6 

Bi-lillgual 10 3 
Tri-lingual 1 4 

.539. The fall noticeable in the number of 
books published is really a feature to be deplored. 
It is not possible to agree fully with those critics 
who are prepared to lay the blame for this at the 
door of either the system of education obtaining 
in the State till recently, as not being conducive 
enough to original thought and expression, or of 
the Department of Edu~ation that has recently 
taken over to itself the compilation and publica
tion of a good many of the text books required 
for use in schools. The explanation lies deeper. 
The flowering of all art and thought is ever the 
outcome of peace of mind and ease of heart 
consequent on the circumstantial assurance of 
material sufficien~y that serves to dispel all 
mundane cares and worries. The persons taking 
to authorship as a profession in the State being 
few and far between, a period of economic depres
sion can, in general, tend only to stifle rather 
than foster the growth of literatUre. One who 
recalls the withering nature of the trying years 
with which the last decade started, cannot but 
-admit that the literary output as revealed by the 
figures given above is intimately connected with 
this phenomenon. It may, however be hoped 
that in the coming years, especially with the new 
orientation given to learning and the spur ad
ministered to original art and creative thought 
by the inauguration of the Travancore Univer
sity and the overhauling of the secondary edu
cation in the State, along new lines side by side 

with the cultural alignment of the State with the 
progressive elements of the outside world, by the 
impact of new cultural association in recent years 
the record of her achievement in literature' will 
be consistent with her potentialities. The intro
duction of the Research Department'in the Uni
versity, the completion of lexicographical 
attempts to coin Malayalam and Tamil equiva
lents for scientific and technical terms in English 
and the rapid spread of the Rural Library and 
Village Welfare movements are unmistakable 
tendencies that will usher in a growing demand 
for new books in larger numbers. 

540. . The efflorescence of art has always 'been 
the best means not merely of the expression but 
of the preservation and perpetuation as well, of 
the cultural progress of a State. Rather than 
through the achievements of the industrial or 
utilitarian arts as practised by the artisan, it is 
through the masterpieces of fine art produced by 
the artist, that the cultural greatness of a nation 
is gauged and its cultural legaoy transmitted 
from generation to generation. The manifestation 
of the aesthetic' sense through the plastic, graphic 
or rhythmic arts into something exquisite, in 
S}Tmmetry of shape or beauty of form, magic of 
word or colourfulness of sight, melody of sound 
or rhythm of movement. serves to delight -the 
visual or auditory impression. And the thing of 
beauty that it becomes, proves a joy for ever and 
to one that comes to love it, H Its loveliness 
increases; It will never pass into nothingne5s." 
It makes life sweet and the world beautiful to 
live in. 

5~1. Fine art in Travancore has had a loner o 
history, and the range, richness, variety and -per-
manence of her artistic achievements, under the 
aegis of Sovereigns some of whom were themselves 
great artists, while all were lovers and patrons 
of art, have won ungrudging recognition at th~ 
hands of connoisseurs of art all the world over. 
Besides conforming in im-portant respects to the 
characteristic features that individualise Indian 
art in general, the fine arts in the State have 
developed certain unique features indigenou~ to 
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_Kerala in particular, as could be seen by a study 
of art specimens and a.rt relics now extant, as 
remi»iscant of her past history. The cultural 
rema.ins and art· treasures of her historio past, 
that still survive are so widely soattered, badly 
neglected, partially forgotten or blurred and dis· 
figured by .the wear and tear of time, that the 
need was keenly felt to save them from irrepar
ab,le damage or even utter extinction. It is the 
systematio attempts towards the reinstatement of 
fine art into the-position of pre-eminence which 
it once enjoyed in the State, that have made the 
last decade the ~ost memorable in the annals of 
.a.rt in Travanco:re. In fact it has aptly been 
styled an era of artistic revi valor" Renaissance". 
Fine art flowered in varied fields in various ways 
in the State within the last ten years and this 
-cultural efflorescence has served to link the past 
,with the p~esent and the future, not merely in 
the continuity of cultural history but in serving 
.to instil in I her citizens a pride in the past, 
. -as well as an' ambition for the future,lwhich every 
true patriot is sure to feel in such an ennobling 
atmosphere of cultural renovation. 

5~2. The collection and decipherment of 
inscriptions, the exploration 10£ ancient works 
and sites of art such as sculptures on wood, metal 
and stone showing the wonderful sense of propor
tion and skill of the Travancore craftsmen in the 
past, in designing and execution have always 
been patronised by Government and a separate 
Department has been in existence for sometime. 

. The art treasures of the old palace of Padmanabha. 
puram have been recently renovated and its 
historical antiquities exhibited. To the Trivan
drum Museum has been attached an Annexe, 
equipped as a gallery of Far Eastern arts and 
-crafts and &xhibiting great works of art from 
'-China, Japan and the East Indies brought by 
Their Highnesses the Maharaja and Maharani 
after their tour of Java and Bali in 1937. To 
.enable outsiders to get an idea of the architec
tura.l and sculptural glories of the various temples 
jn the Sta.te, perfect plaster replicas of deific and 
()ther figures have been executed and placed in 

the Government Museum. The Ranga Vilaeam 
Palace jn the Fort has also been equipped into a 
Museum of Arts and a gallery ~f State portra,i~ 
tUfe and general painting aocumulated during . ...... 
preVIOUS reIgns. 

543. The institution primarily concerned with 
imparting eduoation in art is the School of Arts, 
Trivandrum. It has oontinued to function alid 
make itself useful to inoreasing numbers in the 
last decade to qnalify school teachers to teaoh fine 
arts and art orafts. 

544j Onelof the three new institutions that 
sprang into existence within the last decade, is 
the Sri Chitralayam 0;1: the State . Picture 
Gallery, opened in September 1935. It is the 
seoond of its kind in South India (the first being 
the Chitrasala of Mysore) but the first in point of 
inclusiveness, containing as it does masterpieces 
representing aU schools and phases of the pictorial 
art in India from the days of cave~painting to the 
Bengal revival. By far the best of the exhibits 
are the paintings of the late Raja Ravi Varma. 
Examples of the Tibetan, Chinese and Japanese 
method are furnished by the handiworks of the 
Russian artists, NichOlas Roerich and his son 
Svetoslav Roerich. Another attractive feature 
of the gallery is the colleotion of duplicates of the 
renovated puranic mural paintings which for 
centuries had adorned the walls of many an old 
temple and palace. This art gallery presents a 
kaleidoscopio view of practically every era and 
style of painting in the East . 

545.. The' Renaissanoe' in music took shape 
in the inauguration, in September 1939, of the 
Sri Swathi Thirunal Academy of Music, in 
memory of a great Maharaja who was" a musi
cian among Kings and a King among musicians". 
The devotional songs of classical excellence which 
His Highness composed in Sanskrit, Tamil} Telugu 
and other languages embodying sublime sentiments 
oouched in simple, mellifluous language and 
tuned to soul-stirring, -melodious music are rare 
Ilems constituting a rich heritage to humanity. 
It was with the threefold object of interpretin,ll: 
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a.nd popularising these for the joy of Ithe human 
80ul, conserving them for the enjoyment and 
enlightenment of future generations and initia
ting the untutored lay folk into the "te'l"l'a 
incognita" of musical science that the academy 
was started. It provides a three years' diploma 
course in vocal and instrumental music. The 
Department of Education has made arrangements 
both for gettin~ the music teachers of the various 
schools trained in the Academy and for pre
ference in the recruitment of musio teachers to 
be shown to those so trained. Thus, thrcugh the 
Department of Education, it would be sexving its 
great purpose of popularising the rich musical 
legacy bequeathed by the great Maharaja Swathi 
Thirunal. 

4546). Equally important was the resuscitation 
of th~ Indian Classical dance based on '4 Natya 
Sa8tn,'I'a" as practised traditionally in Kerala. 
This took shape in the foundation in February 
1937 of the Sri Chitrodaya Narthakalayam. In 
this institution, instruction in dancing is impart
ed to boys and girls up to 18 and public demon
strations and performances are held from time to 
time by experts to the accompaniment of a well· 
trained orchestra. The main feature of the art 
as practised and taught in the institution is the 
interpretative episodic dance based on the "K atka 
Kali" technique but modernised by being divested 
of much of its exterior accoutrements. In the 
simple purity a.nd resplendent beauty of its 
renovated form, the dance is "no longer a mere 
device"Yfor ~whetting the jaded appetite of the 
idle rich" but is enno bled into a t'hythmio 
movement made "to suit the mu.sic of the 
spheres ., and to Rweeten life with an occasional 
hour of solace and repose. It is really gratifying 
to remember,that "Ke'l'ala .hatya Kala" has 
really come into its own " in which every motion 
is a word and every rest :ia: eloquence". 

5117 ~ Besides leading to the' foundation of new 
and i~provement of old institutions for tho 
development of fine art, the artistic revival 
characteristic of the last deca<\e has heen in 
special evidence in the annual celebration of the 
.Art Festival whicb has latterly been merged 

most appropriately into the general feStilVltilea:m 
connection with His Highness the Maharaja's 
birthday. The principal feature of this featival 
has been the putting on board of first-rate per
formances by reputed artistes, from within 
the State and outside, in music, dance and drama. 
juvenil0 talent being specially encouraged by the 
award of prizes, medals and certificates of merit. 
Such an artistic background provided for life in 
general, lays the proper foundation,for the edifice 
of 'cultural eminence, for "eaoh art is part of 
that greatest of cultures, the creation of a com
prehensive, full and many sided life, which is 
humanity's climax and orown, its )iberation a:hd 
salvation " 

5118. . It is indeed a happy coincidence that, 
the earliest and the latest steps towards the 
cultural progress o~ the Stat,e should have been 
taken respectivoly by two great Queens of the 
same name. Just as it was Rani Parvati Bayi 
whose educational policy embodied in the fa,mous 
Proclamation of 1817 set on foot the scheme of 
Malaxa1am education that paved the way for the 
rapid spread of literacy, it was left for the ver
satile genius of Maharani Setu Parvati Bayi 
in the present decade to set many a lustrous 
jewel in the cultural diadem of the State. By 
her instinctive foresight and resplendent thinking 
Her Highness grasped the greatness of traditional 
art and by her dynamic power successfully saw 
to its reinstatement on the pedestaJ of its ancient 
pre-eminence. Fine art in the State has thus 
had '( the supreme good fortune to be tended and 
fostered by it benevolent and exacting mentor
who can not only visualise, but compel reali. 
sation". 

549.. Apart from the s,pecial features dis-' 
cussed above, the State is indebted for her 
cultural progress to numerous other 80urces 
which it is impossible to bring within the pur--
view of this synoptic essay, particularly in. 
insta.nces where the operation of such agencies. 
was not confined to the last decade alone, and 
:11so for the reason that the Census operations. 
were not specially directed so as to comprehend. 
them within its scope. Nevortheless it will b~-' 
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an unpardonable fault of omission, if not of oom
mission, if at least a passing mention of a 
general oharaoter is not made of such broad' as 
well as deep tributaries that have continued to 
flow, silently and imperoeptibly into the stream 
of oulture tha.t is welding society into a ooherent 
whl)le with .a, universal outlook. The various 
educational institutions in the State, under Gov
ernment as well as private management, the 
aoademio associations and liberal olubs flourish
ing in various localities, the religious institutions 
and communal organisations with their special 
sessions and annual, conferenoes, have, by their 
manifold aotivities;i in the piece-meal way cir-

jcumscribed by th~ir limited scope, contri
buted a great deal towards the cultural progress 
of the land.' The socialising and liberalising 
influence diffused by such agencies has been 
widened still ~urther by the participation of the 
State in various international associations and 
world movements functioning on a wide scale 
from· different centreS1. The activities of the Boy 
Scout and Girl Guide Movements for juveniles 
and such bodies as the Y. M. C. A. -and the 
Y. W. C. A. on, the one hand and the aotive part 
played by the State in all progressive all.India 
movements and several world-conferences on the 
other, hav·e served only to render more effective 
the s-pread of the spirit of human brotherhood by 
the newspaper, the oinema and the radio. 

··550. But the latest step towards focussing 
universal attention on the oultural progress of the 
State was taken in the last decade, which can, for 
that reason be very well said to have plaoed her in 
her proper setting on the cultural map of India. 
Not content with a mere alignment with the 
liberal movements of the outside world, she has 
~ulturally expanded herself to such large dimen
sions as to oonstitute a forum for the functionin~ 
of all-India movements under her own auspices 
from time to time. Instead of dangling in 
splendid isolation as a bright pendant, linked no 
doubt to the rest of India, she has latterly proved 
herself culturally spacious enough to attract to 
her capital oity some of the progressive move
ments of the world beyond her frontiers, so thai; 

by the absorption and adoption of the best they 
could oontribute, she might demonstra.te her' 
cultural adaptability and, at the same time, by 
stamping on them the deep impress of her own 
indigenous influences, she might assert her cul
tural individuality. This was rendered possible 
by the vision and imagination of the eminent 
statesman Sachivottama Sir C. P. Ramaswami 
Aiyar, who. within the last quinquennium, has 
placed the State in the forefront of India' by 
giving her economic stability through progressive 
industrialisation and academio independenbe by 
the inauguration of the Travancore University. 
This University though the youngest in 
India, has not been behind-hand in the 
assertion of the outstanding vigour of its 
youth, by conducting under its auspioes, not 
merely Inter-University tourneys a.nd oooasional 
df'monstrations of athletic skill by world 
champions but the Sixteenth Session in 
January 1941 of the Inter·University Board 
Meeting, wherein the Vice-Chanoellors of the 
various Universities in India took part and 
threshed out educational and cultural schemes
of fP:eat moment. A greater oocasion was the Ninth 
Session I of the Oriental Conference held in Decem
ber 1937 in the metropolis of the State. This 
waa attended by about 150 Pandits from all parts 
of India and 250 delegates from different parts of 
the world, representing the "C'reme de la C'reme" 
of the world culture in its varied aspects, and 
imparted much to, but imbibed more"from, the 
springs of national culture in the State. The 
oocasion, with its se:veral sessions eaoh dealing 
with a separate aspeot of indigenous or exotic 
culture, really signalised a oultural illumination 
for mutual enlightenment and lasting edification. 

551·. If the view is sound th,at the best 
criteri on of a nation's culture is the measure of 
progress attained by its women folk, Travancore 
which can boast of the first rank in India in the 
-percentage of female literacy and the advent of 
the first women members not only in the Legis
lature but at the Bar and the Benoh, can be. 
said to ha,ve asserted her cultural pre-eminenoe in. 
1935. It was the ocoasion of the Tenth Session. 
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~f the AlI·India Woman's Conference held in 
Tl'ivandrum under the distinguished presidency 
·of Her Highness Maharani Setu Parvati Bayi, 
whose leadership of Indian Womanhood has 
inspired it with newer aspirations and enriched 
it with better realisation. The cultural efflores
cence resulting from this historic conference and 
~he continuation of Her Highness's leadership 
throughout the year that followed, has stood 
particularly the women of the State in very good 
stead. 

552. The cultural progress in the last decade 
has thus raised Travanoore to the pre-eminence 
to which she is entitled as much by her histori· 
..cal antecedents as by her solid achievements, as 

the cynosure of admiring eyes and the paxadis6' 
of the discerning tourist and the devout pilgrim. 
Her epoch.making emergence into the wider 
world of today as a land of cultural unity, 
abiding humanity and universal charity has set 
her on the road on which one of the youn~est but 
by far the most widely-travelled of her great 
Maharaja.s had all his life been aspiring and striv
ing to see bel' advance. In the spacious fil'mamenl; 
of the wider outlook, down the corridor of cul
tural unity and beneath the arch qf universal 
brotherhood, "where-through gleams that un
travelled world", 

" Una mente et uno oo'l'de projioiant Qmne8 " • 



APPENDIX I. 

FERTILITY ENQUIRY, 

:Fertility Enquiries were conducted in Tra
'Vancore in 1921 and 1931. In 1921 the Enquiry 
was limitod hoth in range as well as scope 
as it was confined only to a few aspoots of 
the question in munioipal towns. In 1931 it was 
carried out on a more elaborate 8cale, a speoial 
schedule having been drawn up for the purpose 
and the Enquiry extended to rural areas also. 
The schedules were distributed among the munici
pal staff in the munioipal towns and the school 
masters in rura.l areas. The latter in their turn 
-distributed the 8choo.u1e8 among the grown-up 
boys and girls to have them filled up at their 
houses in consultation with their pa.:rents. The 
items of information oollected included such 
points as caste, age of mother, occupation and 
age of father, duration of married life, number 
.and sex of the ohildren born and surviving and 

their ages, 
2. In 1941 the Census Commissioner for India, 

with the idea of awakening public oonsciousness 
of the importance of fertility studies proposed 
lihat two questions on fertility viz., the age a.t 
birlh of fust child and the number of children 
born and surviving should be a.sked of each, and 
.every married woman. This time the Enquiry was 
theI'efore extended to cover all the married 
females. Th:ree further points rega.rding (1) the 
sexes of children born and surviving, (2) the 
duration of marriage and (3) the seX of the first 
ohild were also added t.o the Fertility Enquiry 
of this State. The difficulty of g,etting in
formation on the effective duration of marriage 
has been recognised everywhexe and presumably 
it was to avoid this that the Census Commis
sioner fox India included the question regarding 
the age at birth of the first child, to which 
no one would resent to give an answer, It 
is evident tha.t the age at birth of first child 
combined with the present age of the woma.n 
would itse1f indicate approximately the effective 

duration of marriage. 

3 For a comparative study at the present 
Cenaus, homogeneous social units with a popula
tion of 50,000 and above were seleoted, The 
following §!fOUPS were therefore brought undaI 
tabulation viz. Non-Mala,yala. Brahmant I!ava., 
Kammala, Kurava, Nadar, Nayar, Paraya, Pulaya, 
Vellala, Muslim and Syrian Christian, Within 
the limited time allowed fOf tabulation it was 
not possible to extract all the requisite data to 
study the vu,rious as pects of the question. But 
in combination with the results of the Vita.l 
Statistics Enquiry conducted in selected areas, 
the fertility data could throw much light on the 
population problems of Tra.vancore. The main 
tables prepa.red on fertility are given along with 
the subsidiary tables undel' ImpeI'ia~ Table VII. 

4. The total number of slips pertaining to 
married women brought under ta.bulation was 
873,397. The following ta.ble shows the age 
distribution of the married. women and the num
ber and percentage of those in each age-group 
who ha.ve aotually given birth to children, 

Totalllumber Number 

Age-group. of married having Percenta.ge. 

women . children, 

Less than 15 3,673 110 2'119 

15-20 79,063 29,303 37'06 

20-25 152,030 123,711 81"37 

25-30 153,887 143,19! 93'05 

20-35 121,3()6 116,212 95'80 

35-40 1H,768 109,314 95'98 

40 -45 79,655 76,063 95'50 

45 and above 169,015 166,590 98'56 

Total. 873,397 764,538 87'54 

[t is observed tha.t 98' 6 per oent. of the. married 
women in the 45 and above group have given birth 
to childxen and that l' 4 per cant.. are sterile. 
In 1931 the corresponding proporltions were the 

eame. 
S. Fertility will vary for'different age-groups 

of married women. Before considering the num
ber 01 children born to married women in each.. 
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age-group, fertility in general of the various com
munities may be compared. In the following 
table eleven communities are arranged in the 
order of their general fertility. 

Average children 
Community, born per 

marrIed woman, 

Kammala 3'SS 
Ilava 3'84 
Syrian Christian ' 3'79 
Muslim 3'71 
Nadar 3'64 
Nayar S'63 
Vellala 3'43 
Pulaya 3'43 
Paraya 3"23 
Kurava 3'13 
Brahman 3'13 

It is noted that the Kammalas, Ilavas, Syrian 
Christians and Muslims have on the average a 
larger number of children born to them than the 
others, the Brahmans coming last in the list. 
The Kuravas who are included under Tribes show 
a, low fertility and so also the Pulayas and the 
Parayas, The Vellalaa and Nayars form the mid
dle group, The general average is observed to 
be 3'69 children per woman, The correspond
ing average for 1931 was 4'10 but in comparing 
the two averages it is to be remfHubered that 
the 1931 Enquiry was mainly confined to the 
mothers of school children and hence <1 com
paratively large proportion of the younger 
mothers whose children had not reached the 
school-going age might have been omitted, In 
making comparisons with the figures obtained for 
1931 in other respe9ts also this fact has to be 
kept in view, 

6, A real comparison of the fertility of the 
various communities can be made only if we con
sider the number of children born to women of 
45 and above, sinc'e these in all caseS would 
have lived through their fertile periods, The 
following table whioh shows the number of chil
dren born to women of completed fertility age
groups reveals that the order of sequence has 
slightly varied but the inference that the Kam
malas, Ilavas, Syrian Christians and Muslims 
have high fertility and that the Brahmans and 
Kuravas have low fertility still holds good, The 
figures fOl' 1931 are obtainable only for certain 

of the communities. These are O'iven within 
1:" 

brackets for purposes of comparison. 

~umber of ohildren born per married woman 
45 or above, 

Community. Average No, of ohildren,. 

1941. 1981. 

Kammala 7'12 
Syrian Christian 7'02 (7'0) 
Muslim 6'99 (6 2) 
!lava 6'62 (6'7) 
Nadar 6'51 
Nayar 0'30 (6 3), 
Pulaya 6'26 
Paraya 5 92 
Brahman 5'89 (5'3) 
Vellala S'88 
Kurava 5 50 

General average 6·65 (6'5) 

7 The following table gjves the number of 
children born on the average per married woman 
of each age-group. Naturally the women of 'the, 
higher age-groups have a hirger number of chil
dren than the women of the lower age-groups, 

Average No. of children, 
Age-group, 

1941. 1931. 

Less than 15 0'03 ~O'O4) 
15-20 o 45 0·49) 
20-25 1'52 (1"51) 
25-30 2"70 (2 87) 
30-35 3'76 (4" 35) 
35-40 4'75 (5'35) 
40-45 5'25 (5' 9(n- --

45 ana above 6'65 (6' 50) 

On a comparison with the figures obtained 
in 1931, it is observed that there is a closs. 
similarity between the two sets except for the age
groups 30-35 and 35-40, The high average in 
these two groups in 1931 can be explained by 
the fact that the mothers of school-going children 
have fallen in these groups in comparatively 
high proportions while the mothers without 
school-going children must have been excluded, 

8, Incidentally it may be observed that from. 
the average number of children born to married 
WOIDen of each age-group, one can get some idea. 
of the specific birth-rates for various age-groups. 
Thus women between 15 and 20 or 'who are on 
the average 17'5 years old have ·45 children 
born to each i. e. 450 per 1,000. Similarly those 
who are between 20 and 25 or on the average. 
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22'0 years old have 1,520 children per 1,000. 
ThuB the nuru ber of ohildren born in passing 
through the period of five years from 17-5 to 22'5 
will be 1,520-450 i. e. 1,070 or 214 per year. 
From the Vit~l Satistics Enquiry the specific 
birth·ra.te for 15-20 has been observed to be 230 
per 1,000 married women. Similarly for the 
other age-groups the results obtained may be 
stated below. 

Fertility Enquiry. Vital Statistics Enquiry. 

,-----'----.---, ,----_ ....... _------., 

Approximate esti- Observed specifio 
birth-rated. Age.group. mated 8peoi~fic Age·group. 

17'5-22'5 
22 5-27 5 
27'5-32 5 
32'5-37'5 
37'S-42'5 

birth-rates. 

214 15-20 
236 20-25 
210 25-30 
198 30-35 
100 35-40 

230 
247 
222 
167 
141 

9. In order to study the real effect of the ago 
at birth of first child on the number of children 
born or surviving, it is' essential, that the women 
concerned should have lived through the whole 
fertile period. Hence it is necessary to take into 
account 6nly those who have lived through the 
child· bearing period i. e. those who have 
passed 45, the age at which fertility generally 
ceases. Before oomparing' the number of ohil· 
dren born the proportion per cent. of the married 
women of 45 and above in eaoh community who 
have given birth to the first child before attaining 
20 and 25 may be examined with the aid of the 
iollowing table. 

Community. 

Brahm alI 
Ilava 
Kammala 
Kurava 
Nadar 
Nayar 
Paraya 
Pulaya 
Vellaia 
Muslim 
Syrian Christian 

Average 

Percentage of married women of 45 and 
above who have given birth to the 

first child before attaining the age of. 

20 25 
,--___ .A. __ ~ __ __., 

70'6 
50'1 
54'6 
40'0 
37'7 
52'2 
42'3 
46'9 
53'7 
59'4 
41'2 

48 2 

92'6 
90'S 
91'6 
85'S 
86'0 
90'5 
87 6 
89'5 
909 
92'2 
89'6 

90'1 

Generally s.peaking 90 per csnt. of the 
women have given birth to the first child before 
attaining 25 and about 50 per cent. before attain. 
ing 20. Among Brahmans 70 per oent. have 
given birth to the first child before a.tta.ining 20. 

10. The following table shows for all com· 
munities the ages at birth of first ohild and the 
number of children born against eaoh group. 

Age at birth of first 
child. 

15 and below 
15-20 
2()-25 
25-30 
30-35 
35-40 

4() !\nd above 

Average 

Average number of ohildren 
born. 

7"54 
7"38 
6'46 
5'08 
4'02 
2'23 
2'19 

It may be noted that the number of children 
born deoreases as the age at birth of first child 
advances or in other words as the effective dura
tion of marriage decreases. 

11. That there is a relation bet ween the num! 
ber of children born and the age at birth of first 
child is further elucidated in thQ following table 
which shows for eaoh number of chil'dren born 
the pel:centage of wom~n who have given birth 
to the first child before attaining 20 or 25. 

Percentage of women whose 
age at birth of first child was 

Number of children born. below 
20 25 

,..----_ ....... _---....., 
1 26'8 65'S 

2 32'1 74'0 

3 36·2 80'6 

4 38'8 84·7 

5 ~8 87'8 

6 44'7 91'0 

7 48'2 93'0 

II 53'3 95-0 

I) 5S-3 96'0 

10 and above 67'0 97-7 

Of those who have only one ohild each, about 27 
per cent. gave birth to it before 20 while of 
those who have 10 children 67 per cent. gave 
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birth to the first child before 20, Conversely 
it has been observed that of those women who 
gave birth to the first ohild while between 
15-20, 61 per cent, have 7 or more ohildren 
while of those who gave birth to the first child 
between 20-25 only 49 per cent, have 7 or 
more ohildren, Again of those who gave birth 
to the first child while above 40, no one wa.s re
turned as having more than 6 children whereas 
67 per cent, have below 2 children, Out of the 
166,596 mothers aged 45 and above, barely one 
per cent. gave birth 00 the first child afte.r 35 
(vide Fertility Table iii), 

12, On comparing the average number of 
ohildren born to married women living in urban 
and rural areas it is ohserved that fertility in the 
urban areal!! (municipal towns) is generally lower. 
The finding is substantiated by the Enquiry of 
1931 alSO,' The following table shows the 
average number of children born for married 
women in eacb community in the urban and 
rural areas, 

Community, 

Brahman 

Hava 

Kammala 

Kurava 

Nadar 

Nayar 

Paraya 

Pulaya 

Vellala 

Muslim 

Syrian Christian 

Number of children born per family in ( ____ ~-..A..--- ___ ----., 

Urban area, Rural area, 

0'7 6'3 

6'S 6'7 

6'5 7'3 

0'6 0'6 

6'5 6'0 

5'7 6'4 

6'0 6'0 

6'0 6'4 

5'4 6'2 

6'0 7"2 

7"1 7"1 

Average 6'1 6'7 

That urban fertility is generally lower than 
rural fertility has been' substantiated by en
quiries made in other places also. . 

13, The survival ratios (number of children 
surviving per 1,000 ohildren born) of ohildren 
born to married women of the various communi· 
ties are given below along with the averaR6 
number of children surviving. 

Average number Proportion 
Community of children 8urviv· surviving per 

ing per family 1000 born 

~rian Ohristian 2,98 790 
adar 2·86 786 

Kurava 2'43 778 
Nayar 2'79 766 
Muslim 2'83 762 
Ilava 2 89 758 
Kammala 2'92 752 
Brahman 2'30 734 
Vellala 2,47 721 
Pulaya 238 694 
Paraya 2'}1> 666 

Average 2·81 762 

For a strict oom{)arison of the 8urv:ival rates of 
children born in various communities, one should 
have a knowledge of the a~e-oonstitution 'of the 
ohildren coming under each group, On compar
ing the figures of children surviving it is obser
ved that Syria.n Christians, Kammalas, Ilavas 
and Nadars show high averages. Parayas show 
the lowest a verage of children survlvmg. 
The ratio of survivorship is also highe!9t for the 
Syrian Chriatians, The same ratio is lowest for 
the Parayas, 

14. A com parisi on on the other hand of the 
average number of children surviving of mothers 
who are 45 years or above will show better the 
rate of survivorship in respect of each community 
in as muoh as the age·constitutions of the' 
ohildren falling within each community -are not· 
likely to be materially different from one 
another. The following table shows the average 
number of children surviving for the different 
communities when only mothers of 45 and above 
are taken into account. The communities are 
arranged in the order of the rate of survival. 

Oommunity 

Syrian Christian 
Nadar 
Brahman 
Muslim 
Ilava 
Nayar 
Kurava 
Kammala 
Vellala 
Paraya 
Pulaya 

Average number 
of Children surviv • 

ing 

Proportion 
lIurvivi ng per 

1000 born 

702 
692 
669 
668 
002 
648 
641 
639 
621 
601 
569 

Average 4' 4 664 

The Parayas and Pulayas appear last in the list, 
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The average number of ohildren survlvlllg is 
high for Syrian Christians, Kammalas, Muslims, 
Ilava and Nadars. The same is low for 'Pulayas 
and Parayas. 

The average number of children surviving and 
rate of 'survivorship aocording to age-groups of 
mothers ,are given below: 

Average .cJ;lildren Proportion 
Age of mother surVlvmg surviving per 

1,000 born 

B~low 15 ·02 637 
15-20 ·38 855 
20-25 1·28 841 
25-30 2·26 836 
30-35 3·11 829 
35-40 3·76 791 
40-45 4·16 791 

45 and above 4·41 664 

All ages 2·81 762 

15 _ The average number of ohildren surviving 
is seen to be larger for the higher age-groups, 
When the actual rates of survivorship are con
sidered cerlain variations are observed between 
the figures for different age-groups. The net 
survivorship of children of mothers of any age
group will be tho result of the specific mortalities 
a.nd the age constitution of the children of the 
mothers in ,the group and tho period for which 
these children have been exposed. to risk. Thus 
one may GXpoct that the average age of children 
of women between 15 and 20, will mostly be less 
than that of the children of women 45 and above, 
a.nd that the latter will on the average have been 
exposed to longer periods of risk. The net result 
is, that the resulting mortality is most pro
nounced among children 01 mothers of 45 and 
above and decreases with the age of the mother. 
In the case of children of mothers below 15, the 
rate of mortality appears to be high. 

16. The following table shows the number of 
children surviving and their rate of survivorship 
according to the age at birth of first child. 

Age at birth Average number Proportion 
of hrst child of chil~en surviving surviving per 

1,000 born 
Below 15 4·78 633 

15-20 4·91 6640 
20-25 4 23 655 
25-30 3·63 713 
30-35 2·89 718 
35-40 2·05 729 

40 and above 1·49 679 
Average 4·41 662 

In this table only women who have comple~ed 
their fertility period have been included. Henoe 
the higher the age of the mother at birth of 
first child, the lower will be the average agee of 
the children; and the pel'iod for which they may 
have boon exposed to risk will oonsequently be 
smaller than in the case of women who have given 
birth to first child at earlier ages. The net. 
survivorship will reflect all these factors. It is 
significant however that the average number of 
children surviving of mothers who gave birth to' 
the first child between 15 and 20 is higher than 
the corresponding average for those who gave 
birth to the first child below 15. (.t'91 against· 
4'78). 

17. The following table shows for each,number 
of children surviving the peroentage of women 
who gave birth to their first child before 20 or 25. 

Number of children 
surviving 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 and above 

Percentage of married women of 
completed fertility who ga ve birth 

to the first child before 

20 25 

36-7 78·5 
41·8 84·3 
43'8 87·9 
47·1 902 
48·8 91·9 
52'9 94 1 
57'3 95·4 
62·4 96 5 
67·1 97-0 
73·3 98·0 

It was already shown that of the women of com-
plated fertility, who have had 10 or more children 
born to them nearly 98 per cent gave birth to the 
first child before attaining the age of 25. When 
we take into account only the number of children 
surviving it is seen that of the women who have 
only one ohild surviving, 78 per cent had given 
biIth to the first child before attaining 25 while 
of those who have 10 or more children surviving 
98 per oent had given birth to the first child 
before attaining 25. Conversely it has been 
observed tha.t of those women who gave birth to 
the first child while between 15 and 20, 88 por 
cent have 7 children or less surviving. Of thoso, 
who gave birth to tho first child while abovo 40t 

no one has moro than 5 children surviving though 
3 por cent. had 6 children born to them (vide
Fertility Table iv). 
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18. The following table shows the a veraga 
Lmber of children surviving and the~'rate of 
rvivorship in urban and rural areas for. various 
)mmunities for women of completed fertility 
~e-groups, 

Average No, of children 
surviving 

Number surviving 
per 1000 born 

,-__ .A. __ ~ 

Urban Rural 
.. --'-----

Urban Rural 
Community 

'ahman 4'3 3'7 746 584 
Iva 4'. 4,4 683 661 
Lmmala 4'4 4'7 676 636 
lraya 30 3,6 044 642 
IdaI' 4'6 4'5 717 691 
yar 3'S 4·2 679 645 

raya 3'4 3'6 572 602 

laya 3'3 3'6 544 570 

11ala 3'5 3'S 657 613 

slim 4'1 4'8 683 663 

-ian Christian 4'9 5'0 699 702 

Ayerp,ge 4'2 4'5 686 663 

The average number of ohildren surviving is 
3 in the urban areas (as against 6'1 born) and 
) in the rural areas (as against 6'7 born), The 
,e of survivorship is 686 per 1,000 born in the 
)an and 663 per J ,000 born in the rural areas, 
is may be due tk> the better faoilities available 
the towns in the matter of medical help. 

19. It will be instruotive to find out whether 
'vivol'ship has any relation to the actual size 
~he family. Figures have been extracted for 
, above purpose and the results ara shown 
ow (for completed fertility cases). 

nber of 
dren 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
o 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

Number 
of 
families 

2,419 
5,409 
7,824 

10,383 
14,551 
19,024 
22,052 
24,537 
22,780 
16,536 
12,987 

Number of children 
r--_ ...... _-"""\ 
Born Surviving 

5,409 
15,648 
31,149 
58,~4 

95,120 
132,812 
171,759 
182,240 
148,82{ 
129,870 

3,922 
11,147 
21,763 
43,092 
67619 
92,987 

119,014 
122,711 

98,530 
76,130 

Proportion 
surviving per 

1,000 born 

725 
'il2 
700 
740 
711 
701 
692 
673 
662 
586 

lS observed "that there is a general tendenoy 
Burvivorship to decrease with the number 

children born though there is a rise in the 
~ at 4. Since tho rate of survivorship depends 

upon the age-oonstitution of the children of ea.ch 
group any generalisation could be made only with 
Bome reservation. 

20. The fo.ct that the larger the family, the 
greater the mortality may be inferr~d from an 
examination of the distxibution of families accord. 
ing to the number of children born and surviving . 
Thus it is seen that out of 166,596 families of 
oompleted fertility there are only 23,500 families 
in which 10 or more children were born and of 
these there are only 2,094 families in which 10 or 
more children are surviving, that is to say, in 91 
per oent of suoh families Oile or more children are 
dead. Similarly there are 40,036 families in 
whioh 9 or more children were born of which only 
5,990 families have 9 or more children surviving, 
i. e., in 85 per cent of the families one or more 
children are dead. As for families in which' 8 o;r 
more children are born it is found that the cor
r08ponding percentage is 73. There is therefore 
a progressive reduction of survivorship with 
inoreasing size of family. 

21. The average numbers of ohildren of 
mothers of each age-group have. already been in
dicated. But more important than the average 
itself is the distribution of families acoording to 
the number of children born. Thus out of 166,596 
women of completed fertility, 48 per cent have,6 _ 
children or less and about 37 per cent have 8 or 
more children. The remaining 15 per cent have 7 
children each and this is found to be the mode. 
In 1931 also the mode for women of completed 
fertility was found to be at 7 and the correspond
ing percentage of families to 13. 

22. The model size and the corresponding per
centages of families along with the various age
groups of mothers are given below. 

Age of Mode Percentage of families with children born 
mother (children r- --"\ 

born) Less thal1" Equal to More than 
mode mode 'mode 

15-20 1 82 18 
20-25 1 43 57 
25-30, 2 19 2'5 56 
30-35 4 43 2Q 37 
35-40 5 45 17 38 
40-45 5 86 14 50 
45 and above 7 48 15 37 
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23. In a similar manner when the distribution 
,-of families in accordance with the number of 
,children :surviving is studied, it i5 found that the 
mode o£ ohildren surviving is 4 in the case of 
women of completed fertility, the number of 
families having 4 children surviving being 27,460 
(lut of 166,596 i. e., 16, per cent. 34 per cent 
have 3 or les8 number of children surviving and 
the remaining 50 per cent have 5 or more children 
.surVIvmg. Simila.r proportions worked out for 
the different age-groups of mothers are given in 

-the following table. 
Age Mode Percentage of mothers having children 

(Children ...--------"-------r-
surviving) Less than Equal to More thaI) 

, mode mode mode 
16-20 1 12 75 13 
20-25 1 7 47 46 
26-30 2 . 27 28 45 
30-35 3 36 21 43 
35-40 4 . 43 18 39 
-~-45 4 37 16 47 
.5 and a hove 4 34 16 50 

24 . Masculinity is defined as the ratio of male 
to female births. Variation in the proportion of 
males to females is the result of a number of com
-plex factors, mainly of changing social conditions. 
Urbanisation for instance is said to decrease the 
proportion of male births while war will increase 
it. The results of the Vital Statistics Enquiry 
.showing the variation of the proportion of male 
to female births with varying factors is exa.mined 
in greater detail in the next Appendix. In the 
following discussions only children of mothers 
'who have passed through theix fertility periods, 
-1.. e., have arrived at the age of 45 or above am 
dealt with. 

2f'. The 166,596 fertile married women of 
~ompleted fertility age-groups have given birth to 
1,121,826 children (6·7 on the average) of whom 
{i77,530 are males and 544,296 are females, the 
ratio of females to .1,000 males being 943. If 
first births only are oonsidered, it is found that 
.of the 166,596 first births 91,143 are males and 
75,453 are fomales the ratio of females to 1,000 
males .for this group being 828. Thus masculinity 
for first births very much exoeeds masculinity for 
bixths generally. The average number of children 
born for women of the completed fe.rtility group 

:is 3'5 males and 3'2 females. 

26. The ratios of female to 1,000 male 
children born to mothers of 45 and above of the 
different communities are shown below. 

Proportion of female children to 1000 
male children among 

Community ,------"- ---
First Births Total Births 

Brahman 817 924 
IIava 818 944 
Kammala 822 901 
Kurava 771 969 
Nada.r 743 932 
Nayar 857 949 
Paraya 757 925 
Pulaya 7153 962 
Vellala 877 983 
Muslim 807 928 
Syrian Christian 856 944 

Average 828 943 

Among the first born masculinity is low for 
Syrian Christians, Vellalas and Nayars. It is 
high for Muslims, Pulayas, Parayas and Nadars. 
Among the total number 'of children born, mas
culinity is least for Vellalas and highest for 
Kammalas. 

27. Of the total 1,121,826 ohildren born to 
the 166,596 women of 45 years and above, 62)500 
(31,919 males and 30,581 females) are children 
of 10,183 women residing in the urban areas and 
1,059,326 (545,611 males and 513,715 femal6ei) 
are children of women residing in rUl:al a.reas . 
The ratio of females to 1,000 males is 958 in 
urban areas and 941 in rural areas. Thus mas
oulinity in rural areas is higher than that in 
urban areas. 

28. The following table shows for families up 
to 10 ohildren, the number of male and female 
ohildren and the proportion of female to male 
ohildren against each. 

Proportion 
Size of Number Children of females to 

family of to 1000 males 
families Male E'emale 

1 5409 2792 2617 937 
2 7824 8034 7614 948 

3 10383 16169 14980 926 

4 14551 29854 28350 949 
5 19024 48937 46183 944 
6 22052 67998 64314 940 

7 24537 88356 8340a 1144 

8 22780 93701 88539 845 

9 16536 76253 72571 lIa:: 

10 12987 66818 03052 944 
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There does not appear any general trend in 
the varia.tion of the sex-ratio. The drop obser
ved in the ratios oorresponding to 3 and 6 
children may not have any significance. 

29. It has been a matter of considerable 
!peculation in the past whether the sex of first 
ohild will in any way indicate the probable sex 
constitution of the whole family. It has often 
been said that in respect of families in whioh the 
first ohild is a male there is a greater probability 
of males predominating. But it is obvious that 
the converse proposition may be equally t:rue 
statistioally viz. if males predominate in a family 
there is greater ohanoe of the first or seoond or 
any other birth being a male. 

30. The following table l're pared from Ferti
lity Table vi shows the pro:portion of families 
(grouped according to the sex of the first child) in 
which male or female children predominate. 

All familie~ 
Families with male 

first horn 

}'amilies with female 

first born' 

Percentage of families having 

Males greater Males equal Males less 
than females to females than females • 

45'2 16'5 38'3 

51'8 16'6 25'6 

30'1 16'4 53'5 

In the general class of families 45 per cent 
record an excess of males and 16 per cent. an 
equality. But in families with male first born 
58 per cent, have an excess of males and in 
families with females first born 53 per cent. have 
an excess of females. These are different from 
the prolloxtion for the generality of families, 

31. It may be interesting to study whether 
there is any relation between the sex of the first 
child and the size of the family. The following 
table shows for each size of family up to 10 the 
number with male and female first born and the 
ratio of female first birth to 1,000 male births, 
Only women of completed fertility are taken into 
account. It is observed that the female ratio 
decreases up to four children and then again in
~rea~~s. Thus _in very small as well as very large 
famlhes there IS greater chance of the first being 
a female than a male i. e., if the first child is a, 

female, the family may be either very small or 
'Very large. 

Families with 
Size of 

, ___ -A. ____ , 
ProportiOn of 

family Male first Female first female to 1000 
birth birth male~ 

1 2,792 2,617 937 
2 4,224 3,600 852 
3 5,676 4,707 82ft 
4 8,076 6,475 802 
5 10451 8,573 820 
6 12,054 9,998 829 
7 13,316 11,221 843 
8 12,328 10,452 848 
9 8,916 7,620 855 

10 7,044 5,943 843 

32, So far we have been dealing with the sex-
constitution of the children born, It is worth whil&
to examine how the ratio of females to males 
va.ries with different communities when survivors 
alone are oonsidered. The following table gives 
the figures for the different communities. 

Brahman 
';lava 
Kammala 
Knrava 
Nadar 
Kayar 
Paraya 
Pulaya 
VeUala 
Muslim 

Communities 

Syrian Christian 

All communities 

N urn ber children 
surviving per 1000 born 

r---..A..-_-, 
Males Females 

648' 
645 
635 
664 
703 
624 
581 
568 
639 
684. 
712 

659 

691 
682 
643 
617 
680 
672 . 
623 
57(} 
6{)a 
~44 
u91 

668 

Generally speaking female survivorship exceed~ 
male survivorship. Kuxavas, Nadars, Muslims
and Syrial(' Christians, apllear to be exceptions, I 

33. An attempt has been made in the foregoing 
pages to analyse the figures obtained for the 
Fertility Enquiry. It is for the experts in the 
fields of anthropology, medioine, publio health 
etc. to go deeper into the subject and find reasons 
physiological and psychological for the variations 
observed in the different communities at different 
age-groups. The function of the Census Com
missioner stops with the analysis of the data. 
and the presentation of the faots thereby dis-
closed. This section should be read along: with 
the next (Appendix II) on Vital Statistics to geii 
a clear idea of the factors which detal'mine tha, 
-population trends in the State. 
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APPENDIX II. 

VITAI" STATISTICS ENQUIRY. 

It has already been stated in the preceding 
tlection that the Cenflus Commissionpr for Indi'a 
had introduced a few questions on fertility in the 
general enumeration card and that his I object in 
do,ng so was to do something in the way of 
propaganda ,to awaken public IconsciousnAss 
of the extreme importance of. vital statistics. In 
Travancore, the previous C~nsus Commissioners 
have dwelt I at length on the absence of 
xeliable vital statistics data and the consequent 
difficulties encountered by them in "iving . a 
correct explanation of the growth of popula
tion. The Census figures reveal that the existing 
~ital statistical records are largely erroneous. 
This error must mainly be attributed to the 
inadequacy of the agency employed for registra
tion of births and deaths to cope with the work. 
Further there are defects in the form of presen
tation of data IilUch as the absence of information 
.about the age of mother. Recent literature on 
"Population problems) foreign and Indian, lays 
fconsiderable stres~ on the classification of births 
according to the age of mother. This informa
,tion, coupled with that regarding the total 
number of married women in each age-group 

furnished by the Census, will enable us to 
calculate what are called the specific birth-rates. 
Similarly deaths have to be olassified according 
to. age-group and the number of deaths in each 
group studied with reference to the total popula
tion in that age-group. The variation of births 
and deaths from region to region or from season 
to season will not give any idea of tho factors 

causing these variations unless the specific birth
rates and death-rates are calculated. It was 
proposed therefore to utilise the opportunity 

afforded by the present Census to conduct III 

select'ad areas a special enquiry on births all( 
d&aths occurring in one year, of which Is 
March 1941, the date of the Census, was the 
central point. This device eliminated the neoes 
sity for estimating population in various age 
groups forming the basis of the figures fOJ 
the caloulation of the specific birth a.nd death· 
rates. 

2. Two cards were designed for the purpose. 
containing a series of questions, one relating to 
births and the other to deaths. Though fOJ 
purposes of immediate popUlation study such a 

large number of items was not necessary, most 
of the questions have a publio health sig)nifioance 
and are helpful in illustrating the methods bJi 
which public health problems are to be tackled. 
Specimens of the Specific Fertility and Mortality 
Enquiry Cards are appended. 

3. The area selected for the Enquiry consisted 
of the Police Conservancy Towns and the Hea.lth 
Unit at Neyyattinkara. The total popUlation ~f 
these oentres numbered 270,000. In these can
tres the registration of births and deathb w~s 
done directly by the staff of the Public Health 
Department. The investigators were thus people 
with the necessary training and equipment. ,As 

each birth or death occurred, the partioula.rs 
regarding the same were recorded in the specified 
card and forwarded direct to the Census Offioe 
at the end of each month. The results obtained 

"j 

ha ve amply justified the assumption that r~gi.stra.-
tion of births and deaths in these areas is more 
or less accurately carried on~ by verifica.tion with 
the data obtained through the Population Census. 
The tabulation of the data was done in the Census 
Office. The tables prepared are mainly illustra.tive: 
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of the uses to which vital statistics can be put. 
They are not exhaustive. As suggested in para I, 
in the case of births, the age of mother and in the 
case of deaths, the age of the deceased are funda
mentally differentiating factors and henoo the 
sorting of birth·cards was first done according to 
age of mother and the death-cards according to 
the age of the deceased. The birth-cards in 
each age-group of mothers were further sorted by 
community, means of livelihood of father, dura
tion of marriage and rank of child born. Simi
larly the 'tdeath-dards' in each age-group were 
further sorted by community, means of livelihood, 
cause of death and age of parents. It will be 
clear from the above that the method adopted will 
facilitate the extraotion of the details required 
for a comprehensive study of the subject. 

4. In discussing the results oertain serious 
limitations of the Enquiry have to be borne in 
mind. Firstly the Enquiry was confined to one 
year. The fact that the year chosen is a normal 
one from the point of view of publio health and 
economio oonditions, will, however enhance the 
value of the Enquiry. The seoond limitation is 
that the Enquiry has been confined to selected 
areas, viz., the Police Conservancy Towns and 
the Health Unit. Though the centres selected 
oonstitute the urban area only, the fact that in 
the State most of the Police Conservanoy Towns 
are but outgrown villages will make it clear that 
the deductions from the data colleoted will 
generally apply to the rural popUlation also. 
This is confirmed by the olose approximation in 
most oases of the figures obtained by the Vital 
StatistiCS. E~quiry with the population figures. 
The prOXImIty of these oentres to the City or the 
municipal towns, where medical help in maternity 
cases is more easily available, constitutes an 
element of error but not to suoh an extent as to 
affect the general conclusions. 

5. The total number of births registered m 
the areas seleoted was 7,482 in a population of 
2~O,OOO, thus giving a orude birth-rate of 28 per 
mIlle of the popUlation. The number of deaths 
registered waS 4,028 and the orude death-rate 

was therefore 15 per mille. The number of in
fant deathS' recorded was 949 thus giving a rate 
of 127 per mille of live births. Variations of 
these rates from region to region or from period 
to period will broadly indicate ohanges in public 
health conditions. Of the above three rates the 
infantile mortality rate is the most sensitive 
index: of sooial conditions since it is direotly 
and immediately affeoted by biological and 
environmental factors, economio oondition of the 
group dealt? with, social customs, e~o. 

6. To illustrate by an example how the nates 
differ for different regions, the conservanoy 
towns may be briefly olassed under two groups, 
one consisting of Arambo~y, Bhuthapandy, Cape
Comorin, Suchindram, Achanputhur and Sa,mbur
vadakara and the other group consisting of the 
remaining towns. (For complete list refer to 
Table I at the end of this annexure.) In the 
former group the Tamilian element of the popula
tion predominates and their conditions correspond 
more or less to those prevailing in the neighbour
ing districts of Tinnevelly and Madura. In the 
remaining towns the Malayalee element pre
dominates and they really represent the true 
conditions of the major portion of Travancore. 
The general averages, however have not de~iated 
far from the average for the Ma]ayalee group of 

- towns since the percentage of total population in 
the Tamilian group of towns is only 13. This 
may be seen from the following table. 

Group of Towns Birth rate Death rate Infantile mortality 
per 1,000 per 1,000 rate per 1,000 births 

Tamilian 37 22 199 
Malayalee 26 14 111 

General Average, 28 15 127 

Thus in the TamiHan areas the general mor
tality and the infant mortality-rate are highel· 
than those prevailing in the other group, The 
oonstant aim of the Public Health staff is to 
bring down the mortality-rates of these areas 
when they are high, by ascertaining, controlling 
and regulating the faotors which cause these 
variations. In the same manner the vital rates 
in the s~me region may vary from year to year. 
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Henoe arises the neoessity for keeping 1;1 con
tinuou~ and oomplete record of vital statistics for 
each geographical unit. It is very apt that the 
recording of vital occurrences has been calle.d the 
"book keeping of life" while the Census is'some
thing like a taking of stock at regula.!' intarvals. 

7. Till recently it has baen assumed by popula
tion exper~ 'that the difference between the birth
rate and death-rate will form a good index of the 
population growth and that so long as births 
exceed deaths the population may be considered 
to be 1ncreasing satisfactorily. Morel recent re
searches in vital statistics have revealed that this 
need not always be the case in as much as birth
rates are different for different age-groups of 
mothers and it may happen that the apparent 
increase in births and deorease in deaths, may be 
merely the result of a favourable age-constitution 
and this favour3)ble state of affairs may be sud
denly replaced by quite unfavourable conditions 
due to changes in age-constitution. Since from 
the point of view of reproduction. women playa 
more prominent part it is highly essential that 
each girl born now should give birth at least to 
one girl before her death so that the population 
may replace itself adequately and this is the best 
index of population growth. 

8. The following data are required to calculate 
what is generally called the net reproduction-rate 
which gives the ratio of future girls that will be 
born to every 1,000 girls now born:-

(i) Specific birth"rates at different ages 
of mothers from 15-50; 

(ii) A life table showing the number of 
women who will survive at different 
ages according to current mortality-rates 
at eaoh age; 

(iii) Ratio of female births to total births; and 
(iv) The proportions of married women to 

total women in each age-group. 
Of these various requisites the Census will 
provide only the fourth. The remaining have to 
be obtained from a corr~ct record of vital stati
stics. The results of the present Vital Sta.tis
tics Enquiry have been utilised to extract the 

required data on (i), (ii) and (iii) and thereby to 
get an idea of the current net reproduction-rate. 

9. The 7,432 births recorded have been group
ed aocording to the age of mothers. The total 
number of married women living in each age
group of mother is also obtained from the Census 
results. From these the specific bil'th-rates are 
caloulated as below; 

No. of births Total number Number of 
Age of for mother~ of married births per 
mother. women 1,000 married 

women. 

15-19 979 4,266 230 
20-24 2,055 8,317 247 
25-29 1,974 8,904 222 

30-34 1,281 -7,665 167 

35-39 889 6,304 141 
40-44 200 4,479 45 

45-4!) 51 3,345 15 

10. Approximate specific birth-rates for each 
individual age have been worked out by graphioal 
interpolation. These are given below. It may 
be noted that the birth-rate at the very early 
ages 15 or 16 is not so high as for the ages 19 or 
20. It is highest at about 23-24 and then 
:steadily decreases till it falls to 0 after 50. This 
is in accordanoe with the experience- recorded of 
all countries. 

Age 

15 
16 
17 

18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

25 

26 

Children born 
per 1,000 
married 
women. 

222 
226 
229 
232 
235 
237 
240 
244 

246 

248 

245 

240 

Specific Birth-rates. 

(individual ages) 

Children born 
Age per 1,000 Age 

27 
28 

29 

30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 

36 

37 

3S 

married 
women. 

231 
221 
211 

200 
192 
185 
176 
163 
154 
144 
130 
115 

39 
40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 
46 

47 
48 
49 

50 

Children 
born per 

1,000 
married 
women. 

100 
87 
72 
54 
43 
37 
30 
24 

19 

Ii 
7 

2 
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ii, The 4,028 deaths have been classified ac
cording to the age of the deceased, The total 
population living in the areas selected in each 
age-group being known from the Census, the speci
fic mortality rates for certain broad age-groups are 
calculated for males and females separately, In 
spite of the comparative smallness of the number 
of cards dealt with, it is noted that the law of 
mortality generally observed holds good for the 
State as a whole, 

Mortality-rates by age and sex, 

Age-group, Males, Females, 
0-1 143'2 111'5 
1-5 19'5 23'7 

5-10 4'3 4'1 
10-15 2'5 2'7 
15-20 4'0 4'2 
20-25 5'0 5'5 
25-30 • 7'7 7'1 
30-35 7'1 6'4 
35-40 8'6 7'3 
40-45 12'g S'5 
45-50 16'6 11'0 
50-55 1S'5 12'3 
55-60 30'7 20'5 
60-65 51'9 32'5 
65-70 61'6 58'0 
70 and over 128'2 128'4 

The slight irregularities observed in the 
trend of the rates were smoothed out by means of 
a graph and the mortality-rates for individual 
ages obtained by interpolation, The rates so 
obtained are given in column 4 of the Life 
Tables given at the end of this annexure, 
The following inferences are found to hold good. 

(i) Between ° and'12 mortality among males 
is higher than that among females ; 

(ii) Between 13 and 29 female mortality is 
higher; 

(iii) After 29 female mortality is again 
lower, 

, 
12, Based On the ,mortality-rates estimated 

from the Vital Statistics Enquiry, a life table 
has been prepared, for males and females, 
This is the first life table prepared in this State 
from recorded vital statistics data, Starting 

with 10,000 babies, we apply the mortality-rate 
at each age and successively calculate the nu~ber 
surviving and dying at each age till all of them 
die out, The average expectation of life at each 
age also has been worked out, A life table pre
pared in 1931 from theoretically estimated 
mortality-rates gives figures for quinquennial 
ages only. The following table compares the 
figures, at decennial ages, of mortality-rates and 
expectation of life in 1931 and 1941, Even 

Males Females 
r----- .....___------, ,.---_ ...... _----, 

Death rate Expectation Death rate Expect~tion 
Age, per 1,000, of life in years, per 1,000, of life)n yeare. 

,..--.. ........ _---, ,.--_ ...... _--, ,.--._ ...... _---, ,.--_-'-_--, 
1931 1941 1931 1941 1931 1941 1931 1941 ' 

10 3'S 3'1 46'0 50,3 3'5 2-8 44-S 52-6 
20 4-2 3'2 37'5 41-5 6'S 4-5 36~6 44'2 
30 8'5 6-3 29 5 33'2 U'6 5'9 29'5 36'3 
40 14'2 10'6 22'3 25'5 17'2 8-2 22'7 28'5 
50 27'7 1S-5 16'1 18'5 26-9 12'5 17"0 20'9 
60 46'8 36'8 10'7 12'3 39 8 24'7 11:6 13'7 
70 99-0 75'2 6'5 7-5 88'1 67-0 7'0 8-0 
80 196'5 178'8 3-5 3'7 182,7 164'7 3'S 3-9 
90 509'0 502-0 1-3 1-3 493-7 485'9' 1-3 1'4 

though the mortality-rates for 1941 are deduced 
from figures relating to conservancy towns only, 
we may not be wrong in inferring that the morta
lity rates for the State in 1941 are defihttely 
lower than those that prevailed in 1931 and 
similarly the expectation of life in 1941 at all ages 
is higher than that revealed by the figures fox 
1931. Moreover the increase in female survivor
ship at all ages is greater than that in male sux
vivorship_ The fact that the female ratio in the 
general population is greater in 1941 than in 1931 
can therefore be attributed at least in part to the 
increase in female survivorship_ The schemes 
of matexnity and childwelfare work inaugurated 
during the last decade must have contributed 
to this-

13. Having constructed a life table for 
females and ascertained the specific birth-rates 
for each individual age, the calculation of the 
total number of children that will be born to 
10,000 girls now born is an easy step_ Applying 
the specifio birth-rates to the number of women 
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'Who willsllrvive at 15, 16, 17, eto" to 50, w,e find 
tha.t the total number of ohildren that will be born 
to 10,000 girls is 40,100 if aoll the girls get 
married, But in practioe all these girls are not 
likely to get married, Taking into aooount only 
the proportions of those who will be married, it is 
.noted that the total number of children will be 
reduoed to 28,900, The enquiry ,has further 
revealed that out of 7,432 bi.rths 3,827 are males 
,and 3605 8J:e females, the proportion of female to 
total birtHs being 48' 5 per cent, If this propo.r:
iion is applied to the total number of ohildren 
born to 10.000 girls as oalculated above the total 
number of girls tb;at will b~ born to 1,000 girls of 
today is 'found to be about 1,400 acoording to 
the current rate of marriages and fertility, The 
net reproduction rate is therefore r 4 which shows 
that the present age-constitution, marriage ratss 
a.nd fertility rates are quite satisfactory for 

,a.dequate' r~placement and normal increase of 
population. The most important plUpOS'e for which 
the Vital Statistics Enquiry was conducted viz, 
the oalculation of the speoifio birth-rates and 

,.death-rates the preparation of a life table and the 
calculation of the net reproduction rate, has been 
illustrated in this and the preoeding paragraphs. 
In the following paragraphs othor salient features 
of the data oolleoted are dealt with briefly. 

14, It is observed that of the total of 7,432 
births 5.011 or 67 per cent. are born to mothers 
below 30. Only 251 or 3 per cent. are born to 
thpse above 40 and about 30 per oent. to 
those between 30 and, 40. These proportions 
may be assumed to hold goocl approximately at 
least for births in general in the State, The 
mean age of the mothers who give birth to 
ohildren is 27"4, The following table shows the 
distribution of births according to the age of 
the father with tbe averj1ge age of the mother for' 

.each age'group of fathers. It is ob~rved that 27" 5 
Age-group of No, of Percentage to Average age 

father, births, total births, of mother 

Below 20 6 0'1 17'5 
20-24 455 6'1 18'1 
25-29 1,606 21'6 21'7 
30-34 1,683 22'6 25'1 
35-39 1,639 22'1 28'8 

40-44 1,028 13'6 32'9 

45-49 635 8'5 35'4 

50-55 238 3'2 36'9 

55 and over 142 2'2 36'4 

per cent. of the births are for fathers below 40 and 
only 2 per oent. take plaoe in respeot of fathers 
a;bove 55, The mean age of the fathers is 35'7 So 
that the :weraga of the difference between the 
ages of the hus,band and wife is 8'3. From the 
above table it is also seen that the disparity bee' 
tween the ages of the husba.nd and wife is greater 
with regard to the higher age groups of hus
bands, Thus husbands who are on the average 32"5 
years have wives of average age 25'1 years while 
those who are on the average 47'5 yea.rs have 
wives of average age 35·4 years, After this age
group of husbands the ohange in the average age 
of the wives who give bir~h to children is not 
appxeoiable. 

15. The following table shows the average 
duration of marriage of mothers in eaoh age-group 
and the average number of children born to them. 

Average number of 
Age of mother Average duration of children born in-

marriage in year eluding the present 
child. 

15-19 3'1 1'3 
20-24 5'7 2'2 
25-29 10'3 3'8 
30-34 14'9 5'3 
35-39 19'2 6'S 
41}-14 23'2 S'O 
45-49 25'4 8'5 

Average 10'3 3'8 

A signifioant inference possible from the above 
table is that the average number of ohildren 
born to women for the various age-groups and 
particularly for the age-group 35-, 39, 4~44 
and 45-49 is found to be comparatIvely hIgher 
than the average number recorded for the married 
women of thsse groups in the general population, 
It is likely that wom~n with large fa:milies have 
a tendenay to give bIrth to more ohildren after 
the age of 35, 40 or 45, The average age of the 
married women has been already shown to be 
27"4 yeSirs and the average duration of marriage 
is 10'3 years, The average age of marriage is 
therefore deduoed to be 17'1 years, When com
pared to this average it is found that the a:verage 
age of marriage of the women who oontl?-ue to 
give birth to ohildren between 45 and 49 lS also 
hi~her (47'5-25'4=22'1) years. The average 
number of children born is 3·S. ~GeneraJ.ly 
spea.king about 53 per cent. of the total 
births oocur in the ca.se of mothers, the dura. 
tion of whose marriage is below 10 years and they 
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are either first, second 01' third births, Comparing 
individual ranks, it is 800n that 1st births predo
minate (about 20 per cent.), there being a steady 
decrease in the frequency of births of other rank. 
Similarly for births between different durations of 
maniage the frequency is greatest for duration 
below 5 years, The fall in frequencies must be 
due to the fact that fertility-rates decrease with 
age Qf wmuarn (vUe table OIl page 183). 

16. The 7,432 births returned have been grouped 
according to the means of livelihood of the father 
in certain broad classes. Only under pasture and 
agriculture, industry, trade, profesaions and 
liberal arts, and unspecified labour have more 
than 500 cases been returned. Against pu blie 
administration, 319 births have boon recorded. 
A study of the births returned under the other 
means of livelihood may not be of any interest 
since their numbers are comparatively small. 
The following table shows the average age 
of the mothers returned against each principal 
means of livelihood. 

Means of livelihood 
of father. 

Agriculture 
Industry 

Number of 
births, 

2,643 
901 

Trade 1,336 
Public Administration 319 
Professions and Liberal Arts 620 
Labour 1,356 

Average age 
of mother, 

27'6 
27"2 
27'1 
27"9 
27'5 
26'5 

The average age will indicate th? natur~, of 
the age-constitution of the wiveg. Smce fertIhty 
is higher in the lower age-groups a lower average 
is conducive to higher birth-rate. It may be noted 
that the age -constitution of the wives of persons 
following public administration and professions 
is such as will bring down fertility; but in the 
case of labour, industry and trade the effect is just 
the reverse. The agriculturist will occupy~.a 

middle place. 

17. Since the figures for births returned against 
the various communities are too small it is not 
possible to compare the birth-rates for the dif
ferent communities. The following table how
ever shows the birth-rate calculated from popu
lation for, the more important communities 

residing in the areas seleoted for the enquiry. It· 
appears that the Hindus and the Muslims have 

Community. Population. Births. Birth-rate. 

Hindu 163,000 4,621 28 per mille 
Christian 79,000 1,966 25 " 
Muslim 28,000 845 30 " 
Total 270,000 7,432 28 " 

higher birth-.rates than the Christians. The lower 
birth -rate for the Christians may be due to the 
fact that excepting for certain sections of the. 
Syrian Christians, marriages take place among
them at later ages. 

18. Of the 7,432 births, 3,827 were males' and 
3,605 were females, the ratio of males to 1,00() . 
female births being .1,061. It is known that the 
ratio of males to females in the general popula
tion is only 1,007. Naturally it can be inferred 
that female survivorship is greater than that of 
maile survivorship "':in general. 

19. It may be of interest to examine the varia
tion of masculinity of birth for mothers' of dif
ferent age-groups, different communities and for 
different durations of marriage, means of liveli
hood of father, etc. But the value of the data 
collected is very limited owing to the smallness 
of the numbers dealt with as well as the 
restricted area brought under the . enq_l!lIY. 

Masculinity in relation to age of mother. 

Proportion of male births 
Age of mother. to 1,000 female births. 

15-19 1,070 
20-24 1,090 
25-29 1,065 
30-34 1,011 
35-39 1,147 
40--44 818 
45--49 700 

One significant feature noted is that mascu
linity is comparatively high in the earlier ages 
15-19, 20-24 and 25-29 and low in the higher 
ages 40 -44 and 45-49. ,Masculinity is very -

Masculinity vs. Community. 

Community. 

Brahmin 
Nayar 
Ilava 
Muslim 
Syrian Christian 
Nadar 
Kammala 
VeUala 

Proportion of male to_ 
1,000 female births .. 

1,272 
1,059 
1,013 
1,230 
1,101 
1,022 
1,000 

926 
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high for Brahmins and Muslims! but VeUaJas 
Nayars, Ilavas and Nadare reoord a low masculi· 

Masoulinity vs, Means of Livelihood, 

Means of livelihood 
of father, 

Agriculture 
Industry 
Trade 

, Administration 
, Profession!> 
Labour 

Proportion of male births 
to 1,000 female births, 

999 
993 

1,090 
1,085 
1,053 
1,156 

nity, On comparing the more important means of 
livelihood it is observed that in the case of labour 
proportionately more male children are born than 
in the case of the other means of livelihood, 

MMculinity vs, Rank of child, 

Proportion of male to 
Rank of child, 1,000 female births, 

1 1,073 
2 1,073 
3 1,009 
4 1,002 
5 ~UO 
6 1,053 
7 1,121 
8 1,131 

W~en masculinity is compared for births of 
different ranks it is observed that excepting in 
the case of Srd and 4th bixths masculinity IS 

generally high, 
Masculinity 

Duration of 
marriage 

0- 5 years 
5- 9 " 

10-14 " 
15-19 " 
20-24 " 

vs, Duration of marriage 

Proportion of male births to 
1,000 female births 

1,067 
1,095 
1,056 

955 
1,198 

Masculinity is high in the earlier years of 
duration, At 15-19 years there is a fall, This 
is supported by the fact that the masculinity is 
found to be low among births by mothers of 
ages 40-49, 

20, The most important classification of 
deaths,v1'z" by age and sex has been discussed in 
the earlier paragraphs in connection with the 
life table, The classification of deaths was also 
made according to means of livelihood of the 
deceased, community, cause of death and age of 
the dead and living parents. The results are 
flhown in the tables at the end of this annexure, 

21.. The following table shows for ea.ch age of 
the, deceased the proportion of mothers and 
fathers who are dead, 

Age of Proportion of Proportion of 

deceased mothers dead fathers dead 

0- 1 2'8 percent, l' 2 per cent. 

1- 5 2'6 
" 

4'2 
" 5-10 6'2 " 

8'7 
" 10-15 8'8 

" 
17'6 

" 15-20 11'4 
" 

25'7 
" 20-25 25'5 

" 
45'5 

" 25-30 30'1 
" 

41'2 " 3Q-_35 48'5 
" 

66'7 
" 35-40 64'1 

" 
77'3 

" 40-45 75'9 " 
86'2 

" 45-50 78'0 
" 

91'7 
" 50-55 83'7 " 

94'0 
" 55-60 95'9 

" 
100'0 

" 60-65 97'2 
" 

100'0 
" , 65-70 97'6 

" 
100'0 

" 70 and over 100'0 
" 

100'0 
" 

22, Naturally with the advancing age of the 
deoeased, the 'Proportions of mothers or fathers, 
dead also increase, For instance with regard to
deceased person aged 55-60, 95'9 per cent 
of the mothers and 100 per cent, of the fathers 
are dead, One noteworthy feature is that 
in the case of infant deaths the proportion 
of mothers dead is higher than the proportion of 
fathers dead, This is mostly due to the deaths 
among women during child-birth, The table 
below shows for each age-group of the deceased 
the average age at death of the mother and the 
average age at death of the father, It is noted' 
that excepting for one or two erratic cases, the 
higher the age of the deceased, the higher Stlso is 
the age at death of the father or mother of the
deceased, It substantiates a generally established 
finding that longevity has some relation to! 
heredity, 

Age of the 
deceased 

0- 1 
1- 5 
5-10 

10-15 
15-20 
20-25 
25-30 
30-35 
35-40 
40-45 
45-50 
50-55 
55-60 
60-65 
65-70 
70 and over 

Average age at death of 
, ___ --A. '"'" 

Mother Father 
28'8 40'2 
30'0 36'2 
31'0 51'5 
28'8 51'6 
43'7 49"9· 
n'o M'~ 
47'4 48"4' 
51'6 58'2 
54'8 60"a 
55'9 61'8 
59'0 80'0 
58'5 62'0 
63'4 67'2 
63'1 68'4 
65'4 68'& 
67'0 71'4 
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Thus for persons deceased at 70 and over the 
average age of the mothers at death is 61'0 and 
that of the fathers at death is 71"4. 

23. It is generally CDnceded that means Df 

livelihoO'd has sO'me relatiO'n tO'mO'rtality since 
some occupatiDns are more oonducive to longevity 
than others. A detailed analysis Df the effect of the 
rosans of livelihood Dn mortality is not possible 
because the number of cards dealt with is toO' 
small. Only a few occupatiDns have returned 
more than a hundred cases and the prO'PO'rtiO'nate 
distribution of deaths oalculated fDr certain 
brO'adj age-groups fDr these is given below. 

Number of Proportion dying per mille at age 
Means of deaths 
Livelihood returned 0-20 20-60 60 & over 
Pasture & 

Agriculture 386 28 529 443 

Industry 119 50 689 261 

Trade 140 57 570 364 

])omestic Service 920 63 465 472 

Unspecified La.bour ,192 57 708 235 

The cDmparatively~ large prDPO'rtiDns obser· 
ved fO'r the age-grO'up 60 and abO've under 
pasture and agriculture and dO'mestic service 
may indicate either that these DcoupatiDns 
a.re favourable for IDngevity O'r that DId persons 
alsO' can continue these occupatiDns. Similarly 
the high prDPO'rtions for the age·grDup 20-60 
under industry O'r labour indicate that these 
ocoupatiO'ns ar~ fO'lIO'wed mO'stly by persO'ns O'f 
middle age O'r that they are nO't favO'urable fO'r 
longevity. I With regard to' domestic service DUt 
of 920 persO'ns returned 870 are females. FDr the 
other O'cCupatiDns the number Df females return~d 
:are relatively very small. 

24. Of the 4,028 deaths returned, 2,066 had 
nO' O'cCupatiDns at all, i. e., they include children 
and whDlly dependent perSDns. FO'r the whole 
p~pulatiDn in general it is Dbserved that 498 -per 
lllIlle O'f thO'se whO' die are below 20 yeaxs of 
age. 268 are between 20 and 60 and the rest 
(234) above 60 years. The fDIIO'wing table shO'WS 

the crude death· rate calcula,ted for the ma,~Ql' 

oommunities. The Hindus and Musilms have 

Community Number of Population Death rate per mille 

Hindu 

Christian 

Muslim 

Total 

deaths 

2,617 

976 

435 

4,028 

163,000 

79,000 

28,000 

270,000 

16 

12 

15 

15' 

higher death-rates than Christians. But as the 
birth-rate fDr Muslims and Christians is higher 
than that of Hindus the natural inorease' of 
the fDrmer is higher. than that Df the latter. 

25· Of the majDr oastes only Nayars, Havas, 
Muslims, Other Christians, Nadars and KammaJas 
and Other Hindus have returned more than 200 
deaths each in the year under enquiry i~ the 
selected centres. The fDllDwing table sho'Y"s the 
prDportional distributiDn O'f deaths in certain 
broad age-grO'ups fO'r oartain communit.ies. 

Proportion dying at ages 
Community Number of 

(Caste) deaths Below 20 20-60 Above 00 

Nayar 569 413 281 306 
-

Ilava 437 458 311 231 

VeHa!a 194 515 227 258 

Muslim 435 538 248 214 

Syrian Christian 197 457 299 2H 

Kamma!a 226 478 278 244 

Nadar 237 477 244 279 

It IS nDted that th~ Nayars shO'W the highest 
prDpDrtiDn dying above 60 years and Muslims 
the least. 

26. The 4,028 deaths returned have been classi
fied according to certain majO'r causes of death. 
A study Df these figure!!! has interest Dnly from 
the public health aspect but has no direct bearing 
Dn the population problems. The value of the 
data is alsO' limited by the fact that no statisti~s 
Df morbidity are available, fDr unless the number 
O'f actual attaoks under OO'.ch cause is known the 
inCldencA Df mDrtality cannot be moosu~ed. 
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The major c '!.uses of death are shown below along 
with percentage in each class of disease to the 

CaUbe of Number of Percentage 
death deaths to total 

Smallpox 17 0'4 
Typhoid 77 1'9 
Malaria 28 0'7 
Fevers 350 8·7 

Dysen~ery & Diarrhoea 780 19'3 

Itespiratory diseases 744 18'4 

Diseases of the circulatory 
bystem 583 14'5 

Genito Urinary system 50 1'2 
:Maternal deaths 62 1'5 

Accidents 87 2'2 

total. Fevers,. Dysentery and Diarrhoea, diseases 
of respiratory and the circulatory system predo
minate. Accidents also account for au appre
ciable number of deaths. , 

27. The following table shows the proportional 
distribution of deaths in certain b~9ad age-groups 
for the more numprously returned of the causes. 

CaUge of death 
Per mille uying in the ages 

Number of ,-____ ..10.. _____ -, 

deaths Below 20 20-60 above 60 

Typhoid 77 543 455 
]!'evers 350 637 234 129 
Dysentery and Diarrhoea 780 693 137 170 
Itespiratory diseases 744 375 421 204 
Diseases of the cIrculatory 

system 583 182 336 482 
Maternal deaths 62 258 742 
Accidents 87 414 494 92 

From the above table it is seen that Typhoid , 
Fevers and Dysentery are more prevalent in the 
lower age-groups while diseases of the circu
la tory system are most prevalent in the hi~her 
age-group. Diseases of the respiratory system 
appe.a,r to be most prevalent in the middle age
group. 

28. In o.rder to discover whether any pe.riodi
city exists in the variation of births and deaths it 
is necessary to have figures by 'months concerning 
a series of years. Since we have figures for one 
year only, such a process is not possible, Still 
the proportion of births to deaths (vital index) 
calculated for the various months will indicate 
which are the moat favourable months from the 

standpoint of growth of population. The follow
ing table ahows the vital indices (births for every 
100 deaths) oalculated for the various months, 

Month Vital Index 

September 197 

October 230 

November 194 

December 179 

January 168 

:February 238 

March 185 

April 187 

May 172 

.June 176 

July 150 

August 161 
Total 185 

The vital index is above the average from 
September to November and February to April. 
It is very low for July, August, December and 
January which are, as far as this State is ~on
cerned, considered as unhealthy months, 

29. The vital indices calculated for certain 
specifioo communities are also given below for 
comparison. A noteworthy feature is that the 

Community 

Brahman 
Nayar 
Ilava 
~luslim 

Syrian Christian 
Nadar 

Vital Index 

238 
189 
172 
194 
338 
228 

Syrian Christians have a comparatively high 
vital index. 

30. Infantile mortality-is the best index of 
social welfare since it is susceptible to even 
slight variations in public health, economic and 
other factors. The number of infant deaths 
recorded was 949 against 7,432 births thus giv
ing a rate of 127 per 1,000 births. This is much 
lower than the rates prevailing in other parts of 
India which vary from 200 to 300, It was 
already stated that on comparing different regions 
the Tamilian group of towns (Aramboty, Bhootha
pandy, Ca-pe Comorin, Suchindram, Achanputhur 
and Samburvadakara) have a much higher infan
tile mortality rate (199 per 1,000 births) tha.n 
the other towns, which have a rate"only of III 
per 1,000 births, The difference must be mainly 
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lue to Ithe insanitary conditions, backwardness 
n education and unhealthy social customs of the 

ramilian areas. 

31. The following table shows the differ

mce in infantile mortality with varying 
tg~ of mother and for certain communities 

Age of mother vs. Infantile mortality 

Age of 
mother 

L5-20 

W-25 

~5-30 

30-35 

35-40 

10-45 

15 and above 

Number of 
births 

979 

2,055 

1,974 

1,281 

889 

200 

51 

Community VS. 

Number of 
Community births 

Brahman 250 

Nayar 1,077 

Uava. 751 

Muslim 845 

Syrian 

Christian 666 

VeHala 287 

Kammala 268 

N.adar 540 

Number of Infant deaths per 
infant deaths 1,000 births 

132 135 

262 127 

208 105 

167 130 

133 149 

27 135 

6 117 

Infantile mortality 

Number of Infant deaths 
infant deaths per 1,000 births 

37 148 

107 99 

80 107 

116 137 

34 51 

54 188 

52 194 

52 96 

Comparing different age-groups of mothers it 
appears that I infantile mortality is low for 
the age-groups 20-25 and 25-30. The varia
tions between communities are more marked. 
Nayars, navas, Syrian IChristians and Nadars 
have low infant mortality rates. For Brahmans, 

Muslims, VeHaJ.as and Kammalas the ratos are 

high. 

32. The numbel' of still births recorded in the 
year under enquiry was 168 (96 males and 72 

females) giving a ratio of 22 per 1,000 live 
births. As the number of cards returned under 

this item is very small and as still births are of 
no special significance in vital statistical studies 
no detailed classification of these was attempted. 

33. From the preceding paragraphs it may b3 
seen that a correct record of vital statistics is 
lequired for the formulation of. population poli

cies. The increasing attention bestowed on 
• population problems and the intim ate bearing 

which these have on social planning whether in 

the field of public health, educatio n, or economic 
development make it very essential to make the 
registration of births and deaths as accurate as 
possible. The registration of births and deaths 
is a fairly old practice and all civilized Govern
ments have created administrative machineries 
to carryon this item of work, but perfection has 
been attained only in some of them. This is 
possible only by the hearty co-operation of -the 
public wiiih the Govemments concerned. The 
public have in their turn to be properly enlight
ened by persistent propaganda in regard to the
uses of vital statistics. If the present Vital 
Statistics Enquiry in the State has served this 
purpose, to whatever little extent it may be, it 
can be said to have justified the time and effor1& 
spent on the pa.me. 
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CENSUS OF TRAV ANCORE 1941 

Specific Fertility Enquiry Card 
Taluk ......•.•..•.• " 

Police Conservancy town ..•••...• ·..;§tJr· No ••.•.. Name of 
head of ,family.. • . 'J, ••• -. 

Circle No ...... o....... / House No. 

A. ~iculars of child born 
1. Male ....... ).'... Date of Order of 

or birth. • • • . • . birth ••••••.• 
Female .. r ' 

.t • ••••••• , 

. B. Particulars of parents 

Na~l)p 

~feyears and months) 

o . 
,cupatIOn 
Irth place 

R'hether first, second or third 
, marriage 

Father Mother 

.Duration of present marriage 
I C. Particulars of previou~ childl'ell of the same mother. 

Order. Male or female. Age of living. Age at death, if dead. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Countersigned 
Sanitary Circle Officer. Conserva.ncy Overseer. 

CENSUS OF TRAVANCORE 1941 

Specific Mortality Enquiry Card 
TaIuk ••••••••..••••. 
Police Conservancy town· ••••.••.•• 
Circle No.. .... Block No ..••••.. House No •. 0· ••• 

Name of head of family •..•••• o' ••• 

.-\. Particulars of deceased. 

1. Name' 

2 . Sex 

3. Age III years and months 

4. Whether married or not' 

5. Caste~ 

6. Occupation 1ast followed 

7. Birth place 

S. Cause of death 

9 . Date of death 

B. Particulars of parents of deceased. 

Name 
Age (if hving) 
Age at death, if dead 
Occupation 
Birth place 

Countersigned 
Sanitary Circle OfficiI'. 

Father. Mother. 

Conservancy OveJseer. 
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TABLES 0" VITA~TATlSTICS 

TABLE I-Classification of birtf.~cording to months 

Months -------"" ,,-________________ ..A. _________ 

... ... ... t) <1l <1l :;., ... 
Conservancy towns .a .... .a .a :;., .. .. Total 

S <1l ~ S .... = :::. ~ 

= ~ .a bIl 
<1l ,Q <1l ~ .. Q - ~ 

A 0 ... ,~ <1l ... :> '" ~ ,Q 
~ 

.... :;., 
~ < 0 Q; 

~ P- Oll ~ <I> '" Z " = ~ < ::>J ::I 
C/) 0 ...., ...., 

14 
I' 2 3 4 5 {; 7 8 9 10 11 12 1J 

~71 

AralDbo~y 22 24 18 !!O 16 19 19 26 28 23 28 28 78 
Bhuthapandy 12 12 11 10 14 16 27 17- n 13 17 18 4 

Cape COlDorin 18 12 16 19 8 11 12 9 14 14 16 15 
Suchindram 16 7 8 10 8 12 13 20 11 14 10 12 1 
Eraniel 24 23 22 16 27 25 19 3,. 17 28 35 30 3(, 
Thlruvithancode 16 17 14 17 15 19 13 8 14 23 9 17 .18! 

Thuuvattat ~ 2 4 5 g 4 7 7 6 3 3 4 55 
Parassala 9 10 9 10 16 24 5 6 8 8 13 10 128 
Nedumangad 5 4 5 4 3 6 7 6 2 9 4 55 
Varkala 14 10 14 12 10 3 9 ,,9 9 12 12 4 118 
Kottarakkara 18 7 13 11 16 25 14 15 15 15 13 14 176 
Punalur 45 ]9 2~ 26 32 42 26 23 36 36 27 31 366 

Achanputhnr 18 15 18 33 2'2 14 20 10 15 18 29 28, 240 
Sam burvadakara 23 16 14 24 28 17 35 17 31 31 26' 30 292 
KaruuagapaHy 2C :;5 15 13 18 14 J5 7 16 27 10 16 187 
Haripad 19 25 26 26 19 19 17 24 29 26 19 22 271 
Mavelikara 40 31 37 30 29 37 26 17 31 33 30 30 371 
Chengannur 27 22 24 21 22 35 24 26 31 45 25 23 325 

Pathanamthitta 15 13 18 12 11 Jo 11 11 15 10 11 3 148 
AmbalapuJa 30 42 35 24 23 32 23 23 21 , 2ft 28 18 328 
Sherthala 3 13 24 14 13 13 L3 11 9 18 17 14 162 
Ettumanur 21 27 12 18 15 20 10 8 1& 18 13 17 197 
Minachil S 9 8 7 ]0 9 12 4 10 7 \} 'i 97 
Mundakayam 12 14 22 13 13 14 16 13 15 20 17 3J 200 

Muvattupu).a 21 25 19 20 25 23 15 16 21 7 192 
1'hodupuJa 20 14 ]6 15 8 12 13 13 ~ 6 19 .. 1441 
Perumpavoor 23 17 17 22 12 22 14 22 15 21 14 14 21U 
NeYWlttinkara Health Unit 143 171 175 176 175 153 179 161 178 179 142 99 1,93 

Total 689 618 636 629 617 655 613 564 638 686 601 536 
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T ABLE II-Classification of births by age and community of mother and sex of child 

,Community 

1 

Brahman 

Narar 

flava 

Muslim 

Syrian Christian 

Other Christian 

Other Hindu 

Hindu Nadar 

Kammitla 

Paraya 

Pulaya 

Kurava 

Total 

Community 

Brahman 

Nayar 

'iiava 

Muslim 

Syrian Christian 

Other Christian 

Other Hindu 

Hindu Nadar 

Kammilla 

Paraya 

Pulaya 

Kurava 

Age of mother and sex of cbild 
,----------------------------Below 15 15-19 ,-____.A.. __ , 

OJ 

2 3 

1 

2 1 

3 1 

, 

.; 
s 
& 

11 

1 

2 

5 

5'7 

159 

94 

130 

65 

137 

199 

52 

28 

::19 

8 

8 

3 

979 

6 

26 

81 

49 

78 

34 

62 

106 

30 

14 

18 

4 

3 

1 

506 

7 

31 

78 

45 

52 

31 

75 

93 

22 

14 

21 

4 

5 

2 

8 

64 

304 

210 

229 

186 

344 

370 

154 

86 

76 

9 

19 

4 

20-24 

9 

41 

155 

113 

121 

106 

172 

191 

70 

44 

39 

3 

13 

4 

4'13 2,055 1,072 

25-29 
,----...... _---., 

10 

23 

149 

97 

108 

80 

172 

179 

84 

42 

37 

6 

6 

11 

54 

280 

199 

204 

189 

391 

316 

151 

68 

84 

8 

20 

10 

29 

144 

89 

120 

94 

194 

170 

85 

27 

39 

6 

14 

7 

983 1,974 1,018 

13 

25 

136 

110 

84 

95 

197 

146 

66 

41 

45 

2 

6 

3 

14 

36 

198 

]29 

144 

126 

219 

21:{ 

102 

49 

45 

7 

10 

3 

956 1,281 

30-34 

15 

18 

104 

64 

83 

65 

102 

108 

45 

29 

22 

1 

3 

6M 

16 

18 

94 

65 

61 

61 

il7 
105 

57 

20 

23 

6 

7 

3 

637 

Age of mother and sex of cllild 

17 

35 

112 

95 

104 

67 

162 

171 

61 

28 

37 

5 

8 

4 

889 

35-39 

OJ 
.$ 
oS ::s 
18 

24 

58 

52 

50 

36 

77 

94 

34 

16 

20 

4 

7 

3 

178 

19 

11 

54 

43 

54 

31 

85 

77 

27 

12 

17 

1 

1 

1 

111 

20 

3 

20 

23 

28 

28 

32 

38 

15 

7 

3 

2 

1 

...... _---_. 
4~4 

1 

10 

10 

14 

12 

13 

19 

6 

3 

2 

22 

2 

10 

13 

14 

16 

19 

19 

9 

4 

3 

1 

110 

23 

1 

4 

1 

5 

5 

15 

10 

5 

2 

3 

51 

----, 
45 and above Total 
._--''--___ -, ,-___ .A. ____ , 

1 

2 

1 

2 

6 

5 

3 

1 

25 26 

250 

2 1,077 

751 

5 845 

140 

554 

378 

466 

3 666 349 

9 1,300 626 

5 1,319 . 694 

2 540 273 

1 268 134 

3 287 

37 

67 

25 

138 

18 

42 

15 

28 

110' 

523' 

373 

379 

317 

614, 

625 

267 

134 

149 

19 

25 

10 

ti ...;a.,~ ~ 7,133 3,8L 3,606 
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TABLE III-Classification of births according to age of mother, 
age of father and sex of child 

Age of mother and sex of child 
r--- --------------------------~.-----------------------------------.-__, 

Age of father Below 15 15-19 20-24 30-34 

1 

Below 20 

20-24 

20-29 

30-34 

80-39 

40-44 

~-49 

50-M 

05 and above 

Total 

Age of father 

Below 20 

20-24 

25-29 

30-34 

35-39 

.00 and above 

Toial 

r-__"_-~ r- _.....--- ,.---...... -~ 

'" 13 

! 
2 

2 

1 

3 

1 

1 

4 

1 

1 

2 

'" s:I 
o 
~ 
CI> 

p.. 

5 

6 

317 

449 

143 

45 

12 

7 

5 

159 

232 

73 

29 

5 

3 

506 

7 

1 

158 

217 

70 

16 

7 

4 

8 

131 

957 

626 

248 

61 

18 

8 

6 

79 

4&5 

317 

138 

28 

8 

4 

3 

178 2,055 1,072 

Age of mother and BeX of child 

r---------------------------~------------
35-39 

r-------~------~ 
l!l 
o 
~ 
~ 
17 

1 

1 

5 

106 

363 

280 

84 

49 

889 

4 

52 

189 

156 

50 

24 

178 

19 

1 

1 

1 

64 

174 

124 

34 

25 

40-44 
r,..----.... ..__--....... 

20 

1 

30 

93 

54 

22 

200 

14 

40 

25 

11 

90 

1 

16 

53 

29 

11 

110 

10 

52 

462 

309 

110 

33 

10 

4 

3 

3 

195 

798 

686 

181 

70 

23 

18 

.' 

1 

101 

418 

354 

86 

35 

12 

11 

983 1,9n 1,018 

45 and above 
,-----_ ..... 
'" s:I o 
'" ... 
~ 
23 

2 

2 

10 

19 

18 

51 

1 

4 

S 

8 

25 

1 

2 

6 

11 

10 

2 

94 

380 

:132 

95 

35 

11 

7 

r---"'---~ 
~ 
o 
'" tv 

Po. 

14 

1 

3 

111 

551 

379 

157 

50 

29 

2 

60 

262 

188 

87 

26' 

19 

16 

1 

1 

51 

289 

191 

70 

24 

10 

956 1,281 641 637 

Total 
,-----_ ...... ----...... 

26 

6 

455 

1,606 

1,683 

1,639 

1,028 

635 

238 

142 

7,132 

5 

240 

830 

872 

836 

510 

333 

125 

76 

3,827 

28 

1 

215 

77~ 

811 

803 

518 

302 

113 

66 

3,605 
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T ABLE IV -C lassificatioD of births according to age of mother, 
duration of marriage and sex of child 

Aie of mother and sex of~child ' 
,- ..... -.. 

Duration of ma.rriage Below 15 15-19 20-24 25-29 
(Years) ,---_ ..... ,- -.. ,---_ ..... ',- ...... 

'" III 

'" '" '" '" '" .. 
g .EI 1::1 .EI 1::1 CI> a .!! III os 0 J os 0 III 0; 0 .. II ~ .. 

<ii !3 til !3 Cll .EI S Cll .! a (i ... ... ... os 01 CI> os r!: CI> CI> CI> r:! r:! ~ ~ p.. :=a 
""' 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

1 2 3 • 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Below 5 3 1 2 865 449 416 922 4j!2 HO 201 97 104 
5- 9 114 57 57 941 493 448 674 364 310 

10-14 192 97 95 929 475 454 
15-19 170 82 88 
20-24 
~ and above .' 

Total a 1 a 979 508 473 2,055 1,072 983 1,974 1,018 956 

Age of mother and sex of child 

,--------------------------------..... -; 

.J)uratiion of.marriag e 30-34 35-39 40-44 45 and above Total 
(Years) ,- -.. ,---_ ..... --'"'\ ,-----"----...... r----"- ..... 

~ 
III III III al III 

'" 
III 

'" ! $ 1::1 $ 1::1 $ 1::1 $ a 
0 til os 0 '" os 0 III os 0 .! os 0 III os 
'" 

CI> 

~ 
III $ 13 f CI> a '" 8 III $ 8 .. d ... co .. .. CD os os os CI> ::;: p.. ~ r!: CI> 

~ r:! CI> 
::tI ~ 

CI> 
~ 

Q) 

~ 

""' 
lJ.t ill ill ~ 

14 15 16 11 18 19 2U 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

.Below 5 46 21 25 18 11 7 2,055 1,061 994 
5- 9 108 55 53 29 9 20 2 2 1 1 1,869 978 891 

10-14 454 234 220 98 53 45 13 7 6 .. .. 1,686 866 820 
15-19 547 ,264 283 294 150 144 20 6 14 5 4 1 1,036 506 530 
20-24 126 70 56 393 219 174 85 42 43 7 2 5 611 333 278 
25 and auove 57 33 24 80 35 45 38 15 23 175 83 92 

Total 1,281 6H 637 889 175 111 200 go 110 51 21 30 7,132 3,821 1,605 
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TABLE V-Classification of births according to age of mother and 
rank and sex of child 

Age of mother and sex of child 
r------------------ ...... ---------------...... 

Rank of present Below 15 15-19 20-24 25-29 
ohild r---_......----" r----...... ---" r-----A...------, r----...... ---., 

'" ~ r.a III ttl '" Ii> J d d 
., 

d .!!l d 
0 : 'iii! 0 Ul -; 0 '" os 0 III '" m 8 w ., 

8 III .$ 8 '" .!!l 8 .. -; ... Ol .. .. 
G) 

~ 
., 

~ ~ 
os G) ., 

~ Il.t .::;;:t Il.t ::;;:t ~ ~ Il.t ~ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

I 3 1 2 745 380 365 592 818 279 112 58 54 
II 210 111 99 734 388 346 270 IS5 186 III 20 12 8 477 244 233 475 230 24.5 

IV 1 1 .. 197 100 97 513 272 241 
V 3 2 1 39 18 21 325 210 185 

VI 16 9 7 139 79 60 VII 57 26 31 VIn 13 8 5 IX 
X 

XI 
XII 

XIII .. 
!XIV 

Total 3 1 2 979 568 173 2,055 1,072 983 1,974 1,018 996 

Age of mother and sex of child 

Rank of present 
r-----------------.A.---_________ . -._--.-"' 

30-34 35-39 40-44 45 and above Total 
child ,--_ ...... _--, r---...... ...... _--, r--_ ....... --...... r---...... _--, 

III '" '" ~ 
Ul '" Ul m ;;; III 

d ~ .$ 
., ., 

'" d 
Ul d 

'" 
::l 'iii! d 'iii! 0 

~ 0 0 o:J 0 m 0 '" ill 8 <ll .$ 8 Ul ..!l 8 Ul ~ 8 .. .$ E! ... o:J .. o:J ... os .. ... • ., 
& 

., 
~ 

., ., ., ., ., 
~ Il.t ~ III ::a Il.t ~ ~ Il.t ::a ~ Il.t ~ 

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

I 23 11 12 2 2 .. .. 1 1 1,478 765 Xi II 75 37 38 18 6 12 1 .. 1 1,308 677 
III 116 61 55 39 19 20 5 3 2 1 1 1

/
133 569 564 

IV 200 90 110 58 24 34 7 2 5 1 1 977 489 488 
V 269 150 119 106 56 50 12 3 9 2 1 1 826 440 386 

VI 280 137 143 156 77 79 16 11 5 5 1 4 612 314 298 
VII 183 91 92 172 101 71 40 20 20 2 2 454 240 214 

VIII 85 41 44 168 95 73 33 16 17 10 4 6 309 164 145 
IX 39 21 18 103 52 51 33 13 20 10 2 8 185 88 97 
X 7 3 4 36 27 9 28 13 15 8 4 4 79 47 32 

XI 4 2 2 21 10 11 14 6 8 10 6 4 49 24 25 
XII 5 4 1 6 3 3 11 7 4 

XIII 4 1 3 3 3 1 1 8 2 6 
XLV 1 1 2 2 3 1 2 

Total :1,281 614 637 I 899 ,4'75 U4 200 90 110 51 ~1 30 7,1132' 8,827 8,606 



T ABLE VI -- Classification of births according to age of mother, 
occupation of father and Sex. of child 

Age of mother and sex tlf child 
,-------------------'---------

Occupation of • 
father 

Below 15 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 
,-_ _""" __ -., ,-__ -"-__ --, ,-__ --'-__ ---'"'\ ,-__ ~.A.. __ ........ ,-__ --"-

1 
Exploitation of Animals 

and vegetation • 

~ ,$ ~ .$ ~ $ ~ l ~ 
o ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ £ _~ ~ ~ j ~8 ... £ 
Ie 0; 8 ~ 0; 8.. 8 .... 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

1 1 

324 

122 

161 

64 

163 

58 

541 

216 112 104 

12 13 

344 379 

105 11] 

8 4 

188 160 

14 15 

436 221 

148 83 

3 2 

Industry 

'TranSport 

Trade 

Public Force . . . 2 

28 

78 

1 

15 

40 

1 

13 

38 

721 

273 

17 

345 

5 

97 

172 

377 

133 

9 

179 

4 

44 

86 

344 

140 

8 

166 

1 

53 

86 

723 

216 

12 

348 

8 

79 

161 

5 

49 

88 

3 

30 

73 

239 124 

2 

Public Administration. 

Protessionsjand Liberal. 
Arts 

Pension 

Domestic service 

Unspecified labour 

Unproductive 

-Student 

~il 

Total 

1 1 

1 1 

3 1 2 

16 7 9 

174 94 80 

2 

3 

9 

2 

1 

5 

2 

4 

43 

368 

1 

13 

26 

2017 

1 

8 

17 

163 

5 

38 

367 

22 

20 18 

197 170 

14 8 

62 

112 

1 

28 

46 

1 

23 12 

244 120 

1 1 

10 16 

979 503 t73 2,055 1,072 983 1,97t 1,018 956 1,281 6H 

Age of mother and sex of child 

197 

16 

215 

65 

1 

115 

2 

34 

66· 

11: 

124 

.t.' 
,I I 

I ... ' 

4 .. 

637 

,--
.A.. ________________________________ • ________ ~ 

Occupation of 
father 

17 
Exploitation of AnimalS 

and vegetation • 344 

Industry 110 

Tra~sport 

Trade 

Public force 

public Administration. 

Professions and Liberal 
Arts 

Pension 

Domestic service 

Unspecified 11a bour 

Unproductive 

Student 

Nil 

Total 

2 

146 

40 

78 

1 

9 

156 

2 

1 

889 

35-39 

18 

176 

51 

1 

78 

26 

49 

1 

5 

85 

2 

1 

475 

19 

168 

59 

1 

68 

4 

71 

.. 

20 

75 

26 

1 

32 

1l 

16 

1 

1 

37 

200 

40-44 

III 

~ 
«! , 

~ 

21 

32 

10 

1 

14 

3 

8 

22 

90 

45 and above 
-, ,-___ .A.. ____ --. 

~ ~ ~ 
0; 0 <ll <e 

~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ .~ 

22 

43 

16 

18 

8 

8 

1 

1 

15 

110 

23 24 25 26 

5 

10 

1 

3 

1 

1 

10 

51 

10 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

4 

21 

10 2,643 

3 901 

40 

8 1,336 

17 

319 

2 

1 

... 
620 

4 

131 

6 1,356 

6 

4 

55 

80 7,132 

Total 

27 

1,321 

449 

25 

697 

10 

166 

318 

2 

71 

727 

6 

1 

34 

28 

1,322 

452 

15 

639 

7 

153 

302 

2 

60 

629 

... 
3 

21 

3,827 3,605 .....__ 
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TABLE VII-Classification of deaths according to months 
Months 

,---------------------"--------------------., .. .... .. 
CD CD CD p., 

,.Q .... ,.Q ,.Q p... .. 
S ., a s .. 0: ..0 

..., 
Conservaney towns ..0 fi3 :l ...... '" rotal S 0 

., ., 
:l ... Q os:: I» <ll ::= 

p. "'" ::- <> ~ ..0 a = p... e>Il 
0 Q.) p. ~ ~ :l <ll 

., 
'" ~ :;;: :::l 

W 0 Z Q .... :;;: < .... .... < 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

Arambo~y 11 24 17 18 10 9 8 12 14 ?O 14 16 173 
Bhnthapllndy 4 S 10 3 9 1 12 10 6 12 9 6 90 
Cape Oomorin 5 7 5 11 10 6 5 5 7 8 6 11 86 

13 9 7 4 10
' 5 10 9 11 6 10 Snchindram 0> 4 101 

Eraniel 13 10 10 7 10 16 14 10 11 13 15 14 143 
Thirnvithancode 5 f) 10 Ii 3 9 9 8 9 8 13 8 95 

Thiruvattar 2 2 4 3 !l 3 6 4 2 3 3 , 34 
Parassala 1 4 6 4 12 6 3 ~ 8 4 3 3 ' 56 
NedllmaJlllgad 4 2 4 3 1 1 1 4 4 2 3 7 36 
Varkala 3 2 8 10 4 2 6 6 9 14 14 t> 84 
Kottarakkara 10 3 2 I; 7 7 9 3 9 12 14 5 89 
punalur 10 3 11 16 13 11 9 8 9 13 12 15 130 

Achanputhur 12 5 15 17 16 15 12 5 16 14 5 10 142 
Sarnburvadakara 16 10 19 24 16 9 21 6 10 12 11 9 163 
Karunagap&Hy 10 13 8 10 16 7 5 7 8 17 24 10 135 
Haripad 15 12 11 22 13 22 17 13 24 13 27 27 216 
Mavelikara 23 23 21 11 21 15 19 10 7 16 16 21 203 
(Jhengannnr 24 13 16 12 13 13 9 18 14 9 21 13 liS 

Pathanamthitta 10 8 5 4 7 4 4 8 9 9 10 5 83 
A.mbalapll!a 18 14 20 22 16 20 14 23 31 21 31 15 245 
Sherthala 8 6 13 14 11 6 9 9 8 11 7 10 112 
Ettumanur 12 9 4 16 9 5 7 5 5 9 lO 15 106 
Minachil 2 2 2 3 5 1 3 3 4 4 1 2 32 
Mundakayam 11 'l 7 7 11 5 8 10 19 13 8 10 116 

Muvattupu);a 7 U' 6 8 9 11 11 4 9 7 81 
ThodupuIa 11 6 12 9 4 3 4 2 4 3 8 5 'll 
Porumpavur ° 11 3 9 10 9 2 6 8 7 9 7 12 93 
Neyyattinkara Health Umt 51:1 5;? 67 66 97 62 94 87 96 108 97 70 94!t 

Total 32~ 269 327 351 368 275 332 301 872 389 399 332 ~,039 

N. B.-ll cases were ownerless dead bodies. Detailed information regarding these '1\ ere not available. They have been 
excluded from the general sorting. 



TABLE VIII--Classification of deaths by age, community and sex of the deceased 

Community of 
the deceased 

Brahman 

Nayar 

IJava 

Muslim 

Syrian Christian 

Other Christians 

Other Hindus 

VeWLla 

Kammala 

Nudar 

Pafaya 

Ptlfaya 

Kurava 

Total 

Community of 
the deceased 

Brahman 

Nayar 

IIava 

Muslim 

Syrian Christian 

Other Christiana 

Other Hindus 

VeHa!a 

Kammala 

Nadar 

Pulaya 

Paraya 

Kurava 

Total 

Age and sex of the deceased 

2 

2fi 

3 

12 

4 

5 

5 

10 

6 

3 

7 

4 

8 

1 

63 44 41 37 15 10 5 

41 39 29 50 12 9 1 

63 53 32 28 12 8 11 

20 14 17 17 5 4 1 

108 77 64 69 18 19 10 

113 97 54 79 6 14 8 

31 

2g 

24 

6 

j 

23 

24 

28 

6 

2 

1 

12 

16 

23 

9 

2 

24 

27 

24 

11 

1 

4 

529 420 S04 381 

1 

5 

4 

1 

1 

83 

4 

4 

1 

1 

1 

79 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

45 

...A.. __ -.... 

9 

1 

10 

9 4 

2 6 

8 12 

7 3 

9 12 

6 8 

1 

4 

1 

48 

2 

1 

4 

1 

53 

11 

4 

12 13 

1 

779 

11 5 9 

741 

2 ~ 4 

7 16 16 

10 13 13 

1 

1 

4 

2 

56 

2 

3 

1 

1 

6 

1 

1 

63 

Age and sex of the deceased 

14 15 

1 

7 11 

12 4 

8 10 

3 4 

11 19 

12 16 

6 

8 

5 

73 

2 

3 

2 

1 

73 

16 17 

1 

9 6 

6 5 

9 3 

3 3 

18 19 

11 14 

2 

1 

1 

60 

1 

2 

3 

57 

18 

5 

10 

4 

4 

12 

18 

2 

3 

4 

1 

1 

64 

19 

2 

11 

9 

5 

1 

10 

10 

3 

1 

2 

56 

,-_________________ ..A.. __________ _ 

40-45 45-50 50-55 55-60 60-65 65-70 70 and above Total 
,---"---, ,-_.A._-, r-J-.-~ 

(ll 

,-----'----~ 

20 21 

2 

6 

12 

11 

S 

22 

3 

10 

10 

9 5 16 

8 2 6 

15 9 16 

11 14 13 

4 

5 

5 

1 

1 

1 

3 

1 

79 54 

2 

5 

6 

23 

1 

15 

12 

24 

1 

12 

10 

2 8 

4 8 

11 14 

6 14 

4 

4 

1 

6 

5 

2 

60 80 

25 

6 

4 

26 

1 

20 

7 

27 

1 

15 

1:3 

28 

3 

25 

13 

29 

3 

17 

12 

30 

4 

19 

12 

31 

3 

18 

.!!? 
gj 0: 

d S 
~ r: 
32 

4 

41 

8' 23 

33 

8 

54 

33 

6 13 5 20 7 14 7 23 22 

3 2 1 9 5 4 4 19 7 

10 20 9 20 11 14 21 51 44 

8 

3 

4 

4 

8 

6 

6 

I 

1 

9 

3 

1 

1 

10 

5 

8 

1 

1 

1 

4 

4 

3 

1 

3 

1 

8 

4 

5 

5 

6 

1 

13 

8 

23 

2 

1 

2 

17 

25 

22 

3 

2 

2 

~ 
o 
<Il 

~ 
p... 

34 

105 

569 

437 

435 

197 

779 

746 

194 

226 

237 

58 

26 

19 

00 

'" 'a 
:;E( 

35 

53 

289 

209 

258 

115 

419 

361 

96 

110 

123 

28 

17 

7 

36 

52 

280 

228 

177 

82 

360 

385 

98 

116 

114 

30 

I)-

lZ 

52 103 70 129 83 100 98 242 293 IJ,028 2,085 1,943' 
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T ABLE IX-Classification of deaths by age, occupation and sex of the deceased 

OccupatIOn of the 
deceased 

1 

Exploitation of ani· 
mals and vegetation 

Industry 

'Transport 

Trade 

Public force 

Public Administration 

Professions and 
LIberal Arts 

PensIOn 

Domestic service 

Insufficiently de
scribed occupations 

Unproductive 

Student 

Nil 

Tota.l 

Occupation of the 
deceased 

Exploitation of ani-

Age and sex of the deceased , _________________ --J.. ______ _______________ """\ 

Below 1 1-5 5-10 10-15 15-20 20 -25 25-30 30 -35 35-iO 
,--"---, ,--A._-, ~_---, ,----"-_---, ,----'-_---, ~-. ,_J __ ......... r---'-----, ,--A._-, 

~ $ $ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d ~ ~ ~ d ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ '" S '" ~ '" ~ -; ~ ~ ~ :3 ~ 'a ~ .. a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

2 3 4 5 

529 420 304 381 

629 420 301 381 

6 

.. 

23 

60 

83 

7 

21 

58 

79 

8 

1 

2 

1 

25 

16 

45 

9 

12 

1 

10 

25 

10 

10 

6 

6 

1 

7 

1 

6 

16 

63 

Age and sex of the deceased 

11 • 12 

46 

2 

2 

6 

66 

16 

4 

.., 

.J 

1 

4 

1 

14 

.. 
1 

10 

61 

13 

52 

3 

1 

7 

63 

14 

21 

15 

13 

2 

1 

12 

1:1 

73 

15 

2 

1 

65 

" " 

2 

73 

,---------------"----------------......... 
40-45 45-50 50-55 55-60 60-65 65-70 70 & above 

20 23 24 25 20 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 

16 

19 

7 

1 

6 

1 

1 

2 

18 

5 

60 

17 

1 

1 

51 

3 

1 

57 

34 

18 

19 

14 

7 

1 

1 

15 

7 

6~ 

35 

HI 

1 

3 

1 

46 

3 

2 

56 

36 

mals and vegetation 29 34 

8 

32 

7 

1 

33 

8 

47 36 

7 

86 

11 

1 

18 

2 386 

119 

3 

140 

2 

28 

383 

107 

3 

137 

3 

12, Industry 

"Transport 

Trade 

Public force 

9 

14 

~ublic Administration 5 

Professions and 
Liberal Arts 

Pension 

5 

Domestic service 1 

Insufficiently de. 
scribed occupations 11 

Unproductive 

Student 

Nil 5 

2 

46 

4 

2 

1 

10 1 12 

10 8 

2 1 7 

2 53 2 48 

14 2 3 1 

7 3 8 2 

60 80 

3 

13 

5 

5 

5 54 

22 8 

11 5 

1] 

20 

2 

8 

3 

10 

9 

2 

17 

76 

3 

3 

13 

3 

5 

11 

6 

1 

18 

87 

2 

1 

8 

8 

9 

1 

16 234 

14 11 

2 3 

50 

22 

'920 

192 

12 

88 

2 

27 

47 

22 

50 

146 

7 

55 

77 42 2,066 1,099 

3 

1 

3 

870 

46 

5 

33 

967 

98 2~2 293 ~,028 2,085 ~.913 
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TABLE X-Classification of deaths by age and sex of the deceased and the cause of death 

Cause of death 

1 

S~all.pox 

Typhoid 

Malaria 

Other fevers 

Accident 

r-
: Below 1 
r 

3 

2 

1 

4 

5 

1 

39 

2 

33 35 

6 

1-5 

5 

2 

5 

1 

54 

1 

5-10 

6 

6 

1 

13 

4 

7 

4 

2 

7 

5 

Dysentery and Diar-
rhoea 105 86 138 1{)O 19 24 

Respiratory diseases 68 64 38 43 10 9 
Genito urinary dis-

eases 1 1 
Diseases of the circu-

latory system 5 2 19 3S 9 14 

Other causes 309 231 62 87 20 14 

Total 529 420 3M 381 83 79 

Age and sex of the deceased 
-----_ ....... 

-~ 
10-15 15--20 20-25 25-30 30-35 35-40 

7 

10 

6 

9 

2 

1 

12 

3 

10 

5 

2 

14 

4 

11 

7 

6 

4 

3 a 5 7 

9 11 14 13 

1 

4 10 2 3 

5 6 7 16 

45 ~ 53 56 

12 

4 

6 

4 

11 

16 

54 

Age and sex of the deceased 

13 

4 

5 

3 

14 

2 

3 

3 

4 

8 

4 9 

20 30 

2 

3 5 

24 7 

68 73 

15 

1 

7 

12 

16 

1 

4 

1 

5 

3 

17 

1 

2 

2 

2 

ra 
.E 
t¢ 

~ 

18 

1 

2 

1 

7 

3 

19 

1 

2 

3 

1 

55736 

16 21 20 21 20 

1 2 2 1 2 

15 6 7 12 10 

16 12 14 13 11 

73 60 57 64 56 

~-------------------------------....... -----_ 
Cause of death 40-45 

,...----'----.. 
:B 

45-50 50-55 55-60 60-65 65-70 70 and above Total 
r---- ....... --- ........ 

<12 
Il> 

2 ] 
~ ~ 

ca a 

Small pox 

Typhoid 

Malaria 

Other fevers 

Accident 

Dysentery and Diar-

20 

4 

2 

4 

10 

rhoea 6 

Respiratory diseases 24 

Genito urinary dis-
eases 3 

Diseases of the circu-
latory system 10 

Other caus~s 16 

Total 79 

21 

1 

2 

4 

2 

22 

1 

2 

6 

3 

23 

3 

5 

24 

1 

1 

3 

2 

25 

1 

5 

1 

2 

9 

1 

27 

1 

2 

2 

28 

2 

2 

7 

1 

29 

4 

1 

30 31 

7 

2 

3 

1 

32 

10 

2 

33 

1 

14 

1 

34 

17 

77 

28 

350 

87 

35 

8 

45 

13 

179 

61 

~ 

36 

9 

32 

15 

171 

26 

4 6 8 8 6 7 12 15 14 10 19 26 49 780 376 404 

17 23 14 17 11 Z3 20 25 14 23 15 38 37 744 400 344 

1 2 4 1 4 1 2 1 1 17 50 41 9 

8 19 20 23 11 23 18 39 25 34 33 65 85 583 281 30t 

15 25 10 21 16 34 14 36 25 23 26 84 106 1,212 681 6S1 

54 ffl 60 80 5~ 103 70 129 83 100 98 242 293 4,028 2,085 1,91& 
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TABLE XI-Distribution <)f deaths according to age of the deceased and the age 
of the deceased's mother (Jiving and dead) 

A.ge of mother living and dead* 
,-----------._---- ....... --- -------~ 

Below 15 15....,19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45--49 50-54 55-59 
,-_...A.. .. _, ,-_..A.. .. --;"\ ,--'"---,. r---"- .. ~ r-.. ...A.._--.." r- . ....A-_~ ,-..A..-,. ,-..A..-, ,-..A..-,. ,- ........ -. 
t>Il t>Il t>Il gp t>Il b!l t>Il t>Il b!l t>Il 
r::l 'tI C "0 Q "0 '1:1 r::l "0 .S "0 r::l "0 d "0 d '0 d "0 

_Age of the :E <\l .£;! <\l '> <\l '> os 'j; 0:0 .::: 0: 'j; 0: 'j; 0<1 'j; 0: 'j; <\l 
Cl) 

~ 
Cl) 

~ 
Cl) 

~ Q ~ 
Cl) 

~ ~ 
Q) 

~ 
Cl) 

~ 
Cl) 

~ 
Cl) 

deceased >-l r:< r:< r:< Q H Q r:< r:< Q 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 HI 20 21 

0- 1 3 132 .. 251 11 203 5 162 5 131 2 25 2 5 1 1 
1-- 5 30 2 147 1 214 4 139 8 95 3 29 8 1 
5 10 1 13 1 48 6 41 1 27 14 1 7 1 1 

10-15 2 4 2 16 1 24 2 15 13 2 7 1 

15 --20 1 8 33 2 20 4 13 2 9 3 7 , 
20-25 1 1 1 1 1 8 8 14 7 23 6 12 3 9 1 
25-30 1 6 1 6 8 5 28 8 17 6 25 6 
30 35 3 5 5 6 8 9 11 20 7 

35 -40 4 " 2 2 7 7 4 11 9 11 
40-45 2 3 7 8 18 1 16 
45-50 1 1 3 6 7 17 2 19 
50-E5 1 4 8 13 13 14 

55-60 2 1 3 3 11 9 24 
60 65 2 1 4 4 15 13 20 
65-70 1 2 3 3 9 12 16 

70 and above •• 1 3 6 3 8 12 31 35 

Age of mother living and dead • 
,- ..A.. 

60-.64 65-69 70-74 75-79 80-84 ~85-89 90 and above Total 
r-..A..-, ,-..A..-,. ,-..A.-,. ,---'--, ,--'--,. ,-..A..-,. ,--..A.._-,. ,-____ ..A.. -. 

'" Particulars 
t>Il t>Il t>Il t>Il t>Il t>Il t>Il d t>Il of parents ___ .S ~ .S ~ .S ~ .S '0 d ~ Q ~ d ~ £ c "C 

Age of the .e; os .e; o:! .e; os I> 011 'j; os :e os '> <\l ... .~ os lunknown Cl) Cl) Cl) 

~ 
<l;) 

~ 
ill 

~ ~ ! Q) 

~ 
Cl) 

deceased H Q H Q H r:< A Q H iJ..< A 

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 

0-1 949 913 26 10 
1- 5 685 663 18 4 
5-10 162 152 10 

10-15 1 ,1 93 83 8 2 

15-20 3 109 93 12 4 
20-25 7 5 2 117 82 28 7 
25-30 4 2 6 4 1 1 146 95 41 10 
30-35 14 10 3 1 1 1 1 117 54 51 12 

35-40 11 11 7 4 4 3 3 2 4 120 38 68 14 
40--45 8 16 5 9 6 8 6 2 1 1 133 28 88 17 
45-50 6 21 8 9 5 11 3 7 3 1 1 1 147 29 103 15 
50-55 20 4 8 9 7 3 5 3 4 1 132 19 98 15 

55-60 32 20 22 3 6 1 7 2 ,2 173 6 142 25 
60-65 37 28 30 12 3 7 2 2 1 212 5 176 31 
65-70 29 25 36 13 1 10 3 1 2 198 4 162 32 

70 and above •• 72 57 74 51 42 22 19 535 436 99 

... N, B.-In the case of dead parents, the age group specified represents the age at the time of deaih 
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TABLE XII-Distribution of deaths according to age of the deceased and the age 
of the deceased's father (living and dead) 

, 
Age of father living and dead 

",.- --------_ 
Below 15 15-19 20-24 25-29 ~80--34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 55 -59 
,,.--"-_..... ,.-...... _..... ,.--"-_"'" ,--"-____ ,-...... ____ ,--"-____ ,--"-____ 

,--"-~ ,--"---., ,--"-...., 
_.Age of the 

bJ) bJ) bJ) bJ) bJ) bJ) bJ) bJ) bJ) 
~ I deceased ~ 't:I ~ 't:I ~ "d ,S "d I'l 't:I = "d .S "d = "d = "d "d 

.~ ~ :8 GIl :E GIl GIl .~ GIl :e GIl GIl :E ~ '> GIl :E GIl 
~ . ~ 4> .1::; ~ 4> Q .!:: ~ CI) '" ~ 

;:;j A ~ A ~ A .-I A ;:;j Q ~ ~ Q ~ A ;.:;j A io-=! A 

1 2 3 E4 5 6 37 \8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

0- 1 87 186 1 194 4 188 1 140 1 89 3 30 8 
1- 5 15 1 101 7 :-139 5 167 3 105 5 77 2 26 2 17 2 

5-10 7 2 32 1 41 3 28 2 15 2 13 1 8 1 
.10-15 1 3 10 2 16 2 20 3 9 4 8 2 

15-20 1 1 4 13 8 20 5 18 2 12 2 
20-25 2 1 4 5 5 13 12 11 13 8 6 
25-30 .. .. 1 8 2 8 19 8 14 12 
30-35 1 1 3 4 5 1 9 9 15 

35-40 2 3 4 5 14 2 9 
40-45 " 

1 3 4 5 9 1 14 
45-50 1 1 3 1 6 14 18 
50-55 2 1 3 7 17 9 

55-60 .1. " 
1 2 5 6 15 

60-65 1 1 4 2 10 20 
65-70 1 2 1 3 7 9 11 

, 70 and above 2 4 5 6 5 24 20 

Age of father living and dead 
---------"-,-

60-64 65-69 70-74 75-79 80-84 85-89 90 & above Total 
,-..A.._"'" ,-..A..--., ,--"-",", ,--"--, r-..A..--., r-.A.-, ,--.A.___" ,------'-------. 

Age of the III 

bJ) bJ) bIl bJl bJ) bJl bJ) = bJ) 

deceased .~ '0 = '0 ~ '0 .S '0 .S "d 1:2 '0 .S '0 0 = '0 Particulars 
GIl 'Ii! GIl .;; GIl GIl oS 'Ii! GIl GIl tIl :e ~ .:= . e; ... GIl of patients 
'" ;:;j 

C!> ;.:;j '" ;.:;j '" C!> ;.:;j 
CI) C!> <l) C!> 

~ A A 0 Q ...::I A 0 ...::I 0 ~ ...::I 0 unknown 

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 -: 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 

,0- 1 5 1 1 949 928 11 10 
1- 5 3 2 1 1 " 685 652 29 4 
5-10 3 1 1 1 162 148 14 

10-15 4 1 1 2 2 1 93 75 16 2 

15-20 10 2 2 3 1 1 109 78 27 4 

20 25 11 8 6 3 3 2 1 1 117 60 50 7 
25-30 14 11 16 2 7 5 4 2 1 1 1 146 80 5H 10 
30-35 10 14 9 9 3 5 1 2 1 2 1 117 35 70 12 

35-40 7 16 8 8 5 9 1 7 4 1 1 120 24 82 14 
40-45 3 26 8 19 3 10 ,I 6 2 8 1 2 138 ·16 100 17 
45-50 35 5 13 3 14 2 3 8 1 4 147 11 121 15 
50-55 35 14 2 11 3 1 7 1 2 1 1 132 7 110 15 

55-60 35 23 32 15 9 3 2 173 148 25 
60-65 23 37 37 21 15 6 4 212 181 81 
65-70 25 27 35 18 19 3 5 198 166 32 

:TO and above 60 53 72 60 74 29 22 535 436 99 
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LIFE TABLE-MALES. 

(Prepared from smoothed specific mortality rates obtained from the 
vital statistical enquiry) 

...... 
~ r--------...... -_----r-

Average 
Number 

Average Number Number Mortality expectation Number Mortality expectation Age living dying per mille of life in Age living dying per mille of life in years years 
x Ix dx 1000 qx ex x Ix dx 1000 qx ex 

I 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5 

0 10000> 1430 143'0' 44 6 48 5728 95 16'5 19'9 
I 8570> 422 49'2 51'6 49 5633 99 17'5 19'2 
2. 8148 230 28'2 5'1 2. 50. 5534 102 18'5 1S'a 3 7918 162 20 4 ii:)'7 51 5432 106 19'6 17'9 
4- 775!) 117 15'1 53'1! 52 5326 lIO 20'7 17,'2 
I> 7639 81 10'6 53'6 53 5216 114 21'9 16'5 
6 7558 54 7'2 - 53'2 54 5102 119, 23'3 15'9 7 7504 38 5'1 52'6 55 4983 ]26 25'2 15'3 
S. 746& 30 4'0 51'!) 56 4857 133 27'3 14'7 9 7436 26 3'5 51'1 57 4724 140 29'6 14'1 10, 7410. 23 3'1 50'3 58 4584 146 31'9 ,13'5 

11 7387 20 2'7 49,4 59 4438 152 34'2 12'9 

12 7367 18 2'4, 48'6 60 4286 158 36'8 12'3 13 7349 18 2'5 47'7 61 :H28 164 39'5 ·11'8 14, 7331 19 2'6 46'S 62 3965 169 42'5 11'3 15, 7312 20 2'7 ' 45'9 63 3796 174 45'8 10'7 
16· 7292' 20 2'8 45'0 64 3622 179 49'4 ' 10'2 17 7272 21 2'9 4-1'2 65 3443 184 53'4 9'7 

18 7251 22 3-0 43'3 66 3259 188 57'6 9'3 19 7229 22 3'1 ,42'4 67 3071 189 61'7 8'3 20 7207 23 8'2 41'5 68 2882 190 66'0 8-3 21 1184 24 3'4 '10'7 69 2692 190 70'4 7'9 22 7160. 26 3'6 39'S 70 2502 188 75'2 7'5 23 7134 28 3'9 311-0 71 2314 188 81'1 7'0 
24 7106 30 4'2 38'2 7Z 2126 187 87'S 6-(\ 25 7076- 32 4'5 37'3 73 1939 184 94'8 - 6'2 
26 7044 34 4'8 36'4 74 ]755 182 104'0 5'8 27 7010' 36 0'1 35'6 75 1573 178 1:1.3'4 5'4 28 6974 38 5'5 34'S 76 1395 173 124'2 5'0 29, 6936 41 5'9 34'0 77 1222 166 135'7 4'7 
30 6895 43 6'3 33'2 78 1056 157, 148'5 4'3 31 6852 46 6'7 32-4 79 8W 146 162'8 4'0 32 6806 48 7'1 31'6 80 753 135 178'8 3'7 33 6758 51 7'5 30'8 81 618 122 197'2 3'4 34 6707 53 7'9 30'0 82 496 109 219'3 3'1 35, 6654 55 8'3 29'3 83 387 95 245'6 2'8 
36 6599 57 8'7 28'0 84 292 80 272'8 2'5 37 6542 60 9'1 27-7 85 212 64 303'9 2'3 38 6482 62 9'5 27'0 86 148 50 335'2 2'1 
39 6420 64 10'0 26'3 87 98 36 :370'1 1'9 40 6356 67 10'6 25-5 88 62 25 409'4 1'7 41 6289 70 11'2 24'8 

89 37 17 453'3 1-0 

42 6219' 73 11'S 24'1 
90 20 10, 502'0 1'3 43 614& 77 12'5 23'3 
91 10 6 '555'3 1'2 44 6069 80 13'2 22'6 
92 4 2 613'4 1'2 45 1}989 83 13'9 21'9 
93 2: 1 676'3 1'0 

46' 5900 87 14'7 21'2 
94 1 4'1 !l.819: m 15'6 20'0 
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LIFE TABLE-FEMALES 
(Prepared from sm oothed specific mortality rates obtained from the 

vital statistical enquiry) 

...----------------"--------- -----~ ,----------------"-------------..... 

Mortality 
Average Average 

Age Nu~ber Number expectation Age Number Number Mortality expectatiou, 
living dying per mile of life in living dying per mile of life in 

years years 

x lx, dx 1000 qx ex x Ix dx 1000 qx ex 

1 Z 3 4 5 1 2 3 ~ 5 

10000 1162 116'2 49'4 48 6291 70 11'2 22'4 
1 8838 367 41'5 55'3 49 6221 73 ]1'8 21'6 
2 8471 197 23'3 56'7 50 6148 77 12'5 ZO'9 
3 8274 122 14'8 57'1 51 6071 80 13'2 20'1 
4 8152 79 1)'7 56'9 52 5991 83 13'9 19'4 
5 S073 53 6'6 56'4 53 5908 87 14'7 IS'7 

6 >3020 38 4'8 55'8 54 5821 90 15'5 18'0 
7 7982 30 3'8 55'1 55 5731 94 1'1'4 17'2 
s- 7952 25 3'2 54'3 56 5637 98 17'4 16'5 
9 7927 23 2'9 53'5 57 5539 103 18'6 15'8 

10 7904 22 2'8 52'6 58 5436 III 20'4 15'1 
11 78$2 21 2'7 51'8 59 5325 119 22'3 14'4 

12 7861 22 2''8 50'9 60 5206 129 24'7 13'7 
13 7839 23 2'9 50'1 61 5077 139 27'3 13'0, 
14 7816 24 3'1 49'2 62 4938 149 30'1 12'4 
15 7792 25 3'3 48'4 63 4789 160 33'5 U'8 
li6 7766 27 3'5 47-5 64 4629 173 37-5 11'2 
17 7739 29 3'8 46'7 65 4456 186 41'7 10'6 

18 7710 32 4'1 4;)'9 66 4270 196 46'0 10'0 
19 7678 33 4'3 45'1 67 4074 206 50,5 9'4 
2Q 7645 34 4'5 ' 44'2 68 3868 216 56'0 8'9 
21 7611 36 4-7 43'4 69 3652 225 61-5 8'4 
22 7575 36 4'S 42'6 70 3427 230 67'0 8'0 
23 7539 37 4'9 41'8 71 3197 232 72'5 7'5 

24 7502 38 5-0 41'0 72 2965 233 78'7 7'0 
25 7464 38 s'1' 40'S 73 2732 233 85'3 6'6 
26 7426 39 5-3 all'5 74 2499 233 93'5 6'2 
27 7387 41 5'5 38'7 75 2266 232 102'4 5'7-
28 7346 41 5-6 37'\) 76 2034 229 112'5 5'3 
2S 7305 42 5'8 37'1 77 1805 223 123'4 5'0 

80 7263 43 5'!} 36'3 78 1582 214 135'6 4'6 
31 7220 44 6'1 35'!} 79 1368 204 H9'Z 4'2 
32 7176 45 6'3 34'7 80 1164 191 164'7 3'9 
33 7131 46 6'5 33'9 81 973 177 182'4 3'5 
34 7085 47 6'7 33'2 82 796 162 203'7 3'2 
35 703S 4S 6'9 32'4 83 634 145 229'1 2'9 

36 6990 50 7'2 31'6 84 489 125 255'6 2'6 
37 6940 51 7'4 30'8 85 364 104 286'3 24 
38 6889 52 7-6 SO'O 86 260 83 317'4 2'1 
39 6837 54 7'9 29'3 87 177 66 352'3 1'9 
40 6783 56 8'2 28'5 8S 111 43 391'8 1'7 
41 6727 57 8'4 27'7 89 bS SO 436'1 1'0. 

42 S67l) 59 S'7 27'0 90 38 18 485'9 1'4 

43 6611 60 9'1 26'2 91 20 11 540'9 1'2 
44 6551 6? 9'5 25'4 92 9 6 601-7 '9 
4~ 6489 64 g'8 24'7 g3 3 2 668'2 'S 
46 6425 66 10'2 23'9 ~ 1 •• 
47 6359 68 10'7 23'2 
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APPENDIX III. 

RANDOM SAMPLES. 

The study of a population neoessarily im. 
~plies the study of the traits or characteristics 
thai; are common to t!:te individuals in the group. 
'Certain characteristics are measurable while 
others, though non·measurable, allow of quali
tative estimation. These values are the con· 
stants ca.ned parameters that define the popu
lation. 

2. The study of a population involves the 
·evaluation of the para.meters referred to above. 
The changes noticeable in these parameters due 
to differences in time and space indicate the 
trends in growth of the population. Henoe 
a oorrect estimate of the parameters is of funda
mental importance in all llopulation studies. 

3. The Census that occurs once in ten years 
js an attempt at measuring the traits in the popu
lation-men and women in a country. The 
census operations, in view of the fact that all 
the individuals in the country have to be enu
merated, require the setting up of a very costly, 
complicated and unwieldy maohinery. Even 
assuming that the cost should not stand in the 
way, it has to be observed that the Census enu· 
merators are invariably new to the work, being 
mostly teachers from the various schools in the 
State. However correct and precise the instruc
tions given to the enuIIlel'ators may be, it is only 
natural that a. margin of error .should creep in 

.during the census work. Apart from the diffi-
cul1ies of the field work, the Tabulation in the 
Census Office is much too heavy and laborious a. 
process. Anyone who has sorted the Census 
Cards be'fore the Tables are presented in the 
form seen in the Census Report will bear ample 
testimony to the time required for the different 
stages in the work and ,~he possibilities of a slip 
here or there that will bring about disparities 
between the final totals.arrived at. 

4. ThuB from the different points of, view 
from which the census operations can be looked 
at, one feels the uncomfortable misgiving if this 

laborious method is not in a sense 'primitive'. 
In statistical etudies, as in all fields of human 

activity, the aim should be to secure the maxi
mum benefit with minimum expenditure and 
time. In spite of the supposed aocuracy possible 
in the census one would unhesitatingly go in for 
a simpler and more convenient mode of approach 
where there is perfeot certainty of the extent of 
errOl that may be committed and where oost and 
time can be saved. To quote the Census Com· 
missioner for India "If we can through improve
ment or skill, so lessen our error and extend our 
scope that we can establish types from which 
we can accurately project the whole we have 
before us the possibility of a far more useful 
application of our limited and relatively inex
tensible financial resources. That is, of' course, 
sampling" . 

5. A brief reference to the gampling method 
to bring out the advantages and limitations 
therein is only appropriate. The sampling 
method is resorted to in ordinary life almost 
involuntarily, by everyone in making judg
ments or inferences. When you wish to buy 
anything from the bazaar you satisfy yourself 
as to itslquality by testing it with the help of the 
sample. 'In large manufacturing concerns --the . , 
same method is employed in the control of 
quality of manufactured goods. "In Statistical 
sampling, however, we are not. quite in the posi· 
tion of the commercial traveller and there is a 
great deal to do in the actual checking of our 
methods and the quality of the sample we prp
duce by them". 

6. Consider a homogeneous population for the 
sake of simplicity. The values of the charac
teristics for the large majority of individuals 
will lie in fairly short intervals round the corw 
responding values of the parameter in such 
populations. There will no doubt exiS't a 
small minority lying outside the regioDs so 
specified. If, therefore, a sample is taken from 
such a population one can expect that most of 
the individuals in the sample will correspond to 
those that are in the neighbourhood of the popu~ 
lati,on parameters and 10 consequence, the 
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sample can be u1;ilised in el!timating these -para" 
m~ters. 

7. "The object of the sample is to afford an 
indication of the whole of which it is a frag .. 
ment ; '~nd the better the sample, the more con" 
fidentl)y\ and closely we can -predjct the whole" • 

. The success of the sampling method, therefore, 
,depends on so designing it as to give a minia
'ture form of the original popUlation. In the 
ease of homogeneous groups, the end is achieved 
by picking out at random the individuals for the 
.sample. It may mathematioally be demonstrated 
that the methQd is correct and that the sample 
gives the values of the population constants with 
aoouracy'that can be measured. The random selec
tion to form the sample has to be done by the lot
tery metp_od. But when the -population is large a.nd 
where the individuals cannot be numbered in 
serial order, the method is no~ applicable. One 
-of the devices usually adopted' to get a random 
sample from large populations is known as the 
n'th m~thod. If it is desiredrfor instance to take 
a.ten per oent. sample di the houses in a locality, 
the procedu:re is to take every 't.enth house that 
comes in by following a particular order in coun· 
ting them. The method is not so efficient as 
the one ,~1folving the use of Random Sampling 
numbers. But the shortcomings may be over
.looked When the sample itself is large. 

8. It has been observed that the random 
~ample is applicable only in the study of hQmo
geneous -popula.tions. An indiscriminate use of the 
llandom sample in studying what may be called 
heterogeneous populations will only give dis
torted faots regarding the population. ln such 
cases the method for scientific inference is to 
resort to th~ Stra~fied Random Sample. This 
method has been discussed at length in the 
volume on Eoonomic Survey. 

9. The study of population problems by the 
sampling method necessarily involves the import
ant step o£ taking a fairly good and representative 
flample. The theoretic method of the Strati
fied Representative Sampling is ;iundo~btedly 
more efficient. In studies based on this method 

t 

stress is, placed on an intensive appraisal 
of the features relating to the many-sided 
act!vities of the individua.ls forming the popu .. 
Iatlon. The study is in this respect miaroscopio 
by taking sections. . Such a study rna! 
not be neoessary in social and administrative 
problems where indices showing broad ten
denoies alone are required. The age-cbIhposition 
of the population, their civil condition, literacy 
and ocoupational facilities-are some of the fac
tors that require measurement, in the broad 
sense, before the trends can be indicated. If 
each of these items has to be studied in detail 
the only method available is the one mentioned 
above. But if only a birds-eye-view that gives 
the salient features of the group-is required 
the question ma.y be asked why not the Random 
Sample method. "The predictive qualities of a 
Statistical sample of this kind will vary accord .. 
ing to the aspeot under examination and in 
general will be best where the aspect is univer .. 
sally present in the population". The sample 
should be selected by grouping throug:Q.out the 
entire group. Naturally the Prinoiple of In
sufficient Reason-in other words, the Prinoiple 
of Equal Distribution of Ignorance-urges one 
to assert that the' ~dom Sample will give a 
miniature population containing all the traits of 
the parent group. How far this is correct can 
be judged only by the results it yields. ' 

10. The method suggested by the Census Com
missioner for India enables, a comparison of the 
Sample values with the population values. The 
results of the comparison may be accidental. 
Before the final verdict on the utility of the 
method could be given the question as to how' 
the results based on this method behave in re
peated samples has to be gone into. But the 
possibility of verifying the results with the 
population census figures has not necessitated 
the further subdivision of the sample for noting 
the sampling fluctuations. It may however be 
pOinted out that the surprising agreement 
between the sample values and the population 
values obtained in the present investigation· 
warrants the statement that the rmethod is 
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mfficiently reliable and efficient. It was sug
?;ested by the Census Commissioner for India 
jhat a 1/50 sample of the population should 
)e selected and that the sample slips so 
,elected should be sorted for certain Imperial 
rabIes and the results compared. The mark
ng of the Isample slips was accordingly done 
)efore the enumeration pads were broken up for 
he general sorting. The pads were arranged in 
he serial order of the blocks, each taluk being 
reated as one whole unit, the Municipal town 
E any in a taluk being placed last in the list of 
lakuthies in each taluk. Counting from the 
irst slip of eacb taluk, every 50th slip wa~ 
larked off with a bold X at the back (the 
larking being done for males and females in two 
Bparate series) till the whole taluk was finished. 
'he actual extraction of the sample slips was 
one at the close of the general sortinf4. The 
trnple slips were then sorted for Imperial 
'abIes; VII, XI, and XIII and the data obtained 
re given at the end of this note. 

ii, The total number of slips obtained by this 
Lmpling amounted to 121,366 (60,889 males and 
0,477 females.) 

12. Impe'l'ial Table VII. This table is 
lerbaps tbe most important of the Imperial 
abIes and one of the most expensive to 
)mpile. It is estimated that 1/3 of the ex
enditure on Tabulation has to be set apart 
)I the sorting and the compilation of this table. 
, therefore the results of the sample sorting 
)r Table VII prove satisfactory for studying the 
tture and variation of the age distribution 
lere will be sufficient justification for adopting 
lis me~hod in limiting tabulation to samples 
l future Censuses. The Census Commissioner 
ts remarked that the results of the sample will 
~ most satisfactory when the attribute studied 

one universally present in the populatio:Q; as 
Ir instance age. For attributes which are 
kely to be localised in particuhr centres viz.~ 
)mmnnity or literacy or industr} the value of the 
Imple will decrease in proportion to such concen
ation. The following table gives thti number of 

persons in each age-group as per the sample sidEt 
by side with the results estimated from th& 
original Imperial Table and the range of possible. 
divergence due to random sampling. 

,.. Number * Pos~ible 
Number ob- calculated range of 

Age.group tained as per from the Difference error due to 
sample general dis- random 

tribution samplinr 

0- 5 17,494 17,550 - 56 246 
5-10 16,686 16,716 - 30 244 

10-15 15,693 15,563 + 130 232 
15-20 12,611 12,446 + 165 212 
20-25 10,576 10,544 + 32 196 
25-30 9,181 9,336 -155 186 
30-35 8,070 8,153 - 83 174 
35-40 7,251 7,176 + 75 164 
40-45 6,085 5,551 + 134 15o. 
45-50 5,067 5,035 + 32 138 
50-55 3,898 3,991 - 93 124 
55-60 3,086 3,180 - 94 112 
60-65 2,271 2,341 - 70 96 
65-70 1,535 1,538 - 3 78 
70 & over 1,862 1,879 - 17 86 

So far as the age distribution is concemed 
the results of the sample are highly satisfactory. 
In all cases the results of the sample are in close 
agreement ,with the estimated results. A com
parison of the proportional distribution of males 
and females according to age may be made from 
the following and the same inference is patent. 

Proportional age distribution of males and females 
for the general population and the 

Age.group 

0- 5 
5-10 

10-15 
15-20 
20-25 
25-30 
30-35 
35-40 
40-45 
45-50 
50-55 
55-60 
60-65 
65-70 
70 & over 

sample (per cent.) 
I • 

Males FeJ;llales 
,--...t.._____.4._ __ ~ 

PopUlation Sample 

,-___ -A.. ___ -, 

Population Sample 

14'53 14'45 14'38 14'36 
13'76 13'96 13'78 13'55 
12'92 13'09 12'72 12'76 ' 
10'12 10'30 10'38 10'48 

8'47 8'49 8'90 8'94 
7'57 7'43 7"81 7"70 
6'11 6'64 6'73 6'65 
5'99 6'02 5'84 5'93 
5'01 4'99 4'79 5'04 
4'23 4'12 4'06 4'23 
3'38 3'28 3'19 3'15 
2'65 2'62 2'59 2'47 
1'94 1'86 1"92 1'89 
1'24 1'21 1'29 1'32 
1'48 1'54 1"62 1'53 

* If p is the probability of occurrence of au;,:' 
event and q=l- p and n is the size of the:, 
sample. 

Mean frequenoy in the sample = up 
Standard deviation of the mean ..; ~ 
Range of random error has been 

taken as 2 x ..; npq 
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'Th~ proportions in eithar ca.se show very cl03e 
resemblance thereby revea.linO' that the taaulhs 
obtai tied from the sa.mple are Overy sa.tiafacl;ory. 

13. The proportional distribution by oivil con. 
dition ~or ,oertain age groups also confirms this 
faot (mde table below). The figures in italic3 
,show the proportions for the genera.l popUlation 
,extracted from the subsidia.ry ta.ble on Imp~rial 
Table VII. 

Proportional distribution by oivil oondition 
per 1,000 in each age-group 

Widowed 
.Age·group Unmarried Married and Divoroed 

Male Female Male Female Male Female 
0- 5 1,000 1,000 

1,000 1,000 
5-10 1,000 1,000 

1,000 1,000 
10-15 999 974 1 25 

998 975 g 25 
945 634 53 353 1 13 
948 624 51 363 13 

15-20 

3;18 92 664 828 18 80 
320 85 660 854 20 81 

20 • 8 904 589 16 
24 11 907 645 69 403 
15 6 344 
15 7 ;:} ::~ ~;~ 159 

608 499 367 390 25 748 
(J04 4(17 ."9 111 ~u 392 27 I1J 

20-40 

40-60 

60 & over 

All Ages 

The proportions in most oases agree very. 
,.closely. The results of the sample can therefore 
,be rehed up_?n for a study of the distribution of 
the populatIOn by age and civil oondition. 

14. Tab~e X!. Cons.idering the next impor
tant Table V~Z" LIteracy, It is observed that in th 
,sample population of 121,366 persons 57 766 0; 
47'6 p~r oent. are literate. The cor.res~onding 
proportIon for the ~otal population is 41'1 per 
?ent. ,!he prop~rtlon to the population litexate 
III Enghs~ aocordlllg to the sample is 6'4 per 
c!nt. whIle that obtained from the Census is 
:. 7 per deent. b The ~esult shows a slight varia-
~on an . can ~ attrIbuted to the fact that -the 

htexate III EnglIsh are concentrated in urban areas 
and hence has affeoted the sample. In 0'. I 
th d· t . b t' f' .,.snera 

€I IS n U Ion 0 lIterate population in vor'o .. 1 <N I us 
a.ge·gro.ups IS III C ose agreement to the distribu-
tIon estImated from Imperial Table XI as may be 
aoon from below:-

Age-gro~p. 

0-5 
5-10 

10-15 
15-20 
20-30 
30-50 
50 and over 

Literaoy by age-group. 
,------.A. ----, 
N~ber Number obtained 

est1mated. as per sample. 

8,519 
10,686 

8,510 
11,919 
12,709 

4,694 

8,554 
11,690 

8,611 
11,949 
12,448 

4,508 

A slight exaggeration is noted a.bout the group 
10-15 probably because a large number of 
school-going ohildren belong to this group and 
sinoe sohools are mostly present in urban areas 
there may be a bias for localis.a.tion in this group. 

15. Table XlII. As regards the distributiQ; 
by community of the sample population the 
resemblance between the theoretical and actual 
distribution IS even more striking (vide table 
below). 

Community. Sample. Estimated. Range of 
random error. 

Soheduled Hindu 1,925 7,916 172 

Other Hindu 62,951 62,911 348 

MUlIlim 8,526 8,680 180 

Indian Christian 39,149 39,158 326 

European 12 10 6 

Anglo-Indian 20 25 10 

Jain 1 1 ,2 

Jew 4 7 5 

Tribe 2,712 2,563 104 

The results indicate that exoepting in the 
case of Tribes, the community distributions of 
the sample are very close to the caloulated re
sults. But even in their case the difference 
is not much. The Tribes are a localised com
munity being confined mostly to Forest areas. 
It is interesting to observe that in Baroda also 
this slight exaggeration in the figure for Tribes 
was noted in the sample table on community. 

16. House sampling. One table has been com
piled to study the relation between the number 
of rooms and the size of the household on the 
basis of a sample of selected houses. One in 20 
of the houses in eerlain taluks and Municipal 
towns wab ticked off in the block lists and the 
table compiled for the houses so seleoted. The 
salient inferences obtained from this table have 
a.lready been discussed in paragxaph 100. The table 
is given a.long with the popula.tion sample tables. 

17. It is evident from the investigations on 
the Sample that qualitative charaoteristics: of a 
population oan be assessed with great accuracy 
by the Sampling Method. Thus it may be possi
ble to dispense with the compilation of the 
Imperial Tables on Age and Civil Condition, 
Literaoy and Main Communities and replaoed by 
a smaller and more compact prooedure based on 
the Sample. The investigators should however 
be specially trained and the units carefully select
ed before the sample method is substituted for 
the census method. 
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TABLE VII--Age and Civil Condition 

Population Unmarried 
Age r-----------------~ -, r-----------.... ----------,. 

Persons Males Females Persons Males Females 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

ADages 121,366 60,889 601177 67,148 36,998 30,150 

0 3,326 1,639 1,687 3,326 1,639 1,687 
1 3,515 1,751 1,764 3,515 1,751 1,764 
2 3,554 1,830 1,724 3,554 1,830 1,724 
3 3,634 1,838 1,796 3,634 1,838 1,796 
4 3,465 1,743 1,722 3,465 1,743 1,722 

0-5 17,494 8,801 8,693 17,49t 8,801 8,693 

5-10 16,686 8,498 8,188 16,686 8,498 8,188 
10-15 15,693 7,973 7,720 15,487 7,966 7,521 
15-20 12,611 6,272 6,3~9 9,949 5,929 4,020 
20-25 10,576 5,171 5,405 4,553 3,400 1,15,3 
25-30 9,181 4,526 4,655 1,798 1,489 309 

30-35 8,070 4,046 4,024 573 475 98 
35-40 7,251 3,666 3,585 253 182 71 
40-45 6,085 3,037 3,048 129 96 33 
45-50 5,067 2,507 2,560 79 59' 20 
50-55 3,898 1,999 1,899 48 33 ]5 

55-60 3,086 1,593 1,493 40 27 13 
60-65 2,271 1,130 1,141 24 16 8 
65-70 1,535 735 800 14 11 3 
70 and over 1,862 935 927 21 16 .5 

Married Widowed Divorced 
Age r-------~----- --., r------~------__. r- __._---------, 

Persons Mal,es Females Persons Males Females Persons Males Females 

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

All ages 45,926 22,337 23,589 7,475 1,334 6,141 817 220 597 

0 " 
1 
2 
3 
4 . , 

0-5 

5-10 .. 
10-15 202 7 195 1 1 3 3 
15-20 2,575 336 2,239 26 2 24 61 5 56 
20-25 5,787 1,731 4,056 109 17 92 127 23 104 
25-30 7,032 2,962 4,070 210 38 172 141 37 104 

30-35 7,018 3,479 3,539 358 58 300 121 34 87 
35-40 6,323 3,364 2,959 1559 86 473 116 34 82 
40-45 5,168 2,813 2,355 700 104 596 88 24 64 
45-50 4,034 2,300 1,734 893 127 766 61 21 40 
50-55 2,909 1,814 1,095 907 137 770 34 15 19 

55-60 2,075 1,400 675 951 159 792 20 7 L3 
60-65 1,329 945 384 897 162 735 ,21 7 L4 
65-70 751 570 181 756 148 608 14 6 8 
70 and over 723 616 107 1,108 296 812 10 7 I 
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TABLE XI-Literacy 
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Population Literate Illiterate Literate in English 
Age 

Number 

',..-____ .A-, _____ '"'" ,..-__ .......----"--___ --, ,..-, _____ -"-' ___ ----., ,--__ .A-___ --, 

Pers.DB Males Femliles PerEons Males l<;€males Persons Males Females Persons Males FemalelJ 

1 

All ages 

0- 5 

5J-IO 

10-15 

15-20 

20-30' 

30-50 

50 and over 

2: 

121,366 

17,494 

16,686 

15,693 

12,611 

19,757 

26,473 

12,652 

3 4 

eO,477 

8,693 

5 

57,7e6 

8,498 8,188 8,554 

7,973 7,720 11,690 

6,272 6,339 8,617 

9,697 10,060 11,949 

13,256 13,217 12,448 

6,392 ~ 6,260 4,508 

6 

35,218 

4,741 

6,090 

5,000 

7,247 

8,589 

3,549 

7 

22,550 

3,813 

5,600 

3,617 

4,702 

3,859 

959 

8 9 

63,600 25,673 

17,494 8,801 

8,132 

4,003 

3,994 

7,808 

14,025 

8,144 

3,757 

1,883 

1,272 

2,450 

4,6~7 

2,843 

TABLE XIII-Community 

State alild admi !Jistr ative Population Scheduled Caste Hirdn 

10 

37,927 

8,693 

4,375 

2,120 

2,722 

5,358 

9,358 

5,301 

11 12 13 

7,773 5,659 2,114 

272 179 

1,329 864 

],692 1,139 

2,277 1,660 

1,859 1,509 

344 308 

Other Hindu 

93 

465 

553 

617 

350 

36 

Division ,..-------'-------... ,..- -... ,..-------'-----~ 
Persons , Males Females Persons Males Females PersoDs Males Females 

1 

STATE 

2 

121,366 

Administrative DIvisions 

Southern 33,736 

Oentral 

Northern 

48,824 

38,806 

3 

60,889 

16,812 

24,383 

19,694 

4 

60,477 

16,924 

24,441 

]9,112 

5 

7,925 

1,170 

13,269 

3,486 

6 

3,986 

5S8 

1,638 

1,760 

India n Christian Anglo-Indian 

7 

3,939 

582 

1,631 

1,726 

,..-__ ____.__ ___ .., ,..-_____ ..A. _____ -... 

Persons Malee Females Persons Males Females 

STATE 

11 

39,149 

Admillistrative Divisions 

Southern 

Central 

Northern 

~,467 

12,646 

18,036 

12 

19,697 

4,283 

6,347 

19,067 

Muslim 

13 

19,452 

4,184 

6,299 

8,969 

14 

20 

4 

7 

9 

Tribe 

15 

10 

2 

3 

5 

16 

10 

2 

4 

4 

Jew 

8 

62,957 

21,095 

27,126 

14,736 

9 10 

31,457 31,500 

10,435 

13,469 

7,553 

European 

10,660 

13,657 

7,183 

,..-____ --A _______ ~ 

Persons Males 

17 

12 

5 

2 

5 

18 

6 

2 

-2 

2 

Jain 

Females 

19 

6-

3 

3 

r- ---... ,..-----'- r- -... ,..- -A-----., 
Peysons Males Females Peysons Males Females Persons Males Females Persons Males Femalea 

20 

STATB 8,526 

Admlnistra.tlve Divisions 

Southern 2,340 

ueatral 

Ncuthern 

3,913 

2,273 

21 

4,361 

1,181 

1,991 

1,179 

22 

4,175 

1,159 

1,922 

1,094 

24 25 

2,'172 1,379 1,393 

655 

1,860 

257 

321 

932 

1?AJ 

334 

928 

131 4 

27 

2 

2 

28 

2 

2 

%9 

1 

1 

30 

1 

.' 

1 

3L 

.~ 
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HOUSING CONDITION 

1/20 sample from selected Taluks 

Distribution of occupied houses by number of rooms and Dumber of residents 

Number Numbel- of rooms 
of r- ~ 

residents 1 2 3 4 5 (I 7 8 19 10aOO over Total 

1 648 361 179 39 56 20 14 24 7 2 1,350 
2 1,434 1,004 489 186 90 33 17 6 4 10 3,273 
3 2,019 1,631 763 268 109 62 21 12 6 17 4,908 
4: 2,395 2,057 989 403 164 65 47 34 12 13 6,179 
5 2,382 2,089 1,255 432 198 116 54 36 25 13 6,600 

6 1,834 1,841 1,136 453 229 90 54 21 11 23 5.698 
7 1,271 1,525 994 416 184 93 52 18 2 17 4,1>72 
8 764 941 641 339 157 73 38 25 14 21 3,013 
9 376 534 470 212 106 78 39 17 7 11 1,850 

10 and over 329 578 610 362 221 154 71 72 32 78 2.507 

Total 13,0152 12,58'1 '1,528 3.H.O 1,5101 '1801 010'1 lI85 120 205 3~960 
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APPENDIX IV 

SMOOTHING (LITERA.CY FIGURES.) 

The estimate of literacy by the enumerator 
cannot in the nature of things guarantee scienti
fic accurapy. Whether a person possesses a 
working knowledge of the three R's will 'be 
determined by the enumerator largely according 
to hit! own individual impression of what consti
tutes " a working knowledge." If the test is too 
rigid or too flexible there is the common danger 
of not getting an exact estimate of the literates 
in a country. In a State like Travancore, , one 
should normally expect a uniform progress with 
only reasonable fluctuations if the test of literacy 
had been based upon a measurable standard, but 
unfortunately this has not been disclosed by tho 
figures. It has therefore become necessary to 
smooth,the figures relating not only to literacy 
but to the popUlation in tho relevant age
groups. Any process of smoothing is empIrI
cal and arbitrary. Hence it is not claimed that 
the process will eliminate all the errors of enu
merartion, bnt it will help to a considerable extent 
in measuring with dependable accuracy the trenas 
in the progress of literacy from decade to decade. 

The data available for the present work 
<'.onsist of the Census figures for· the four decades 
-1901 to 1941. The figures are available in 
different age-grou ps for each Census. From the 
~oint of view of literacy, the study may be con
fined to the ages 5 and above. Great inac
curacies are likely to arise in the returns in 
the age-~oup 5-10 and consequently, for pur
poses of analysis the data have been arranged into 
broad categories-5 to 10, 10 to 20 and 20 and 
above. Thus the figures analysed may be gIven 
in the following tabular form. 

A.ge-group Census year 

1 ~ 3 4 S 
5-10 Pll pIe PI3 PI4 PI'> 

10-:W pJI p23 P23 P21 p2J 
Over 20 PJI PJ2 P33 P3! p35 
All ages PH P42 P43 PH Pi5 

From a table of the above type it is ,clear 
that the data, for purposes of smoothing, arl} 

scanty. Hence the usual methods of smoothing, 
-the Summation Method of the actuary or other. 
methods based on elaborate mathematical for
mulae-cannot with propriety be applied in the 
present case. The graphical method of plotting 
the points and drawin~ a smooth curve through 
them either by freehand or by the use of a spline
is probably adequate; but the space covered by 
the given points is so little that a certain amount 
of lack of control is bound to creep in allowing a 
great variety of curves to be fitted to the points. 
These considerations have made the present 
problem rather too difficult for a satisfactory 
solution. 

The data have been analysed in four steps 
corresponding to the four rows of the above 
Table. For convenience the figures in any row 
will be denoted by PI, Pl., Pa, Ph and ps. Direct 
smoothing of these values by Polynominal Re
gression would mean assuming the values to be-
gi ven by p = a + bt + ct2 + ....... where p denotes 
the smoothed value and t, the Census year. The
number of constants (a, b, ... ·.,) has to be very 
small as there are only five values in the Table. 
Further, in population problems where the in-
orease in figures is more or less on the logarith
mic scale, it will be more desirable to take 
logarithms of p rather than the actual p. If 
this method is adopted, the process of smoothing 
will take into accou.nt the relations between the 
several values of p only through the ooefficients 
in the equation. It was felt therefore that a 
better way of levelling the inaocuraoies in thE) 
values of p would be to smooth the cumulative
effect. Denoting this by p, it was found by 
actual trial that Q = Log P approximately follow
ed the Parabolio Trend. Hence the formula for 
smoothing has been taken as Q=a+bt + alA. 

Adopting the least square method of estima ... 
ting the constanta, we minimise 

U = ~ [Q, - (a + bi + (]'b-'/,) r with :respect to a" 
1 
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band c. This gives the following equations to 
.determine the value of a, band c. 

5a -;- 156 + 550 == R 
15a + 55b t- 225c= 8 
55a + 225b + 9790 = T 

where 
R = Ql + Q.2 + Q3 + Q4 + Q5 
8= Ql + 2Q2+ 3Q3+ 4Q4+ 5Q5 
T = QI + 4Q2 + 9Q3 + 16~ + 25Qs 

Ql = Log,pI 
<& = Log (PI + P2) 
Qa=Log (PI +p2+Pa) 
04 = Log WI+P2+P3+P4) 
<k = Log (,pI + P2 + pa T P4 +Ps) 
a = (322R + 35T - 2318)/70 
h = (187S - 33T - 231R)/70 
c=(7R r-T-6S)114 

It is by using these formulae that the figures fo~ 

the four groups in the Table have been smoothed. 

The results of the smoothing are given in the 

final Table. The smoothed figures are in fair 

agreement with the unsmoothed ones as will be 

evident from the percentage of error given for 

each. Thus without shooting too wide of the1mark, 

the' Table may be used with advantage in the 

study of trends regarding literacy in the State for 

the last few decades. 
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1901 1911 

r- ..A.. 
~ r-- _...._ 

~, 

Age-group," Male Female Total Male Female Total 

5-10 .A 193,054 193,563 387,217 230,525 228,858 459,383 

B 193,790 194,264 388,054 229,276 226,672 455,948 

0 0'07 0.36 0.22 0'54 0'96 0'75 

DI 381,215 395,609 776,824 458,396 466,798 925,194 

D 6,600 2,878 ~!,478 10,437 4,978 15,415 

EI 376,088 391,165, 767,253 462,115 467,951 930,066 

E 6,007 2,365 8,432 13,062 8,402 21,464 

F 17'31 7'27 12'20 22,77 10'66 16'66 

G 11)'13 h'05 1O'\» 28'27 17'95 23'08 

]0 -15 A 182,786 166,685 349,471 216,495 200,873 417,368 

B 182,956 166,603 349,559 216,771 ~1,511 418,282 

0 0.09 0.05 0'03 0'13 0'32 0'22 

D 24,9~0 7,180 32,106 36,565 14,339 50,904 

E 23,346 6,64()- 29,986 43,515 17,702 61,217 
F 136'33 43'11 91'87 168'90 71'38 121 '96 

G 127'60 39'36 85'78 200'74 87'85 146·35 

15-20 A 135,496 140,126 275,622 159,935 166,980, 326,915 
B 135,737 140,325 276,062 159,539 166,184 , 325,723 

0 0'18 0'14 0'16 0'25 0'48 0'37 

D 35,773 8,109' 43,887 50,805 16,271 67,076 
E 353,56 7,761 43,117 52,438 18,292 70,730 

F 264'05 57-87 159'23- 317'66 97'44 205'18 

G 260-47 55'31 156'19 328'68 110'07 217-15 

2(,) and over .A 790,668. 759,572- 1,550,240 896,.537 862,961 1,75~498 

B 790,40& 759,847 1,.550,255 896,745 859,247 1,755,992 

0 0'03 0'05 0'01 0'02 -43 0- 20 

D 252,679 26,660 279,339> 331,142 48,512 379,65f 

E 252,503 24,54g. 277,052 331,747 60,448 392,195 

F 319'5B 35'10 180'19 369'36 56'22 215'77 

G 319'46 32-30 178'70 369'(1) 70'35 2~3'35 

An Ages A 1,490,165- 1,461,992 2,952,157 1,731,363 1,697,612 3,428,975 

B 1,485,189 1,458,040 2,943,229 1,735,170 1,694,893 3,430,063 

0 0.'014 0'21 0'30' 0,22 0'16 0'03 

D 319,977 44,833 364,810, 428,949 84,100 513,049 
B 317,272- 41,315- 358,587 440,762 104,844 545,6M 
.F 214'73 30-67 ]23'57 247'75 49'54 149'62 

G 213'62 28·34 12.1- 83; 2.54'02 61'86 159-0T 

Population 
{ A-Census figures. 

B-Smoothed figures 
C-percentage'of error 

- D- 0 enSUB figures r ; 
Literacy t E- Smoothed figuret-} 
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1921 1931 1941 

,--------'-------> ,--------"-------"""""" r-- .____.4".. ----"' 

Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female Total 

272,589 269,029 541,618 341,:345 331,750 073,093 419,042 416,736 835,778 

275,908 270,949 Mo,857 337,712 331,712 661),424 420,441 416,211> 836,659 

1'20 0'71 0-96· 1-68 0'01 0-54 0·33 0-12 0-11 

538,800 535,007 1,073,807 782,196 768,141 1,550,337 861,575 851,716 1,713,291 
\ 36,831 39,970 76,801 1)6,526 37,425 93,951 233,056 U12,922 425,978 

571,911 568,737 1,140,648 712,252 701,966 1,414,218 892,139 879,692 1,771,831 
, 31,127 26,992 58,119 82,099 78,410 160,509 239,685 :305,905 445,650 

68-36 74'71 71'52 72'27 48·72 60'60 270'50 226'51 248'63 
54'43 47,46 50'95 115'27 111·70 113,50 268'50 2,$4,'13 251'[)2 

262,894 248,:38t) 511,280 313,728 30!,211 617,939 393,543 384,616 778,159 

260,435 24&,759 507,194 317,279 305,916 623,195 391,948 3S3,!l63 775,911 
0'94 0'66 0'81 1'12 0'56 0'84 0'41 0'17 0'29 . 

93,747 52,275 140,022 \'/8,484 60,928 159,412 300,H7 2.3.3,939 534,386 
82,272 44,636 126,91'> 157,813 106,461 264,274 307,048 2+0,177 M7,225 
356'60 210'41. 285·60 313'92 200-28 257'97 763'44 608-24 686'73 
315-93 180'S9 21)0 23 497'40 348'01 424'06 783'39 625'52 705-27 

193,514 199,943 393,457 238,499 249,413 487,912 308,269 314,056 622,325 
192,926 210,105 403,031 240,077 248,678 488,755 307,410 314,216 621,626 

0'30 0-58 0'15 0'66 0,30 0'17 0'28 0'05 011 

84,573 45,157 129,730 126,411 68,260 194,671 244,420 184,090 428,510 
82,592 41,363 123,955 138,146 89,740 227,886 245,383 186,800 432,183 
437'04 225'85 329'72 530'03 273,68 398'998 792-88 586'17 688,56 
428'10 205,68 314,58 575'42 360'87 466'26 798'23 594'50 693'25 

1,037,345 900,173 2,027,518 1,230,650 1,209,135 2,439,785 1,481,715 1,474,528 2,956,243 
1,038,681 1,000,108 2,038,789 1,228,262 1,198,309 2,426,571 1,482,842 1,478,035 2,960,877 

0'13 0-99 0,55 o '19 0'90 0-54 O'Od 0'24 0'16 

456,915 158,665 615,58t) 584,892 184,998 769,890 990,373 478,800 1,4&9,179 
456,307 134,537 590,844 657,079 2iO,653 927,7.32 990,')74 492,14,) 1,482,719 
440'47 160'24 303'61 475'27 153'00 315-56 b68'40 324'72 496'98 
439'31 134'52 2.39-80 537-97 225,86 382'32 668'02 332'97 500,77 

2,032,553 1,973,509 4,006,062 2,565,073 2,530,000 5,095,973 3,045,102 3,024,916 6,070,018 
2,063,953 2,016,709 4,080,662 2,497,870 2,454,869 4,952,739 3,074,339 3,055,906 6,130,245 

I-52 2,14 1'83 2-69 3-10 2'89 0'95 1'01 0-98 

672,066 296,067 968,133 866,313 351,611 1,217,924 1,768,296 1,089,757 2,858,053 
652,305 247,5~8 899,833 1,035,137 545,264 1,580,401 1,782,690 1,125,087 2,907,777 
330-65 150'02 241'67 337-73 138·93 239·00 580'70 360'26 470'86 
316'05 122'74 220'51 414-41 222,12 319'10 579-86 368'1, 474'33 

DI-Population below 10 (Oensus), 

EI-Population below 10 (Smoothed figures). 

Literate per 1000 
~ F-(Oensas,) 

t G - (Smoothed). 



GLOSSARY 

DYAITA-The system of Vedanta philosophy expounded by 
Sri Sankaracharya 

LLOMS-Salt-pans 
NANTHASAYANAM-Repose on Anantha (The infinite 

repose) 

NClIAL-Travancore and Cochin postal service 

SAN-Village schoolmaster 

SRAMAS-iIernlitageH 
TTAKKATHA-A kind of dramatic lit6rature peculiar to 

Kerala 

AT HAN AR-Syrian Christllm prie,t 

lfAMPU-A classical form of Malayalam Literature where 
prose and verRe i.ntermingle 

rHTTY -Chit Fnnd 
.L( lMS-Malayala Brahman houses 

~N l\II-Landlord 

ALARI-Physical Academy 

iliA-A lninor subdivision of a taluk 
ARAKKAR-People of a kara 

A.HAX A V AR-Head of a family 

\.RIMTAMIL- -An old form of Tamil 

<\THAKALI-A kind of pantomime peculiar to Kerab 

A. Y AL-Backwater or lagoon 

8::TTUTHENGU SYSTEM-Payment in kind, (coconuts), 
proportionate to the yield 

:LU'PATTU-A form of melodiouo poetry represented as 
being Hnng by a parrot 

JDIVAROM-Tenant'~ share of Crop 

JDIVILA-Tenant'b share of pnce 

~TDIYAN -Tenant 

d_HTAB SYSTEM-l\luRhm ~Yhtem of schools 

AKKATHAYAM-Inheritance from father to son 

i\KICATHAYIS-Those who follow the system of inheritance 
from father to son 

A.RUl\IAKKATHAYAM-Inheritau(le in the female line 

UU;MAKKATHAYIS-Those who follow the system of 
inheritance in the female hne 

«JLKOIMA-Overlordship-Suzerainty 

~L VARO.M-Government's share of rent-additional rent 

UNDU-Loin Cloth usually worn by the people of Kerala 

NALUKETTU-A building with four separate apartments 

with an open quadrangle III the centre 

NAMASANKIRTHANAM-RecitatlOn of the name of the 
Lord 

NARTHAKALAYAM-Dancing School. 

NATYASASTRA-The Sl}ience of dancing 

NITHISASTRA-The S(llenCe of law and morality 

PUDA VA-Kerala women's garment 

PULIKUDI-A ceremony obtiened by women during the first 
pregnancy 

PUNJA-Wet cultivation; wet land 

ROWKA-A jacket worn by Kerala women 

SAIVITES-Worshippers of God Siva 

SAMBANDHO~l-Marriage 

SAMSKARA -Ceremony 

SANATANISTS-Followerll of orthodox Hi~duism 
SAY ARN AS-Those belongmg to the four castes of Hindu 

Society 

SHASHTIABDAPOOI:{THI-Completion of the 60th year; II. 

ceremony conducted 'u connection with it. 

SLOKAS-Versc" 

SRI VALUMKODE-lLit-the land of prosperity) Ancient 
name of Travaneore 

SURMA-Collyrium 

TARA W AD-Joint-fal1tlly 

THALIKETTV-A man-Iage llCl'CmOllY, the important item of 

whlCh IS the tymg of a neck-Ol'nament (Thall) 

THIRA~TU KALYAl'{AM-A ceremony conue,;ted with the 
attamment of puberty 

THORTHL'-Towel 

THRIPPADIDAN AM-DedHJation to God 

THULLAL KATHA-A Vdriety of Malayalam poetry 

UTHSAVAMS-l'eriodieal temple celebrations 

VAISHNAVITl<~S-Wor,dlipper" of f}od VIshnu 

VAN APRASTHAl\l-,Lit.-Retu·ing to the forest) the third 
otage of life pre8"ribed fo,' the hIgher ca~te~ 

VEDANTISM-The tiYHtem 01 rehgiou~ philosophy generally 
aucepted by the Hindu~ 

VISISHTADV AlTOM-A phIloRophical ~ystem exponnded by 
Sri Ramanujacharya 
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Coir Workers Union 98 
169 Allums • 107 ,Academy of .Music 
35 Alwar (Kulasekhara) • 151 ,Acreage under crops 
15 <Alwaye 20, 21, 22, 30, 113, A~ts 

110 114 Debt Relief 
98 Alwaye Bridge 40, 115 Factories 
59 Aluminium Factory 21 IIava 

Jenmi Kudiyan 8 Ambalapula 6 
KshatriJ'a 59 Ambalavasi 164 

59 American 134, 139 Malayaia Brahman 
98 Anglican 134, 162 Mines and Minerals 

59, 131 Anglo-Indians 76,77 Nayar 
100 Anamudy 4 State Aid to Industries 

Trade Disputes 98 Ananthasayanom 21 
Trade Unions 98 Anantha Victoria Marthandan 

Vellala 59 Canal 6 
Workmen's Compensation 98 Anarchism 97 

46 Anchal 113, 114 ..Actuarial Report 
131 Antioch 133, to 138 Adi Dravida 

Arabia 105 153 _Addison 
Arabic 149, 150 Adhyatma Ramayana 152 
Ara ble-animal husbandry 38 Administrative Divisione 18, 21, 26, 41, 
Aranmulai 170 160, 163 

127 Arayan 126, 131, 162 Ad>'alta 
Archdeacon Alexander w 136 _Aerodrome 114 
Archdeacon Thomas 136 _ Age-composition 49 
Area (corrected) 17 _Age-constitution 176 

13! Arians Age-group 55 
Armenian 135 of operativefl 95 
Art Festival 170 of unemployed 119 
Art Gallery 21 Agasthiswaram 147 
Arts College 21 Agricul tural 

110 School of 171 Debt Redemption Committee 
Arur 6 Improvements 83 

Loans 15 Aryan immigrants 142 
Prospects 85 Arya Samaj 127, 130 

Asan ]29 Research 83 
108 Ascu treatment Agriculture (Department of) 38, 39, 84, 85 

Asoka 127 Director of 106 
AsralJ1as 

45 importance of 78 
Assam 

159 Ahimsa 126, 127 Associated Cement Company 
107 _ Air Mail Service 114 Athanasius (Mar Mathew) 137 Aiyanavar 141 Attakatha 
152 Aiyan Atikal Thiruvatikal 134 Attingal 

20,22, 30' _ Ajmer-Merwara 164 Australia 
25 Alangad 

1 AyillyaJ1J Thirunal (Maharaja) 
153 Alexandria, 

134 B Alleppey 7, 15, 20, 21, 30 Babylon 
134 First Coir Factory at 

96 Ba('kward eommunities 
61,141, 158 
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Baghdad 135 Central Provinoes 164-
Ba lance of Trade 15 CeramlO Factory (Kundara) 13., 
Bali 168 Ceylon 138 
Baltic-Slavonic group 149 Chacka 1.'a val' 162 
Baluchistan 164 Chakkala 131 
Banking Enquiry Committee 109 Chakkilian 162 
Baptist 139 Chaldrean (Patriarch of babylon) 136 
BaradeuH .Jacob 134 Chahya Rishi 101 
Baroda 17, 164 Chamber of Commerce 98 
Basque 149 Champus 151 
Beedi 92,102 Chandy Cathanar 136 
Begging 68 Changanachery 6, 19, 22, 160 
BelgIans 25 Ch<.l1'coa J 102 
Bell metal 102 Chattampi S",amikal 12& 
Bengal 96, 127, 164 Chavara 41} 
Bengal Revival 169 Chayakaran 132 
Behar 164 Chennamangalam 152 
Ber;u 164 Cheraman Peruma I 134 
'3harthruha."1 45 Cheramar 41, 132, 141 
I:hble Faith 139, 141 Chera" 2 
Birth-rate 182. 186 Cherusseri N ampo"hiri 151 
Board of Industries 100 Chetti 162 
Bombay 7,114,164 Child Marriage 114 
Books 168 Child WeHare Work 15 
Boordhana Yakub 134 China 25, 105, ,169, 
Boy Scout Movement 171 Chinebe language 149-
Brahman 162 Chinese nets 105 
Brahmo Samaj 127, 130 Chinese painting 169· 
Bridges 7,40 ChirayinkH 6, 112, 142 
Britain 105, 112 Chitr<l Tlnrunal Maharaja, Sri 3, 101, 109, 
BrltiRh Supremacy 3 135, 156, 170 
Broadcasting Station 114 Chithrasala, My"ore 169 
Brother Mission 139, 141 Cholas 1,_2_ 
BuC'hanal] (Dr. Claudius) 138 Chowwara 115-
Buddhism 115, 127 Christ (Jesus) 135, 139 
Buddhists 76, 142 Christians 133 to 141 
Bureau of Information 122 Christian sects 141 
Burma 25,138 Church Missionary Society 22 

C Civil condition 57 

Calicut (Zamorin of) Classical dance 170 
1 C. M. S. 147 Cana Thomas of 134,135 

Cannanore 114 
Claudius (Buchan~n Dr.) 138 

Cape Comorin 4, 7, 22, 40, 113 
Coastal trade 7 

Capital "e'I"8U~ labour 97 
Cochin 6, 7,105, 113,.. 

152 CapItalIst farmer 85 Cochin Bishop 136 Carmelite 136,153 Cochin Harbour 21,113,114 Carr Saunders 34 Cochin Raja 1,136 "Carrying capacity" 84 Cochin State 1, 43, 115, 164 Cash-nexus 97 Coconut palm 4-Ca~te 130 to 133 Co-education 157 Caste-mark 43 
C' atarnal'an Coil' factory 96 

105 Coil' industry 104-Catholic 134 Colachel 1, 6, 7, 21,. Roman 162 113 Syrian 162 CollegIate education 158-C'eltil) group of languages 149 COlllmuni{:atiolls 6, 14, 15,40,. Census date 
10 113-

Central Indla States 164 Communi~m 97 



C omllmnities 

Concili~tion (Board of Trade Disputes) 
Conciliation OffiiCars 
Conner 
ConsortIUm 

Control Board 
Conversions 
Cool drink habit 
Co-operative Department 
Co-operative Enquiry Committee 
Co-operative Societies 
Coorg 
Coptic 
Copper plate grant 
"Corn Laws" 
Corporation 
Cottage Indu~tries 
Cottage Workers 

Courtallam Falls 
Cranganore 
Credit Bank 
Credit facilities 
Cultivable area (acreage) 
Cultivated area 
Cultivated area under crops 
Cultivating owners 
Cultivating tenants 
Cultivation (of special crops) 

(punja) 
Cultural unity 
Culture (problem of) 
Czechoslovakia 

Dance (Indian Classical) 
Danish system ot husbandry 
Darragh James 
Darragh Smail & Co. 
Dayananda Saraswathi 

Death-rate 
Debt Relief Act 
Denmark 
Density (PopUlation) 
Dependants (partial & total) 
Depeno.ence (Incidence of) 
Deviculam 
Dharma Rajll 

Dialects 
Diamper 
Diminishing Returns {law of) 

Dioceses 
Dionysius V C\1ar) 

D 
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23, 50, 52" 54, 
57, 59,60,61, 
62, 63, 75, 77, 
124, 125, 126, 

142, 162 
98 

110 
129 

60 

98 
126 

92 
104 
111 

34,106 
164 
134 
134 

86 
20,31, 160 

101, 102 
100 

22 
138, 152 

15, 110 
109 

28,32,81 
28, 32, 81 

83 
80 
80 
81 
14 

144, 147, 171 
122 
147 

170 
38 
96 
96 

127 
182,188 
15,110 
4,105 

27 
68 
77 

30,41 
2 

146 
136 

39, 83 
138-139 

137 

Dibafforesta tion 
Dispute~ (Trade) 
District Health Officer 

Divisions (See'Administrative and 

Natural) 

Divorce 
D'Lannoy 
Dojunkai Association 
Domestic Service 
Double cropping 
Dravidian 
Dra vidian languages 
Drinking habit 
Dutch 

Ea&t India Company 
East IndIa StateR 
East Indies 
Enonomic Depressiol). 
Economic Development Board 
Economie Journal 
Economic resources 
Economic Survey 

Do. Report 
Edanad 
Edapalayam 
Educated Unemployment 
Education Code 
Education Department 

Education Reform .. Committee 
Egg-grading 
nuthachan 
Emigration 
Endogamy 
Energy (Goddess of) 
Engineering College 
England 

EnglIsh language 
schools, earliest 

E 

libraries and journals 
Enumeration (preliminary and final) 
Epidemics 
Epizootic disea~es 
Equalisation of sa!arie~ of men and womeC! 

Ernaku1am 
Estate economy 
Estates in the State 
Ettumanur 
Europe 
European languages 
Eutychians 

Eve 

22t" 

34-
98 
15 

61, 62-
21 
99> 

66,68 

36, :39 
126, 132 

149 
92 

1,21, 149 

2 
164 
169 
13 

109 
109 

87 
35,38 

til 
() 

107 
121 
157 

106, 113, 154 
155, 168, 170 

156 
112 
152 

42,43 
50,59 

126 
159' 

80, 99, 101, 105. 
106, 138, 161} 

146 
147 
148 
10 
15 
99 

117 
115, 13S-

27, 43 
96 
22 

141 
149-
134 
117 
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Excise Department 
Exhibition (Industrial) 
Ex-Kaiser 
Exogamy 
Expectation of life 
Ezhava (nava) 

:Factories (in the State) 
Factories Act 

Factory laws 
Family budget 
}'ar East 

}'emale choke of occupation 
Female fecundity 

F 

Female ratio (of industrial workers) 
Female unemployment 
Female workers (percentage) 

(insufficiency of) 
(by community) 
(in industry) 

Females (Married) 
Fertility 
Fertility and Mortality Enquiry 

Fine Art 
Finnish 
Fisheries Department 
Flemish 
Folklore 
Food industry 
Force of birtli 
Force of death 
Ford Factories 
Forest products 
Forest resources 
Forestry (institute of) 
Fore~try section 
.?ragmentation 

-Fragmentation Enquiry 
'Fragmentation of HoldingH Report 
France 

,Franchise 
Franciscans 
Francis Xavier 
FraBer (General) 
Frauen 
French 
Fruit Industry 

Gaelic 
Gainful workers 
Game Sanctuary 
Garhasthyam 
German 
Germany 

Welfare work in 
Wheat cultivation in 

o 

• 

113 
101 
117 

59 
184 

131, 145, 162 

96 
98 
98 
10 

169 
89 
53 
89 

117 
72 
74 
76 
89 
50 

174 to 176 
17, 49, 57 & 

174, & 176 
168 
149 
106 
149 

3 
89 
16 
19 
99 

5,108 
108 
159 
109 
80 
33 
81 
25 

9 

136 
136 
139 
117 
149 

104-105 

149 
71,72 

108 
45 

149 
116 

99 
84 
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Girl Guide Movement 
Goa 

(Archbishop of) 
Gothic 
Gouri Parvati Bayi (Rani) 
Graduated figures 
Graduate wives 
Grahastham 
"Grandhabhabha" 
Greek 
Gujerathi 
Gwalior State 

H 

Harijan Hostel 
Hanpad 
Hartog Committee 
Health DivisIOn 
Health Unit 
Hebrew 
" Hidden misery" 
" Hidden unemployment" 
HIgh Range 
Hmdi 
Hindi Prachara Sabhas 
Hindu Pantheon 
Hindus 
Hindus (Other) 
Hindusthani 
Hiscock machine 
Histogram 
House density 
House (Lower) 

(Upper) 
House structure 
Hungarians 
Hyderabad 
Hydro-electric power 

I 

Uava 
nava Act 
I!avathi 
Ilavanian 
lIIoms 

Ilmenite 
ImmigratIOn 
Index of concentration 
India 
Indian Christian (workers) 
Indian Classical Dance 
Indo-Aryan (branch of languages) 
Indo-European 
Industrial Exhibition 
Industrialisation 
Industrial organisation 
Industrial planning 
Industrial Relations Committee 
Indmtrial schools 
Industrial workers 

171 
114 
136 
151 

86" 155, 170 
12, 13 

118 
128 
152 
134 
150 
164 

158 
20 

159 
15 

15,22 
149 

60 
~7, 44 

106, 113, 114 
46,k148 

148 
124 

126 to 132 
77 

150,151 
112 
47 
29 

9 
9 

31 
149 

--18, 16i 
6 

131,'145, 162 
59 

162 
162 
145 
107 

42,43 
46 

164 
76,77 

170 
49 

149 
101 

35, 40, 66, 87 
96 

115 
98 

101 
87 
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.Female workers 89 Karthika pa n y • 6,30 
Indu8tries-(Board of} 100 Karthika Thirunal Maharaja 2 

cottage 101 Karunagapally 6, 30, 141 
Department of • 97, 107 Kashmir 166 
Director of 99 Kathakail • 152, 1il) 

organised 14,93 Kaumaram 45 
State 'Aid to (Act) 100 Kayal reclamation 84 

Infantile ;Mortality 182, 189, 190 Kayamkulam 22 
Information Bureau 122 Kerala 28 
Information Department 166 Kerala Culture 151 
Institute of Forestry 159 

Kerala Hindu Mission 126 
of Research 159 

Kerala Natya Kala 170-
of Textile Technology 159 

Kerla Varma (Valiakoil Thampuran) 153 
Intermarriages 144 

K ettuthengu system 110 
Interportal Convention . 113 

Killppattus 152 
Inter-University Board 171 

Kingship 9 
Iran 25 

Kipling 165 105 --, Iraq 
Knanaya Syrians 135 Irrigated Area 81 

142 Knaya Thoma • 135 Islam 
Konkanese 127 149 • Italian 
Konkani 150, 151 Italy 25,38,84 • 

Itinerant Weaving Party 109 Koollen Cross • 136 

Ivan-ios (Mar) 137 Koran • 150 

J Kothayar Project 5, 7, 36, 113 

134, 135 Kothamangalalll • 114 Jacob Baradeus 
Kottar 22, 13S 

Jacobite 134, 162 
Kottarakara 6,7,41 126,141 • Jainism 
Kottayam 6, 20, 22, .to, Jains 76 

38; 99, 105, 
114, 160 

Japan 'Krishnagatha' 152 106, 116, 169 
Krishnan vaka 162 Japanese painting 169 

Java 84 Kshatriya • 132, 144, 145, 162 

Jenmikudiyan Act 8 Kshatriya Act 59 
KudiYarom 107 Jerusalem 135, 136 
Kudivila 108 Jesuit College and Seminary 135 

Jesus Christ 135,139 Kudumi 162 

Jews 76 Kulasekhara Alwar 151 

Joseph of Edessa 135 Kulithura 20 

"Journalese" 165 Kunchan Nambiar 152 

Journalism 165 Kundara 5,114 

Judjlism 141 Kunnathtmad 39,141, 142 

Jugo Slavia 147 Kunnathur 1 

1(. Kuravas 149, 162 

Kuttanad 41 Kalakaud 1 
113 Kuttapula • Kalari 6.128 

Kali 124 L 
Kalkualm 5 Labour Commissioner 98, 99 
Kammalas 131, 149, 162 Labour Corps 42, 66, 161 
Kanal'ese 151 Labour Union, Thuckalay 98 
Kanikkaran 124,162 Labour Unions • 97 
Kaniyan 162 Labour vs. Capital 97 
'KanJi' 135 La bour Welfare Movement 98, 99 
Kara 128 Land .Mortgage Bank 109, 110 
Kal'llkkar 128 Land-owner (sm~ll) S(} 
Kal'anavar 144,145 'Land' 8 end' 83 
Karim Tamil 151 Languaged 146-15~ 
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"'Laputan Flapper' 
Latin 
La tin C a tholios 
Leapuralll 
Legislation 
Legislature (bioameral) 
Lepper Colony 
Liaison Offioer 
I,ife Tables 
Lift Irrigation 
Lignite 

"Lingua Franoa' 
'Lingua Malabarioa' 
Lingui&tic Survey of India 
Literacy 
LIterate unemployed 
L. M.S. 
London 
Lower Hoube 
Luther, Martin 
Lutheran Mission ' 

~lacaulay (Col.) 
. .:\Iladras 

"'1adras Legislative Assembly 
Madra~ Presidency 
Madra., University 
.Madura 
Magna Carta 
Mahabharatham 
illaharaja Sri Chitra Thirunal 

:Maharani Setu Parvati Bayi 

n-Iahavira 
~fahtab system 
""lain Central Road 
Mam Southern Road 

.Major communities 
illakkathayis 

Malabar 
illalaya 
Malayala Brahman Aot 
1I1alayarayan 
Male workers (peroentage) 
Maltese 
Manakudi Lake 
Man-land ratio 
1\1annan 
~lannanam 

Manorial System 
Mar Dionysius V 
Mar Thoma 
Marakkan 
Maran 
~larathi 
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123 
72 

149 
108 
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123 
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136 
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Marayan 

J\iarcasite 
':\<f arine Biology 
M aroher lords 
" Marchers" 
Marital legislation 
Marketing 
Marketing Officers 
11arketing Scheme (All-India) 
l\I arketing section 
Market, 

Marthanda Varma Maharaja 
l\larthandam 

Mart'handom Rural Reco:sstruotion centre 
:illar Thoma I 
1\1ar Thoma MetrOI)olitan 
Mar Thomite 
:i\Iartin Luther 
Marumakkathayam laws 
Maruwan (Sapor Iso) 
l\iascot 
Masculinity 
~laternity work 
~lat~ew Athanasius 
Mats 
.:\Iattancheny 
1Ilavelikara 
l\leenachil 
Meanakethana Chal'ltham 
Melkle 
'Melkoima'right 
Melvaroms 
Menezes (Archbishop) 
Middle School 
MigratIOn 
.:\Iineral Industry 
:iUinel'als 
':\Imes and Minerals Act 
Mining 
.:\h '(ell farmmg 
.7lIode 
, }Iodel State' 

1IIollazlte 

Money-crops 
Monophysites 
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='+lotor Unions 
='+lug-hal Empire 
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